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AFFIDAVIT

COMM0t1 WEALTH OF PEilNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUitTY OF ALLEGHEllY:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared
Robert A. Wiesemann, who, being bj me duly sworn according to law,

deposes and says that he is authori::ed to execute this Affidavit on
behalf of Westinghouse Electric Corporation (" Westinghouse") and that

the averments of fact set forth in this Affidavit are true and correct

O to the eest of ^4s 'aow2eese iaro = tioa- ad be14er:

dxt9?alnuua
Racert A. Wiesemann, Manager
Regulatory and Legislative Affairs

Sworn to and subscribed
before me this o day
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(1) I am Manager, Regulatory and Legislative Affairs, in the Nuclear
Technology Divisicn, of Westinghouse Electric Corporation and as
such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing
the proprietary information sought to be withheld from public dis-
closure in connection with nuclear power plant licensing or rule-
making proceedings, and am authori::ed to apply for its withholding
on benalf of the Westinghouse Water Reactor Divisions.

(2) I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of
10CFR Section 2.790 of the Commission's regulations and in con-
junction with the Westinghouse application for withholding ac-
comoanying this Affidavit.

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized
by Westinghoust Nuclear Energy Systems in designating information h
as a trade secret, privileged or Ts confidential commerical or
financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.790
of the Commission's regulations, the following is furnished for
consideration by the Commission in determining whether the in-
formation sought to be witnhela frca public disclosure should ba
withheld.

(i) The infonnation sought to be withheld from public disclosure
is owned and has been held in confidence by Westinghouse.

O
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(ii) The infomation is of a type custcmarily held in confidenco
by Westinghouse and not customarily disclosed to the public.
Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining the types
of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in
that connection, utilizes a system to determine when and
whether to hold certain types of information in confidence.
The application of that system and the substance of that
system constitutes Westinghouse policy and provides the
rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it
falls in one or more of several types, the release of which
might result in the loss of an existing or potential com-

O pet 4t4ve eeventage, es foiiews:

(a) The information reveals the distincuishing aspects of
a process (or ccmponent, structure, tool, method, etc.)
where prevention of its use by any of Westinghouse's
competitors without license from Westinghouse consti-
tutes a competitive economic advantage over other
ccmpanies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data,
relative to a process (or component, structure, tool,
method, etc.), the applicaticn of which data secures a
ccmpetitive econcmic advantage, e.g. , by optimization
or improved marketability.

O
'

. . _ - -
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(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure
of resources or improve his ccmpetitive position in the
dasign, manuf:cture, shipment, ins ta l l a ti:,1, assur2nce
of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production cap-
acities, budget levels, or ccmmercial strategies of
Westingnouse, its custcmers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future West-
ingnouse or custcmer funded development plans and pro-
grams of potential cor=ercial value to Westingnouse.

(f) It contains patentacle ideas, for which patent pro-
tection.T.ay be desirable. h

.

(g) It is not the property of Westinghouse, but must be
treated as pc;,;rietary by '.lestir.g%:se according to
agreements with the owner.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system
wnich include the following:

|

| (a) The use of such infomation by Westinghouse gives
,

Westinghouse a competitive advantage over its ccm-

peti tors . It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure
| to protact the Westingace:a competitive posi ti;n.
1

0
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(b) It is information which is marketable in many ways.

The extent to which such information is available to
competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to
sell products and services involving the use of the
information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a
competitive disadvantage by reducing his expenditure
of resources at our expense.

(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent
to a particular ccmpetitive advantage is potentially
as valuable as the total ccmpetitive advantage. If

({} competitors acquire components of proprietary infor-
mation, any one ccmponent may be the key to the entire
puz:le, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a competitive
advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position
of prominence of Westinghouse in the world market,

'

- and thereby give a market advantage to the competition
in those ccuntrias.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets
in research and development depends upon the success

in obtaining and maintaining a competitive advantage.

\
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(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in
confidence and, under the provisions of 10CFR Section 2.790,
it is to be received in confidence by the Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in
ouolic sources to the best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this
submittal is aporopriately marked information provided to
Westinghouse utility customers in WCAP-9745 entitled
"Results of Westingnouse Review of Environmental Qualifi-
cation References for WRD Supplied Category II Equipment
with Respect to the Staff Positiens in NUREG-0588" for
their use in responding to the NRC request to review their
qualification programs against the standards established ||h
in NUREG-0588.

This information enables Westinghouse to:

(a) Develop test inputs and procedures to satisfactorily
verify the design of Westinghouse supplied equicment.

(b) Assist its customers to obtain licenses.

Further, the information has substantial commercial value

as follows:

(a) Westinghouse can sell the use of this information to
customers.

O
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(b) Westinghouse uses the information to verify the design
of equipment which is sold to customers.

(c) Westinghouse can sell testing services based upon the
experience gained and the test equipment and methods
developed.

Public disclosure of this information is likely to cause
substantial harm to the competitive pcsition of Westinghouse
because it would enhance the ability of competitors to design,
manufacture, verify, and sell electrical equipment for com-
mercial power reactors without ccmmensurate expensas. Also,

,

public disclosure of the information would enable others

() having the same or similar equipment to use the information"

to meet NRC requirements for licersing documentation without
purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the equipment described in part by the
information is the result of many years of development by
Westinghouse and the expenditure of a considerable sum of

I money.

i

This could only be duplicated by a competitor if he were
to invest similar sums of money and provided he had the
appropriate talent available and could somehow obtain thei

l

requisite experience.

|
Further the deponent sayeth rot.

; O
|
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION PROGRAM

1.1.1 Background

In general, IEEE Standard 323-1971, " General Guide for Qualifying Class IE
Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," was the principal
document for formulating environmental qualification programs for the Virgil C.

Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS). For equipment under Nuclear Steam Supply System

(NSSS) scope of supply, qualification was based on the supplemental qualification
program described in a letter NS-CE-692 (7/10/75) from Westinghouse to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). For equipment specified by the
Architect / Engineer (A/E), qualification programs were based on IEEE-323-1971 and
subsidiary standards, such as IEEE-382 and IEEE-334, in existence at the time of
engineering design.

Even though South Carolina Electric and Gas Company (SCE&G) is committed to

qualification of Class IE equipment in accordance with IEEE-323-1971, certain
equipment has been supplied under the guidelines of IEEE-323-1974 and later
revisions of IEEE standards. Because of the evolution of IEEE qualification

standards that has occurred during the time of procurement of Class IE equipment,

determination of the qualification standard applied to a particular component
must depend on a review of the procurement history of the component.

Since the time that the NRC Commissioners issued Memorandum and Order CLI-80-21

on May 27,1980, NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment," forms the requirements

j which operating-license applicants must meet to satisfy those aspects of
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 4, which relate to environmental

;

I qualification of safety-related electrical equipment. NUREG-0588 requirements
are divided into two categories. Category I positions apply to equipment

qualified by IEEE-323-1974; Category II positions, to equipment qualified by
,

.

IEEE-323-1971. For NSSS supplied equipment, WCAP-9745 is a Westinghouse review
|
j of environmental qualification references for Water Reactor Division supplied

O:

:
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gCategory II equipment with respect to the staff positions in NUREG-0588. It

provides information to assess the degree of compliance of equipment under NSSS
scope of supply to the requirements of NUREG-0588. A comprehensive testing
and/or analysis program was conducted for the NSSS safety related electrical
equipment and components which are required to function during and subsequent to
any of the design basis accidents and that experience harsh environments. The
program consisted of performance tests of individual pieces of equipment in the
manufacturer's shop, integrated tests of the system, as p whole, in the field,
and periodic inspection and tests of the activation circuitry and mechanical
components to assure reliable performance, upon demand, throughout the qualified
life of the equipment. The initial qualification tests of individual components
and the integrated tests of the systems as a whole complement each other to
assure performance of the system as designed and M prove proper operation of the
activaticn circuitry. For engineered safety features (ESF) equipment, located
inside the reactor building, qualification testing and/or analysis is performed

considering the effects of post accident temperature, pressure, humidity,
radiation and chemical environments.

For balance of plant (B0P) equipment, FSAR Section 3.11 describes the

qualification programs. This equipment, including cabling, is designed to

accommodate the effects of, and to be compatible with, the environmental

conditions associated with the location of the equipment. The environmental

conditions considered include those expected during normal operation,

maintenance, testing and, if applicable, post accident periods.

The ESF mechanical and electrical equipment and instrumentation associated with

balance of plant systems inside the reactor building are designed to perform
required functions under conservative post accident temperature, pressure,
humidity, radiation and chemical conditions. Where design of balance of plant
equipment to withstand dynamic effects of missiles, pipe whip and jet forces was
impractical, barriers were designed to protect such equipment.

O
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,/ An independent review of qualification programs for Class 1E equipment has been
conducted by SCE&G. The SCE&G review has included identification of Class IE

equipment needed to achieve emergency reactor shutdown, containment isolation,
reactor core cooling, centainment and reactor heat removal and prevention of
significant release of radioactive material to the environment. It also included

identification of TMI lessons learned, modifications and cold shutdown equipment.
The review program considered equipment location, normal, abnormal, accident
environmental parameters, and design operability requirements under normal and
accident conditions. It also included reviewing qualification reports against
NUREG-0588 positions, equipment interfaces against qualification configuratic.,
and confirming that equipment qualified is applicable to equipment installed in
the plant. The purposes of the review were to establish the adequacy of the
qualification programs, identify the need for additional qualification effort,
and to provide the means to maintain equipment qualification for its intended
purpose for the life of the plant. The independent review focused only on
Class IE equipment exposed to harsh environments.

1.1.2 Independent Review Program

To accsmplish the purposes of an independent review, an overall plan was
developed. The plan organized the review into five major efforts:

1. Documentation of environmental qualification program scope.

2. Verification of qualification program status.

3. Identification and resolution of qualification program deficiencies.

4. Collation of qualification documentation.

5. Establishment of procedures to maintain qualifications.

k

1.1-3 Revision 3
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Overall responsibility for the review was maintained by SCE&G; however, Gilbert h
Associates, Inc. (GAI), the A/E, was tasked with performing the initial review of
the qualification programs for BOP equipment against the NUREG-0588 positions.

SCE&G has been involved in the environmental qualification process throughout the

design review of the plant. This involvement included review and approval of
equipment specifications, resolution of environmental qualification problems as
required, and witnessing of certain qualification testing. Review of
qualification programs for equipment under NSSS scope of supply was performed
under the directJon of SCE&G Nuclear Engineering and Licensing Department

personnel. Personnel from different organizations, such as Shift Technical
Advisors, Technical Support Engineers, Maintenance Engineers, and Independent

Safety Engineers, were trained as reviewers. During the review process, an index
of documents necessary to demonstrate qualification was generated for use in
establishing a Central File of qualification records for Class lE equipment. To
maintain an adequate depth and consistency of review, a Check / Summary Sheet was
used to document the review process. Check / Summary Sheets for Class IE equipment

were completed by SCE&G and GAI, and were reviewed and approved by SCE&G

personnel from the organizations mentioned above. To complete the documentation
link between the equipment that was qualified and the equipment actually

field verification was performed by SCE&G Qualityinstalled in the plant, a

Control personnel.

| To establish requirements for periodic maintenance and replacement of Class IE
|

equipment to maintain environmental qualification, SCE&G Nuclear Operationsi

| personnel are developing maintenance procedures incorporating information
|

| concerning life limiting components to be replaced and required periodic
maintenance as identified in the qualification programs.

SCE&G Nuclear Operations personnel are developing component maintenance and/or

replacement programs which include consideration of specific aging
characteristics of the component materials. Also being developed are ongoing
programs to review surveillance and maintenance records to assure that equipment

| which is exhibiting age related degradation will be identified and replaced as
necessary.

O
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(] The plan used for independent review of qualification programs, field
w,

verification, and main *.enance of equipment qualification is included as
Appendix I. The procedure followed by GAI during review of BOP equipment is
included as Appendix II. t

4

QA participation in the formulation of this response to the NRC addressing thex,

requirements of NUREG 0588 has been undertaken by audit and review of all facets
of the effort. Gilbert Associates (GAI) Quality Assurance Division under the
direction and instructions of SCE&G/QA has reviewed and approved the GAI
" Procedure for Review of Class IE Electrical Equipment for compliance with

NUREG 0588" and has audited the GAI effort as further described below. SCE&G/QA

has reviewed, commented, and ayproved the SCE&G overall " Plan for Review of
Environmental Qualification of Class 1E Electrical Equipment" and has conducted'

~

in process audits of the SCE&G ergineering effort. The work scope involved with
.

the response to the NRC to NUREG 0588 has been adequately reviewed and audited by
SCE&G/QA and its agents to assure sufficient controls are in place and are being
followed to justify confidence in the accuracy and completeness of the report.
The information accumulated from the qualification data available has been

) verified by QA to have been independently reviewed for acceptability and
completeness.

An independent review of the GAI " Procedure for Review of Class 1E Electrical
Equipment for compliance with NUREG 0588" was conducted by the GAI QA Division

acting as an agent for SCE&G/QA. A Quality Assurance audit was conducted during
the GAI review process to verify compliance with all elements of the GAI review
procedure. Upon completion of the GAI review process an independent review / audit
of documentation resulting from eych phase of the review process was conducted by
GAI/QA. The two audits conducted by GAI/QA are documented in audit reports
attesting to the fact that each required stage of the review process (e.g.,
initiation, work sheet preparation, independent review of the work package,
preparation of check / summary sheet, independent review of check / summary sheet by

Project Engineer and final review of package by interfacing discipline project
engineers, as applicable) has been completed and documented. GAI/QA involvement
has been undertaken in accordance with existing written procedures.

N

[ \
V

s
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The SCE&G " Plan for Review of Environmental Qualification of Class 1E Electrical g
Equipment" was reviewed by SCE&G Quality Assurance Department. QA comments on
this Plan were rer,olved and documented in accordance with SCE&G/QA procedures.

In process audit of the SCE&G effort by SCE&G/QA covers the review of the
qualification documentation and data, identification of deficiencies, initiation

of corrective action when appropriate, completion of the Check / Summary Sheets,
collation of the information at the central file, and verification of adequate

independent engineering review in accordance with procedural requirements.
SCE&G/QA surveillance activities verified proper completion of the QC effort of

inspection of installed Class IE equipment using a " Field Inspection Checklist".

The completed response to NUREG 0588 received a detailed review by SCE&G/QA prior

to submittal. A final Quality Assurance Audit was conducted of the Central

Qualification files prior to the NRC audit in July 1981. SCE&G/QA involvement

has been in accordance with existing Quality Assurance procedures and the Quality

Assurance efforts have been fully documented and are available for NRC

inspection. All future work associated Jith the maintenance of equipment

qualification will be accomplished using the same methodology and controls which
have been used to prepare this response and will be periodically audited by

SCE&G/QA to assure compliance.

O
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() 1.2 ' IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO BE QUALIFIED

FSAR Tables 3.11-0 and 3.11-0a list Class 1E equipment (NSSS and BOP,

respectively) for the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station. Environmental
qualification programs have been developed.for the equipment listed in these
tables. For the purposes of the independent review of environmental

qualification programs, a verification of the systems and instrumentation
required for accident mitigation and safe shutdown was performed. Accident
mitigating and shutdown functions considered in this. verification were:

a. Emergency Reactor Shutdown

b. Containment Isolation

c. Reactor Core Cooling

d. Containment Heat Removal

O
e. Core Residual !! eat Removal

f. Prevention of Significant Release of Radioactive Material to the Environment

g. Certain Functions Identified as a Result of the Three Mile Island Event

The identification of systems and equipment required to perform these functions
was based on a review of FSAR Chapters 5 through 11, and Chapter 15.

The systems and equipment identified during the verification were compared to the
data in FSAR Tables 3.11-0 and 3.11-0a to assure that all equipment required to

be qualified was addressed under an environmental qualification program unless
justification for exemption from qualification on some acceptable basis existed.

|
4

1
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The scope of review of environmental qualification programs is currently g
restricted to equipment located in a harsh environment; however, the systems and
instrumentation verification included all Class IE equipment. Class IE equipment

located in a harsh environment is listed in Table 1.2-1.

1.2.1 Systems Required for Accident Mitigation and Safe Shutdown

The cafe shutdown design basis of the Virgii C. Smnmer Nuclear Station is hot
standby. Under abnormal conditions, the plant is designed to remain in a safe
hot standby condition until (a) normal systems can be restored to permit either
return to power operation or cooldown to cold shutdown conditions, or
(b) sufficient systems capability can be restored (depending on plant condition)
to permit cooldown to cold shutdown conditions under abnormal plant conditions.
Reactor Systems Branch Technical Position 5-1 (BTP RSB 5-1) establishes specific
design requirements that address the various system functions that are required
to achieve and maintain a safe hot standby and cold shutdown condition.
BTP RSB 5-1 requires plants with construction permits docketed after
January 1, 1978 to comply in full with the design requirements of the BTP.
Plants with construction permits docketed prior to January 1, 1978 (including
Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station) are required to address the BTP technical
requirements and demonstrate partial compliance. A discussion of this compliance
is provided in the FSAR in response to Question 211.86.

The systems required for accident mitigation and safe shutdown, as identified
during the independent review verification, are listed in Table 1.2-2.

1.2.2 Instrumentation for Accident Mitigation and Safe Shutdown

The instrumentation systems required to be qualified are thos9 required for safe
shutdown, accident mitigation, and protection of reactor coolant pressure
boundary integrity. Safety-related instrumentation and control systems are
identified and discussed in Chapter 7 of the FEP). These systems are:

a. Reactor Trip System

b. Engineered Safety Features Actuation System

c. Safety-Related Display Instrumentation h

~~
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/ s)(J As discussed in Chapter 7 of the FSAR, the safety-related instrumentation and
control systems are those necessary for sufe shutdown, accident mitigation, and
protection of reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity. Although the safe
shutdown design basis for the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station is a shutdown to
hot shutdown conditions, Chapter 7 identifies the instrumentation and controls
necessary to achieve cold shutdown conditions. The instrumentation required for
reactor trip, engineered safety feature actuation and safety-related display, as
identified in Chapter 7, has been included in Table 1.2-3.

The need for environmental qualification of all display instruments available to
the control room operators to follow the course of an accident was considered to
determine if failure of nonqualified instruments could mislead the operators.
The human factors evaluation of control room display instrumentation will result
in the marking of instruments that are qualified to perform their safety
functions under adverse environmental service conditions. Such identification of
qualified instruments effectively precludes the situation of an operator being
misled by a nonqualified instrument channel.

' ')
l.2.3 Three Mile Island - Related Equipment

Equipment added as a result of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident and
subsequent NUREGS (i.e., NUREG 0578, NUREG 0660, NUREG 0737), and which is or

will be environmentally qualified, is included within this report. This consists
of the following equipment:

Action Plan
Requirement

1. Reactor coolant system vents (RV head vents) II.B.1

2. Post-accident sampling II.B.3

3. Relief and safety valve position indication II.D.3

4. Auxiliary feedwater system - additional
flow indication channel II.E.1.2

5. Additional accident monitoring instrumentation: II.F.1

a. Containment pressure

() b. Containment water level
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c. Containment 11 c ncentration
2

d. Containment radiation intensity

e. High-range noble gas effluents from

steam safety and atmospheric steam

dump valves

6. Subcaoling and core level II.F.2

1.2.4 Equipment Subject to Post-Accident Submergence

The response to FSAR question 040.5 addresses safety grade and non-safety grade

equipment, both NSSS and B0P, that may be submerged as a result of site flooding
or a pipe break inside or outside containment. To respond to the question, a

review was conducted; and certain valves and instrumentation inside the

containment were identified as being subject to possible submergence.

The valves identified during the review are listed be!ow.

Valve System Class Function / Remarks
@

137 CS non-1E Letdown flow control. Provides no

safety function.

1003 WL lE R.B. isolation. Safety function

is performed prior to submergence.

8143 CS non-1E Excess letdown divert. Provides

no safety function.

8153, 8154 CS lE Isolation of RCS from excess

letdown IIX. Valves are NC during

normal operation.

8701A,B RH IE RB and RCS isolation. Valves are

8702A,B RHR isolation valves.

O

*
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(} In all cases, should flooding occur, the analysis concluded that circuit fuses
prevent spurious operation of affected valves and protect the remaining circuit
for those valves which do not have power locked-out during normal plant

operation.

No Class IE instrumentation is flooded with the exception of sump level

transmitters which are designed to operate submerged. Flooding of certain
non-Class IE instrumentation associated with safety grade equipment is possible.

In these cases, fuses and/or circuit breakers provide sufficient protection to
prevent adverse consequences to the safety related equipment.

1.2.5 Equipment Exempt from Qualification
|

In the review of qualification requirements for electrical Class IE equipment, it
was determined that certain equipment could be e: tempt from qualification to a
harsh environment. The bases to exempt equipment from qualification are:

i
i

f~ (1) Equipment does not perform essential sefety functions in the harsh
k- g/ environment, and equipment failure in the harsh environment will not impact

safety-related functions or mislead an operator.

(2a) Equipment performs its function before its exposure to the harsh
environment, and the adequacy for the time margin provided is adequately
justified, and

(2b) Subsequent failure of the equipment as a result of the harsh environment
does not degrade other safety functions or mislead the operator.

(3) The safety-related function can be accomplished by some other designated
equipment that has been adequately qualified and satisfies the
single-failure criterion.

(4) Equipment will not be subjected to a harsh environment as a result of the
postulated accident.

O
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| The equipment which can be categorized into items 1, 2, and 3, above, is included g
in this report, and the basis for exemption from qualification is included in the
associated Detailed Report. Table 1.2-4 lists equipment categorized in
accordance with items 1, 2, and 3 which is exempt from qualification. The

equipment which falls into item 4, above, has been excluded from this report,
based on a review of equipment location and the areas of the plant where a harsh
environment may exist following a postulated accident. The equipment classified
as exempt from qualification for harsh environments will be evaluated and
maintained in accordance with the requirements for C1 ss 1E equipment in mild

environment areas.

O

e
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O 1.3 zuv1RosntnTit Stxv1ct cosoirionS

1.3.1 Normal Operations Environment'

The ambient environmental conditions are determined by the operation of the plant

ventilation system. The ventilation systems for various buildings and areas are
designed to maintain the ambient air temperatures between maximum and n.inimum
levels suitable for personnel occupancy and equipment operation. The design of
the system was performed using accepted practices of the industry to fulfill the
design criteria of each system. Detailed descriptions of the ventilation systems
are located in Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) Section 9.4.

1.3.2' High Energy I.ine Break Environment

1.3.2.1 Peak Pressure and Temperature Analysis Inside Containment

In the event of a loss of coolant accident, much of the released reactor coolant

,Q will flash to steam. This release of mass and energy raises the temperature and
v pressure of the atmosphere within the reactor building. A rupture of a main

steam pipe produces similar effects. The severity of the temperature and
pressure peaks depends upon the nature, size, and location of:the rupture.

A steam line break yields higher reactor building pressure than does a feedwater
line break inside the reactor building. However, a steam line break causes the |
water to be added as cuperheated vapor, while a feedwater line break adds liquid
with much lower enthalpy to the reactor building atmosphere. The feedwater line
break is not considered to be as limiting as the main steam line break or primary

: system LOCA. Therefore, the feedwater line break was not analyzed.

( In order to identify the worst case for peal. reactor building pressure, a
spectrum of hypothetical LOCA and large steam line break accidents has been
analyzed using the CONTEMPT LT/22 computer program. The cases considered,

{ methods of analyses used, and initial conditions assumed are fully discussed in
;

FSAR Section 6.2.1.3.

O
,
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In order to identify the worst case for peak reactor building temperature, a g
spectrum of steam line breaks has been analyzed using the CONTEMPT LT/26 computer

program. The methods used, initial conditions and single active failures assumed
for the main steam line break analyses, are discussed in FSAR Section 6.2.1.3.

The results of these calculations for a line rupture inside the reactor building

are summarized in FSAR Table 3.11-3 and discussed in detail in FSAR
Section 6.2.1.

1.3.2.2 Peak Pressure and Temperature Analysis Outside Containment

For the postulated ruptures of high and moderate energy lines outside
containment, the possibility exists that adverse environmental conditions may
result. To ensure proper design of safety related equipment to withstand such an
environment, it is necessary to identify the possible ruptures and to calculate

the extent to which the environment would be affected by such ruptures. The

limiting events which were identified are: (1) the rupture of main steam and
feedwater lines within the penetration access areas at floor elevation 436'-0",
(2) the rupture of main steam and feedwater lir.es on the upper level of the
intermediate building, and (3) the rupture of 3-inch CVCS and 4-inch auxiliary
steam lines in the Auxiliary Building.

These calculations are performed using the FLASH-2 and FLASH-4 computer code

results for the mass energy released from these ruptures as input to the MN0DE

and CONTEMPT computer codes. When it is desirable to calculate the environmental

response to a postulated rupture in a few interconnected volumes, the MNODE
computer code is used. However, when a one-node study of the resulting
environmental conditions is sufficient, the CONTEMPT program is used. Both of

f these programs give the pressure and temperature of each control volume directly.
The relative humidity must be calculated by using the relationship between the
control volume saturation pressure and the vapor partial pressure.

O
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() The environmental conditions of the various compartments of the penetration

access areas and the intermediate building are studied to determine how they are

affected by postulated ruptures of the 32-inch diameter main steam line, the
4-inch main steam line to the emergency feedwater pump turbine, and the 3-inch

steam generator blowdown line. The methods used, initial conditions and single
active failures assumed in the main steam and small line break analyses are

discussed in FSAR Section 3.6.

The results of these calculations for a line rupture outside the reactor building

are presented in FSAR Table 3.11-3 and FSAR Figures 3.6-2, 3.6-6, 3.6-10 through
3.6-12, and 3.6-16 for the structure gage pressures, and in Figures 24 through
29, and Figure 33 of this report for the structure temperatures.

1.3.3 Radiation Environment

The radiation environment, for the equipment qualification review, designated the

conditions of maximum total integrated dose (TID) received. Per the criteria of
NUREG-0588, the total integrated dose stated within this report is the sum of the
normal operating dose over the expected forty-year life of the plant, and of the
dose received during the required operating period, or longer, after the

postulated LOCA or MSLB event.

The normal operating doses are determined using the plant radiation zone
designations contained in Chapter 12 of the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station
FSAR. The area dose is assumed to be the dose received in the area due to a
constant maximum area radiation dose rate over the expected forty-year life of

the plant.

The post-accident integrated doses outside of containment were calculated for the
Class IE equipment using the methodology contained in the plant shielding design
review report (Appendix 12A of the FSAR) and in FSAR question 331.34. The report

was prepared in response to the September 13, 1979 letter from Darrel G. Eisenhut
of the NRC to all operating nuclear power plants, and the subsequent
clarifications of this letter (References 1,2,3,4). The dose rates were

calculated for each piece of equipment by determining the potential contributing;

1.3-3 Revision 4
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sources at the equipment location. The integrated dose to each item was g
determined by integrating the dose rate over six months for equipment outside

containment and over thirty days for equipment inside containment, except in

specific cases identified in the tables on pages B-1 through B-54 and W-1 through
W-19.

The post-accident integrated doses inside containment are calculated using the
methodology of Appendix D of NUREG-0588, and Appendix B of IE Bulletin 79-01B
(References 5, SA, SB, SC).

A technical review of the radiation environment methodology used in this report

determined that the methodology used is equivalent to or exceeds the criteria of

NUREG-0588 and its appendices.

1.3.4 Chemical Spray Environment

The chemical spray environment anticipated within containment during the
injection / spray phase Post-LOCA is determined by analyzing the drawdown of the
Refueling Water Storage Tan'< (RVST) and Sodium flydroxide Storage Tank (SHST) to

develop the concentration of sodium hydroxide in the spray header. The analysis
is performed for the range of sodium hydroxide concentrations required by the
Tech Specs for sodium hydroxide in the SHST in conjunction with the design,
normal, and two single failure operating modes.

The results of the analysis developed a representative injection phase spray pH

of 9.5 for a 65 minute operating time. Although a pH of 9.5 could be exceeded

under some single failure conditions during injection, the various combinations

of pH and spray duration were evaluated; and it was concluded that a pH of 9.5
for 65 minutes results in more total corrosion than the higher pH values for

shorter periods of time. Therefore, the chemical conditions during the spray
injection phase for environmental qualification purposes are: 1950 ppm to

4000 ppm boron as 11 nd .68% by weight NaOH at a pH of 9.5 for 65 minutes.
3 3

The chemical spray environment anticipated within containment during the ,

| recirculation phase is detei-ined by analyzing the reactor building sump water

hfollowing the injection / spray phase co-incident with a LOCA. The results of this
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analysis developed a representative spray pH of 8.7 for extended operation of the
spray pumps following the switchover from injection phase to. recirculation phase.

The spray system will operate in the injection / spray mode until the RWST level
reaches the Lo-Lo level at which time s sitchover to reactor building sump suction

occurs. The operating time for the spray system Post-LOCA is two hours minimum
as per the response to FSAR question 311.33. After the two hour period, it is
expected that the spray system will only be operated to adjust sump water pH if
necessary.

1.3.5 Submergence

The methodology used in the calculation of the maximum water level in the reactor
building is defined in FSAR Section 6.3.2.2.7 for both a large break LOCA and a
double ended main steam line break. The results of the calculations predict the

following maximum water levels:
1

a. LOCA- 418'-6"
b. Main Steam Line Break 417'-7"

Flooding in areas other than the Reactor Building was examined and determined to
be insignificant. The maximum flood level in any other location containing

Cla o IE equipment was found to be below curb height.

1.3.6 Dust Environment
,

Dust is an environmental parameter not generally applicable to the Virgil C.
Summer Nuclear Station. The site environs are unlike those of arid western
sitings of some power stations in that vegetation, forests, and water areas bound
-the site. Hence, airborne dust is not chronic. Nor is industrial pollution, per

EIS paragraph 2.3.3, a significant contributor of airoorne particulates. A final
paving and landscaping of the site will alleviate dust. South Carolina Electric

and Gas is committed to a prevantat.ive maintenance program, as well as regular
maintenance and testing of equipment. Before fuel loading, SCE&G will, as
standard good housekeeping, thoroughly clean up to minimize potential airborne
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radioactive contamination. Further, protective coatings have been specified to g
ease cleaning and negate concrete dusting. All incoming air is filtered to areas
containing Clar,s lE equipment. Combustion air for the diesel generator is drawn
directly from outside the diesel building, not from the building itself. Based
on the aforementioned, there is reasonable assurance that the equipment can

perform its intended function within the expected dust environment.

O

O
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O 1.4 AGING PROGRAM
(_/

Within the overall program for the review of environmental qualification of
Class 1E equipment for the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station, aging is addressed in two
review phases. The first phase is the initial establishment of a qualified life,
and component replacement schedule if required, based on either the results of an
IEEE-323-1974 aging program or an evaluation of the equipment materials

susceptible to aging degradation. The second phase is the ongoing review of
aging-related data, from various sources, throughout the life of the plant and
the application of the results of the review to change qualified life,
replacement intervals, and surveillance and maintenance intervals, as necessary.

1.4.1 Baseline Aging Data

For Class 1E Equipment located in harsh environments, the initial establishment
of a qualified life and equipment / component replacement schedules has been
completed. Class IE motors and valve operators and equipment qualified to
IEEE-323-1974 were reviewed against the Category I aging criteria of NUREG 0588.

g-~)g%. Qualified life and required replacement data were identified during the
qualification programs for this equipment. The review was documented on a
check-list based on specific NUREG 0588 aging requirements. Deviations from the
NUREG criteria were justified in the equipment detailed reports.

For other Class 1E equipment in harsh environments, a review was performed to
identify materials susceptible to aging and establish a replacement schedule in
accordance with the Category II aging criteria of NUREG 0588. A plan and
checklist were used to identify the equipment, the plant location, component

I materials, significant aging mechanisms, qualified life, replacement intervals
(equipment / component), and surveillance requirements (if applicable).

I

The results of the baseline aging reviews are listed on pages W-1 through W-19
.

I and B-1 through B-54.
|
r

i
,

|

O'
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1.4.2 Ongoing Aging Data g
The Ongoing Equipment Aging and Performance Trending Procedure details how

performance and aging-related data are assessed and how qualified life and
maintenance / surveillance intervals are changed based on the assessment. Other

procedures, that involve the gathering of 1) regulatory and industry
qualification data, 2) surveillance test data, and 3) maintenance work request
data, provide the necessary data input to the ongoing aging and performance
trending procedure.

O

O
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1.5 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

The Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station Maintenance Program provides for control,
testing,-failure evaluation, trending and programmed replacement of
environmentally qualified Class IE equipment through the activities described in
Sections 1.5.1 through 1.5.5.

1.5.1 Procurement and Materiale Control

The Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station Procurement and Materials Control Program

provides for the following:

a. Control of procurements of Class IE parts and components to insure
appropriate qualification and technical requirements are identified and
reviewed by Technical and QA disciplines.

b. Qualification of suppliers through independent QA and Engineering audit to
assure that part or component procurement requirements are met and

documented.

c. Controlled storage, handling and issue of parts or components.

d. Documented traceability from origination to installation.

e. Identification of shelf life and maintenance requirements while the part or
;

component is in storage.

Additional effort is under way to perform the following:

',,

f. Develop an upgrade program for all Category 1E parts and components that
will assure NUREG 0588 requirements are met or provide justification for use

{ without additional qualifications.

!
!

These activities require the joint participation of both the Technical and'

Quality Assurance organizations. This joint effort will assure thdt appropriate
reviews, justifications and qualifications are made and documented.

.
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1.5.2 Programmed Preventive Maintenance

Vendor document packages, including qualification test reports and technical
manuals, are presently being reviewed by Engineering and Maintenance personnel to

identify all inspection, cleaning, testing and replacement requirements for

individual components. As these requirements are identified, they are being

entered into the computer-based history and scheduling program for that

component. New procedures or procedure revisions will be generated to define and
give step-by-step instructions for performance of these activities.

Results of tests, inspections or replacement activities are routed fot

engineering review when they do not conform to those acceptance criteria defined
by the applicable procedure.

As new requirements are identified through Engineering evaluation, procurement,

equipment operational history or changes to regulatory requirements, they are
factored into the program through appropriate procedure revisions and computer

data entry. O
1.5.3 Corrective Maintenance

Maintenance perf ormed as a result of part or component failure will be reviewed
by Maintenance and Engineering to categorize the cause of the failure. Failures
which occur as a result of environmental application, including aging, will be

evaluated to determine what, if any, preventive maintenance action raay be taken

to protect from further failures. Results of these evaluations will be factored

into the preventive maintenance program through appropriate procedure ravisions
and computer data entry. Equipment upgrade requirements resulting from these
evaluations shall be factored into procurement documents through the design

change program.

O
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r~r
(_) 1.5.4 Personnel Training

Maintenance personnel will receive training ta assure their awareness of. specific
requirements relating to inspection, cleaning, testing and replacement of
Class 1E, environmentally qualified equipment. This training will include
requirements for verification of equivalency of replacement parts and components
through part number comparison and physical comparison, ensuring that replacement
parts and components are installed in the correct physical configuration in the
system or parent component, and that appropriate supervisory and engineering
personnel are notified where initial investigation shows the cause of failure to
be environmentally induced or where inspection or test results are not within
acceptance limits.

1.5.5 Document Review

Documents pertaining to procurement, inspection, testing, repair or replacement
of Class 1E environmentally qualified equipment are reviewed to assure that:

O All data is correct and correctly entered,
( ,f a.

b. Special requirements for replacen:ent, testing or inspection are identified.

c. Abnormalities relating to parts equivalency, i.e., replacement versus

installed physical conformity and configuration, are identified.

d. Causes of failures of tests or of parts and components in use are identified
J

and acted upon.

Overall program is in support of regulatory requirements and correctlye.

maintains the equipment.

Each of the different aspects of the Maintenance Program are in place either in
whole or in part. Where these programs are not complete, activities are ongoing
to assure they are completed in a time frame that will be supportive of
regulatory requirements and plant schedule.

s.,

|
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g1.6 EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The qualification of each type and application of equipment has been evaluated on
a case by case basis. NSSS qualification documentation was reviewed in
accordance with the plan included as Appendix I. B0P qualification documentation
was reviewed in accordance with the plan and procedure included as Appa%1ces I

and II. The results of the independent review of Class 1E equipment are
summariz.3 on Tables W-0 through W-31 and B-0.through B-218.

Particular attention was given to the existence of margins between the postulated

environmental conditions and the conditions used for qualification. For

equipment reviewed against the criteria of Category I of NUREG 0588, the
recommended margins of IEEE standard 323-1974 were used as a basis of review.

For equipment reviewed against the criteria of Category II of NUREG 0588, margins
for pressure, temperature and operating time were required as a minimum. The
adequacy of the margins was judged on a case by case basis aci detailed reports
were written to evaluate any cases where the available margins did not meet the
criteria of NUREG 0588.

In a number of cases special analyses were performed to refine the postulated
environments for specific equipment locations. For equipment outside of
containment, the total radiation dosage was calculated on an individual basis
accounting for both normal exposure for a 40-year life and for the exposure
possible during a LOCA from specific equipment and piping sources. In addition,

a special analysis was performed to determine the radiation exposure for Triaxial
Cable for the power range nuclear instrument detectors. These cables are located
in conduits which are imbedded in the reactor primary shield concrete. Another
special analysis was made for the radiation exposure to the reactor building sump
level transmitters which will be submerged in the event of a LOCA.

Another area of the review which received special attention was the need for
acceptance and/or failure criteria. Typically, vendor prepared qualification
documentation does not include a clear statement of the acceptance and/or failure
criteria. As a result, the individual reviewer has been obligated to evaluate

the test data against the functional requirements for the equipment in the plant
specific application. The emphasis was placed on the functional aspects with a
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p) recognition that some of the data included in many reports is provided forg

diagnostic purposes. For example, power cable must be functionally capeble of
carrying rated current while maintaining insulation integrity for the system
rated voltage. Insulation resistance readings and high potential tests provide

information on the degree of margin of failure.

The review of qualification documentation with respect to synergistic effects was

handled on a generic basis. NUREG 0588 paragraph 4.(3), Category I, states that
synergistic effects should be considered in the accelerated aging programs.
Although some qualification programs included simultaneous exposure to certain
testing variables, none were tested to determine the existance of synergistic

effects. As noted in the letter from the IEEE Ntelear Power Engineering

Connittee by Mr. J. T. Boettger to Mr. A. J. Szukiewicz of March 18, 1980, "the
state-of-the-art in aging to a single environmental stress is rudimentary at

best," and " required experimental studies of combined effects exceeds the
existing technology." South Carolina Electric and Gas has not performed an
independent literature search to determine if synergistic effects have been

g~ identified for specific types of equipment. However, equipment qualification fore

\' the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station Unit 1 is consistent with the

state-of-the-art, and as such, the omission of synergistic effects does not

compromise the validity of results.

In a few cases, some of the questions resulting from the review of qualification

documentation to the criteria of NUREG-0588 have not been resolved. These items
are listed in Tables 1.6-1 and 1.6-2 with a brief description of the concerns and

the plan for obtaining satisfactory resolution.

Table 1.6-3 identifies NSSS equipment being replaced as a result of this study.

No equipment required replacement as a direct result of the review of equipment
qualification.

O
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TABLE 1,2-1j

CIAES 1E ECUTPMENT
St9RCT TO H WP4 FNV!PO*;'* ENTAL CONSITIONS

| PLTCHASE SAFETY FLHCTION,

(1) CRDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIPMENT
SYSTFM ECUIPMENT DESCRIPTION N' He ER MitUF A CTUDED TYPE. PODEL M'MER CATECORY SECTIC'l LOCATIOt1 T49tE TAG t W ERi

*

a
1

AC 6" MOTOR OPERATED GATE VALVE . 0079358 ROTCRK 14NA1 A1, CO 9.4.7.L RBA B-13 XVG7500
CPERATOR A1, CO 9.4.7.0 RBA B-13 XVG7503

AC 6" t*0TCR OPERATED GATE VALVE - Q279353 ROTORK 14NA Ale C2 9.4.7.0 EPA B-13 XVG7501
OPERATCR Alu, CO 9.4.7.0 EPA B-13 XV37504<

4
AH DAMPER ACTUATOR SOLEtt01D VALVE 10111 ASCO 006-381-7F A1, C2 6.0.2 RBE B-5 XDP0110A

FCR RE#CTOR GUILDING COOLIN3 A1, CO 6.0.2 RDE B-5 XDP01103
L' NIT HEPA BYPASS DAMPIR A1, CO 6.0.0 RBE' B-5 XDP0111A

1 A1, CO 6.2.2 RSE B-5 XDP0111B

AH SOLENDID VALVE FOR 36" PURGE 10181 ASCO NPS316 B1, CO 6.0.4. 9.4.8 RBE B-7 XVB0001B
LINE ISOLATION VALVE B1, CO 6.0.4, 9.4.8 RBE B-7 XVD00003

AM SOLENOID VALVES FCR AIR 10183 ASCO 8300 C2 9.4 AES 1.0-4 . XDP0010A
CAMPERS CO 9.4 AGS 1.2-4 XDP0010B

CO 9.4 AGS 1.0-4 XVP3013A
C2 9.4 AB3 1.0-4 XDP0013S

AH LIMIT SMITCHES FCR REACTOR Q047857 NAP 00 EA-180 A1, CO 6.2.2 RBE B-05 XDP0110A
EUILOIN3 CCOLING LHIT HEPA A1, C2 6.2.0 PDE D-05 XDP0110B
FILTER BYPASS DAM?ERS A1, CO 6.2.0 RDE B-05 XDP0111A

A1, C2 6.2.0 RDE B-25 XCP0111B

AH LIMIT SWITCH FOR 36" PURGE Q047857 NAMCO EA-ISO Bl. C2 6.2.4. 9.4.8 PDE B-06 XVE0001B
LINE ISOLATICM VALVE B1, CO - 6.0.4, 9.4.8 REE B-06 XVD00008,

:o to
m tr AH LIMIT SWITCH FCR AIR DAMPER C047857 NAMCO EA-130 C0 9.4 AES 1.0-4 XDP0010A

h.$ C2 9.4 ABS 1.0-4 XDP0010S
m n C2 9.4 AE3 1.0-4 XOP0013A

C0 9.4 ASB 1.0-4 XCP00133og
D

0
vm

AH REACTCR EUILDING COOLING UNIT 10111 RELIANCE 5003UCZ A1.A0 6.0.2 REE B-28 MTN0097A

$ FAN EMERGENCY M3TCR A1,A0 6.2.2 RDE B-03 MFN0097S
A1.A0 6.0.0 RSE B-08 NTN0047C
A1,AO 6.0.0 RCE B-03 MTN0097D

;
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** "% CLASS _1F_ECUIF"ENT

SL9)ECT TO H*PSH ENVICCNMENTAL CO*nTTIONSpa
CD

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTICN.
(1) CRDER (0) REFERENCE FSAR (3) E QUIFF.ENT

SYST(M EQttirMENT DESCPTPTION MP B!R M * NUF A CTtTED TYRE. M?SEL K PSER CATECORY SrOTION LOCATTON _TAPLE. T AG t --ro

CD 3" AIR CPERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 ASCO NP 8316 A0 6.0.4. 10.4.8 WPA B-0 XVG500A
SCLEM3ID A0 6.0.4. 10.4.8 EPA B-0 XVG5033

A0 6.0.4 10.4.8 EPA B-0 XVG503C

E3 3" AIR CFERATED CATE C047S57 NAMCO EA-180 A0 6.0.4. 10.4.8 WPA B-24 XVG503A
VALVE - LIMIT SWITCH A0 6.0.4 10.4.8 EPA B-04 XVG5033

A0 6.0.4. 10.4.6 EPA B-04 XVG503C

CC 8" M3TCR CPERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITORQUE SMS-000-5 A1. C2 6.2.4. 9.2.2 RED B-1 XVG9605
CFERATCR

CC 4" AIR OPERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 ASCO NP 8316 A0 9.0.2 IDA B-2 XVG9607A
SOLEN 3ID A0 9.0.0 IBA B-2 XVG96078

CC e" M3TCR CPERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITCRCUE SM3-005 Al*. C2 6.2.4. 9.2.2 WFB B-3 XVG9568
CFERATCR Al* CO 6.2.4. 9.2.0 WFB B-3 XVG96C6

CC 3" M3TCR CFERATED CATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITCROUE SMS-000-2 CO 6.2.4. 9.2.2 EFB 1.0-4 XV39600
CFiRATCR

CC 8" MOTOR CPERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITCRCUE SM3-000-5 CO 9.0.2 ADB 2.0-4 XVGe605
CFERATC9 CO 9.0.0 ABB 1.0-4 XVG9606

CC 16" MOTOR OPERATED CUTTERFLY 10000 LIMITCRQUE SM30005/H.'LC A0 9.0.2 IEA B-7 XVBc506D
VALVE - CFIPATOR A0 9.0.2 ISA B-7 XV306S73

A0 9.0.0 IDF B-7 XV39506A
A0 9.2.2 ICF B-7 XVB?6S7A

CC 00" MOTOR CPERATED DUTTERFLY 10000 LIMITORCUE SMD0005/H0BC Al#, C2 9.2.2 ACB B-S XVD9303A
VALVE - CFERATCR Al*, C2 9.2.2 AB3 B-8 XTt95023

CC 16" MOTOR CFERATED BUTTERFLY 10000 LIMITCRCUE EMG0005/HOEC C0 9.2.0 ACB 1.0-4 XV39504A
VALVE - CFERATCR CO 9.2.2 AOS 1.0-4 XV30504B

C2 9.0.0 ACS 1.0-4 XVS9305A
CO 9.0.0 ASS 1.2-4 XVS9505G

O O O
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TABLE 1.2-1

CLASS 1E ECUTPMENT
StfRJECT TO Hf7f'4 ENVIUN'ffNTAL C0eITIO*4S

FURCHASE S AFETY FUNCTION.

til ORDER (2) REFEREMCE FSAR (3) EQUIPr*ENT

SYSTFM ECUtrMDIT CESCPIPTTO*1 MMnEC M16:UFACTU"Ep TYRE. MODEL MNFR C &TE C-O"PY SECTION ~ LOCAff0*4 TABLE TAG NUTTER

CC CCM?0NEtti CCOLING MATER fur *P - 1014 WESTINGHOUSE LRA PAM/3S40 FRArtE A 9.2.2 ISA B-13 tFF0001A

h0TCR A2- 9.2.2 IBA B-13 MPP0001B 1

A 9.2.0 IDA B-13 MFF0001C

CC CCM70NENT CCOLING MATER FLOW 10:40 ROSEMOUNT 11530A4 C1.C TABLE 7.5-2, RED 1.0-4 IFT7063A

TO CEACTOR CCOLANT PLtP 9.2.0.5.4

DEARIN3S C1.C TABLE 7.5-2, RED 1.0-4 IFT70633
9.2.2.5.4

CC CC'*FONENT CCOLING WATER 10:40 RCSEMOUNT 115 0F4 Al*,A: 9.2.2.5.3 WPC B-21 ILT7092
ILT7094SURGE TANK LEVEL

TRAN3MITTERS

CC COMPCNENT CCOLING M ATER FLOW 10:40 ROSEMOUNT 1153DA4 C: TASLE 7.5-2, EFD 1.2-4 IFT7273A

TO REACTCR COOLING FUMP 9.2.2.5.4

THERM *L BARRIERS C: TABLE 7.5-2. EPS 1.2-4 IFT7273B
9.2.2.5.4

CC 4" AIR CFEPATED GATE VALVE - C047857 NAMCO EA-180 A 9.2.2 IBA B-23 XVG96 7A

lit:IT SWITCH A2 9.2.2 IBA ' B-03 XVG96 78

CI RTD, REACTCR BUILDING 10231 PYC0 100-1010 A1.A2 7.5, TABLE 7.5-1 REE B-18 ITE9001

TEMPERATURE A1.A2 7.5. TASLE 7.5-1 RCE D-IS ITE9:03

CS 2" CLOSE VALVE - tt0TCR 10001 LIMITCRQUE Si3-00-10 Ble.C2 6.3 ADE W-8 8104

CPERtTCR Al*,C 6.3 ABA W-7 8109A
Alt.C 6.3 ADA W-7 610C3
Al*.C 6.3 ABA W-7 610C0
Alu.C2 6.3 W?A W-7 8100.

gg
i to :r
| 4 to

$ $ CS 4" GATE VALVE - MOTOR 10001 LIMITCRCUE SB-03 Alu.C 6.3 ABF W-8 LCV-115C'

yy CFERATCR Alu C 6.3 ABF W-8 LCV-115C

O

CS 8" GATE VALVE - MOTOR 10001 LIMITORQUE SD-03 Ala.C 6.3 ABA W-7 LCV-115S

@ CFERATCR Al*.C 6.3 ABA W-7 LCV-1150

______ _ _ _
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>~ m TABLE 1,2-1

?s
"

O S* CLASS IE ECUTFMENT
U St JECT TO HtoSH ENVIre':"?Ni AL CD'19ITICNSo
t~ "n

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTICH,y
Do (1) CTOER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) ECUIPMENT

9YSTEM EQUIPMENT DESCDIPTION ti?'r E R MatVFACTUPER TYRE. MODEL MmER CATEG04Y SECTION LOCATICH T!'t L E T.*G PP TF7

CS 1-1/2" GLCSE VALVE - MOTCR 10001 LIMITCRQUE SMS-00-10 Alm.C2 6.3 WPA W-7 8102A
C?!CATCR Alv.C0 6.3 EPA W-7 8102S

Al*.C0 6.3 EPA W-7 8102C

CS 8" CATE VALVE - MOTOR 10001 LIMITCRQUE S0-00 Alu.C2 6.3 ABA W-7 8130A
CFERATCR Al*.C2 6.3 ASA W-7 81303

Al*,CO 6.3 ASA W-7 81314
Al*.C0 6.3 ABA W-7 8131B

CS 4" GATE VALVE - MOTCR 10001 LIMITORQUE SS-C0 Alm.C2 6.3 ADA W-7 8132A
CFERATOR Al*,C2 6.3 ABA W-7 S132D

Al*,CO 6.3 ABA W-7 8133A
Al*,CO 6.3 ABA W-7 8133S

CS 3" CATE VALVE - MOTCR 10001 LIMITCRQUE SD-00 Al*.C2 6.2.6.3 ASF W-8 8106
CPERATCR Ale,A2 6.2.6.3 WPA W-10 8107

Al*.A0 6.2.6.3 WPA W-10 8103

CS 2" GLCEE VALVE - MOTOR 10001 LIMITORGUE SM3-00-10 A1,CO 6.0, PDA W-5 8112
CFERATCR

CS 3" GLCSE VALVE C285933 ASCO NP-831654V Alm.C2 6.2 WPA B-12 8152

CS 2" GLCSE VALVE - SCLENOID Q28593S ASCO NP-831654V A1.C0 6.2 RDA B-11 8149A
A1.C2 6.0 RDA B-11 8149B
A1.C0 6.2 RSA B-11 8149C

CS STEM M2L'NTED LIMIT SWITCH Q247857 NAMCO EA-180 Al*,C2 6.2 WPA B-22 8152

O O O
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TABLE 1.0-1

ClaS9 IE E0tlIPMENT
StSJECT TO He?SH FNVIROPENT4L CONDTTIONS

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTICN.
II) CRDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIPMENT

SYSTFN ECUIP."!NT DESCOTPTION hU'? F R M M TACTlCE3? TYPE. MODEL NLN ER CATEGORY SECTION LOCATION Tr.Bt E tar. h* M ER

CS CHARGIN3 FUMP MOTCR 10001 WESTINGHCUSE 6609 Alm. C2 6.3 ABA W-6 XPFC043A
Alm. C 6.3 ADA W-6 XFF0043S
Al*. C 6.3 ADA W-6 XFF0043C

CS SAFETY INJECTION PUMP 10:07 TERAC GOULD HPL-C Al* C2 8.3.1.1.1 ABA B-34 XET 000C
TRANSFER SMITCH

CS EORIC ACID TANK 10001 SARTON 75 C CUESTICH 211.86 AES 1.2-4 ILT10A
LEVEL TRANSMITTER C CUESTION 011.66 ADB 1.2-4 ILT10B

C GUESTICN 011.86 ASS 1.2-4 ILT161
C GUESTICH 211.65 ASS 1.0-4 ILT163

EF 6" MOTOR CFERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITORGUE SMS-00-5 A2 10.4.9 IDA B-2 XVG1001A
CFERATOR A 10.4.9 ICA B-2 XVG1001B

EF S" HOTCR CFERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITCRQUE SMB-000-5 A 10.4.9 IDA B-2 XVG1000
CPERATCR A 10.4.9 IBA B-2 XVG1003

A: 10.4.9 IBA B-2 XVG1037A
A 10.4.9 IBA B-2 XVG1037B

EF EMERGERCY FEEDWATER PUMP 10175 ASCO WP-HVA-006-381- At 10.4.9 IBA B-6 IFV3531
FLCM CCNTROL VALVE - SOLEMOID 3RVU A2 10.4.9 IBA B-6 IFV3536

A 10.4.9 IBA B-6 IFV3541
A 10.4.9 ISA B-6 IFV3546
A: 10.4.9 IBA B-6 IFV3551
A 10.4.9 ISA B-6 IFV3556

EF 4" SWIM 3 CHECK VALVE - 10:09 ASCO 006-381-3F C 6.2.4, 10<.4.9 WFB 1.0-4 XVC1009A
SOLENCID C 6.2.4. 10.4.9 EFB 1.2-4 XVC10093

$f El C 6.2.4. 10.4.9 Er3 1.2-4 XVC10090
<m
F6 m

i m re
F' EMERGENCY FEECMATER FUMP 10160 GENERAL ELECTRIC . K HORIZONTAL A 10.4.9 ISA B-13 MPPC001A1

j$ '" EF L'OTC7 FRAME S311Z A: 10.4.9 IDA B-13 MPP30 1B
C SK831155C7

#' "' SKS31155C8
r0
CD
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m' m TADLE 1.0-1F

re
C*
O cs CLASS 1E EQUTrFINT
U

o EMFJfCT TO HeQS4 ENVIrr:MENTat CONDITIONS
c~ "n

FURCHASE SAFETY FLNCTION,g3

03 (1) CFDER (2) REFERENCE FS'.9 (3) ECUIPPINT
SYSTFM FCUTPMERT DEMCDIPTION . M "'S E P NANUFACTUUER TYPE . PODE L M*'9ED CATFGODY SrCTTEN LOCATION TAFLF TAG R*mTQ

EF MOTC9 CRIVEN EMERGENCY 10240 ROSEMOUNT 11530A5 A2 10.4.9.5 ICA B-00 IFT3531
FEED;!ATER FUMP DISCHARGE A0 10.4.9.5 IDA B-00 IFT3351
HEACER FLOW Al*, A 10.4.9.5 EPA B-01 IFT3541

EF EMERGENCY FEECWATER TO STEAM 1C040 ROSEMOUNT 11533A4 Al*, A0 7.5 TADLE 7.5-1, WPA B-19 IFT3561
GENERATOR FLCW 10.4.0.5

Ale, A0 7.5 Tt0LE 7.5-1. EPA B-19 IFT3571
10.4.9.5

A0 7.5, TABLE 7.5-1. EPA B-19 IFT35S1
10.4.9.5

EF EMERGENCY FEE 0 WATER TO 10040 ROSEMOUNT 1153DAS Al*, A2 7.5. TABLE 7.5-1, WPA B-01 IFT3561A
STEAtt GENERATOR A FLOW 10.4.9.5

EF EMERCENCY FEEDWATER TO STEAM 10:40 ROSEMOUNT 1153DA5 Al*, A2 7.5. TABLE 7.5-1, tPA B-21 IFT3571A
GENERATSR B FLCW 10.4.9.5

EF EMIRCIMCY FEEDWATER TO STEAM 10040 ROS! MOUNT 1153DAS A0 7.5, TAGLE 7.5-1. EPA B-01 IFT35SIA
GEMERATCR C FLOW 10.4.9.5

ES M3TO7 CONTROL CENTER 1010S SOUARE D MODEL 4 CO 8.3.1.1.1 ABD 1.0-4 XMC1DA0Y

ES VALVF CANISTER PENETRAT01 10049 D. G. O'BRIEN VALVE CONTAINER, A1, AO (5) ABA(6) B-30 XRF01004
1-ISC #4 A1, A2 (5) ABA(6) B-30 XKFC10CD

A1, A2 (5) AB A( 6 ) B-30 XKr0101A
A1, AO (5) AD A( 6 ) B-30 >IP0101B

ES CUTSIDE CONTAINMENT 10049 D. G. O'ERIEN T/MO3EL Al*,CO 3.8.1.1.2.2 ABA B-30 XRP0100A
PLUS3 C-30 PLUGS Al*,C2 3.8.1.1.2.2 ABA B-30 XR P01 E OS

VALVE CANISTER Alu.C0 3.3.1.1.0.0 ASA B-30 NRF0101A
PENETRATCR Al*,CO 3.8.1.1.0.0 ADA B-30 XRP01CIB

O O O
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TABLE 121:1

CLAS4 1E ECUTFt'!NT
SU9 JECT TO H*PSH f*NI T':MrNTAL CO*MITIONS

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION,

(1) CRDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) .ECUIPMONT
SYSTrM EfPUP4FHT DESC41PTION t'UMar p M a MTF ACTlfDED TYPE, tan 0EL NUtamen cater-ORY SECTICN tecaTION TABLE TV. W *FR

<

ES ELECTRICAL PENETRATION 10:49 D. G. 0*ERIEN LCW VOLTAGE A1, A:(19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RDE B-29 XRF0007
FCWER/ CONTROL A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RBE B-29 XRF0010
CCP.FCNENTS A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RBE B-29 XRF0011
WITH EXCEPTION A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RBE b-09 XRF0014
CF C-30 PLU35 A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.0 R3E B-09 XRF0017

A1, A ( 19 ) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RDE B-29 XRF0008
'

A1, A2(19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RSS B-29 XFR0030

|
ES ELECTRICAL FENETR ATION 10:49 D. G. O'ERIEN INSTRUMENTATICN A1, A ( 19 ) 3.8.1.1.0.2 RBE B-30 XRF0035

'

CCMFOSENTS A1, A ( 19 ) 3.8.1.1.2.0 RSS B-30 XRF0036
# WITH EXCEPTICN A1, A (19 ) 3.8.1.1.0.0 REA B-30 XRF0043

CF C-32 PLUSS A1, A (19 ) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RBA B-30 XRF0044
i A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.0 RCS B-30 XRF0045

A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RDA B-30 XRF0046
A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 RBA B-30 XRF004S
A1, A (19) 3.8.1.1.2.2 REE B-30 XRF0051

I ES ELECTRICAL PENETRATION 10:49 D. G. O'BRIEN C-30 PLUGS - LOW Al*, A 3.8.1.1.2.2 WTC B-30 XRF0010
PLUSS CUTSIDE VOLTAGE PCWER Al*, A: 3.8.1.1.2.2 WFC B-30 XRF0011
CCNTAIN"ENT CCNTROL Al*, A: 3.8.1.1.2.0 WFC B-30 XRF0017

Al*, A2 3.8.1.1.2.0 WFC B-30 XRF0008
Alt, A 3.8.1.1.2.2 WPA B-30 'XRF0030

ES ELECTRICAL PENETRATION 10:49 D. G. O'ERIEN C-30 PLUGS - A14, A 3.S.1.1.2.2 WFC B-30 XRF0035
PLUGS LITSIDE INSTRUt1ENTATION Al*, A 3.8.1.1.2.2 WFA B-30 XRF0036
CCNTAINM NT Al*, A 3.8.1.1.2.2 EPA B-30 XRF0043

Al*, A: 3.8.1.1.2.2 ETA B-30 XRF00*4
Al*, A0 3.8.1.1.2.0 WPA B-30 XRF0045
Alu, A2 3.8.1.1.2.2 WPA B-30 XRF0046'
Al*, A 3.8.1.1.2.2 EPA B-30 XRFOO48
A14, A2 3.8.1.1.2.2 WFC B-30 XRFC051

) .c u)
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m' m TABLE 1,2-1M

n
r
o 00 CLASM 1F ECUIPMYNT
U SL'3)ECT TO H AUSi EN't?RC' *:!NT AL CONDTTTENSo
5~ wn

PURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION.3,

oo (1) ORDER (0) REFERENCE FS1R (3) EOUIPMENT
SYSTEM FC'JIPMENT DmSCQIPTICH _ NL'"nE D M PN'JF ACTtmEU TY PE . MOD E L P'a E D CATEGODY SFCTIM LOCATION TABLE _ T M M "? E 9

ES ELECTRICAL FENETRATICN 10:49 D. G. O'B7IEN TRI4X CCNNECTOR C1 C0(19) 3.8.1.1.0.0 RDA 1.0-4 XRP0043
TRIAX CONNECTCRS MOOULE MD6 C1. C0(19) 3.8.1.1.0.0 RSA 1.0-4 XRF0044

PLU3 R19P1010G04 C1. C0(19) 3.8.1.1.0.0 RCB 1.0-4 XRP0045
C1. C2(19) 3.8.1.1.0.2 RSA 1.0-4 XRT0046

10049 D. G. O'DRIEN TRIAX CCNNECTCR A1. CO 10.1.4 RB B-31 LATER
(VICTCREEN HIGH
RANCE MONITOR)

ES FCWER TRANSFER AND MOTC9 NA FIELD FAERICATED (7) CO 8.3 ABA 1.0-4 XPN0040
CCNTRCL PANOL FC9 CHARGING
FU':P C AUXILI ARIES

ET ISOLATION FUSES IN 10059 COULD/?HAWMUT NA B0 (8) AES B-34 XPN0005
HEAT TRACING PANELS FUSES E2 (8) AEB B-34 XFNOCC6

20 (8) AD3 B-34 XPN0007
B2 (8) AE S B-34 XFN0003
B0 (8) AE3 B-34 XPN0009
B0 (8) AED B-34 XFN0010

ET ISCLATICN FL'SE BLOCKS 10059 FHENOLIC N/A AO (81 AES B-34 XPN0005
IN HEAT TRACING T)FZ FUSE AO (8) AES B-34 XFN0006
PLNELS DLCCK AO (8) AES B-34 XFN0007

A2 (8) A00 B-34 XFNOCOS
AO (8) AES E-34 XFN0009
A2 (8) AEB B-34 XFN0010

FS 4" MOTCR OPERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITCROUE SM3-000-5 CO 6.2.4. 9.5.1 WFB 1.0-4 XVG6797
OPENATCR

FW FEEDWtTER FLOW DP TRANSMITTER 10001 DARTON 750 CO 7.0 WFB 1.0-4 IFT0476
CO 7.2 WF3 1.0-4 IFTC477
C2 7.0 IDF 1.0-4 IFT04S6
CO 7.2 IDF 1.0-4 IFT0487
CO 7.0 IBF 1.0-4 IFT0496
CO 7.0 IDF 1.0-4 IFT0497

O O O
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TABLE 1.2-1

M S_S 1E E00tFMfy
SUBJECT TO HacS54 FWTRO'Ot?NT AL CC"CI*, IONS

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION,

(1) CEDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIPMENT
SYSTEM FO'JTrMENT PESCoIPTION '?JMSFP Ma N'UF ACTLCFP TYFE, M? DEL htt?!R CATEG09Y ??CTION LOCATION _TAMLE 77G MPT!R

FW 3" AIR OPERATED GLCCE VALVE - 10109 ASCO NP 8316 Al*, A: 6.2.4, 10.4.7.0 WFB B-3 XVT1678A
SOLENOID A2 6.2.4, 10.4.7.0 EFD B-3 XVT1678B

A 6.2.4, 10.4.7.2 EFB B-3 XVT1673C

.

FW 1-1/2" MOTCR CFEFATED VALVE - 10172 LIMITORQUE SMB-03 Al*, C2 6.2.4 WPB B-5 XVT1633A
CFEPATC7 CO 6.0.4 EFS B-5 XVT16!33

CO 6.0.4 EFB B-5 XVT1633C

k

FW IS" AIR-HYORAULIC GLOBE 10:09 SKINNER V5H61 Al*, A0 6.2.4, 10.4.7.2 WPB B-8 XVG1611A
VALVE - SOLENDID A 6.0.4, 10.4.7.0 EPS B-8 XVC1611B

A 6.0.4, 10.4.7.2 EFB B-8 XVG1611C

FW 3" AIR OPERATED GLOSE VALVE - Q 47857 HAMCO EA-180- Alu, A2 6.2.4, 10.4.7.2 WPB B-25 XVT1678A
LIMIT SMITCH A 6.0.4, 10.4.7.0 EPB' B-05 XVT16733

A 6.2.4, 10.4.7.2 EFS B-05 XVT1678C

FW IS" AIR-HYCRAULIC GLCBE C047857 NAMCO EA-180 Ale, A2 6.2.4, 10.4.7.0 WFB B-27 XVG1611A
VALVE - LIMIT ? WITCH A2 6.2.4, 10.4.7.2 EFS B-07 XVG1611B

A2 6.2.4, 10.4.7.0 EPS B-27 XVG1611C

HR HYDRCOEN RECOMBIN:R 10001 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTF1C TYPE A1,C2 6.2 RCE W-4 XHR0004A
A1,CO o.0 REE W-4 XH"00043

FR H1DRPSEN RECCMBINER CCNTROL 10001 WESTINGdOUSE - C2 6.2 ABB 1.0-4 XFN0049A
FAMELS AND FORER SUFFLY C2 6.2 ADB 1.2-4 XFN004CS

CO 6.2 ALB 1.0-4 XFN0050A
C: 6.2 ABS 1.0-4 XFN0030B

90 v)
m =r
4m
>" O 6" AIR CPERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 ASCO NP 8316 A1, C 6.2.4, 6.2.5 RBE B-1 XVG6056
". " HRp S3LU:0ID
o u)

O
t' Ph HR 6" FURCE ISOLATICN VALVE - 10109 ASCO NP 8316 A1, C: 6.2.4 RDE B-1 XVG6066

sa SOLENOID Ale, C2 6.2.4 WFC B-3 XVG5067
o)
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rm TABLE J.,.fd
m re

EI p. CLASS 1{_ECpIPMFNT
D CD StPJFCT TO H RC?" F 4if rN:~iNint Cr'5f TIONS
Z~ O

"$ PURCHASE S AFETY FUNCTICN.

sa til CRCER (OI REF EREt:CE FS1R (3) EQUIPMINT

on SYSTEM frSIPMENT OFSEDIPTION t?f C F R MANUFACTtTTP TYPE. P? DEL t"TS!? CATFC0QY SFCTION LCCATION TAPLF T *.G t??" 7
J

H2 FCST ACCICENT HYCROSEN 1048 VALCCR V506-5 90-00 A1, C 6.0.5 RDE D-9 XVX6050A
I REM 0"AL SYSTEM ISOLATICH A1, C 6.0.5 REE B-9 XVX60505

SOLIN3ID VALVES A1, C 6.0.5 RLE B-9 XVX6051A
A1, C 6.0.5 Rc! B-9 XVX60510
A1. C 6.2.5 FCE B-9 XVXeC51C
Al*, C 6.0.5 W7C B-10 XVX605:4
Al*, C 6.0.5 WFC B-10 XVX60534
Ale, c 6.2.5 WFC B-10 XVX6054

HR REACTOR EUILDING WIDE RANGE 10040 ROSEMOUNT 1150AP7 Al*, C 7.5. TABLE 7.5-1 W P". B-: IrT0954A
FRE0SURE

HR NtRRCI! RANOE CCNTAINMENT 10001 CARTCH 75: C: 7.3 WPC 1.0-4 IPT950
FRE!S'JRE TRANSMITTER C 7.3 erb 1.0-4 IFT953

i

|

HR 6" AIR CFEPATED GLTE VALVE - Q 47857 NAMCO EA-180 A1, C 6.0.4, 6.0.5 RBE D-03 XVG6056

LIMIT S' ITCH

HR 6" FURSE ISOLATICH VALVE - G47857 NAMCO EA-180 A1, C 6.0.4 REE B-23 XVG6066

LIMIT SUITCH Al*, C2 6.0.4 WFC B-25 XVG6067
|

|

HR REACTCR CUILDING HYDR 00EN Q 6:504 CC*t31P , INC. KIII C 6.0.5 ADB 1.2-4 XPN7:15A
/NALYZER PANEL AND REMOTE C: 6.0.5 AES 1.0-4 XPN7 58A
CCNTEOL FANEL C2 6.0.5 ADD 1.0-6 XrN7 5CS

IA 6" AIR OPERATED GLCSE VALVE - 10109 ASCO NP 8316 A1, C: 6.2.4, 9.3.1 RCS B-1 XVT 66 D ,

SOLEN 010 Alu. C 6.0.4, 9.3.1 WPA B-2 XVT 660A |

IA " AIR CIER ATED GLCSE VALVE - 10172 ASCO NP S303 Al*, C 6.0.4, 9.3.1 WFB B-6 XVT 660
SOLENOID

IA 6" AIR C ERATED CLCDE VALVE - Q 47857 NAMCO EA-180 A1, C: 6.0.4 9.3.1 RED B-03 XVT:66:S

LIMIT SWITCH Ale, C2 6.0.4, 9.3.1 WFA B-25 XVT:66 A

IA 0" AIR CPEPATED GLCDE VALVE - Q47857 NAMCO EA-180 Al*, C2 6.0.4, 9.3.1 WrB B-26 XVT 660

LIMIT SNITCH

e G O
- -
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TADLE 1,2-1

CLASS 1E EOUTPMENT
Sim)ECT TO H ADS $4 E9NIW?:~rNTA L COPITitWS

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION,

(1) CPDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIPMENT

SYSTEM E7JT& TUT PESCDIPTTtM P""** ! P P Wt.F ACTt'"f p TYPE, Pc0E L h"*"#ER CATEGORY $!CTION LOCATION TABLE. T AP, h*M f R

LD ELECTRD?!!C TR AN!MITTER, 10040 ROSEMOUNT 01153-0000-0001 A1.A2 7.5. TABLE 7.5-1 RCS B-00 ILT1969
REACTC7 EUILDING RPR A1,A: 7.5, TABLE 7.5-1 REB B-20 ILT1970
SUMP LEVEL

LO ELECTRONIC TRANSMITTER, 10:40 ROSEMOUNT 01153-00:2-0001 A1.A 7.5 TABLE 7.5-1 RDB B-20 ILT1975
REACTCR BUILDIN3 LEVEL A1.A 7.5, TABLE 7.5-1 RCS B-00 ILT1976

f f A1(9) 7.0, 7.3, 7.5 RSE W-2 ILT0474MS STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL 10001 BARTCN
A0( 9 )

"i A1(9) 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-2 ILT0475
A (9)
A1(9) 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-2 ILT0476
A0( 9 )
A1( 9 ) 7.0, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-2 ILT0484

3
' A0(9)

f ) A1( 9) - 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-2 ILT0485MS STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL 10001 BARTON
A0(9)
A1(9) 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-2 ILT0486
A0(9)
A1( 9 ) 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-0 ILT0494
A2(9)
A1(9) 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-2 ILT0405
A0(9)
A1(?) 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBE W-2 ILT0496'

A0( 9 )

MS FIRST STAGE TURBINE FRESSURE 10001 BARTON 752 C2 7.2 TB 1.0-4 PT-446
TPANSMITTER CO 7.2 TB 1.0-4 PT-447

pc v)
m c-

$ MS STEAM FLOW DP TR ANSMITTER 10001 DARTON ( ) C1,C2 7.2 RBE 1.2-4 IFT04746

fl " C1,CO 7.2 RDE 1.2-4 IFT0475
o ha C1.C2 7.2 RDE 1.0-4 IFT0434
# F' C1.C0 7.2 REE 1.0-4 IFT0485

| *- O C1,CO 7.2 RPE 1.0-4 IFT0404
"" C1 C0 7.2 RDE 1.2-4 IFTE495
82
CD



yf y) TABLE 1,0-1

< c
$7 S CLASS 1E ECUIPMENT

n SURJECT TO HAoFH ENVIDPN'4NTAL CONDITICMSH=
O &

PURCHASE SAFETY FLHOTION.

#' O, (1) CCOER (0) REFERENCE FSAR 631 ECUIPM!NT

SYSTEM EQUlr"ENT DE?rDTATTC*J t? "'* E D MWJF ACTLCER T Y PE . P*OD E L FAW E R CATECCQY SECTIr$1 LOCATION TABLE TAF.tN" FR
oa
Co

f, f Ale, A0 7.0, 7.3 AEB W-4 IPTC474MS STEAM FEESSURE P TRANSMITTER 10001 BARTON
A0 7.0, 7.3 AES W-4 IPTC475
A0 7.0. 7.3 AES W-4 IPT0476
A0 7.0, 7.3 EFS W-4 IPT04S4
A0 7.0, 7.3 EFB W-4 IPTC455
A2 7.0, 7.3 Er3 W-4 IPT0426
A0 7.2. 7.3 erb W-4 IPT0494
A0 7.0, 7.3 EFD W-4 IPT0405
A2 7.0. 7.3 EPS W-4 IPT0496

MS CCNTROL - SOLENOID 10009 ASCO WP-HVA-006-3SI- A2 10.3, 10.4.9 IBA B-1 IFV0030
3RVU

MS 30" AIR CPERATED ISOLATION 10078 ALLIED 301X-01 A2 10.3 IBF B-1 XVM0801A
VALVE - SOLENDID A 10.3 IBF B-1 XVMOS01B

A 10.3 IDF B-1 XVMOS01C

MS 4" AIR CCERATED GLCSE VALVE - 10109 ASCO NP 8316 A0 10.3 IBF B-2 XVT0669A
SOLENCID A0 10.3 IBF B-2 XVTOS693

A0 10.3 IBF B-2 XVT0869C

MS 4" MOTCR CFERATED GATE VALVE - 10109 LIMITCRQUE SMS-00 80 6.2.4. 10.4.9 EPB B-4 XVG0800A
CPERATCR B 6.0.4. 10.4.9 EPB B-4 XVG08003

MS 1-1/0" AIR CPERATED GLCSE 10172 ASCO HP 8303 A0 6.0.4 IBF B-5 XVT0843A
VALVE - SOLENCID A0 6.0.4 IBF B-5 XVT0043S

A0 6.0.4 IDF B-5 XVT0843C
A0 6.0.4 WFS B-6 XVT0377A
A0 6.0.4 E PS B-6 XVTOS77B

MS STEtM GENEPATCR FCWER 10175 ASCO WP-HVA-006-381- 82 10.4.4 WPA B-6 IFV0000
RELIEF CCNTROL VALVE - 3RVU B0 10.4.4 IDF B-6 ITV0010
SOLENOID 00 10.4.4 EPA B-6 IPV0000

0 0 0
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t TABLE 1.0-1

CLASS 1E FQUIrMENT
St'BJECT TO H AD?H ENVICO*W NTAL CONDITIONS

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION,

(1) ORDER (0) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIPMENT

SYSTEM E0t!I WElfT DESCpIPTION A"p?ED M AhiW Acit'oFR TYPE. MODEL NPfBER CATEGooY SECTION LOCATION TABLE T AG t,tP'PER

MS 30" AIR OFEDATED ISOLATION 0047857 NAMCO EA-740 A2 10.3 IDF B-23 XVM0801A

VALVE - LIMIT SWITCH A: 10.3 IBF B-03 XVM:301B
A: 10.3 IBF B-03 XVM 801C

l MS 4" AIR OPERATED GLOVE VALV:: - Q 47057 NAMCO EA-180 A 10.3- IBF B-24 XVTOS69A

LIMIT SMITCH A: 10.3 IBF B-24 XVT 8693
A 10.3 IBF B-24 XVT 369C

MS 1-1/2" AIR OFERATED GLOSE Q247S57 NAMCO EA-180 A2 6.2.4, FIG 10.3-1 IBF B-05 XVT 843A

VALVE - LIMIT SWITCH At 6.0.4 FIG 10.3-1 IBF B-25 XVTOS43B
At 6.0.4 FIG 10.3-1 IBF B-05 XVTOS43C*

A 6.2.4, FIG 10.3-1 WFB B-06 XVTOS77A
A 6.2.4, FIG 10.3-1 EFB B-06 XVTOS77B

ND 3" AIR OPERAT" DIAFHR AGM 10193 ASCO 206-381-3RFV B1, C 6.2.4. 9.3.3 RDA B-7 XVD6:4 A
VALVE - 20LL.010 NP-1 Bl* f.O.4, 9.3.3 FB B-7 XVD6:40B

ND 3'' AIR OPER ATED DIAPHRAGM Q 47857 NAMCO EA-180 B1, C2 6.2.4, 9.3.3 RDA B-06 XVD6:40A
VALVE LIMIT SMITCH B1m 6.0.4, 9.3.3 FB B-27 X\V6:40B'

NI FOWER RANSE NEUTRON DETECTOR 10001 WESTINGHOUSE DUAL SECTION C1,C2 7.2 RB, RPV 1.0-4 NC-41
IONI ATICN CHAMBER C1,C 7.0 RB, RFV 1.0-4 NC-42

C1,C 7.2 RB, RPV - 1.0-4 NC-43
C1,C 7.0 RB, RFV 1.0-4 NC-44

I

i % CO

- O
CD ft

1 W
O H
;3 %)

D~ O
I "
' n

CD

!

_ _ _ _ _ _



@f y) TABLE 1.0-1
< ro
$7 S Clam 9 1E E0tlTPMENT

y
SUBJECT TO H*RSH ENVIcc59rHTat CONSITIONSr*

O
PURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION,

#' Pn (1) CRDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) ECUIPMENT

SYSTEM EQUTrFENT DESCDIATICH tit *S E D M n W ACTLMED TYPE, MODEL HLHPE'3 CATEGORY SECTION t0CATfo9 TABLE TAG Mynrp

CD

f, ) AO,C1 7.5 RDC BYP W-1 ITE0410ARC HERRC'A RANGE RESISTANCE 10001 ROSEMOUNT
TEMPERATLTE DETECTCR LOOP

AO.C1 7.5 REC. BYP W-1 ITE04108
LCOP+

AO.C1 7.5 RBC. BYP W-1 ITE0410C
LCOP

A0,C1 7.5 RDC. BYP W-1 ITE0410D
LCOP

A2.C1 7.5 RCC BYP W-1 ITE0400A
LOOP

A2.C1 7.5 RDC, BYP W-1 ITE0400B
LCOP

A2. C1 7.5 ROC, B)P W-1 ITE0400C
LOCP

A0, C1 7.5 RDC. BYP W-1 ITE0400D
LCCP

AC, C1 7.5 RBC. BYP W-1 ITE0430A
LOOP

A0, C1 7.5 R3C, BYP W-1 ITE0430D
LOOP

A2, C1 7.5 RSC. BYP W-1 ITE0430C
LOOP

AO. C1 7.5 RBC. BYP W-1 ITE04300
LOOP

O O O
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TABLE 1,0-1

CL ASS IE FotiTWENT
SLBJECT TD Pac 9H EWYerNSNT AL CNITIONS

PURCHASE SAFETY FLNCTION,

(1) C" DER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) . EQUIPMENT

SYSTEM Ectff PM9fT DE?roIPTT064 W'9 E Q M AWF ACTIMEP TYPF. MODEL WM9ER CATEGOQY SECTION LOCATIC"4 TABLE T AG F" *"* E R

RC WIDE RANGE RESISTANCE 10:31 PYCO 100-3006 A1,(9) 7.5 RBC, RCS B-18 ITE0410/
TEMPERATURE DETECTCR A (9) LOOP 04104

A1,( 9 ) 7.5 RDC, RCS B-18 ITEC413/
A (9) LOOP 04134
A1,( 9 ) 7.5 REC, RCS B-18 ITE04:0/
A2(9) LCOP 090 A
A1,( 9 ) 7.5 RDC, RCS B-18 ITEC4:3/
A (9) LCCP 04:34
A1,( 9 ) 7.5 REC, RCS B-18 ITE0430/
A (9) LOCP 0430A
A1,( 9 ) 7.5 ROC, RCS B-18 ITE0433/
A (9) LOOP 04334

RC RE ACTO 9 COOLANT FLCW OP 10001 BARTON 75: C1,C: 7.2 RDC 1.0-4 IFT0414
TRANSMITTER C1.C 7.2 RDC 1.0-4 IFTC415

C1.C 7.2 RCC 1.0-4 IFT0416
C1,C 7.0 R04 1.0-4 IFT04:4
C1 C2 7.2 RDA 1.0-4 IFT04 5
C1 C 7.0 RBA 1.2-4 IFT0406
C1,C: 7.2 RBD 1.0-4 IFTC434
C1.C 7.2 RES 1.0-4 IFTC435
C1.C2 7.2 RCS 1.0-4 IFT0436

( } A1 A ' 7.2 RBD W-1 IPT0455RC FRESSURIZER FRESSURE P 10001 BARTON

TRAN? TITTER A1,A2 7.2 RBD W-1 IPT0456
.A1,At 7.0 RSD W-1 IPTC457

( } A1,( 9 ) 7.2, 7.3, 7.5 RBD W-2 ILT0459RC PRESSURIZER LEVEL DP 10001 BARTCH
TRANSMITTER A (9)

A1,( 9 ) 7.0, 7.3, 7.5 RED W-2 ILTC460
A2(9)

[$ A1,( 9 ) 7.0, 7.3, 7.5 RCD W-2 ILT0461
AC(9)<: tb

>a- (D

ka.
O W
D U,

VO
m
h3
CX)

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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|f $) TABLL 1.2-1
<C
$7 * CtAss IE EDUIrMENT

StfBJECT TO HaDSH ENVICC'!"!NT AL ComITIONS

D cs
FURCHASE SAFE' UNCTION,

#' k (1) CEDER (2) REFEF...CE FSAR (3) EQUIPM~AT

,

9YSTEM f r'UTWENT DESCDIPTION Nt SED MD'UF ACTUDED TYPE. MMEL M.WER CATErORY SECTION LOCATION Tt9tE tag N'?*f R

cc

( j A1,( 9 ) 7.5 RBC W-3 IPT0400RC REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 10001 BARTON
F.'ESSU7E UICE RANGE P A0( 9 )
TRANS"ITTER A1,( 9 ) 7.5 RDC W-3 IPT0403

A0(9)

RC PEACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 10001 VERITRAK - A1. ( 9 ) 7.5 RCC W-3 -

FEESSL'7! WIDE RANGE A0( 9 )
TRAN!MITTER

RC 1" DIAPN9AGM VALVE - LIMIT Q047857 NAMCO EA-180 A1,CO LATCH-IN RBA B-24 8047
SWITCH

RC 1" DIAPH9ACM VALVE - Q0S59S3 ASCO NP-831654V A1,C 6.2 RBA B-11 8047
SOLENOID

RC DIAPHRAGM VALVE- SOLENDID 0085983 ASCO NP-831654V Bl* 6.2 FB B-11 8033
Bl* 6.2 FB B-11 8008

RC 2" MOTC9 CFER ATED GLOSE Q 45435 LIMITORCUE SMB-00 A1, C2 5.5.15 REE B-12 XVT 0954
VALVE - CrERATOR A1, C2 5.5.15 RDE B-12 XVT8095B

A1, C2 5.5.15 ReE B-10 XVT8095A
A1, C 5.5.15 RBE B-12 XVT8096B

RC STEM MOUNTED LIMIT SWITCH 0047857 NAMCO EA-180 Bl* LATCH-IN FB B-03 8033
Bl* LATCH-IN FB 3-03 8C03

RC 3" DIAPHRACM VALVE - LIMIT Q047857 NAMCO EA-180 A1, A2 5.6 RB B-04 PCV444B
SWITCH A1, A0 5.6 RS B-04 FCV445A

A1, A0 5.6 RB B-04 PCV445B

RC 3" DIArtWAGM VALVE - SOLENOID Q085?SS ASCO NP-831654V Bl,B2 5.6 RB B-9 PCV444S
Bl.00 5.6 RB B-9 PCV445A
B1,00 5.6 RS B-9 FCV4453

FC ACCUSTIC LEAK - WESTINGHCUSE - NON-1E 1.8-3 RB 1.6-3
DETECTICH SYSTEM NU9EG 0737 (II.D.3)'

II.D.3

O O O
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TAGLE 1.2-1

C14St IF EN'I NENT
Stm)ECT TO HwSH EP."/IRrtSFt4T AL CC'CITIONS

c

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTICN.;

| (1) CEDER (2) REFEREt;CE FSAR (3) EQUIPMENT
SYSTEM E?UI m?NT DESCRIPTIO*4 NtWP MANUFACTIME L TYPE, O EL NtM ER CATE00RY SECTION LOCATION TABLE tag ha.mER

'

PH 8" CATE VALVE - MOTOR 10001 LIMITCRQUE SS-00 Al'.C: 6.3 AES W-9 8706A
OPERATCR Al*,C2 6.3 ABB W-9 8706B -

.

e

! FH 0" GLCBE VALVE - MOTOR 10001 LIMITORQUE SM3-00-10 Al*,C2 6.3 ADA W-7 FCV-600A
j CFERATOR Al*,C 6.3 ASA W-7 FCV-6003

; RH 10" GATE VALVE - CPERATOR 10001 LIMITCRQUE SS-2 A1.C0 6.2 RSS W-5 8701A
' A1.C2 6.2 RSA W-5 8701B

A1.C2 6.2 RDC W-5 8700A
A1.C2 6.2 RBC W-5 8700B

RH RPR TUMP MOTCR 10001 WESTIh*0 HOUSE MOS Alw.C2 6.3 ABA W-6 XPr0031A
Al*,C2 6.3 ABA W-6 XPP0031B

i
FH STEM M004TED LIMIT SWIT;H Q:47857 NAMCO EA-180 Alm C2 6.3 AEB B-02 8706A

Alm.C2 6.3 ABB B-02 8706B
i

i RH 10" GATE VALVE - LIMIT SWITCH Q047857 NAMCO EA-180 A1.C0 LATCH-IN RBA B-24 8701B
A1.C0 LATCH-IH RDC B-24 8700A

1
4

RM CO?! TAU NINT HIGH RANGE AREA .Q259933 VICTCREEN 877-1 WITH A1. C 12.1.4 RBE B-22 IRM30018
M0ttITOR DETECTCR CONNICTOR AND

CADLE

SI 3" GATE VALVE - MOTOR 10001 LIMITORQUE SS-CD Ale.C2 6.0 WPA W-7 88$4
OPERATCR Al*.C0 6.2 WPA W-7 SSS5

pc to Alm C2 6.2 WPA W-7 8086e

(D cr

4. (D>' fD

a pa.
O H
D N

OO
m
bJ
OD

,

!

)
_ _ _
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<o*
c- o TABLE 1.2-1mn
W
g g; CLAES lE FetfTP"!NT

SL*JFCT TO H'5954 EKG C'?RNT 4 CO*DITTONS
t~ o

""
PURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTICN.

60 (1) CRDER (2) REFERENCE FE*9 (3) ECUIPMENTCU SYSTEM FOUTF''ENT DESCDIPTTCH N""SEp taaNUF ACTtA E P TYPE, t*00E L NU"nED CATcGr?Y SECTION tt'C f.1 ' TantE T F, t1~ RED

SI 14" CATE VALVE - MOTCR 10001 LIMITCRCUE SS-2 Al*,CO 6.3 ABA(6. W-7 8SilA
C7ERATOR Al*,CO 6.3 AD At 6 ) W-7 SS11B

Al*.C2 6.3 ADA W-7 SS10A
Al*.C0 6.3 ADA W-7 ES103
Al*.C2 6.3 ADA W-7 ESO9A
Alu C0 6.3 ADA W-7 3S023

SI 12" GATE VALVE 10001 LIMITCRQUE SED-3 C1 CO 6.3 RB 1.0-4 ESOSA
MOTC7 CFERATCRS C1. CO 6.3 RB 1.0-4 SS0!S

C1. CO 6.3 RG 1.2-4 SSCCC

SI 10" GATE VALVE - MOTCR 10001 LIMITCRQUE SS-1 Alm.C0 6.3 WPA W-7 SSS7A
CTERATCR Al*.C2 6.3 WPA W-7 SSS78

SI 10" GATE VALVE - MOTCR 10001 LIMITC9QUE SED-3 Al%.C0 6.3 WPA W-7 SeSSA
C7EUATCR Al*.C0 6.3 EPA W-7 SSSSB

Alt.C0 6.3 WPA W-7 SSS9

SI 3" GATE VALVE - MOTOR CPERATED 10001 LIMITCRQUE SS-00 Al* 6.3 FB W-10 8901A
Al* 6.3 FB W-10 8001B
Al* 6. FB W-10 8303A
Al* 6.3 FB W-10 8S033

SI 3/4" CLCBE VALVE - SCLENOID QOS5988 ASCO NP-831654V A1.C0 6.0 RES B-8 8871

SI 1" GLCEE VALVE QOS50SS ASCO NP-831654V Al*.C0 6.2 WPA B-10 SSSO
Alm.C2 6.2 WPA B-10 6060

SI 14" GATE VALVE - LIMIT SWITCH Q247S57 NA.MCO EA-ISO Al*.C0 6.3 ABA B-00 BSO9A
Al*,C2 6.3 ASA B-02 880c3

SI 3/4" GLCDE VALVE Q085988 ASCO HP-831654V Alm.C2 6.2 WPA B-13 6961

SI STEM MOUNTED LIMIT SWITCH C047857 NAMCO EA-180 Al*.C0 6.2 WPA B-20 8800
Al*.C0 6.0 WPA B-00 Sf60
Al*.C0 6.0 WnA B-00 8051

9 9 9
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TABLE 1.2-1

class 1(,[2JIr?*ENT,

SLMJFCT TO HW?4 ENVvWFNT AL CONDITIONS

PURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION,

(1) C? DER (2) REFERENCE FSAR 13) EQUIrMENT
SY STER 1 ECU!Pr*FMT DEScofrTTON t?'?GER HANt'FACTtcEP TYPE. t*0 DEL t?3*0E9 [ATEGPRY SECTICM LOCATION TABLE TAG Ntm ER

SI 3/4" GLCSE VALVE - LIMIT SWITC C247S57 NEMCO EA-180 A1.C2 LATCH-IN RCB B-24 6371

!

SP 10" MOTCR OFERATED GATE VALVE 10109 lit 1ITORQUE SMS-00-15 Al*, C2 6.2.2.2, 6.2.4 Wrc B-3 XVG3003A,

CTERATC7 Al*, C2 6.2.2.2, 6.2.4 MFC B-3 XVG3003B
I

SP 12" t'3TO9 CPERATED GATE VALVE 10109 LIMITCRCUE St"B-005-10 Al*, C2 6.2.2.2 ADA B-4 XVG3001A
'

0FERATC7 Ale, C2 6.2.2.2 ADA, B-4 XVG3001B
t

SP 3" MOTOR CFERATED GATE VALVE- 10109 LIMITCRQUE SM3-000-2 Al*, C2 6.2.2.2 ABA B-5 XVG3002A
CPERATCR Al*, C2 6.2.2.2 ABA B-5 XVG3002B

SP 12" t'OTCR OPERATED GATE VALVE 10109 LIti! TORQUE SMB-00-5 Al*, C2 6.2.2.2, 6.2.4 ABA(6) B-4 XVG3004A
CrERATC7 Alt, C2 6.2.2.2, 6.2.4 ABA(6) B-4 XVG3004B

Al*, C2 6.2.2.2 apt B-4 XVG3005A
Alm, C2 6.2.2.2 ABA D-4 XVG3005B

i

$P RZtCTOR BUILDING SPRAY 10162 GENERAL ELECTRIC K HCRIZONTAL Al*, C2 6.2.2 ABA B-14 MPP003SA
FV.'? M37CR FRAME 8210S Alm, C2 6.2.2 ABA B-14 MPP007EB

SK 821055C44

i

SP REACTC7 OUILDING SFRAY 10240 ROSEMOUNT 1153DA4 Alm, C2 6.2.2.5, 7.5, ADA B-19 IFT736S
FLilo DISCHARGE FLCW TABLE 7.5-1

Alm, C2 6.2.2.5, 7.5. ABA B-19 IFT7378
TABLE 7.5-1

SS 1" AIR OPERATED DALL VALVE - 10229 ASCO NPS321ASE A1, C2 6.2.4, 9.3.2 RBE B-9 XVA9311A
SOLEt:010 A1, C2 6.2.4, 9.3.2 RBE B-9 XVA9312A

yy Ale, C2 6.2.4. 9.3.2 NFC B-9 XVA93118
< m Al*, C2 6.2.4, 9.3.2 WFC B-9 XVA931:B

1 e fD s
03 r?
bda
O t-*
3 @

> O,%

e -
,

1
t

4

w
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22 en
r's :r
<c
F- C TABLE 1.2-1
':s rs
D*
O N G ASS IE FC'JTrMENT
U C ?t'BJECT TO H iQ?4 E WICONMNT AL Ctvi7TC+1S
5~ O

Ft9 CHASE SAFETY FU!.' OTIC?4"

N (1) CPOER (0) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIPMENT

* SYSTr:) ENJTrt*!NT PESCUTATIF1 >~M F D MANUFACTt9ER TYPE . FCDEL N'#*FER CATEGoQY FFCTIC'4 LOCATICt3 Ta9tr TA". K P ro

SS NUCLEAR S tPLIN3 SYSTEM 104SO VALCCR V506-593-6 A1 A 9.3.2 RBA B-10 XVX9356%

I ISOLATIC?1 SOLD 4"1D VALVES A1. A0 9.3.0 RDA B-10 XVX935dB
I A1 A0 9.3.0 RED B-10 XVX9339

| A1 A0 9.3.0 R23 B-13 XVXS364B
A1. A0 9.3.2 ROA B-11 XVX93MO
Ale, A2 9.3.0 WrS g.}; xyxg357

Alu, A 9.3.2 WPA B-11 XVX9365S j

SS NUCLEAR SA'*PLING SYSTEN 10480 VALCCR V506-5093-6 Al* A0 9.3.0 WPA B-11 X' X93650

ISOLATIC'4 SOLEN 0ID VALVES Alm. A0 9.3.0 WPA B-11 XVXQ337
Al*, A0 4.3.2 WTA B-11 XVXC393A
Alm. A2 9.3.2 EPA B-11 XVX939CB

'

Alv. A0 9.3.2 EPA B-11 XVX93%C

SS 1" AIR CPERATED BALL VALVE - Q:47057 NAMCO EA-180 A1. C2 6.2.4 9.3.0 RB B-07 XVA9311A

LIMIT SWITCH A1. C: 6.2.4. 9.3.2 RD B-07 XVA9310A
Alm. C2 6.0.4. 9.3.2 WPC B-07 XVAC311B
Alm. CO 6.0.4. 9.3.2 WFC B-07 XVA?310B

T4 16" t'3TC9 CFERATED GATE 10109 LIMITOROUE SMD-00-15 Ala. B2 6.0.4 WrC B-3 XVG31034

VALVE - CFERATCR Alm. C 9.0.1 WFC B-3 XVG3107A |

!W 10" POTOR CPERATED GATE VALVE 10109 LIriITCRQUE SM3-00-10 Ale. C2 9.2.1 WPC B-3 XVG3111A
1

CTEPATO'? Alv. CO 9.0.1 WFC B-3 XVG3110A |

!M :" AIR OPERATED GLOEE VALVE - 10170 ASCO M78323 A1.A0 9.0.1 RSE B-S XVT3164

SCLEN3:0 A1.A2 9.0.1 RBE B-5 XVT3165
A1.A2 9.0.1 RBE B-5 XVT3169

SW 16" t0TC9 CFERATED BUTTERF'.Y 10000 LIMITOROUE SM2000/HOCC Al'. C2 6.2.4 9.2.1 WTB B-7 XVD3106A

VALVE - CTERAT01

-1

!1 10" POTOR CTERATED BUTTERFLY 10:00 LIMITC9 CUE SMS0000/HCBC Alu, CO 6.0.4 9.2.1 WPB B-8 XVB3110A

VALVE - CPERATC?

O O O
_. ._ . .. _ _.
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TABLE 1,0-1

CtASS 1E ECUTPMENT
StmJECT TO H80S'i Et,TIDOPt?NT At ComITIOt4S

FURCHASE SAFETY FJNCTION,

til OiDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIeMENT
SYSTFM FNJT W mT prsC?fpTION NLN.F a MatMFACTUDFD TYFE. M00ft PAHB!R CATECODY SECTICN LOCATION ,,,,Tj al TAG p m79

!.4 SERVICE MATER ECOSTER r mP 10039 LOUIS ALLIS C035B/449TS FRAME CO 9.2.1 IBA 1.2-4 NFP0045A
I:3TC7 C 9.0.1 IBA 1.0-4 NFP0045S

SW RT3. SERVICE W UE7 TEftr!RATt,AE 10231 PYLw 100-4030 A1., C2 7.5. TA3LE 7.5-1, WPC B-18 ITE4467"

O'JT OF FEACTCR CUILOIN3 9.2.1.5.6
CC3tINO UNITS

SW SERVICE WATER CCCSTER Ftr'P 10040 ROSEM3UNT 1153DA4 Ale, CO 7.5. TABLE 7.5-1. WFB B-19 IFT4466
DISC''ARGE F LCW 9.2.1.5.6

Al*, C2 7.5. TABLE 7.5-1, WPA B-19 IFT4496
9.0.1.5.6

SW 0" AIR CPERATED GLOSE VALVE - Q047S57 NAMCO EA-180 A1.A0 9.2.1 RBE B-05 XVT3164
LIMIT S" ITCH A1,A 9.0.1 kBE B-05 XVT3165

A1.A0 9.2.1 RBE. B-05 XVT3169

VL EMER3ENCY FEECWLTER PUMP 10002 RELIANCE TEA 0 CO 9.4 IBA 1.2-4 XFN0083A
ARIA CCOLING t' NIT FAN MOTOR C 9.4 IBA- 1.0-4 XFN00333

VL SERVICE WATER BCOSTER FUMP 10002 RELIANCE TEA 3 CO 9.4 IBE 1.0-4 XFN0031A
A9EA CCOLING UNIT FAN CO 9.4 IBE 1.0-4 XFN0081B

VL FHR/0F7tY FLHP PCOM 10002 RELIANCE TEA 0 Alu. C2 9.4 ABA B-28 XFN004?A
COOLIN3 U'4IT FAN tt0 TOR Al*, CO 9.4 A0A B-OS XFN0049B

VL CHARGING F'#P ROCM COOLING 10000 RELIANCE TEA 0 Alu, A0 9.4 ABA B-03 XFN0046A
UAIT FAN t'OTCR Ale. A2 9.4 ABA B-OS XFN00460gm

m gr Al*, A0 9.4 ABA B-OS XFN0047
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< m TABLE 1.?-1r- c
mo
bIPJ CLASS 1E EEUTrPFNT
U '4 SU9 JECT TO H3Rr4 DNIr rN"?H T AL CO*OTTIONS
8~ O

"" PUFCHASE
SAFETY FUNCTICH,

FJ (1) CEDER (0) REFERENCE FSAR (3) ECUIFMENT

SfSTEM EC"JITF!HT DESCDTPTION P r *' E D M9?JFACTUDED TYPE. MODEL tr M FR CATEGrQY SECTION LOCATION TASLE T A P. F **M D*
l

VL AUNILIADY EUILDING MOTC9 10222 RELIANCE TEAD CO 9.4 ASD 1.0-4 XFN0132

CCNTFOL CENTER A'O SWITCHOEAR
A!9 Pf3OLIN3 LNIT FAN MOTCR

VU 0" AIR O'LIATED GLC3E 10170 ASCO HIS303 A0 9.4.7 IDE B-6 XVT63S4A

VALVE - SOLENOID A0 9.4.7 IBE B-6 XVT6304D

A0 9.4.7 IDE B-6 XVT6303A
A0 9.4.7 IDE B-6 XVT6335D

VU AI7 CPEF.TED GLOSE VALVE - 10170 NAMCO EA-180 A0 9.4.7 ISE B-06 XVT63S4A j
A0 9.4.7 IDT B-06 XVT6304S

|LIMIT OWITC5i!S
A0 9.4.7 IDE B-Co XVT6335A .

A0 9.4.7 IDE B-06 XVT63S53

WL 3" CLCOE VALVE - SOLENOI3 QOS5933 ASCO 206-381-6RVU A1.C2 6.0 RSA B-8 LCV-1003
NP-331654V Al* 6.0 FB B-11 7136

WL 3/4" GLCSE VALVZ - SOLENOID C0659ES A!CO NP-831654V A1 C0 6.0 RSA B-13 7106
Alm 6.0 FB G-11 7150

WL 3/4" GLCCE VALVE - LIMIT C047S57 NAMCO EA-100 A1.C2 LATCH-IN RSA B-04 7106
Als LATCH-IN FB B-03 7150

SWITOM

WL 3" GLC?E VALVE - LIMIT SWITCH 10001 NLMCO EA-1SO Al* LATCH-IN FB B-03 7136

- 600 VCLT CCNTROL CASLE GOS0794 ROCKDESTCS FIROWALL III A1, A0 8.3.1.4.3 VARIOUS B-17 EK-83( 10 )

- 600 VOLT CCNTROL CASLE 10146 KERITE FR-FR A1, A0 8.3.1.4.3 VARICUS B-14 EK-B1(10)

- 600 V3LT PCWER CADLE 10147 KERITE HT-FR A1, A0 8.3.1.4.3 VARICUS B-14 EK-A0(10)
B-14 EK- A3( 10 )

- SPECIAL INSTRL' MENT CABLE 10060 OKCNITE CKCOEL A1, A0 8.3.1.4.3 VARICUS B-15 EK-C6.A.6,
C,(10)

- INSTRUMENT CABLE 10150 SAMUEL N00RE EPDM - HYFALGN A1, A0 8.3.1.4.3 VARIOUS B-15 EK-C1( 101
(33 AND 3J)

O O O
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TABLE W
J

CtASS 1E EDUTPNFNT
SU3 JECT TO H AOSH EWIR?m!NT AL COM3ITTONS

I FURCH4SE SAFETY FUNCTION,

(1) CRDER (2) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EOUIPMENT

SYST!N E0'87PMENT DESCDIE TIM M adSTO MANUFACTURER TYPE. P'0?EL Nt.M ER CATEGORY S!CTION LOCATION TABLE T AG M ""* * Rd

- 8 KV FO'4!R CABLE 10156 OKONITE EFR - HYPALON Alu, At 8.3.1.4.3 CU13IDE B-16 EK-A1(10)
RS

- TRIAXIAL CABLE 10184 BOSTCH INSULATED XLFE-TEFZEL C1,C2 7.2.1 VARIOUS 1.2-4 EK-COA (10)
j WIRE XLFE-HYPALON C1,C2 7.2.1 VARICUS 1.?-4 EK-COB (10)

- SWITCHCOARD WIRE 1C474 RCCKBESTOS FIRE!'*LL SIS A1, A2 8.3.1.4.3 VARIOUS B-17 EK-J9(10)

- 2/C 218 TWINAX CABLE Q:95849 ERAh") REX TCDoS 85 A1.A 5.6.2-C (FLOW VARICUS B-16 EK-C10B
INDICATION) (10)

10474 RCCKBESTOS RSS-6-112 C1, C 5.6,0-C (FLOW VARIOUS 1.0-4 EK-J 9C(10 )
Ih*JICATIDM)

- SWITCHDDtR3 WIRE 10727 RAYCHEM FLAMTROL A1, A2 8.3.1.4.3 VARIOUS B-16 EK-J (10)

?

- HEAT TRACINS 1C059 RAYCHEM 10PTV1 Alu C2 6.2.5 ADB b-17 EK-H1(10)e

WPC
i

4 - MISCELLANEOUS CONNECTORS 10249 D. G. 0*EsRIEN C39P0001-G01 A1, A2 (5) VARIOUS B-29 EL-44AA
(10)

i

C40P500SG-G01 A1, A2 (5) VARIOUS B-29 EL-44AA
(10)

i
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e- c TABLE 1.0-1m re
c-
o oa CtAss 1E ECUIPMENTU #'

StSJFCT TO H379't F NVI""c vNT ? L CO*?SITf DNS
t~ O

"'
FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTICH,

gj til CFDER (0) REFERENCE FSAR (3) ECUIPMENT
SYSTEM EQUTEPENT CESCOIPTICM t"fmFD FiNt'F ACTli FP TYr!. MEPEt tE*SFP CNTECOTY , SFCTIF9 LOCATION T19tE Tri**"'!P

- LCW VOLTAGE PCMER TERMIN4TIONS

SLEEVE 10467 RAYCHEM WCSF-N A1, AO (13) VARICUS B-33 EK-19A,

C293310 00A,

Olat10)

MOTC9 TERM! NATION KIT C093310 RAYCHEM H-MOK A1, AO (13) VARICUS D si EK-1013.
CIC(10)

KERITE SPLICE 10146 KERITE S-ONG-NUC A1, A2 (13) VARICUS B-31 EK-I4D(10)
EK-ISA(10)
EK-ISt(10)
EK-I4C(10)

TEPMINAL BLOCKS (18) STATES ZWM Al*, CO (00) CUTSIDE B-33 EN-6(10)
RS EH-74 ( 10 )

- S AV CfSLE TERMINATIONS 10464

TEFtINAL IMOULATING M.tTERIAL

IN3ULATING TAPE CKONITE T9S Ale, AO (13) CUTSIDE B-31 EKI3A(10)
RD

JACKETIN3 TAFE CKONITE T35 Ale, AO (13) CUTSIDE B-31 EKI3S(10)
RS

CEMEt:T CKCNITE 604-45-8104 Ale, AO (13) OUTSIDE B-31 EKI3C(10)
RD

- 8 KV CA3LE TERMINATICMS 10465

FC7 COM"0NENT CCOLING RAYCHEM THERM 0 FIT HVT-CON A2 (13) IDA B-30 EKI0E(10)
W* TER FUMP MOTC2

FC7 CHf33:N3 FU9P MOTC9 RAYCHEM THERM 0 FIT HVT-CCN Ale, CO (13) ADA B-30 EKIOE(10)
AN3 TRANOFE2 SMITC:{

FC1 EMERCENCY FEECMATER PUMP RAYCHEM THERMCFIT HVT-CEN AO (13) IBA B-30 EKI0E(10)

FC7 S.'"AY FUMP MOTO? RAYCHEM THERM 0 FIT HVT-CCt! Ale, C2 (13) ABA B-30 EKICE(10)

O O O
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TASLE 1,2-1

CLAM IE FCUIPMEN_I
S*43rCT TO H2CSM EN"/IFPN'''NT AL CO*OITIONS

FURCHASE SAFETY FUNCTION,

(1) CnDER (C) REFERENCE FSAR (3) EQUIFMENT

SYSTitt ECUIrtTNT PESCPIPTION t??'R FP MMfdF ACTt T ED TYPE. N*?EL NLS ER C ATE TRY SECTICH LMATION TAB (g T AG N'pt.ER

- CC'ITRCL CAELE TER!!INATIONS
SPLICIN3 SLEEVE 10467 RAYCHEN WCSF-H A1, A2 (13) VARIOUS B-33 EKI9A(10)

009331 EKIC0A(10 )

CADLE CREAKCUT 10467 RAYCHEN 300A310-S A1. A2 (13) VARICUS B-33 EKI93(10)
T)TE V STL'S CCh9ECTION 0008312 RAYCHEN NPKV AI, AO (13) VARIOUS B-33 EK-120S,

SPLICE KITS 20C(10)

R1P CC:fECTORS 10171 AMP 36906 A1, A2 8.3.1.4.3 VARIOUS B-34 EK-J1(10)
3:1280

TER*1!Nat. BLCCKS (18) STATES ZLN. Alu, C2 (20) CUTSIDE B-33 EN-6(10)
RB EH-74(10)

- INSTRUMENT CA'.,LE TERMINATICNS

SLEEVE 10467 RAYCHEM WCSF-N A1, A2 (13) VARIOUS B-33 EK-19A(10)
EK-I:0A(10)
EK-I:1A(10)

N Eo

1. SYSTEtt DESIGNATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
L

AC - CRDN C00LIN3 ES - ELECTRICAL SYSTEN MS - MAIM STEAN SP - REACTOR BUILDING SPRAY
AH - AID H?N3LIN3 ET - HEAT TRACING HD - HUCLEAR PLANT ORAINS SS - NUCLEAR SAMPLING
ED - STE Att CU!ERATOR BLOWCOWN FS - FIRE SERVICE NI HUCLEAR INSTRUNENTATION SW - SERVICE WATER
CC - COMPO*4ENT COOLING WATER FW - FEEDWATER RC - REACTOR COOLANT VL - LOCAL VENTILATION

|CI - INOUSTRIAL CCOLING WATER HR - FOST ACCIDENT H2 REMOVAL RH - RESICUAL HEAT REMOVAL VU - CHILLED WATER
CS - CHEMICAL 8 VOLUME CONTROL IA - INSTRLMENT AIR RF1 - RADIATION MCNITORING WL - RADWASTE LIQ HANDLING
EF - Ef tERGENCY FEEDWATER LD - LEAK DETECTION SI - SAFETY INJECTIDH - - NONE ASSIGNED

2. DEFINITIONS OF CATEGORIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

AI - EQUIFMENT THAT COULD EXPERIENCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL C0tCITIONS OF OESIGN BASIS E LOCA) ACCIDENTS FOR lai!CH IT MUST FUNCTION TO MITIGATE SAID ACCIDENTS AND THAT
IS CUALIFIED TO DEMONSTRATE OPERABILITY IN THE ACCIDENT ENVIR0 m ENT FOR THE TIbE REQUIRED FOR ACCIDENT MITIGATION WITH SAFETY ttARGIN TO FAILtJE.

P3 Ch

k[ A2 - E7JIPMENT THAT COULO EXPERIENCE THE ENVIROHNENTAL CONDITIONS OF DESIGN BASIS LINE EREAK ACCIDENTS, INCLUDING NAIN STEAN LINE BREAK AND OTHER LINE EREAKS,
-O

%" FOR WHICH IT NUST FUNCTION To itITIGATE SAID ACCIDENTS AND THAT IS QUALIFIED TO DEtt0NSTRATE OPERABILITY IN THE ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT FOR THE T!t1E REQUIRED
0 N
C3 LA
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TABLE W

CLA*S IE FCtfTFtWE
StmJECT TO MtoS9 EtfVNO*NENTAL CCHDITIPHS

tCTES (CONTItt'ED)*

Rec - RE ACT09 EUILDIN3 - ELEV. 412 *-0" (ROOMS 12-03 THROUGH 12-08)
RED - FEACTOR PUILDING - E LEV. 436 *-0"
RSE - REACTOR EUILDItG - ELEV. 436'-0"
ISA - INTEritEDIATE DUILDING - ELEV. 412*-0" (EXCEPT ROOMS 12-03 THROUGH 12-08 Ate 12-12 THROUGH 12-153
IES - INTERM*01 ATE BUILDItG - ELEV. 412*-0" t ROC:15 12-03 THROUGH 12-08 ONLT)
IEC - INTEW.EDIATE OUILDIN3 - ELEV. 412'-0" (R00*1S 12-12 THRCUGH 12-15)
IED - INTERTEDI ATE CUILDIN3 - ELEV. 423'-0" E R03:tS 23-01 Ato 23-02)
ICE - INTEEM;DIATE EUILDIN3 - ELEY. 426'-0" tR02MS *6-01 AND 26-02)
IEF - INTERMIDIATE EUILDIts - ELEV. 436'-0" (EXCEPT ROOMS 36-01 AND 36-03 THROUGH 36-07)i

IE3 - INTERtr.DI ATE BUILD!!G - ELEV. 416*-0" E ROOMS 36-01 AND 36-03 THROUGH 36-07, ONLY)4

1t59 - INTErMIDI ATE EUILDItG - ELEV. 451*-0" (Ree:tS 51-01 A!:D 51-02)
191 - INTER *10DI ATE BUILDING - ELEY. 451*-0" t R00t13 51-03 Ato 51-04)
IBJ - INTER :!DI ATE EUILDING - ELEV. 463'-0"
WPA - WIST PENTTRATION ACCESS AREA - ELEV. 412*-0"
WFS - WEST PENETRATIC"4 ACCESS ARE A - ELEV. 436'-0"
UFC - MIST pet ETR ATICH ACCESS ARE A - ELEV. 463'-0"
EPA - EAST PEN!TRATION ACCESS AREA - ELEY. 412'-0"
EFS - E85T PDt!TR ATICH ACCESS AREA - ELEY. 436'-0**
FB - FUEL HtNOLING EUILDItG - ALL ELEVATIONS
AS A - AUXILI AR f EUILDItG - E LEV. 374'-0". 3SS'-0". 397 *-0". 400'-0"
AES - AUXILIPRT BUILDItG - ELEV. 412'-0". 426'-0". 436'-0". 448'-0". 463'-0" E EXCEPT R00ttS 12-28, 26-02. M-13. 63-01)
ABC = AUXILI ARY BUILDING - ELEV. 463'-0" (RCo*163-01)
AED - AUXILI ARY CUILDItG - ELEY. 412*-0" 1900:1 12-28)
ASE - AUXILI ART BUILD!tG - ELEV. 436'-0* IRCoti 36-13)
ABF - AUXILIARY CUILDItG - ELEV. 426'-0'' IR00:1S 26-02. TWO LOCATIONS)
TS - TU;:BINE BUILDItG - ELEV. 436*-0"

4A. DELETED.

I
' 4E. DELETED.

5. REFER TO RESPONSE TO NRC QUESTION 031.46 IN FSAR.
90 th
(D :f 6. VALVES ARE LOCATED INSIDE CONTAIHMENT ISOLATION VALVE CONTAINERS TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF GDC56.
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TABLE 1.2-2

SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR ACCIDENT MITIGATION AND COLD SHUTDOWN

Accident Cold
System Mitigation Shutdown

.

1. Reactor Trip X X

2. Reactor Coolant X X

3. Main Steam (to isolation valves) X' X

4. Emergency Feedwater X X

5. Chemical and Volume Control
(except letdown) X X

6. Residual Heat Removal X X

7. Component Cooling (safety grade portions) X X

8. Service Water X X

9. Chilled Water- X X

10. Certain Heating, Ventilating, and
Air Conditioning X X

11. Diesel-Generator / Engine (and auxiliaries) X X

12. Class IE Electrical (Emergency
AC & DC Power) X X

13. Main Feedwater (to isolation valves) X X

14. Safety Injection X

15. Hydrogen Control X

16. Containment Spray X

17. Containment Isolation X
I

| 18. Engineered Safety Features
| Actuation System X

|

t
i

O
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() TABOS 1.2-3

INSTRUMENTATION REQUIRED FOR ACCIDENT MITIGATION

AND COLD SHUTDOWN

I

I. Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

Nuclear Instrumentation (Power) (1), (Intermediate, Source Range) (3) |a.

b. RCS Temperature (Narrow Range)

c. Pressurizer Pressure

d. Pressurizer Level
e. RCS Coolant Flow (1)
f. Reactor Coolant Pump Undervoltage (2)

g. Reactor Coolant Pump Underfrequency (2)

h. Feedwater Flow (1)
1. Steam Generator Level (Narrow Range)

I

II. Engineered Safety Features Instrumentation

a. Reactor Building Pressure

b. Pressurizer Pressure

c. Main Steam Line Pressure

d. Steam Generator Level

e. RCS Temperature

f. Main Steam Flow (1)

III. Safety Related Display Instrumentation

a. Wide Range T and T
hot eold

b. Pressurizer Water Level
c. Reactor Coolant System Wide Range Pressure

d. Reactor Building Pressure

(1) Narrow Range (1)
(2) Wide Range

O
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TABLE 1.2-3 (Cont'd) g
e. Steam Line Pressure

f. Steam Generator Water Level (narrow or wide range)

g. Refueling Water Storage Tank Level

h. Boric Acid Tank Level (2 tanks) (1)
i. Reactor Building Spray Pump Discharge Flow

j. Reactor Building Temperature

k. Reactor Building Residual Heat Removal Pump Sump Level

1. Reactor Building Level

m. Condensate Storage Tank Level

n. Emergency Feedwater Flow

o. Reactor Building Cooling Unit Service Water Flow

p. Service Water Temperature into and out of Reactor Building Cooling Unit

q. Sodium Hydroxide Storage Tank Level

r. Hydrogen Concentration (1)

s. Reactor Vessel Level

| t. Containment High Range Area Radiation Monitor
O

NOTES:

I

| (1) Exempt from qualification to harsh environment conditions.
|
!

(2) Not required for piping system break mitigation Ref.

FSAR Table 15.4-21.

| (3) Not Class IE.

O
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TABLE 1.2-4

ITEMS EXEMPT FROM QUALIFICATION'

,

; System Equipment Description P.O. No. Manufacturer Type /Model Tag No. Justification

AH Solenoid Valves for 10188 ASCO 8320 XDP0012A DR 64, Item 1 |
XDP0012BAir Dampers
XDP0013A

,

XDP0013B

AH Limit Switch for Air Q247857 NAMCO EA180 XDP0012A DR 66, Item 1 |
Dampers XDP0012B

XDP0013A
| XDP0013B

CC 8" Motor Operated 10109 Limitorque SMB-000-5 XVG9625 DR 55, Item 5

Cate Valve - Operator XVG9626
,

CC 16" Motor Operated 10200 Limitorque SMB0005/H2BC XVB9524A DR 55, Item 5 |
Butterfly Valve - XVB9524B
Operator XVB9525A

XVB95258'

CC Component Cooling 10240 Rosemount 1153DA4 IFT7263A DR 47, Item 1 |
; Water Flow to IFT7263B

Reactor Coolant Pump
Bearings

! CC Component Cooling 10240 Rosemount 1153DA4 IFT7273A DR 49, Item 8

i Water Flow to IFT7273B
Reactor Coolant Pump
Thermal Barriers

to :r

1$ CC 3" Motor Operated Gate 10109 Limitorque SMB-000-2 XVG9600 DR 55, Item 5

h[ Valve-Limitorque
u Operatorj
nm

|
n



TABLE 1.2-4 (Continued)
?Y
$." System (1) Equipment Description P.O. No. Manufacturer Type /Model Tag No. Justification

ga
CS Boric Acid Tank 10001 Barton 752 ILT-106 DR 7W, Item 1

t,

Level Transmitters ILT-108,,

ILT-161
ILT-163

EF 4" Swing Check Valve 10209 ASCO 206-381-3F XVG1009A DR 60, Item 10

Solenoid XVG1009B
XVG1009C

ES Motor Control Center 10198 Square D Model 4 XMCIDA2Y DR 34, Item 1

ES Electrical Penetration 10249 D.G. O'Brien Triax XRP0043 DR 30, Item 11 |
Triax Connectors Connector XRP0044

XRP0045
XRP0046

ES Power Transfer and Motor N/A Field N/A XPN0040 DR 17, Item 1

Control Panel for Fabricated
Charging Pump C
Auxiliaries

FS 4" Motor Operated Gate 10109 Limitorque SMB-000-5 XVG6797 DR 55, Item 5

Valve-Operator

FW Feedwater Flow 10001 Barton 752 IFT0476 DR 7W, Item Id

DP Transmitters IFT0477
IFT0486
IFT0487
IFT0496
IFT0497

FW I 1/2" Motor Operated 10172 Limitorque SMB-00 XVT1633B DR 55, Item 5

Valve Operator XVT1633C

llR Reactor Building Q262584 Comsip, Inc. K-III XPN7215A DR 69, Item 1

Hydrogen Analyzer XPN7258A
Panel and Remote XPN7258B
Control Panel

O O O
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TABLE 1.2-4 (Continued)

System (I} Equipment Description P.O. No. Manufacturer Type /Model Tag No. Justification

HR Hydrogen Recombiners 10001 Westinghouse s N/A XPN0049A DR 8W, Item 1
XPN0049BControl Panel / Power
XPN0050ASupply
XPN0050B

KR Narrow Range 10001 Barton 752 IPT-950 DR 7W, Item Ib
IPT-953Containment Pressure

Transmitters

MS First Stage Turbine 10001 Barton 752 PT-446 DR 7W, Item Ic

PT-447Pressure Transmitters

MS Steam Flow DP 10001 Barton (764 LOT 2) IFT0474 DR 2W, Item 7 |'
IFTC475Transmitters
IFT0484
IFT0485
IFT0494
IFT0495

NI Power Range 10001 Westinghouse Dual Section NC-41 DR 3W, Item 1

Neutron Detectors Ionization NC-42
Chamber NC-43

NC-44

RC Reactor Coolant Flow 10001 Barton 752 IFT0414 DR 7W, Item la

IFT0415DP Transmitters
IFT0416
IFT0424
IFT0425
IFT0426F$ IFT0434

5.@ IFT0435*"
- IFT0436
@ "'

; c-
s p.

|



TABLE 1.2-4 (Continued)
?Y

S

$." System (1) Equipment Description P.O. No. Manufacturer Type /Model Tag No. Justification

a" |

3R SI 12" Motor Operated 10001 Limitorque SBD 880SA DR SW, Item 7
Gate Valve - Operator 8808B

y
8808C

SW Service Water Booster 10039 Louis Allis COG 5B/449TS MPP0045A DR 39, Item 1

Pump Motor MPP0045B

VL Auxiliary Bldg. Motor 10222 Reliance TEA 0 XFN0132 DR 50, Item 1

Control Center and
Switchgear Air
Handling Unit Fan
Motors

VL Service Water Booster 10222 Reliance TEA 0 kFN0081A DR 50, Item 2

Pump Area Cooling Unit XFN0081B
Fan Motors

VL Emergency Feedwater 10222 Reliance TEA 0 XFN0083A DR 50, Item 3

Pump Area Cooling Unit XFN0083B

Fan Motors

- Triaxial Cable 10184 Boston XLPE-Tefzel EK-C2a DR 33, Item 1 |
Insulated XLPE-Hypalon EK-C2b
Wire

- Twinax Cable 10474 Rocbestos RSS-6-112 EK-J9c DR 31, Item 1 |

NOTES:

1. System designations are as follows:
AH - Air Handling HR - Post Accident H Removaly
CC - Component Cooling Water MS - Main Steam
CS - Chemical and Volume Control NI - Nuclear Instrumentation
EF - Emergency Feedwater RC - Reactor Coolant
ES - Electrical System SI - Safety Injection

FS - Fire Protection SW - Service Water
FW - Main Feedwater VL - Local Ventilation

O O O



TABLE 1.6-1 ,

NSSS QUALIFICATION CONCERNS >

Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

1. Hydrogen Qualification program did not SCE&G is performing a
Recombiner consider aging, and no qualified review of materials to

life is provided, determine those suscep-
tible to aging to define
replacement or surveil-
lance schedules if
required.

In addition, SCE&G is
pursuing IEEE 323-1974
qualification document-
ation from W.

Aging requirements of
NUREG-0588, Category II
will be completed prior
to Full Power Operation.

2. Barton a. Qualification program did Problem resolved -
f-)
(_/ Transmitters not consider aging, and no A review of materials

(Lot 2) qualified life was provided. susceptible to aging has
been performed. This has
resulted in a determina-
tion of a qualified life
for Barton transmitters
of 20 years inside con-
tainment and 30 years -

outside (with periodic
replacement of the
0-rings).

b. Chemical spray concentration Problem resolved -
did not envelop plant spray Eq'ipment materials
parameters. . exposed to cheraical

spray were reviewed to
determine susceptibi-
lity to chemical
attack. Rev. 4 (DR-2W,
item 1) to submittal
closes out this concern.

c. A temperature compensation Problem resolved -
problem resulted in test W issued WCAP 9885
anomaly. resolving concern.

Rev. 4 (DR-2W, item 8)f-s to submittal closes(_j
out this concern.
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TABLE 1.6-1 (Continued) h.

NSSS QUALIFICATION CONCERNS

Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

3. Veritrak Qualification testing is not Barton (Lot 2)
Transmitters expected to be completed presently installed.

until April, 1982. Veritrak to be installed
prior to Full Power
Operations to provide
independent diverse
interlocks. W has
provided SCE&G with
information on prototype
testing to provide
adequate justification
for interim operation.

4. Neutron Qualification program did Problem resolved - Exempt

Detectors not consider aging, and no from qualification
qualified life was provided. (Category C1, C2) - to be

reviewed under mild
environment plan for
normal environment.

O
5. Rosemount RTD Qualification program did not Problem resolved - SCE&G

consider aging (other than has performed a review
for radiation). of materials susceptible

to aging and has
determined a qualified
life of 40 years for RTD's.

6. RHR, CCP Qualification data on the See item 10 on Motor

Motors motor lubricant is needed. Lubricants.
,

7. Limitorque Mounting configuration to Problem resolved -

Operators present free ingress of Nuc. Engr. has
chemical spray to the completed walkdown and
actuator was required. identified changes

I
necessary to DCC
construction.

i

| 8. Barton Aging qualification documen- Problem resolved - Exempt

i Transmitters tation was not available for from qualification

(Model 752) review. (Category C1, C2) - to be
reviewed under mild
environment plan for
normal environment.

O
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( TABLE 1.6-1 (Continued)

NSSS QUALIFICATION CONCERNS

Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

9. Acoustic Qualification documentation is Qualification of the
Critical Leak not available for review. transducers is not
Monitoring completed at this time.
System This review will be

(Pressurizer performed after completion
Safety Valve of testing.
Position

Indication)

10. Motor Documentation of radiation Complete documentation of
Lubricants qualification for plant specific qualification by Full

lubricants is under development Power Operation,
by Nuclear Operations and
Nuclear Engineering.

11. Core Subcooled Qualification of incore Qualification and review
Monitor thermocouples, connectors, will be completed by
Equipment cable, and junction boxes has June 1983 in accordance

not been completed. with Reg. Guide 1.97

O. Rev. 2 implementation
requirements.

i

!
i

i

i

:

I

;

;

O-
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TABLE 1.6-2

BOP QUALIFICATION CONCERNS

Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

1. Kerite 600 Qualification report did not Problem resolved - Revised
Volt Power completely explain certain Kerite report has been
Cable failures and the aging time accepted, review has

and temperature were not resulted in determination
fully justified. that cables have a

40 year qualified life.
Failures were explained
and satisfactorily resolved.

2. Kerite 600 Qualification report did not Problem resolved - See
Volt Control completely explain certain item 1 above, same comment
Cable failures and the aging time applies.

and temperature were not
fully justified.

3. Kerite Cable Qualification report specified Problem resolved -
Splicing materials somewhat different Unqualified outside

Materials from those recommended for use containment splices (S-INS

(Including by Kerite. Also, certain and MC-1) are being

() Kearney Air failures in the available replaced with qualified

Seal & Scotch documentation were not Raychem splices. Qualified
Brand Tapes) completely explained. Kerite splices (S-2NS-NUC)

were reviewed to determine
a 5 year qualified life
based upon Kerite testing
and the materials of
composition. Failures
were explained and
satisfactorily resolved.

4. Limitorque a. Qualification documentation Problem resolved -
Valve Motor did not clearly specify Nuclear Engineering has

Operators whether vent / drain valves completed walkdown and
are required. identified changes

'necessary to DCC
Construction,

b. Mounting configurations to Problem resolved -

prevent free ingress of Nuclear Engineering has

chemical spray to the completed walkdown and
actuator may be required. identified changes

necessary to DCC
Construction.

Q
V
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TABLE 1.6-2 (Continued) |||
r

Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

5. Service Water Qualification documentation did Problem resolved - Motors
Booster Pump not address radiation resistance are category C2 and are
Motors and did not provide sufficient considered exempt from

information concerning operation qualification for a harsh
for under extremes of voltage environment. This is
and frequency. documented in Table 1.2-1

(DR-39, item 1) in this
NUREG-0588 Submittal.

6. Electrical Qualification was started late. Problem resolved -
Penetration Qualification report dated Connectors are category

Triax 2/11/81 has been received. C1, C2 and are exempt
Connector Minor comments concerning this from qualification for a

(Neutron report must be resolved. harsh environment. This

Detectors) is documented in Table
1.2-1 of this 0588
submittal.

7. Okonite Aging time and temperature Problem resolved - Arrhenius
Tapes could not be related to plots received and accepted

definitive qualified life. which support 40 year
qualified life. |||

8. Rosemount Qualification report did not Problem resolved -
Transmitters address aging. SCE&G and GAI have per-

formed a review of
materials susceptable to
aging and developed a basis
to define a qualified life.
This is 30 years outside
the Reactor Building and

|
20 years inside the Reactor
for 1153 transmitters

| (with periodic replacement
of 0-rings). For the 1152

| transmitters which are
outside the Reactor
Building, a qualified life
of 34 years h:: Leen
determined for IPT 954A,

and 30 years for ILT 7092,
| 7094 (with periodic

replacement of 0-rings).

|
|

6
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[ ')l TABLE 1.6-2 (Continued)
u

Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

9. ASCO Solenoid Qualification files are Qualification files are
Valves for currently being prepared to being updated to reflect

the following cover replacement solenoid the installation of

Westinghouse valves. qualified replacement

supplied air solenoid valves.

operated
valves

XVT-8149A-CS
XVT-8149B-CS
XVT-8149C-CS I
XVD-8047-RC

!XVT-8871-SI
LCV-1003-WL
XVD-7126-WL
XVT-8152-CS
XVT-8880-SI
XVT-8860-SI
XVT-8961-SI
PCV-444B-RC
PCV-445A-RC

(} PCV-445B-RC

10. ASCO Solenoid Chemical spray degraded a Problem resolved -
Valves solenoid coil during Solenoid vaive functions

qualification testing for in have been reviewed to
containment use. insure valves would fail to

safe position. For those
which must remain energized,
D. G. O'Brien connectors
will be installed (see
CGGS-25954 and item 11
below).

11. ASCO Solenoid Certain solenoid valves are Problem resolved -
Valves required to be energized to CGGS-25954 lists solenoids

perform their safety function, .thich must be energized.

however, the ASCO report did These solenoids will have
not qualify solenoid valves to D. G. O'Brien connectors
this condition. installed by DCC Construc-

tion. ASCO has provided
additional information to
qualify solenoids in the
energized condition.

V
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TABLE 1.6-2 (Continued) |||
Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

12. liyd rogen Qualification report review Problem resolved -
Analyzer and was not complete. Review complete, however,
Analyzer this equipment is exempt

Remote from qualification for

Control harsh environment.
Panels Documentation of review

will be done during the
review of mild environment
equipment.

13. liigh Range Qualification report review Problem resolved -

Radiation was not complete. Qualification report
Monitor reviewed and accepted.

A qualified life of
40 years has been defined
for this equipment as a
result of this review.

14. PYC0 RTDs a. RTD threaded cover may Problem resolved - Suitable
required sealant to sealant has been determined
prevent chemical spray to be D. G. O'Brien
ingress. Sealed conduit GRAFFOIL Packing or Dow ||g
connections are required Corning DC-170. DCC
in containment. Construction will install

D. G. O'Brien connectors
on all RTD's in containment.

b. Vendor stated qualified No problem -- but extended
life is 2-1/2 years. replacement period is
Extended replacement desired and under review.
period is desired.

15. D. G. O'Brien a. The duration and pIf of the Problem resolved - GAI has
Electrical spray used in the LOCA evaluated the specific

Penetrations simulation was not defined materials for resistance to
in the qualification spray degradation.
documentation.

b. Demonstrated operability Problem resolved - A
did not envelope required separate material
operability time of evaluation was performed
4 months. to extend the qualfied

post LOCA life beyond
1 year.

1

|

|
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-() TABLE 1.6-2 (Continued)

Compo..ent Concern Action Plan / Resolution

16. Valcor Corroded D. G. O'Brien -Problem resolved -
Solenoid connectors found in installed Resolution of corrosion-
Valves units at site. problem has been

provided by Nuclear
Engineering in letter
CGSS-6097.

17. NAMCO Limit a. Qualified life was not Problem resolved - Present
Switches clearly specified. qualified life is 40 years

based on replacing existing
installed elastomers
approximately every 4 years.
This_ replacement time can be
extended to 5 years if
silicone rubber gaskets are
used.

b. Sealed electrical Problem resolved - DCC
connections were not Construction will install

installed on switches D. G. O'Brien connectors
that must function on limit switches listed

() post - DBE.' in CGGS-25954.

18. NAMCO Limit Certification of compliance to Problem resolved -
Switches for verify qualification report Certificates of compliance

Air Duct applies to equipment had have been placed in document
Dampers not been received. packages by Nuc. Engr.

19. Component Motor reinsulated with polyester Problem resolved - W has
Cooling Pump based varnish. Certification to provided backup documentation
Motor A environmental requirements and certification.

was outstanding. Documentation has been
reviewed and placed in
document package by Nuc.
Engr.

20. Rotork Valve Qualification report review .' Problem resolved - Review
Motor was not complete. completa with 40 year
Operator qualified life, no

remaining problems.

21. Harsh Verification of harsh radiation Problem resolved -
Radiation dose calculations was not Review complete.
Environment complete.
Analysis /
Calculations

O
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h| TABLE 1.6-2 (Continued)
|

Component Concern Action Plan / Resolution

22. Average Verification of average Problem resolved -

Temperatures temperatures was not complete. Review complete.

23. Reliance Fan Proprietary data at Reliance Problem resolved - GAI
Motors for had not been audited. audit has been completed
Auxiliary and found acceptable.
Buildings

24. Reliance Fan Proprietary data at Reliance Same as 23 above.
Motors for had not been audited.
Reactor
Building
Cooling Units

25. Raychem WCSF A qualified life had not been Problem resolved - New
and Breakouts established. test reports have been

received and accepted from
Raychem which cover WCSF
nuclear sleeves and cable
breakouts. A qualified
life of 40 years has now
been established.

26. Isolation A qualified life had not Problem resolved - Based
Fuse Blocks been established, upon similarity of materials
in Heat - GAI has determined a
Tracing Panels 40 year qualified life.

27. Motor Documentation of radiation Complete documentation of
Lubricants qualification for plant specific qualification by Full

lubricants is under development Power Operation.
by Nuc. Ops. and Nuc. Eng.

28. Operability Several components did not show Problem resolved -
Demonstrated enough post accident time in Reviews and calculations
Time operability demonstrated column have been performed to

to envelope the post accident extend the qualified post
time required. accident time demonstrated

to exceed the post accident
time required.

29. Triax Qualification review not Qualification testing is
Connectors complete, still in progress.

(Victoreen Previous testing of similar
High Range connectors and materials

Monitor) provide substantial
assurance that satisfactory
qualification testing will I
be accomplished.
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TABLE 1.6-3

LIST OF EQUIPMENT SCIIEDULED FOR REPLACEMENT-

| Item Replacement Reason for Replacement Status and Scheduled

Wide Range Wide Range Additional element Detectors placed in
RTD; RTDS (Pyco, required for CRE Panel storage to prevent

(Rosemount) Model 22-3006) and Tech. Support Center. being damaged during
construction.
Scheduled to be
replaced prior to.
fuel load.

Reactor Veritrak To provide independent Barton qualified
Coolant diverse interlock for model presently
System Wide RHR Isolation Valves. installed. Scheduled
Range to be replaced prior
Pressure to Full Power
Transmitters Operations.
Barton Model

ASCO Solenoids ASCO Qualification not New Qualified
8149 A, B,&C (Qualified) required when ASCO Solenoids
8047 originally purchased. have been
8871 installed.

LCV-1003
7126
PCV-444B
PCV-445A

|PCV-445B
XVT-8152-CS
XVT-8880-SI
XVT-8860-SI
XVT-8961-SI

Stem Mounted NAMCO Type NAMCO Type EA-170 not New Qualified
Limit Switches EA-180 properly qualified under NAMCO Limit
(NAMCO EA-170) QA program Switches have
7126 been installed.

8701B
P,702A

8047 '

8871
PCV 444B
PCV 445A
PCV 445B
XVT-8152-CS
XVT-8880-SI
XVT-8860-SI
XVT-8961-SI
XVG-8809A-SI
XVG-8809B-SI
XVG-8706A-RHO XVG-8706B-Rif
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Westinghouse Supplied

Safety Related Electrical

Equipment
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WESTINGHOUSE

PROPRIETARY
DATA

This docunent contains infonnation proprietary to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation; it is submitted in confidence and is to be used solely for
the purpose for which it is furnished and returned upon request. This
document and such infonnation is not be reproduced, transmitted, dis-
closed or used otherwise in whole or in part without authorization of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
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' PURCHASE - - -- - - - IO CATION-- - - - - -

, 3RDER EDEL NO. BUILDING
,

ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT
1 ABNORMAL OR

! WUMBER TYPE OF EQUIFMENT MANUFACTURER OR ID AND ROOM TAG NUMBER.

f 10001 Narrow Range Rosemount { ] a,e RBC ITE-412 MSB Conditions
Resistance A,B,C,D-RC Temp: 3240F.

Temperature ITE-422 Figure 6.2-Sa: ,

Detector A,B,C,D-RC Press: 47.1 psig
.

f' ITE-432 Figure 6.2-4i

j .A ,B ,C ,D-RC RH: 100 %,
Spray: Note 1

i

1 TID: 2.4 x 107 RADS
,

6 months
| Submergence: No
i

~ ''

RED IPT-455 IDCA Conditions10001 Pressurizer barton
Pressure a,e 456, 457-RC Temp: 2670F
Transmitter - - Figure 6.2-7

I Press: 44.7 psig
I Figure 6.2-1 -

RH: 100 %
Spray: Note 1

7TID: 1.6 x 10 RADS
4 months
Submergence: No

MSB Conditions
Temp: 324"F

| Figure 6.2-Sa
Press: 47.1 psig

' Figure 6.2-4i
RH: 100 %'

Spray: Note 1
TID: 2.5 x 106 RADS
4 months

i Submergence: No

'
.

.

$

4 1

8

I
i

.
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ACCURACY OR ACCURACY OR QJALIFICATION
EfMIROTOINT 70 OPERABILITY OPERABILTIY RESPONSE TIE RESPONSE TIE REFORT AND

EUICH CUALIFIED REQUIREMENTS DESDNSTRATED REQUIREMENTS DE!ONSTRATED ETHOD
~ ~

30 sec. >30 sec. + .2% }a,b,c
F Report: WCAF-9157

post-MSLB post- MSLB - Method: Test &
Analysis

Qaalified Life:
40 years
(By Analysis)

AEing Time: NA
Aging Temp: NA
DR-lW

- a,b,e -

5 minutes 4 months + 10% for Report: NS-IMA-
post-DBE post-DEE 5 minutes 2184

(short- term - Anderson to
trip) Stolz

- a,b,c - Method: Test &
Aralysis

Qaalified Life:
20 years
(By Analysis)

Aging Time: NA
- a,b,c - Aging Temp: NA

DR-2W
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PURCHASE - - - - - - - ID CA TION- - - - - - -

DRDER FDDEL NO. BUILDING ABNORMAL OR

I, NUMBER TYPE OF EQUIFMEh"r MAhVFAC'IURER OR ID AND ROOM TAG NUMBER ACCIDENT EINIRONENT
~

10001 Reactor Coolant Barton
"

RBC IPT- 402, IOCA Conditions
a,e

|
System Wide 403-RC Temp: 2670F

. _.
Figure 6.2-7

|
Range Pressure

| Transmitter Press: 44.7 psig

|
Figure 6.2-1

i RH: 100 %
i Spray: Note 1

7TID: 2.7 x 10 RADS
6 months
Submergence: No
MSB Conditions
Temp: 3240F

Figure 6.2-Sa
Press: 47.1 psig

Figure 6.2-4

RH: 100%
Spray: Note 1

j TID: 2.4 x 107 RADS

f 6 months
Submergence: No

RBC --- IOCA Conditions10001 Reactor Coolant Veritrak ---

System Pressure Temp: 2670F
Wide Range Figure 6.2-7

{ Transmitter Press: 44.7 psig
Figure 6.2-1>

RH: 100%
!

Spray: Note 1
7 RADS

i
TID: 2.7 x 10
6 months:

Submergence: No
MSB Conditions
Temp: 3240F

I
Figure 6.2-Sa

Press: 47.1 psig

RH: 100 %-

i
Spray: Note 1

7 RADS
I TID: 2.4 x 10

6 months
Submergence: Nc

,

I

.
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ACCURACY OR ACCURACY OR QJALIFICATION
E!NIR0IMIT 70 OPERABILITY OFERABILTIY RESPOf;SE TIE RESPONSE TIE REIORT AND

MIICH OJALIFIED REQUIREMENSI del 0!;S" RATED REC 13IREENTS DEPONSTRATED E20D
~ ~

4 months 4 months + 10%
~ ~

Report: US- 2G-
2184post-LBE post-DEE

- Andersen to
a,b,c Stolz

Method: Test &
Analysis

Qualified Life:
20 years
(Py Analysis)

Aging Time: NA
Aging Temp: NA

a,b,e DR- 2 W

+ 10%4 conths --- ------
---

post-DBE

W-3
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------- LO CATION---- --
EURCHASE
')RDER !ODEL NO. BUILDING ABNORMAL OR

NUVBER TYPE OF EQUIFFENT MANUFAC'IURER OR ID AND ROOM TAG NUMBER ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

10001 Valve Motor Liritorque SMB-00- 10 RB 8112- CS IDCA Conditions
Temp: 267PFOperator

Figure 6.2-72 inch Glove
Press: 44.7 psigValve

Figure 6.2-1

RH: 100 %
Spray: Note 1

6
TID: 9.7 x 10 g

6 months
Submergence: No
MSB Conditions
Temp: 3240F

Figure 6.2-Sa
Press: 47.1 psig

Figure 6.2-4

RH: 100 %
Spray: Note 1

6TID: 1.9 x 10 g
6 months
Submergence: No

10001 Valve Motor Limitorque SB-2 RB 8701A,B-RH IDCA Conditions
8702A ,B-RH Temp: 2670F

Operator Figure 6.2-7
12 inch Gate Press: 44.7 psig
ValNe Figure 6.2-1

RH: 100 %
Spray: Note 1

7TID: 2.7 x 10 RADS
6 months
Submergence: Yes
(See DR-5W Item 8

i MSB Conditions

f
'Iemp: 324 F

Figure 6.2-Sa
; Press: 47.1 psig
. Figure 6.2-4i

RH: 100%
Spray: Note 1

7TID: 2.4 x 10 RADS
6 months

,

Submergence: No'

.

. :
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ACCURACY OR ACCURACY OR QUALIFICATION
EINIRONMENT 70 OPERABILITY OPERABILTIY RESPONSE Tl!E RESPONSE TIME REPORT AI'D

MIICH QUALIFIED REQUIRE!ENTS DEBDUSTRATED REQUIREMENTS DEbONSTRATED fETHOD

DBE Conditicns Short: 10 sec. 1 year I'A NA Report:

'lemp: 3240F Close on CIS post-DBE , Limitorque

Press: 70 psig Long: Remain Fails As-Is B0058, 600456,

RH: 100 % Closed B0027

Spray: Note 2 Method: Test
TID:2.04x108 RADS & Analysis

Submergence: No Qualified Life:
40 yearss (With periodic
inspection
and main-
tenance)

Aging Time:
100 Hours

Aging Temp:
1800C

DR-5W

S

DBE Conditions 4 months 1 year UA NA Repor..

Temp: 3240F post-DBE post-DBE Limitorque
Press: 70 psig B0058, 600456,

RH: 100 % B0027

Spray: Note 2 Method: Test
TID:2.04x108 RADS & Analyris

Submergence: No Qualified Life:
40 years
(With periodic
inspection

3) and main-
tenance)

Aging Time:
100 Hours

Aging Temp:
0180 C

DR- 5W

W-5
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-- - - - -- IO CATION- - - - - --PURCHASE
RDER !.DDEL NO. BUILDING ABNORMAL OR

' NUMBER TYPE OF EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER OR ID AND ROOM TAG NUMBER ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

10001 Valve Motor Limitorque SMB-00 kTa 8100- CS IOCA Conditior.s
Operator SB-00 kTa 8102A-CS Temp: 650 to 1040F

SB-1 epa 8102B ,C- CS Press: AUDS
SED-3 kTa 8884-SI RH: 20% to 90%

|
kTa 8885-SI TID: 1.7 x 107 RADS
kTa 8886- SI 6 months
kTa 8887A ,B- SI LOCA
k?a 8888A-SI
epa 8888B- SI
WFa 8889-SI

10001 Valve Motor Limitorque SB-00 ABa LCV-115B ,D- IOCA Conditions
Operator SMB-00 CS Temp: 650 to 1040F

200 F (8811A,0
SB-2 ABa 8109A,B ,C- CS

ABa 8130A ,B- CS B only)
ABa 8131A,B- CS Press: AT!.D S.
ABa 8132A ,B- CS RH: 20% to 90% 7
ABa 8133A,B- CS TID: 1.2 x 10 RADS
ABa FCV-602A ,B- (2 hours)

RH IOCA

ABa 8809A,B-SI
ABa 8811A ,B- SI
ABa 8812A ,B- SI

,

*This is longest operability time for the listed valves.

I
I

N
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ACCURACY OR ACCURACY OR QJALIFICATION
$NVIRON?ENT 10 OPERABILITY OFERABILT1Y RESPONSE TIZE RESPONSE TI!E REPORT AIG

L'HICH CUALIFIED REQUIRE!ENTS DE!DNSTRATED RECUIRE!ENTS DE!.ONSTRATED IETHOD

!!GD Conditions 24 hours for 6 months NA LA Report:
iTemp: 2500F hot leg post-DBE Limitorque

Figure 1 injection * B0003, B0058
!Fress: 25 psig Method: Test

Figure 1 & Analysis

|RH: 100% Qualified Life:
iSpray: NA 40 years

! TID:2x107 RADS (With periodic
inspection and

maintenance)
Aging Time:

199.8 Hours
Aging Temp: 1650F

!
'

DR-9W

ICB Conditions 65 minutes 2 hr. NA NA Report:
Temp: 2500F for RB sump post-DEE Limitorque

Figure 1 recirculation * B0003, B0058
Fress: 25 psig Method: Test

Figure 1 & Analysis

RH: 100% Qualified Life:

Spray: NA 40 years

TID:2x107 RADS (With periodic
inspection and
maintenance)

Aging Time:
199.8 Hours

0Aging Temp: 165 F
DR-9W
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- -- - --- ID CATION--- -- - -FURCHASE

QRDER }ODEL NO. BUILDING ABNORMAL OR

WMBER TYPE OF EQfiIFMENT MANUFACHIRER OR ID AND ROOM TAG NUMBER ACCIDENT EE JRONMENT

10001 Valve Motor Limitorque SB-00 ABB 8706A,B-RH LOCA Conditions
Operator Temp: 650 to 1040F

Press: ATICS
RH: 20% to 90%

7TID: 1.0 x 10 RADS
(2 hours)
IDCA

J

IDCA ConditionsRBAccoustic Westinghouse ------
---

Leak Monitor Temp: 2670F
Figure 6.2-7. System

Transducers Press: 44.7 psig
Figure 6.2-1

RH: 100 %
Spray: Note 1

7TID: 2.7 x 10 RADS
6 months
Submergence: No
MSB Conditions
Temp: 3240F

Figure 6.2-Sa
Press: 47.1 psig

Figure 6.2-4

RH: 100%
Spray: Note 1
TID: 2.4 x 107 RADS
6 months
Submergence: No
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ACCURACY OR ACCURACY OR QJALIFICATIO!I
:INIR0!ifE :T TO OPERABILITY OFERABILTIY RESIO!iSE TIME RESFO!iSE TI!E REIORT A::D

sHICH C/JALIFIED F.ECUIREME!iTS DDOT;S7 RATED REOUIRE!EliTS DD0!ISTRATED !ETHOD

ICB Conditions 1 hour for 6 months ?:A IJs Report:
Temp: 2500F RB Cump post- DEE Limitorque

Figure 1 Recircula- L0003, E0058
Press: 25 psig tion Method: Test &

Figure 1 Analysis

MI: 100 % Oualified Life:
Spray: ?!A 40 years

TID: 2x107 RADS (With periodic
inspection and

maintenance)
Aging Time:

199.6 Hours
Aging Temp: 1650F
DR-9 W

--- 4 months --- --- --- --

post-DDE
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O

IK7fES EDR WESTIIGIOUSE SAFETY REIATED

ELECIRICAL EQUIPMENT

.

(1) Reactor Building Spray Parameters: The spray consists of demineralizcd
water containing fran 1950 to 4000 ppn Irron in the form of boric acid
(II B0 ) and NaOH (.68% by weight) at a pH of 9.5 for a duration of 653 3
minutes.

(2) Test Spray Parameters: An IEEE-382-1972 chemical spray mix was used
consisting of 3000 ppn boron (.28 molar H B0 I' and .064 molar3 3
.Ja 8 0 , and NaOH to yield a pH of 10.5 at 77'F.223

O

~

O
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Narrow Range RTD's Rosm ount:

(1) NUREG-0588, Item 2.2(8), states that caustic spray should be
incorporated durire simulated event testing with a proper concentration.
diemical spray concentration in the test did not envelope plant specific
concentration. Westinghouse simulated, as part of the high energy line
break testing of RrD's, a chmical spray concentrtion of 1.146 weight
percent M ric acid and 0.17 weight percent sodi m hydroxide dissolved in
water, starting at time zero and terminating after 24 hours. %is
chemical spray concentration correspnds to a pH of 8.5, which is
representative of the range of sump pi values permitted long-term by
technical specification. m is concentration of chemicals does not
envelope plant specific RB spray chemical concentrations which have a pli
of 9.5 and greater concentrations of ch micals. An analysis was
performed to determine the effects of increased chmical concentration en
the materials of the RTD which will be contacted by the RB spray. The
RrD materials which can be exposal to chmical spray, are 1) the
stainless steel housing, 2) the silicone rubber insulated instrument
leads with stainless armor braid, and 3) the epoxy housing seal
material. We instrument leads are connected to instrument cable by
means of Raychem splices enclosed in a junction tox. %e increased

pd chemical spray concentration would have a negligible effect on the
stainless steel compnents because stainless steel is not susceptible to
corrosive attack under the high pH conditions existing in the postulated
spray. We silicone rubber lead insulation and epoxy seal material are
also highly resistant to caustic solutions both dilute and concentrated.
W erefore, based on a review of materials exposed to ch m ical spray, the
performance of the RTD's in the worst case plant-specific spray chemical
cmposition will not be significantly different from the performance
demonstrated during previous DBA testing.

(2) NUREG-0588, Its 2.2(10), Category II, identifiel that expected extremes
in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing. Westinghouse
stated that Westinghouse does not require that power supply voltage and
frequency be varied during the HELB simulation. We RID's are supplied
power frm a stabilized power supply. As a consequence, the range of
electrical parameters employed is extrenely small and variations within
the permitted range are considered insignificant.

(3) NUREG-0588, Item 4(2), requires that the effects of eterials
susceptible to aging be considered and a schedule for re. placement
developed. An analysis of the materials used in the RID's was
performal. Although the transmitters had been irraliated luring
qualification testing, the analysis considered the effects of both
radiation and thermal aging. Based on the analysis, the silicone rubber

W- 12
j Revis n 4
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insulation on the RrD cable leads was detemined to be the life limitiry3
cmponent. Although the silicone rubber has excellent thermal againg
characteristics and the RID's were radiation tested, the potential for
synergistic aging effects of high radiation doses and high taperatures
at the RTD locations could result in RTD failures when chemical spray is
injectal into containment following a high enert3y line break. This
scenario is consideral to be the dminent potential failure trade based on
the aging analysis results. Iused on the analysis, a qualified life of
40 years has been established.

O

O
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Barton Transmitters (Lot 2)

(1) NUREG-0588, Itan 2.2(8), Category II, stated that caustic spray should
be incorporated during simulated event testing with a proper
concentration. manical spray concentration did not envelope plant spray
parameters. Westinghouse simulates, as part of the high energy line
break testing of this equipnent, a chemical spray concentration of 1.146
weight grcent baric acid and 0.17 weight. percent sodiun hydroxide
dissolved in water, starting at time zero and terminating after 24
hours. W is chemical spray concentration corresponds to a pH of 8.5,
which is representative of the range of sump p1 values permitted
long-term by technical specification.

'Ib ascertain the effects of the increased spray chenical concentration
over and above the concentrations applied during testing, a review of the
materials of the Barton transmitter exposed to the spray was performed.
The exposed materials consist of the carbon steel electronics housing
coatal with "Amercoat 66", the O-rings which seal the pressure bundary
of the housing, stainless steel cap screws, and (for the D/P transmitter
only) a stainless steel differential gessure unit (DPU) housing. Ebr a

r- transmitter mounted in accordance with the technical manual, the
i connector gessure seal assembly, through which the electrical signal

leads enter the electronics pressure ausing, is not exposal to the
spray.

W e increased spray chemical concentration would have negligible effect
on the stainless steel cap screws and DPU housing or on the Amercoat 66
coating. Stainless steel is not susceptible to corrosive attack under
the high pH conditions existing in the p)stulated spray. Amercoat 66
epoxy coating, according to Aneron Corporation, 03rrosion Control
Division bulletins, meets the DBA requirenents of ANSI N101.2-1972 for
both BNR and IMR containments. herefore, the slight increase in plant
specific chemical concentrations and pH above test levels should not
result in failure of the transmitter coating. W e electronics housing
0-rings are fabricatal fran ethylene propylene terpolymer (EPDM) which
has excellent resistance to chemical attack franJnth acidic and basic
solutions.

Based on the review of materials exposed to chenical spray fran the RB
spray systen, the performance of the Barton transmitters in the
worst-case plant-specific chenical spray conposition will not be
significantly different fran the performance demonstrated during previous
DBA testing.

W-14
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(2) NUREG-0588, Item 2.2(10), Category II, identifies that expected extr ees
in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing. Westinghouse
generic psition states that Westinghouse does not require that pwer
supply voltage and frequency be varied during the HELB simulation. Most
of the Class 1E equignent to be qualified in Westinghouse scope is
supplied by a guaranteed stabilized pwer supply and power supplies
installed at v. C. Sunmer Nuclear Station provide high precision
regulation, therefore, voltage variation are negligible. Based on the
above, this mission is acceptable.

(3) NUREG-0588, Item 3.(4), stated that for equirment required to perform
its function within a short priod of time, (i.e., seconds or minutes),
the equipnent is required to remain functional for a period of at least
one hour in excess of the tine assumed in the accident analysis. In the
test report, the test conditions envelope the required cmbined profile
throughout the test. However, the nest severe environment lasts for only
twenty minutes. Test tmperature at one hour beyond time to function is
318 F, whidi is 6' below the peak tmperature; however, sufficent
temperature margin exists earlier in the test to justify a one hour
margin at the peak temperature.

(4) NUREG-0588, Item 3.(4), Cate;ory II, stated that for equipnent other h
than short tine function,10% time margin may be used. Time margin was
not applied to pst-accident operability. However, the temprature
margin available during testing can be applied to post-accident operatire
time margins. '1he test report calculated the 4 month operability time
based on an accelerated tine calculation using the Arrhenius method. The
temperature margin between the tost profile and the plant tmperature
profile for the RB correspnds to well in excess of 10% time margin for
post-accident operability using the same Arrhenius relation.

(5) NUREG-0588, Item 4(2), requires that the effects of materials
susceptible to aging should be considered and a schedule for replacement
developed. An analysis of the materials used in the transmitters was
performcd. Even though the transmitters had been irradiated during
qualification testing, the analysis considered the effects of both
radiation and thermal aging. Based on the analysis, the transmitter
electronics were determined to be the life-limiting ccrnpnents, and
Figure 7-42 of EPRI Report NP-1558 predicts an expected life of 29.5
years at 50'C. However, to accommodate the thermal stresses of design
basis events and in consideration of potential synergistic radiation and
thermal effects, a qualified life of 20 years was selected for
transmitters inside the reactor tuilding. Ebr transmitters outside the
reactor building, which experience a lower ambient tmperature, a
qualified life of 30 years was selected. This is based on replacement
of the o-rings every 10 years.
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(6) NUREG-0588, Item 2.2(3), Category II, identifies that test procedures
should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE 323-71.
Paragraphs 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 require equipnent mounting and cable
connection relevant to qualification. W e Barton test rep 3rt does not
address mounting or cable connections used. Westinghouse letter
ONS-1163 stated that nounting and wiring of equipment in the test was
consistent with the requirements defined in the instruction manual.

(7) NUREG-0588, Item 2.1(3)(c), states that the bases should be grovided for
concluding that the failure of equipnent in any mode is not deemed
detrimental to plant safety. We transmitters used to determine steam
line flow can be subjected to the environmental conditions resulting from
a post 211ated LOCA or IELB in the RB. However, the safety function of
these transmitters (which is closure of main steam isolation valves
(MSIV) on a high steam flow signal) is not required to mitigate a LOCA.
Following a MSLB in the RB, the transmitters may or may not function,
depending on the location of the steam line break, and the safety
function of MSIV closure is accomplished by redundant containment
pressure transmitters. In addition, the steam flow transmitters are not
required to function to conduct a safe plant shutdown. Therefore, the

(3 steam flow transmitters are exempt from qualification for pipe breaks in
U the RB. However, the available qualification data indicates these

transmitters are qualified to function in the postulated MSLB environment
therebt providing additional plant safety margin.

(8) NUREG-0588, Item 2.2(5), requires that parformance characteristics be
demonstratal before, during, and after the test. One of the test DP
units e.xaibited an excessive error during the initial temperature
transient of the HELB test. Westinghouse and Barton developed a model to
evaluate the observed error and predict its occurrence in other
instruments. The model agrees well with experimental results on several
transnitters. 'Iherefore, it can be concludal that the observed test
error was causal by the mechanism modeled and that the magnitude of
errors of this type can be aleguately predicted so that corrective action
can be taken to eliminate excessive errors.

None of the transmitters calculated to have excessive errors are used at
the Virgil C. Summer Station.

A description of the errors and the model is found in ICAP-9885.

|.
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Power Range Neutron Detectors

(1) NUREG-0588, Itan 2.1(3)(c), states that equipnent that need not function
to mitigate any accident and can fail in any mode without affecting plant
safety need only be qualified for the normal environment. The power
range neutron detectors may be subjected to the effects of HELB's in
containment. FSAR Tables 7.3-4 and 7.3-5 identify instrumentation
required for large and small breaks in primary and secondary piping
systems. The neutron detectors are not required to function to mitigate
these postulatal events. Ebr the postulated rod ejection accident, for
which the neutron detectors initiate a reactor trip, the trip function is
performed before harsh environnental conditions can develop in the RB.

Besides the generation of a trip signal for the roi ejection accident,
detectors provide for the display of reactor power for the plant
operators. Ibwever, no Instulated failure nale of the detector channels
would mislead the operators into perfonning actions that would result in
an increase in the psitive reactivity of the core or a reduction of the
level of mitigation provided by the plant emergency safety features.

Because the Inwer range neutron detectors are NUREG-0588 Category C
equignent, they need not be qualifial for any accident environment. The
detennination of the qualifial life of the detectors for their normal
(non-accident) service environment will be accanplishal in accordance
with the requirements for Class 1E equipnent locatal in mild environmen'c
areas.

O
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Hydrogen Recmbiners

(1) NUREcr-0588, Item 2.3(a) states, that equipnent that must function in
order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by test to demnstrate
its operability for the time required in the enviromental condition
resultirg frm the accident. WCAP-7709, supplemental 5 simulated
post-IOCA tenperature and ressure transient plus eleven (11) nonthsI
service under long-teun post-LOCA containment environmental conditions.
%e p)st-accident operability demonstrated is well in excess of the
requirsi post-LOCA operability time of four months which is based on the
minimal hydrogen generation frm all sources in the reactor building
after four nonths and the availability of dedicated reactor building
piping penetrations for connection of external hydrogen reembiners.
This capability has the effect of lowering the required post-I4CA
operability time to the time interval required to locate, transport, and
install an external reembiner - that is, within one week.

,

(2) NUREG-0588, Iten 2.2(4), stated that for equignent inside containment,
it is preferred that a single profile to be used that envelopes the
enviromental conditions resulting frm any design basis event. %e

n hydrogen reembiner is requirsi to function following LOCA environment.
U merefore, the test profile envelopes the LCCA profile only.

(3) NUREG-0588, Item ~3.4, stated that for equipnent which performs its
safety function within a long time period, a 10% time margin may be
used. Margin was not required in IEEE 323-71 and failure of heaters at
the end of eleven nonths is not considered to b3 significant due to
minimal hydrogen generation fran the zinc-water reactor or radiolytic
deccmposition of water. Werefore, anission of this item is acceptable.

(4) NURECr-0588, Item 4(2), requires that the effects of materials
susceptible to aging should be considered and a schedule for replacement
developed. An analysis of the materials used in the reembiners is being
performed. Because the recmbiners had been irradiated during
qualification testing, the analysis will consider the effects of thermal
aging. Replacanent/ Surveillance schedules, if required by the analysis,
will be inputed to the plant ongoing aging program.

W-18
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Limitorque Valve Operators Inside RB (NSSS Supoly)

(1) NUREG-0588, paragraph 2.2(3), Category II, specifies that the test
procedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy must be
specified. We Limitorque qualification report 600456 does not specify
the accuracy for the test data, but it does specify that the test
equirment has been calibrated by standards which require periodic
calibration. Werefore, since adequate conservatism (margin) does exist
in the test results, the omission of the test data accuracies is
acceptable. Also IEEE-323-74, 6.3.2(5) requires ajuipnent to be
subjected to in-service mechanical vibration as part of the test
sequence. Limitorque operators have been tested for seismic events per
IEEE-344-75. Non-seismic vibration is not addressed in the test reports
because of Limitorque experience that in-service vibration is not a
qualification concern.

(2) NUREG-0588, paragraph 2.2(10), Category II, identifies that expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Limitorque testal the valve operators to a voltage extrane only. Since
this equipnent is not expected to see significant frequency changes in
its installed service, testing to a fixed frequency is acceptable. h

(3) NUREG-0588, Section 4, Category I, applies to this equipmnt. Aging
performal on Class H insulated notors and actuators is described in
BOO 58, Section 3.0. Of the aging condition describal, synergistic
effects of service conditions were not considered. However, aging of the
actuator was perfonned by simultaneous application of elevated
tanperature, 100% relative humidity, and mechanical aging for 200 hours.
'Ihe simultaneous application of these conditions had no detrimental
effect on the aging Irocedure or the following test sequence. In
addition, for radiation aging, the report states (in Section 2.2.4) that
experience shows that, for Limitorque actuators, there is no difference
on the equipnent as a result of where irradiation occurs in the aging
sequence.

(4) Identifial margins available above specific plant conditions are:

Temperature > 48"F (LOCA) Mechanical cycles > 100%
(above 382-72)

Pressure > 50 psig Two HELB transients

Radiation 74% (In RB)
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(5) NUREG-0588, Item 2.2(2), states that testing should denonstrate that
equipnent can perform its function for all service conditions with
margin. %e plant MSLB profile exceeds the 6004546 test temperature by
9*F for approximately 25 seconds. However, Limitorque report B0027
"Superheat Teperature Test" demonstrates by test and analysis that the
heat sink Iroperties of the actuator materials prevent internal
temperatures fran rising above 315 F (the 600456 test peak tm perature)
for the case of a superheated steam environment of 492*F for up to 17
minutes. Therefore, the small, short duration MSLB, peak temperature
spike above 315 F is adequately enveloped by the B0027 test results.

(6) NUREG-0588, Item 2.2(2), states that testing should deconstrate that
equipnent can perform its function for all service conditions with
margin. The plant specific chemical spray consists of a pH of 9.5 for 65
minutes with up to 4000 ppm Boron and .68% by weight NaOH. We test
chemical spray was applied per IEEE-382-72, Part III, Table 1: pH of
10.5 to 11.1 (by sample) and 3000 ppm Boron and approximately .56% of
NaOH for a duration of 24 hours. Although the test spray did not match
or exceed worst case plant spray concentrations, the test concentration
was applied during the entire test spray period. In addition, the test

p spray was applied at much higher ambient pressures (70 psig) than the
highest plant specific post-accident containment pressure (47.1 psig) .v
Based on this discussion the discrepancy between actual plant spray
conditions and test conditions is not considered to constitute a
significant qualification concern.

(7) NUREG-0588, Item 2.1(3)(c), states that the bases should be provided for
concluding that the failure of equipnent is not deemed detrimental to
plant safety. The SI accumulator isolation valves are located in the RB
and may be subjected to harsh environmental conditions resulting fran
postulated pipe breaks in the RB. However, during normal plant
operations, these valves are open, with power locked-out to the
operators, and are not required to function to mitigate postulated pipe
breaks in the RB. Because these notor operators fail as is and nwer isi
normally removed, the only failure mode of the valves is in the open
position required for performance of their safety, function. Therefore,
the accumulator isolation valve motor operators are exempt fran
qualification for pipe breaks in the RB. However, the available
qualification data indicates that these operators are qualifiel to
function during and after postulated pipe breaks in the RB thereby
providing additional plant safety margin.

(8) NUREG-0588, Itan 2.1(3)(c), states that the bases should b2 provided for
concluding that the failure of equipnent is not deemel detrimental to
plant safety. te isolation valves from the reactor coolant system (xCS)

g
(/
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to the residual heat removel (RHR) syst s are located in the RB and may
be subnerged following loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) that result in
the accumulation in the reactor building (RB) of: 1) the water in the
refueling water storage tank (WST) frm maximum full level to lo-lo
level plus the volume of water pumped by one RHR and one RB spray pmp
oprating for ten minutes after WST lo-lo is achieved, 2) the entire
inventory of all safety injection (SI) accumulators, 3) the entire volume
of the Boron Injection Tank, 4) the entire volume of the NaOH storage
tank, and 5) the entire inventory of the RCS above the level of the
reactor vessel nozzles. (Reference PSAR 6.3.2.2.7.) The RCS/ RHR
isolation valve operators are not qualified to operate while subTerged.
However, the operators are not required to function following the
postulated LOCA's that could result is the flooding conditions because
long-term cooling of the reactor core is achieved by the recirculation
mode of the emergency core cooling systs (EOCS). In the recirculation
mode, which is autmatically activated upn receipt of the WST lo-lo
level signal in conjunction with the safety injection signal, the RCS/RHR
isolation valves are not required to function; and, recirculation is
accmplishM Ly other, non-suhaerged, valves that remove water directly
frm the RB.

Subnergence of the RCS/RHR isolation valves would not impact safety h
functions or mislead operating personnel because these valve operators
fail as-is (that is closed), are not required to perform any safety
function under these conditions, and are not reliel en by the plant

,

operating personnel to be available for performing safety functions under|

these conditions.

|
Ebr other accidents in the RB that do not result in submergence of the
RCS/RHR isolation valves, these valves are qualified for operability up
to at least one year following the accident, if required.
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RHR and Charging Pump Motors

(1) NUREG-0588, Item 2.3(a), states that equignent that must function in
order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by test to demonstrate
its operability for the time required in the environmental conditions
resulting fran the accident. Westinghouse did not perform steam or
chenical spray tests on these mators because they are located outside
containment. However, the plznt HELB analysis shows that service
conditions of 118*F, 0.1 psig,100% relative humielity can occur p st-SLB;
and also high radiation levels can exist during containment sump
recirculation. The radgation levels were considered during testing, and
the test levels (2 x 10 RAD) exceal calculated levels at the motors.
The HELB pressure and humidity conditions are adequately covered by the
testing reportal in WAP 7829 and by innersion tests conducted (in fresh
and salt water). We HELB temperature condition of 118*F (peak) exceeds
the normal tanperature in the rooms where the pmnps are located which is
65 -104*F. for a period not greater than 30 minutes (ESAR Table 3.11-3)'

during the event.

Assuming that the ambient tenperature remaining at 104*F (40*C), the
o motors are qualifial for forty (40) years at continuous operation (NCAP
U 9745). 'Ihis situation would not alequately acconnodate a DBE in the

final years of qualifiei life. However, the pumps are standby equignent;
and are not in continuous use during normal plant operation. Even though
the CCP's will be usal routinely for charging, the expected op? rating
time at the end of forty years would be less than twenty years for each
of the three motors. (The two RHR motors would be operated very much
less than this.)

Based on expected use of the mtors, even assuming the worst case
ambient temperature prevails continuously, sufficient insulation life
exists, at the expected duty cycle of the mtors, to support a forty year
qualified life followed by a SLB event which raises local tenperatures to
118*F for thirty minutes with margin. See analysis below:

ANALYSIS

Given: 1. '1he insulation thermal aging characteristics provided in
NCAP-8754 & 9 follow the 10 C " rule."

2. Motor operates < 50% of the design life of forty years.
|

!O
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Given that qualified life is forty years at 105*C total tsperature
(40*C ambient + 65*C rise), what is the qualified life at 50*C total
temperature (10*C added for notor space heaters)?

(T I1 2T =T2 10
2

T =350,400 hr (40 yrs.) 2 = 105*C T = 50*C
1 1 2

T =350,400 x 2(5.5)=15.8 x 106 hr.=1810 yr
2

assuming the notor is not operated at all, at 50*C total temperature
qualifial life is approximately 1800 years.

Using the 10*C relation and the items given above, the following
projected qualification life of the notar is developed:

113*C for 30
~

.3 5. min. &105 C ,

50*C (Motor run 50% DBE
Total of time)
Temp. (Motor idle 50% of time)

#Time 0 yr. 20 yr. 40 41 yr..

*

Remaining % + / \g
Qualifial 1800 yr 1780 yrs at 50*C 19.3 yrs at 105*C 19.3 yrs
Life at 50 C or 39.3 yrs at 105 C or 11.1 yrs at 113*C at 105*C

*113*C for 30 min. has a
negligible effect on life

( 1 hr)

In consideration of motor operating voltage extremes, the nameplate data
on the notors indicates that, at a 1.15 service factor, the rise
temperature is 90*C. Assunurg that this condition (90*C rise) prevails
throughout the entire post-DBE pericxl starting at year 40, the projectal
qualified life at a total temperature of 138*C (48* SLB + 90 rise) is
approximately one year of nargin on post-DBE operating time.
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(2) NUREG-0588, Item 4(1), states that qualification programs comnitted to
IEEE-334-1971 for motors should consider the effects of aging. 'Ihe test
program, described in the reports, subjects the materials in the
insulation systen to several arJing mechanisms including conbined thermal-
and radiation aging. 'Ihe testing and the thermal aging analysis
demonstrate adequately that the insulation materials can perform their -
safety function during the installation life of the motors. Synergistic
effects of the environmental conditions of humidity and radiation-need
not be considered because the effects of HEIB's outside containment are
not associated with the high radiation levels which result from DBE's
inside containment.

(3) NUREG-0588, Item 2.2(1), requires failure criteria to be established
prior to testing. Ebr the RIR and charging pump notors, failure
criteria, per se, were not defined prior to testing; however, all testing
was directed towards the electrical insulation performance, and it was
understood that the failure mode was loss of dielectric strength of the
insulation.

(4) NUREG-0588,. Itan 3.(1), states that quantified margins should be applied
to design parameters during testing.

Margins demonstrated during testing were:

Temperature: > 100% (WCAP 7829 7)
Pressure: > 100% (WCAP 7829 7)
Radiation: > 100% (WCAP 8754 7)
Voltage: None
Frequency: None
Time: Margin exists (see Item (1) above)
Vibration: Standard IEEE - 275 vibration procedure
Humidity: None (100% R.H.)

'
.
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Barton Transmitters Model (752)

(1) NUREG-0588, Itm 2.1(3)(c), states that equipnent that need not function
in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure in any node in any
accident envirorrnent is not detrimental to plant safety need only be
qualifial for its non-accident service environment. Where Westinghouse
supplies an its of safety-related equipnent that is located in an area
where it can experience the environment resulting fran a high energy line
break, but is not required to perform any safety-function, Westinghouse
has verified that any consequential failure of such equipnent, due to the
alverse environment, does not prejudice the safety related functions of
other equipnent claimal in the accident analysis. Because these
transmitters are NUREG-0588, Category C equipnent, they need not he
qualified for any accident environment. The determination of the
qualified life of the transmitters for their normal (non-accident)
service environment will be accanplished in accordan with the
requirements for Class 1E equipnent locatal in mild environment areas.

Transmitters in this category are further discussal below:

(a) Reactor Coolant System Flow Transmitter
O

Transmitters are subject to MSLB and LOCA environments in the RB.
However, they are not required to function to mitigate these events;
and after these accidents, they may fail in any mode with no adverse
effects on safe shutdown or accident mitigation. '1he safety
function of the transmitters is to initiate a reactor trip on low

RCS flow to prevent loss of adequate core tenperature margins.

Failure of these transmitters following pastulated pipe breaks in
the RB would not be detrimental to safety because other sensors are
relied on to initiate a reactor trip following pipe break events and
the transmitters are not usal for display purp3ses following pipe
break events.

(b) Narrow Range RB Pressure Transmitters

The four transmitters are located outside containment ard were
designed for use in non-harsh environments. Two of the transmitters
(PT-951 ard 952) are in the Riel Building where they will experience
no harsh environment conditions. The other transmitters (PT-950 and
953) are in separate containment penetration roars where the effects
of local HELB's may be experienced; and Prg950 may experience
increased radiation levels (up to 2.9 x 10 RAD 40 year plus 6
month p3st-accident dose) during post-LOCA recirculation. However,

O
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the narrow range RB pressure transmitters are designed to sense'and
. mitigate HELB's inside the RB. Therefore, they are not required to
mitigate the pipe breaks in penetration areas that could subject
than to a harsh enviroment. Also, PF-950 is not required to
perform its safety function under the harsh radiation conditions
during post-LOCA recirculation, because the I4CA sensing and

,

. mitigation function of the transmitter would have been accmplished
g ior to the recirculation phase of BOCS operation. Longer-term-.
monitoring of RB pressure by the operator is performed by the wide
range p gessure transmitters, Wiich have been qualified for
5 x 10 RAD, and not by the narrow range transmitters.

(c) let Stage Turbine Pressure Transmitter

The two ist stage pessure. transmitters are locatai in the Turbine
Building where they.can experience the effects of several main steam
and other high energy line breaks. However, the safety. function of
the transmitters, which is to provide input to reactor trip blocking
circuits at low plant power, does not involve any' function
associated with HELB mitigation or safe shutdown of the plant
following HEIB's in the Turbine. In addition, the plant operators ~ l

.R do not rely on the transmitters to accmplish any safety-related
function or to govide any display indication following a high
energy line break in the Turbine Building.

(d) Feedwater Flow Transmitters

m e six feed flow transmitters g ovide input into the reactor trip
system to shutdown the reactor on low feed flow in anticipation of
loss of the reactor coolant system heat sink. We transmitters are
in the penetration rooms and Intermediate Building where harsh
environments can develop following certain pipe breaks. However,

, the transmitters are not required to function to mitigate pipe!

breaks or to conduct a safe plant shutdown. Failure of the
transmitters following a pipe break event would not mislemi plant
operators to perform actions that would reduce the level of
mitigation provided by the plant emergency' safety features.

(e) Boric Acid Tank Level Transmitters

%e Boric Acid Tank (BAT) level transmitters are located in the
Auxiliary axilding. Weir function is to nonitor BAT level, and
they are included in the safety-related display instrumentation
list. Be transmitters are not designed for use in harsh
environment conditions.

I
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Although the design basis safe shutdown condition for the plant is
the hot shutdown condition, in the response to ESAR question 211.86,
the BAT's have been presented as one of the sources of borated
makeup water for the reactor coolant systen to be used during a
plant cooldown to cold shutdown conditions in accordance with NRC
Branch 'Ibchnical Position RSB 5-1. As described in the response to
question 211.86, a BAT could supply, by itself, the volume of
borated water requirsi for the cooldown; or it could be used as a
water source for a charging pump for boration using the Boron
Injection Tank (BIT).

One p tential menario requiring a safe shutdown condition is the
postulated rupture of the CVCS letdown line in the Auxiliary
Building. 'Ihis event could subject the BAT level transmitters to
harsh temprature, pressure, humidity, and radiation conditions.
However, as presented in question 211.86, the Refueling Water
Storage Tank (FWST) is an alternate source of water for horation and
makeup to achieve cold shutdown conditions. Therefore, failure of
the BAT level transmitters would not prevent a safe shutdown even to
cold conditions. In addition, the transmitters do not perform
accident mitigation functions for pipe breaks in the Auxiliary
Building, and failure of the transmitters would not cause the
operator to perform actions adverse to safety. Therefore, the BAT
level transmitters are exempt fran qualification for harsh
environment conditions.
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Hydrogen Recmbiner Control Panel / Power Supply j

(1) NUREG-0588, Item 2.1(3)(c), states that equignent that need not function
in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure in any mode in any
accident environment is not detrimental to plant safety need only be
qualified for its non-accident service environment. Se hydrogen
recmbiner control panel and power supply are located in the Auxiliary
Building where they could be subjected to the environmental conditions
resulting frm a postulated CVCS letdown line pipe break. However, this
equipnent is not required to function to mitigate pipe breaks outside
containment and is, therefore, exempt frm qualification to harsh
environmental conditions. In addition, failure of this equignent would
not mislead plant operators because the equipnent is not activated for
pipe breaks outside the reactor building.

We control panel and power supply are NUREG-0588, Category C equipnent;
therefore, they need not be qualified for any accident environment. We
qualified life of the equipnent for normal (non-accident) service
environment will be determinei in accordance with the requirenents for
Class 1E equipnent in mild environment areas.

O
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Limitorque Valve Operators Outside RB (NSSS Supoly)

(1) NUREG-0588, paragraph 2.2(3), Category II, specifies that the test
procedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy must be
specified. The Limitorque qualification re p rt B0003 does not specify
the accuracy for the test data, but it does specify that the test
equipnent has been calibrated by standards which require pariodical
calibration. herefore, since adequate conservatism (margin) does exist
in the test results, the cmission of the test data accuracies is
acceptable. Also IEEE-323-74, 6.3.2(5) requires equipnent to be
subjected to in-service mechanical vibration as part of the test
sequence. Limitorque operators have been tests for mismic events per
IEEE-344-75. Non-seismic vibration is not addressed in the test reprts
because of Limitorque experience that in-service vibration is not a
qualification concern.

(2) NUREG-0588, paragraph 2.2(10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage arri frequency should be applied daring testing.
Limitorque tested the valve operators to a voltage extreme only. Since
this equignent is not expected to see significant frequency changes in
its installe1 service, testing to a fixed frequency is acceptable. g

(3) NUREG-0588, Section 4, Category I, applies to this equipnent. Aging
performed on Class B insulated notors and actuators is described in
B0058, Section 3.0. Of the aging condition described, synergistic
effects of service conditions were not considered. Ibever, aging of the
actuator was perfonnai by simultaneous application of elevated
temperature,100% relative humidity, and nochanical aging for 200 hours.
We simultaneous application of these conditions had no detrimental
effect on the aging procedure or the following test sequence. In
addition, for radiation aging, the report states (in Section 2.2.4) that
experience show that, for Limitorque actuators, there is no difference on
the equipnent as a result of where irradiation occurs in the aging
sequence.

(4) Identified margins available above specific plant conditions are:

Tcrnperature > 30*F Mechanical cycles > 100% (above 382-72)

Pressure > 30 psig 'No HELB transients

(5) NUREG-0588. Item 2.2(2), requires that test results should deconstrate
that equipnent can perform its required function for all postulated
service conditions. The phenolic limit switch materials used in the
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valve actuators for out-of-contaiment valves have not been demonstrated
to be capable of withstanding the increased radiation levels that may
result in certain plant areas decing7 post-LOCA recirculatics). The
actuators have been tested to 2 x 10 RAD,7but radiation doses (40 year
plus 6 months after LOCA) can reach 4 x 10 RAD in scsne areas where the
actuators are located. Because not all Class 1E valve actuators need to
be operable for a six month period following a I4CA, an analysis was
performed for those actpators whose total integrated dose exceeded the
qualified dose (2 x 10 RAD) to calculate the dose for the required
post-LOCA operability time - plus margin. The results of these
calculations show that the actuators are capable of performing the
required functions during the required post-LOCA operability time - with
margin - before radiation doses exceed the qualified dose level for the
actuators.

O
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Equipnent Subjected To The Radiation Environment Following
A Fuel Handling Accident

(1) In Revision 3 of this Environment Qualification subnittal, this DR
discussal environmental conditions in the mel Building a fuel handling
accident. mre recent data indicates that the fuel handling accident
results in negligible increases in environmental conditions - namely
radiation dose - above normal environmental conditions. 'Iherefore,
except for certain zones in the Nel Building influencal by post-LOCA
recirculation raliation, the Nel Building is considered a mild
environment zone. Post-LOCA recirculation radiation levels in the Nel
Building have been aldressed for the affected Class 1E equipnent.

O
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Legend: TID values expressed in exponential equivalents,
4e.g. 1 + 4 = 1 x 10 3.47 + 5 = 3.47 x 105

: Detailed Report (DR-xx), shown under column
heading Qualification Report and Method,
contains additional information for the
type of equipment addressed.
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TEMPS 65 F YO 104 F TritP t F
FRESS: 1 ATPOS PR E S$ t

SHI 20 TO 90% RM 100
SFRaf t N/A SFRAft
TID: 2.2+3 R A05 ( 3003Al TIDat*7

61 HOUR) SU5MERGQ

RAS $t 1.1*5 ( 300381 1 HOUR WAS ONE
SLTMERCENCE E WA JECTED 1
te0TE 4 2 SERIES?

10109 MOTOR OPERATED LIMITOR1UE SMS-00-15 WPC XVG3103A-SW LOC A Cc*cITI?ts P'? Cf*4
VALVE - OPERATOR WFC XVG3107A-SW

TEMPS 65 F YO 104 F TEMP F
FRESS: ATMOSPHERIC FRESSt
RH to TO 90% (25 PSI
SFRAft WA RH1 100
1101 2.6*3 RADS 41 HOUR I STRArt
!LutRGENCE: WA TIDI to

SLtatRE
WAS CNE
JECTED
SERIES?

10109 MOTOR OPERATED LIMITORQUE $t9-09-10 WPC XYG3111A-$W LOC A CC*mITit*iS P'B tt* 9

VALVE - OPERATOR WPC XVG3112A-SW
TEMPT 65 F TO 104 F TEMPT FI
PRES 5t 1 ATMCS FRES$t F
Rdt 20 TO 93Z RHf Icox.

SFRAVs WA SFRATE

TID 2.6*3 R ADS 41 NOUR. TID: 2*7
LOCA) SLI?.ERCE
SL*MERGENCEt WA WAS ONE

N3Tts t JECTED T-
SERIEST

10109 MOTOR CPERATED LIMITORQUE SMB-005 WrB XVG9568-CC LOCA CtamITIC*fs P?! CC*#D-

VALVE - C8LRATOR WPB XYG9606-CC
TEMP 65 F 70 104 F TEPPI FI-
PRES $1 1 ATttOS PRESS F
RH 20 TO 90X RHI 100Z
SFR AYT WA SFRAYt
TIDt 2.9+3 RAOS (9568) TID 2*7
(1 HOUR. LOCAL $UEMERGE

2.3+3 RADS (9606) WAS ONE

11 HOUR. LOCAL JECTED T-
Sutt'ERGENCEI WA SERIES?

10109 AIR OPERATED ASCO NP8316 WPB XVT1678A-FW LOCA CC*CITIM LCC4 CCM

VALVE - SOLENDID EPB XVT16789-FW
EFS XV11476C-FW TEMPS 65 F TO 104 F TEMPT FI

PRESS: ATMOSPHERIC PRES $t F
RH: 20 TO 90X RH: 100%
SFRAft WA SF# aft 7
TID: 1.9*3 R AOS (1678Al 1101 t*6
t1 HOUR 1 SLTMR G
1.0+3 R AOS (OTNERS) WAS CNE
(1 HOL91 JECTED

SERitS?

9
I

\ _

R i
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DhT1 TNT TO OPERABILITY CPIP At! LIT T ACCURIC F C# EtSFWSt ACCU 2ACT C# RESPcNsthentifftD et?fter*F PS rf *W*o e?') iTw riertmtes Vf"' tit W irettD ?Jnt f FICaf f rN P?Pe*T A'r) ettwM l

IQ") SHORTE $ SEC 30 DATS. NOT APPLIC ACLE NOT APPLICASLt E!9: FoalEf 1 434 Fi CloSE ON CIS FAILS CLOS [D
LTE & LON3: RE:1AIN

CLOSt0 REFC97 I.01 AGS23676/TW
| MZTHCD t TEST
! IcKS CUALIFIED LIFT 1 40 TE ARS ENOTE 50 9
ADS AGING TIMit itS NCURS
Et WA AGING ftMPs (68 F
DTOTTPE SUB-
J.LL TESTS IN 09-60
O

SHORT: 30 SEC 16 DATS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE ffkf9AL'

CPEN ON CIS FAILS AS IS
E 41250 F B LONGt PERTAIN

'9Rt 4 (ESP 3IS CPEN 8tPC97 1.0t LIMITORQUt 50003
METHO31 TEST
C'JALIF110 LIFEt 40 TEARS

DS AGIAG TIMit 199.8 HOURS
El N/A AG17.G TEMPI 16 5 F
DTOTTPE SLP,-
ALL TESTS l'4 DR-55

3 <

SNORTt 75 SEC 16 OAVS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE $tN!BALOPEN AFTER Fa!LS AS IS
.E 4 8 250 F I ESF LOG SEQ

REPORT 1.0 LIMITOP7JE B0003Et 4 SIGNAL
PETMCDt TESTLCros REMAIN

OPEN CUALIFIED LIFtt 40 TEARS
AGING TINtt 199.8 HCURS

S AGIN3 TEMPT 165 F
I N/A
TOTTPE SG- DR-55

LL TESTS IN

Rf} SNonf t 62 SEC 16 DATS. NOT APPLICABLE DCT APPLICABLE GENEWAL

| CLCSE AFTER FAILS AS IS
E 4 ilS8 FI ESP LOG SEQ REPCRT !.Dt LIMITC#QUE 80003
;E 4 (25 PSI 3 StGNAL rit Tp'CD I TEST

LONGt REMAIN CUALIFIt0 LIFE t 40 VEARS
CLOS!O AGING T!ntI 199.8 HOURS

DS A3ING TEMPT 165 F
t WA
FOTTFE SG- C2-SS
LL TESTS IN

SHORTI 42 SEC 16 C ATS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GtNte 4 L
CLOSE ON CIS FAILS AS IS

4 8250 Fl LO'G t BEMAIN REPORT !.Dt LIMITORQUE 80003
- E 4 E t5PS!El CLOSEO METHCO2 TEST

GUALIFIED LIFE t 40 f t ARS
AGING TIMtt 199.8 HCURS

S AGING TEMPI 165 F
L N/h
70TVTE StG- 09-55
LL TESTS IN

SHCRT t te SEC 30 04TS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8Lt [15,18)L
CLCSt CN FWIS F AILS CLOSEO

1 (346 Fl LONGt REMAIN R E PC97 1.01 AGS21678/TR
t it310PSill CLOSt0 PETHCot TEST

CUALIFIED LIFtt 40 TE ARS (NOTE Sol
S AGING TIME r tes Hotel

S AGING TEMPS (68 F
N/A
TTPtSG- C R -6 0

L TESTS IN

B-3
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------ LCCATION .---..PUeCHASE
OC0f2 MCC:L NIF";tR CR SUILDING APNCRMAL CR l'

MR_ TTPE CF E73f P*'tMT MW.N ACTUCE9_ f Cf NY IF fC tT f!'*4 [*S FCa*t 789 Nt P* FR ACC f e f MT f v'f"'!*"af NT L

i

! 10111 DAMPER ACTUATCR SOLEN 010 ASCO 206-331-7F Rt43- XDF011C A-AM LOC A CC*Sf f fCtiS LM4 Cit

VALVE FOR RE ACTCR 015!
BUILDIN3 COCLINS LMIT FE63- XDP011CB-AM TEMPT FSAR FICLTE 6."-7 TEMPI I

MEPA BYPASS DAMPER CIKE (t67 FI Pr*E S S t

Et63- XCF0111A-AH FRESSI FSAR FIGLTE 6.2 1 (110 F'
015;l f44.7 PSIGI R4 It
R 63- XCP01118- AN RH 100% STRAT

Oltra Srn&Tt 2 NCL9S T10t !

TIDI =/<2.S*7 RADS StT*'tt
130 C ATS n L AS CS

SUEMERCENCE1 No JECTIC
SERIES

10172 AIR CPERATED ASCO HP83*3 98-6301 XVT3164-SW LOC A CtMfifM LOC 4 C

XVT31eS-SJVALVE - SOLEN 010
XVT 316 9-SW TEMP = FSAR FIGLTE 6.2-7 f tMR -

(167 Fl FRESSI
FTESSt FSAR FIGL9E 6.2-1 tile F

144.7 PSIG) RHI 10
RMt 100% STR AT:

| SPRATt 2 HOURS 1103 2
TIDI s/< t.S* 7 R ADS SUDit!F
(30 DAYS) WAS ON

S* EMERGENCE: NO JECTED
SERIES

U S Cf*CITIONS
TEMPS FSan FIGURE 6.2-54
(324 Fl
PRES $t FSAR FIGURE 6.2 4
(47.1 PSIGl
RMt 100%
SFRaft t HOURS
TIDt 3.4*6 RADS ( 30 DAVSI
SUBi*tRGENCt t NO

10172 AIR OPERATED ASCO NP4323 18-3602 XVTis43A-MS M*B Co*P!f f f CNS LOCA t

XYTIS435-PtsVALVI SOLENDID
XVTre43C-MS TEMPS FIGL9E 25 (183 Fl TEMPS

FRESS FSAR FIGLWE 3.6-10 FRESS

82.4 PSIGI (110 i*

RHS 100% RH1 li
SFRAft N/A SFSAT

TIDI < Set RAOS 4 2 HOUR ) TIO: .

SUBMERGENCE 3 N/A SL* F't i
W13 C1
Jf CTEi
SER11'

10172 MOTOR CPERATE0 LIMITORQUE Sre-00 ups XVT1433A-FM LK A CtW!f f fC*t1 gQi

YALVE OPERATOR wr3 XVT16 3 3D-F M TEMP 4 45 7 104 F TEMPS

WPs XYT1633C-F W PPE tS t 1 ATMOS. FR ESS

RM r 20 TO 90% RH1 l'
SPRaft N/A SF24Y
TIDI 1.564 RAOS (1 MOLSil TIDt
SUEMERGO.tE a N/A SL'EME:

WAS C'
JtCTE
SE R!!

I
\ )
* I

- - ___ _ - - - _ -
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CFERADILITT CFE R ABILIT F ACCLmCY CR RESrc'4SE ACCLHCV C7 RESrCNSE
V,p e.'ENT TJ

FN
ntTFTM cr J!rif'r*:TS P r ='a*m :T!0 T!*r FEmrief rYNYS T!*E PE*T*:SToaTE9 Ta t !FIC A T IO*f FE PCOT **** t-Y 'w*"

SHCRT: 33 !EC 30 DAYS. 00T AFPLICAPLE NOT APPLICABLE f EP.rea te gry asr3
CLOSE C'l SIS F AILS CLOSED

(SWE 5 ( 346 F l LCt:31 PEMAIN REFCT; I.0: AQSOI676/TR REVISIC 4 A

FIGr.TE 5 CLCLE3 M TFC3: TEST
;st CULLIFIED LIFE 43 T EIRS t t:Of f 5 0 )
,

ASIh3 TIME ZE8 MCURS
TIO NCURS ASIN3 TEMP: 268 F
S R ACS
,iNCE : N/A 00-60

PR OTOT f PE SO-
TO ALL TE3TS IN
' 1ES

SHORT: 5 EEC 30 DAYSe NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE FEMEPAL.pgyg g
CLCSE 0'4 SIS F AILS CLOSED

pggggg 3 g 39 p g LONG: REMAIN R!FCRT I.0: AGS21678/TR
FI%SE I C LOSE D PE TFC3: TEST

:171 GULLIFIED LIFE: 40 TE ARS (NOTE 50)
ACIN3 TIME: 283 HCLTS,/

700 MCURS AGIh4 TEMP: 266 F
iS % ADS
'ENCE: N/A DR -6 0

iKOTOTTPE SGb
TO ALL TESTS IN

' TES

M ITIONS E MOURS 30 DAfS. NOT APPLICASLE NOT APPLICABLE SENER A L

F AILS CLOSED
REFORT !.0: A1321678/TW

FIGG E I ES4 F1 ME THCO: TEST
IFIGUREI QUALIF'ED LIFEt 40 TEARS E MOTE Sol
ISit) A6ING TIME: 288 HOURS
0:( AGING TEMP: 268 F

700 M0 Lits
38 0 ADS DR-60
: ENC E I N/A

|E FKOTOTTFE S'G-
TO ALL TEST 3 IN

21ES

3E73 SHOR T: 20 SEC 16 DAYS. NOT APPLICABLE NCT APPLICABLE [[k'Ee 4 L

;IRgE 4 CLCSE ON CIS FAILS AS IS
REPCOT I.D. LIMITC93UE SB0001

FIGL2Z 4 LENG: REMAIN F1ETPCO: TF ST
|0x CLOSED CUALIFIED LIFEt 40 TEARS
i N/A AGIh3 TIME 1 Ito MCURS
to? IAOS AGIN3 TEMP: 180 C
t3ENCE: N/A C9-35
st FROT!TY/E SUg.

l TS f.LL TESTS IN
>? TES

B-5
REVISION 4
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PLSPCHASE LOCATION -
ORDER FEEL NL9"!!!R CR EUILDIN3 AB'CTtAL C9 ENVI
R**ER TYPE OF EC'JIPMENT Ma*3JF AC TtTf W ?"FNTIF It a f f r=4 W9 ccN tag Nt N 9 ACCT"NT f*"VICF***!NT WIC

10181 SOLENOID VALVE FCW ASCO NP 8316 R$ X\B 9 0 318- AM LOC 4 CC*SITICNS LT4 COW
36" FL4 E LINE RB XVS000:8-AM
!$0LATION VALVE TEMP: FSAR FIGL'2E 6.2-7 TEMP: FIG:

(067 FI 6 346 F B
FRESS: FSA9 FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESS: FI
(44.7 PSI 33 (110 FSIG
RH: 103% RM: 100X
SFR&f: 2 NOLatS SFRAf: 7:
TID: 2.S*7 R ACS ( 30 DAYS ) TID: 2*8
SUDMERGDIE : NO SCMIRGIM

WAS ONE F'
JECTED TO
SERIES? Y

10195 AIR OPERATED CIAPHRAGM ASCO 206-331-3RFV RS-1201 XVC6 242 A-DO IM A Cl*f)ITIC*$ 1QC4 Ct*T
VALVE . SOLEN 010 N'4 T E t'P : F SAR F IGURE 6.2-7 TEMP: FIGA.

1267 F1 ( 346 F I
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 F9ESS: FI
(44.7 PSIG ) (110 PSIG
RH: 100X RH: 100X
Sr2AT: 2 HOU7S STRAT: 70
TID: 2.3+6 GADS (1 NOURI TID: 2+6
S'JBME RGE NC E : N3 SW''.EFGEN

WAS ONE F
JECTED TO
SERIES? Y

Mm CONOITIONS
TinP: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-SA
E3:4 Fl
FRESS: FSAR FIGLSE 6.2-4
(47.1 PSIGI
RN: 100X
SPRAft 2 It0UPS

' TIO: 1.1+6 RADS 81 NOURI
$L*.ffERG ENCE : NO

19193 AIR OPERATED CIAPHRAGM ASCO NP-1 FB-1201 XVD62425-ND LOC 4 Ct*CITIC**S
VALVE = SOLEMOID

TEMP - MIN: 19 F TEMP: FI
TEMP - MAX: 104 F FRESS: FIC
TEMP = A\T: 80 F RN: 100X
PRESS: 1 ATMOS. SFR AT : 700
RN: 20 TO '0:f TIO: 2+8 R

* TIO: 1.9*6 NA3S LOCA SLSMERGENC
61 NOL13) W45 ONE FR
NOTE: 2 46 JECTED TO

SERIES? TE

10200 MOTOR OPERATED LIMITC#QUE S'95-00 0-5/H06C 18-1202 XVB93268-CC P B CC*CITIONS PSB CC*VIT
VALVE - OPERATOR Ib-1232 XVB96878-CC

18-3602 XV59506 A-CC TEMP: FIGLT E 24 ( 212 F 1 TEMP: FIG
18-3602 XYB9687A-CC 495068 8 968783 FRESS: FI

FIGLTE 25 (233 Fl RN: 100X
89506A 8 9687Al SFRAT : N/A
FRES$t F$aR FIELTE 3.6-12 TIu 2*7 R
(2.3 PSIGl 195268 8 96879) SUBME RGENC
FSAR FIGL9E 3.6-10 WAS CNE PR
82.4 PSIG) 19526A 8 9687Al JECTED TO
RH: 100X IN SERIES?
TID: */<S*2 R ADS 4 7 C ATS B
SUEMERGENCE: WA

10200 MOTOR OFERATED LIMITORQUE SMS-002/H2EC Wr8 X\113106 A-SM LOC 4 CC*SITIO't$ F8 CO*eYT
VALVE - OPERATOR

TEMP: 65 F - 104 F TittP: FIGL
FRESS: 1 ATMOS. FRES$t FIG
RH: 00 TO 9CX RH: 100X
?Fa&T: N/A SFRAT: N/A
TID: 1.S*4 R ACS LOC A TID: 2+7 R*

81 HOL1tl SLvtrGINC
SU5t*! E GE NC E : N/A W45 C?;E FI

NOTE: 2 JECTED TO
$! RIES? TE

$

t
i

i.s
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%' TENT TO OPERASILITT OPEF ABILIT Y ACCL1PLCT OR DESFONSE ACCURACY CR RESPCNSE
giaL'FIfD Ff 7"grNTS r e tam Tr a tt e T**r e r s=,n c t ,-e n S T!=c r'rea S*P t tF 9 eistIFIcaTIrP cf Prot twr P!?wm

13 SHORit S SEC 33 DATS. NOT APPLICA$LE #C APFLICABLE Crvenal
CLOSE EN FN F AILS CLCSED

'E S ACCIDEt.'T IN REr3:rT I.D: AGS21678/TR FEVISI?4 9
RS PEYXCO: TEST

LJit S LON3: REMAIN CUALIFIED LIFE: 40 Tr ARS INoTL 50 s
CLDSED ASING TIP.E : f 38 f.7JS

ASIN3 TErp: 253 F
HOG;S

405 CR-60
%: N/A
bTOTTPE SG-
! .LL TESTS IN
s

(TfJt SHORTt 10 S?C 30 CAYS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE E!N{04(
LE 1 CLOSE ON CIS F AILS CLOSED

LOPG: SEMAIN REPORT I.0: AGS21476/TR
L9E 1 CLOSED METEC3: TEST

GUALIFIED LIFE: 40 YE ARS tNOTE SGI
AGIN's TINE : 025 N':URS

HOURS AGIN3 TEFP: E63 F
ACS
E: N/A 0R-60
OTOTYPE SL2)-
ALL TESTS IN

llM SHORT: 10 SEC 10 C ATS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE Ef*TRLL
| CLOSE F AILS CLOSED
lE 1 ( 146 F ) LCns: REMAIN REPORY 1.0t Aq$21678/TR

iEE lt!!CPSIll CLOSED METHCD: TEST
| GUALIFIED LIF E 40 VEARS (NOTE 501
NS AGIN3 TIM!t CES MOURS
LOS AGING TEMP: 268 F
[: N/A
PTOTTPE SUS. 09-60
Lkt TESTS IN
I

LM 7 OATS 16 DAYS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE OF F?* 9 4 L

L FAILS AS IS
y 4 tile F B REPC1T I.0: LIMITORQUE B0003
of 4 4 2SPS!GI METko0: TEST
I GUALIFIED LIFE 40 TEARS
| AGits TIME: 199.8 MOLTS
[S AGING TEMP: 16S F

[ N/A
pOTTPE SG- 03-S5
AL TESTS
TES

M SHf1F T 60 SEC 16 DAYS. NOT AFPLICABLE PCT AFPLICABLE f(Nreat

I CPEN AF TER F AILS AS IS
T 4 (250 FI ESF LDG SES F Er0R T t .D t LIMITOROUE B0003
PE 412SPSIM $!GNAL MI TF'"J : TEST

LCNG: REMAIN Ct'4LIFIED LIF E 40 TE ARS
. CFEN AGIN3 TIr:E: 199.6 HITS
'S AGIN3 TEMP: 16S FD
12 N/A
fT0ftrE Sg. CR-S5

[sl IESTS IN

B-7
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PURCHASE LOC ATION ------
ORDER MODEL NUNSER OR EUILDING AENCOMAL OR ENV:

N' *M R TYPF OF frJUIDf*F?ff MtNL'F 8 CY"#89 IC'*JI F IC & Y IC*f #60 Fa*"9 T * *, Nt ** * # AMIC'NT ESNT:'C**'FNT SNI'

i

| 19229 AIR CitRATED ASCO NFS321ASE RS-6301 XVA93114-55 LCC A CC+*ITIM 1C*4CCr
VALVE - SOLEtcID XYA9312A-SS

TEMP: FSAR FIGSE 6.2-7 TEMP: FI
1267 F 3 8 3,6 F R

FRESS: FS4R FIGI.ME 6.2-1 FRESS: 71
(44.7 PSIG) (113 PSI.
RN: 100Z KH: 200X
$ FRAT: 2 NC'SS STRAY: 7
TID: 2.567 RADS 130 DAYSI T!D: 2*
SLT'1ERGENCE: NO SL7 ERGD

WAS ONE
JECTED Y:
SERIES? 1

10229 AIR OPERATED ASCO NF832115E WPC XVA93118-SS LC#A CaNDITItatS LOC 4 CC*r

VALVE - SOLENCID kFC XVA931*S-35
TEP'P: 65 F TO 1t4 F TEMP: FI:
PRESS: 1 ATMOS. FRESS: F:
RH: 20 TO 90X RH* 100Z
SFRAT: WA SFRAY: 7.
TID: 1. 2 + 3 R ACS ( 1 HCUR e TIDt 26
LCCA1 SL'L'*ERGE '

SLTMERGENCE: N/A WAS CNE i
JECTED T(
SERIES? '

10482 POST ACCIDENT NYDROGEM VALCOR VS26-5292-20 RS-6301 XVX6050A-NR LaCA ctHDITIONS LCCA CCe

REMOVAL SYSTEM ISOLATION SW XVXe051 A-HR

SOLENDID VAL %ES XVX6051C-HR TEMP: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP: FII
(267 F R ( 346 F 3
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESS: F
544.7 PSIG) (113 PSE:

'
RH: 100% RA: 1C 0%
SPRAY: 2 NOURS SFRAY: 7
TID: 2.S+7 RADS (30 DAYS) TID: 2c
SUDMERGENCE: NO SLDERGE1

W AS Ct.'E i
JECTED 11
SERIES?P

4

.
*

e285984 3 INCH DIAPPR AGM ASCO NP-431654V R8 PCV4448-RC LOCA Ctat'ITIONS LOCA CN.-

VALVE - SOLENCIO PCV44SA-RC |

PCY44SS-RC TEMP. FSAR FIGL5PE 6.2-7 TEMP: fit
(267 F 3 FR!SS: F1
PRESS: FSAR FIGLSE 6.2-1 (110 PSt{
(44.7 PSIG) RH: 10021
RH 100X $FR AY: 7;

SrRAT: 2 HOURS TID 2*^
TID: 1.1+7 RADS 11 HOURI SUSMERSE1
SUEMERGENCE: NO WAS ONE I

JECTED Td
IN SERIE!

M9 CN'31TItats
TEr.P: F SAR FIGURE 6.2-5 A
( 324 F R
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4
147.1 PSIGl
RH 100%
SFR AT: 2 MOLTS
TID: 1. 0 * 7 R ADS (1 MOUR I
SLTJ*E R 3ENCE : 10

10482 FOST ACCIDENT MYDROGEN VALCOR V526-52 92 -2 0 RB-6301 XVX605CB-HR LOC A CC+'DITI"NS LOCA CC*r
REMOVAL SYSTEM !$0LATION NE XVX60518-Hg

SOLENOID VALVES TEMP: FSAR FICtWE 6.2-7 TEMP: FI
f 267 FI 1346 FI
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESS: F]
t44.7 PSIG) (113 PSI:
FH* 100% RH: 100X
SPRAft 2 NCLMS ? FRAY: 7
TID: 2.5*7 R AOS 130 DAYS) TID: 2*
SLTMERSENCE: NO *LS"E;'3E'

ka$ O' E 5
JEC1E3 T.
SERIES? 1

I
I

I
'

|
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fore 1ENT TO OPf PABILITY CPERABILITY ACCLEACT 02 RESPCNSE ACCL9ACT CW SE$PCNSE
O CifitTFIf7 P EW?e? "NTS Pf mWR ATf D 11H'J E're?rre'NTM TfM D'MrN9TetTEa e"it?rTC* TIC *t DERMY A") P* T 4M

ITIO*!S SHORTt le SEC 30 CATS. NOT APPLICASLt NOT APPLICABLE CYNN 4 L
CLOff CN CIS FAILS CLOSED

WE 1 LON3 SEMAIN R:" ~ff 1.01 A15:1678/TW
CLCSES r!TM031 TEST

M24 1 _ GVALIFIED t!f E 8 43 )f A05 INOTE Se t
0 ASI?:3 TIPit "f3 FATS

ASING TEMPT 16S F
B HOU2S
B RADS C2-6 3
Eff N/A
IITOTTPE $@
ALL TESTS IN

IS

1TIONS SNORT it SEC 30 OATS. NOT APPLICA8LE DCT APPLICABLE f f>'TP a t
CLOSE ON CIS FAILS CLOSEO

1 E 344 F I LCN32 REMAIN REP 09T 1.0 AM21678/TR
E It110PSIG CLCSED N!YMCD TEST

- CUALIFIED LIFT t 40 TE ADS INOTE 50 3
HOURS ASIMS tit'E its HOV95
EAOS ASIN3 TEMPS 64 F

<tt N/A
- TOTTPt SL2- 09-40

[LLL TESTS IN

,

ETIONS 15 OATS 31 OATS HD' APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GEMEWAL

t6 REFC27 1.08 VALCOR SQR-526
r YALCC# t:2-30603-515
ELKE 6 VALCO2 35506-5293-6-1
4 PETM03 TEST
. QUALIFIED LIFEt to 185. 57.500 CTCLES

HOURS AGIK3 TIMEt 172 NOURS
RADS ASING TEMPS 314 F
El N/A
OTTFt 25- 09-04

ALL TESTS IN
S

IITIONS SNOWit ML'ST 30 OATSe NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA9LE SENERAL
NOT FAIL OPEN FAILS -

1 1 4 346 F 3 LONGt REMAIN CLOSE0 REPCRT I.08 AGS21670/TR#
CURE 1 Clotto MEYNDOI TEST
D GUALIFIED LIFER 60 TE ARS (NOTE Se t
I AGING TIMEI 284 HCLRS
h NOGS AGING TEMPS 264 F
yAOS CR-e e
<t t N/A

TOTTPE SL2-
ALL TESTS

@ TES

15 OATS 31 CATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICatti GEN!DAL

NE 4 EEPC91 I.0 VALCOR 002-526
I VALC09 RMTS 6-5293-6-1
ME6 VALCO2 93?5:600-515

p .' NE TFCD1 YEST
j QUALIFIED LIf t s 49 TrS. 57.500 CTCLE
D MOUBS ' 4 GIN 3 TIr:E 172 HCL *$

R ADS AGIN'e TE*tPt 118 F
E t N/ A
OTOTTFE SUB- 09-C6
ALL TESTS IN

i B-9
! REVISION 4
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( r PtRCHASE LOCATI@t
!

ORDER MODEL NUMBER CR DUILDING AEN3 MAL 09 ENVI

NUP* ER TYPE OF f*JIPPENT M ANLT ACTief t? IO!NTIFICATION A P.) R M TAG Nt*eER ACCTDf NT ENVICC***fNT Wit
i

i

10462 NUCLEAR SA*tPLING VALCOR V516-St93-6 RS-1201 XVX9%4C-$5 LOC A CONDITIt*3 LOC A CM

SYSTEM ISCLATICN St
SOLDCID VALVl' l TEMPT FSAJI FICL916.2-7 TEMP 3 FIC

(167 FI 8 346 F l
P2tS$3 FSAR FIGL11 FRESSI FD
4.1-1 144.7 PSIG) (113 P!!S
RMt 1002 RMt 103%
STRAYE 2 HOU2S $FRATI 74
TIDI 9.7*6 B ACS TID 1 2+
833 DAfSI SLSMEIGEi.
Sutr.ERGENCit No MAS CE F

JECTED TO
SERIES? Y

$

10442 94JCLEAR SAMPLING VALCOR VSt6-St93-6 WPA XVX9%58-SS 9958 CONDITIONS LOCA CC*O

SYSTEM ISOLATION EPA XVX9M5C-SS i

SOLEWID VALVES WPA XVX9387-SS TEMPT FIGURE 261220 F1 TEMPS FIj
WPA XVX9396A-SS FRESSt FSAR FIGWE 3.6-2 PRESSI Fh
EFA XVX939fD-SS 4 93655.9387.9396 A l RMt 100Zl
EPA XYX9398C-SS 44.2 PSIGI FSAR FIG 3.6-6 SPRAY E 7

(9%5C.9398.3tCit 3.6 PSIGI TID t+8
RH3 100% SL5MER$t-
SrRATE WA NAS ONE
TID: 1.3+7 R ADS 19M58. JtC"O -
93879130 DAYSt 14,ItS?

1.4+7 R ADS 4 9388118 30 04T5 9
1.1*6 RADS 49h5 Cit 30 DAYSI
1.6+6 PADS 49393 Cit 30 DAYS 3
3.e*6 RADS 4 93935)(30 DATSn
SLTMERGENCEt WA

G285964 LETDobet INIFICE ASCO NP-431654V RBA 8149A-CS LCCA CONDITION _5 LOCA CCS
.

ISOLATIGE VALVES- RBA 81495-CS !

SOLENDID RSA 6149C-CS TEMPT FSAR FIGURE 6.t*7 TEMPT F
8267 Fl PRESS F
PRES $t FSAR FIGWR 6.21 (110 PS
E44.7 PSIG) RH 100Xj
RHt 100% SFR ATI 7h
STRAft 2NGAS TID to !
TIDE 9.7*6 RADS (30 DAYS) SUD?TRG

SUBMERGENCE: NO WAS ONE
JtCTED
IN SERIEq

0245968 AIR OPERATED VALVE = ASCO NP-631654V FB 6033-DC LOCA CONDITIONS LOCA CtPC

SOLENDID FS 60tS-RC
F8 7136-WL TEMPS 19 TO 106 F TEMPS FI(
FB 7150-WL PRES $1 1 ATMOS. F2ESSt F5

RHt te TO 90% (110 PSI
SrRAft WA RMt 1002'
TID: 1.0*6 RADS 41 N00R B STRAT (
SLBMERGDCit WA TIDI teO

SLSMERG
WAS ONE
JtCTED
IN S!EE

o

(-
~X

1

I
6

__ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Ord!NT TO OPfRASILITT CrERAt!LITf ACCL***.CT C2 RESPCNSE ACCil1ACT OR RESFtH$E a

t-ul17!FD #fmJf*!PfMTS D?"*f"*1'E0 T't t 9tm!''E"".*f S TIM I'Fr?t"e sTES m'aLIFitaf f 0's *EFf9T Am P'?W {

' 30 DATS 31 OATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLt ' ([ESM
E6 RErCTY 1.02 YALCC"i 80R-506

VALCCR 8 3 5:600-515
6 VALCCR tFTS:6-5093-4-1

P! TPO*) * TEST
GUALITIED LIFit 60 WS. 57.500 CYCLES

,

NOURS AGI's TIMEt 172 HOURS
RADS ASIts TEMPS 318 F

N/A
OTYPESG- 02-08
L TESTS IN -

|
4

IQt!} 43 OAVS 31 CATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GE NER AL

SE 6 (3% FI REFORT I.0: VALCOR SQR-526
VALCOR 8Q952600-515Y 68113 PSI 3) VALCCR 8"Jt506-5 93-6-1

i . METN00 TEST
, NCURS &J4LIFIED LIFEt 60 TRS 57.500 CTCLES(ES AGING TIME 172 NOURSOf N/A AGING TEMPS 318 F *
$0TYPESL3=
|CLL TESTS IN 09-e9,o

LVlQ!!3 SNONY: le SEC 30 DATS, NDT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA6Lt [FNERAL
. CLOSE ON C13 FAILS

REFORT I.02 AQS21676/TWHE 1 (3% FI LONG2 REttA!N CLOSED

h1 PETNCO TEST
CLOSED GUALIFIED LIFEt 60 TEARS IN0TE SOS

AGIN3 TIME: 383 NOURS
AG174 TEMPS 266 F -|NMS 0R-60

(SS
OR N/A

TOTTPE SG-
,OLL TESTS
' %ES

ITIONS gMOWit NDHE, 30 CATS, NOT APPLICABLE NOT AFPLICABLE OTNTDAL

NORMALLY FAILS REFOTT 1.08 AQS:1678'TRt

ht 1 8 366 F I - CLOSED CLOSED
PETHC31 TESTh1 LONG: REMAIN CUALIf!ED LIFEt 60 TEARS INOTE 50)

CLOSEDp AGIts TINEt 233 NOLTS -
AGINS TEMPT 26A F

NOURS 09-60
OS

h1 N/A
%TOTTFE SLS-
ALL TESTS

TES

8-11
,

REVISION ti'
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|
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i
_, LOCATICH ------- PURCHASE

- 0F0tR 91DDEL I4)M3tp OR RUILCING ABN3ttAL OR (NV!WO

tFJP?tR TYPE OF ECJfPMfMT MANLT AtYtBER frFNTIFICATf04 ) :0 R7M . T AC OfJP9f R 7ttit*f MT f *r/f tf*** fit? W f fse

etBS944 S/4" SLOSE WALit * ASCO HP-6316S4V RSA 7126-WL LOC A temf f f CHS LOC 4 CON 9ff

SCLEN010
TEMPS FSAR FISLTE 4.2-7 TEMPS FIG'S
8247 F8 P2tSS8 FICL
FRESS: FSAR F13*JE 6.t-1 E110 PSIGS
(44.7 PSIGl RH 100%
WMt 193X SF2 Aft 720 I
$rRaf a 2 MOURS TIDI te8 PAi
133 9.7 4 Racs ISO DATSB SLTMERGthCE

SUDt1ER$1NCEt WA WAS CN! F20
JtCTto TO A
IM SER!!$7

M*.8 triefifcMS

Tttte: FSAR FIGUpt 6.t-SA
4324 FI
FRESSI FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4
147.1 PSIGl
*Mt 103X
SoWAfs i MCURS
1102 1.9 6 RAOS I3S DATSI
$7JMERGENCtt WA

L0ca tfHDff
G205988 ACCtMJLATOR 880LO!NS ASCO NP-831654V WPA 8961-51 LOC A C04f t10NS

TANK ISOLATION VALVE .
TEMPS 6SF TO 104 F TEMPT F16Un

SOLEN 010
PRES $2 1 ATF105. PRESSI FIGO
RMs 20 TO 90X 1110 PSIGS
SFRAft WA RMt 100X
T3os 1.4*7 R AOS te MD.) SPRAT 3 720

SUtmtRGENCt1 WA TEDI 260 R4
SLTMER$tNCE
WAS CNE PRC
JtCTED TO A
IN SERIES?

0t79354 feTim OPERAfte ROTORK 14NAt EP-)t= yyg?333.AC tett CM7tTICNS LOCA CM1
VALVE * DPERATOR 92 nG7504-AC

EP-12- TEMP = MINT 65 F TEMPI MAU
02 TEMP - MAX 2 10) F PRES $t 10

f f MP - Avs t 93 F RMt 100X
FRES$1 1 AftOS. SFRAft HA
RMt 20 TO 90X TID: 3*7 R
STRAft NA NOTE Ste
TIDt <1.0*S RADS SLTt:tRJENC
11 MCt11
SLSMERGENCtt WA

, ,

NOTEt 52

4t79354 MDTOR OPERAft0 ROTORK 14NAL RB*1t- XVG7502-AC Ltta toeffftHS 1004 00ND1
' 6154 n17503-ACVALVE = OPERATOR TEMP = FSAR FIGURt 6.t-7 TEMP = FI3

It67 FI 133S F B
! PRESSI FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESSt FIS

E44.7 PSIGl ITS FSIGl
RMI 200% RMs 100X

' STRAft TWO NcLTS SrRAft 20E
' TIO s/<9.7e6 RAOS T108 1.04+

30 DAtS SUBMERGEE'

SUSMER3ENCit WA
NOTtt St

!
,

I
MOTWS

|
' 10142 COMPONENT COOLING MATER WESTINGHO' SE PAM/3840 FRAME 18-1202 MPP00014 f1*B COMIITIONS MSS CONDIT]

J
Pt#P00018

PLR1P MC' ORS LRA
MPP9001C TEMPS FIGLTt 24 tilt FI TEMPS >!!!

F2ISSt FSAR FIGUpt 3.6-12 PRES $3 2.5

48.3 PSIGI RMt 100X
RHI 100X SFRAf t WA
SPR ATI WA TID: >4. 3S e

TfD t 45*2 RADS E TRI SLtMERGENCE

SUBMERGENCE WA WAS ONE F2:

NOTtt St JECTED TO A
SERIES? NO

!
f 10164 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER GENER AL JICRIZONT AL/ IS-1202E MPP0021A M=s treefff0HS MSB CC'3ITl

PUMP F10 TOR ELECTRIC 831It FRAPE ttFP00:15
i TtPPt FIGURt 24 4 212 F l TEMP 1 230F

i f'CCi tS t FRESS: F$aR FIGUDE 3.6-12 FRESSt 1 Al
Rdt 100X

SKS31155C7 Ic.3 FStG t
Sr1 AT8 WA

Sk83115SC8 RN! 100X
SFWavt N/A T101 1+6 R.

T3D1 < Set RADS E7 DAYSt S*EMtrftNC
SUt'NtNGENCE' WA W13 CNE PO*

' Nottt 52 JCCTED TO
SERIES? M

$

| I
,

f

I
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a

OPE R ABILITY OPERAe!L!f f ACCLFAC F C9 5t!Pt*:5E ACCUD ACT CW SESPCNSEWNT,TO r t 7 'Ic ter '4TS r im*MT o t ?!D T**! r Q g NTS TI+'! etw=TP aTES tr9t ?8 ?C AT!eaf Ff PMT 8M m' T *I?, g g yg

SMRTt 10 SEC 30 0 4 f 3. NOT LPPLICAE,LE NOT AFPLICA!LE G'Nf e at,,3
-

CLOSE ON CIS FAILS
gggg ye L C'!3 3 FErtA!N CLO0E0 SE PO''T I.D: A':5 16 78/TR

C LOS E Dig g PET 8CS: TEST
GUALIF*E3 LIF E 40 Itts$ INOTE 53 8
A01'43 tit *E : t!S kJLMS

%5 ASIN3 TE*1P: It 3 F
'S C 2-6 2
N/A

' iT Tit SL"3-
.L TESTS
|ES

$HCRTt 10 S?C 30 DATS. NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE $fM!# A Lg
CLOSE CN CIS FAILS

L g g 3% p g LCM: PEMAIN CLOSE D R E ft97 1.D : A0521676/TR
gg CLG5ED ME TEC3 : TEST

QUALIFIED LIFE: 40 TEAR $ (NOTE 501
ASING TIME: 288 HOURS

2ES ASING TE?1P: Ce8 F
p1 CD-60
; N/A

IDTTFE $UB-
< L TE i.'$
IE3

SH091. 30 $EC D6 MONTN NOT APPLICA5LE NOT APPLICAPLE GENE 9 el
,, "

CLOSE ON CIS'

LOG: REMAIN REPC9T 1.0: NA2 NUCLE ARgg y QUALIFICATIONCLOSED5gg ME TNOD: TEST
GUALIFIED LIFE: 40 VE ARS
AGING TIME: T28 HOURS
ASING TEMPS 100 C

:1 N/A
'

g SHORT: 30 PEC 30 day $ NOT APPLICASLE NOT APPLICABLE GENEUAL

i CLOSE 04 CIS
P:t 15 LCcG t SEMAIN R E F097 1.0 t WTLE LAB. REPORT 43079-1

| COLSED METHODI TEST

PE 35 CJALIFIED LIFE 40 1E ARS
ASIN3 TIM!i 400 HOURS
AGIN3 TEPP: 200 F

'HCtLS DR-Tl
i RtC3
[I N/A
1

a 4 F10NTHS 6 MC'4TFS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE ftff 4_L

REFC97 !.O! $UPPCOTING COCWNT ATICN OF
!!G THE CCTCN!NT FEIC:4TER FLT*P

FOTC95. k!STICICT!!. 3.0.
87F534. JULY 11. IU5

RAOS t:!ThCO : CO* SINATIO*4 CF TE3T AND ANALYSIS
' N/A & C8 EyP.

JOTTPE SUS- CUILIFIED LIFE: >40 TE AR$
\L TESTS I'4 ASI*.C TI~E NA

AGIPS TEt;P: N/ A

CR-44

7 DAYS >7 C ATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICAELE f '' f! * i L

FC315 DATS Mmf I.D: TCMC AL NT BT MAL
'

E LECT;IC F:2 CL 37C''ER P.O.
! ;ICle:-!' ( G.E . F EG. $**-14 3 99 - 11
FI TF CO : C?' !MTI;N CF TE ST . ANALI SIS .

95 & CP. E) 7
N/ A CUtLIFIED LIF E: >43 125

civrt SLS- LGIt3 TIMI: RA @-]]
L TE51$ IN AS: '3 T [ ** 7 : N,r t.

REVISION tl
, , _ ,
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PI,TCHA$f ------ LOCATICM
C#CES PODFL NU"T(O CW tu!LDING Afh 3RMAL CW ENVIF

tPf*ff TTFE OF E OUI M NT P 4V.'F AC TICf f, ]T[ N71F IC &YIbt f*7 F M T A * M*'*[19 Aff ff[NT f v!!f MNT _ g*Hra

10150 INSTWWENT CABLE SAflutL PCORE EFDM-MTFALONt 33 3 VARIOUS EK-C1 L LaRTH123 LCI AJI*. ra

I E r.P F SAs FIGLTE 6.2-7 f t',tP: F IGt
IS 0 F 3t:6F F D

FEESSt FSAT FIGLWE 6.2-1 FELS $3 F It.
144.7 PSIG) (10$ FSISs
FN1 100% SMt 1CC%
prRAT: 2PM91 SF;Af s 7 t

1:3: 6.4 7 R2rS se McS.: TID: :es s

SLTMERGENCit NOTE 42 SUTMER3f t.1
kt$ CNE FT
JtCTED TO
SERIES? 1E

f?_ MIS"HM
TEMP: F StA FIGUWE 6.t-SA
t $04 F l
FEESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4
(47.1 PS!6 D
RMt 100%
SreAT: 2 HOURS
TID: 2.4e7 CADS 4 4 MOS.)
SL'#ttRGENC13 NOTE 42

X10150 INSTRUMENT CABLE SAMUEL M0008 EPDM-MTPAL0tH SJ ) V ARIOUS EK-C1 L0ra CC'e1 TIM LOCA COND1

TIPPt FSAR FIGLRE 6.2-7 ftMPs F10t
s t67F l PRESSa FI:
FEESSt FSAR FIG"St 6.2-1 410$ FSIGI
144.7 FSIGl FMI 100%
EMI 10CA SPRATI 101

a
STRATI 2 HOURS 110t os s
T103 6.4*7 W ADS 14 MCS. I SUBrttEGENC

TCatt EGENCt t NOTE 42 tea $ CMt Fi
SUBJECTED
TESTS IN '
TES

rt*B CCTf 7ICHS

ftFP: FSAR FIG'SE 6.1-SA
15:4 79i

' FRE5S: FSLR FIGURE
6.2-4 8 47.1 FSIS S
RM 100%.
STRAft ! MCETS
TID: 2.467 BACS 14 9C5.1
SUtritEGE NCEI N3ft 42

19260 SPECIAL INSTWWENT OKONITE OK02tL VARIOUS EK-C64,S.C LOCA ttwef tfM LOC 4 CM1

CABLE TEMPT FSAN FIGURt 6.3-7 TEPP: FIGt
PRESS: Fl!E!67 F)

F9ESS: FSAR FIGL9E 6.2-1 (112 PSIG
i FM2 100%te4.7 PSIG)
$ SFRAft 111RM: 100%

SFRaft t HOURS TfDr tes i
IIDt 6.4*7 8 ADS ( 4 MDS. ) SUt"EFGfic

SUDMERGENCE I NOft 42 WAS ONE FI
SLSJECTil
itJTS IN

I,

P*B CtetTTICNS

T!*fP : FSAR FIGU2f 6.f-SA
t 5:4F3
FRES$1 FSAR FIGUEt w.2-4
( 4 7.1 PSIG )
RHr 100%
SFSATt I HOLES
T!Dt 2.4+7 R ADS (4 NOS. )
SUBattRGDCE: NOTE 42

.

e

I
i
i



P

>

*d1!NT 10 OrffAFILITT Cr:F att :1,I T T ACCL?tti CT FE$r?,T! ACCL"aCT C4 E!STCt.11
cy agrn t ' *;' * * * * *M S r e *''r tit 't v t -* r2y'* *e3 T != ? t "+rmte $ m'e tt e f t ATime Ft WT **9 7' f *"

'E3 4 MONT>'S 4 P3:THS tST AFFL10AE LE tti arrt!C A;tt gragon(
t9

S t r0ST 1.D t F -C 3e 8 3
,, , f" TC3 r TEST

CJaLIFl!D LI'E t >=0 TEATS
AG t.3 T :"f ! Is3FF35
AO:?S Yt"P: .5 3 Ff#3.5

*

TO Pt SUS-
kLL TESTS IN
b

'IM 4 MONTMS 74 F1C*dTNS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8LE GEN!'AL

F E 411544 F I ptfT97 1.08 ISO fCDIX LOC A

WI 4I XLF0/ E PCM
METPC3: TEST
GUALIFIED LIFEI >49 f t ARS

TATS agt% TIMit 168 HOL9S

ACS A3CG TEMP ISO F
E! NO gg.gg
370T Ti t
TO ALL
ERIES?

7E 4 NTHS M f10NTHS NOT APPLICASLt 007 APPLICABLE E f'M R &L

RtPCaf I.02 NCPN-4
c t $7t 341 F l CAft02 6/12/01
31 $7 ME TI MI TEST

CL'ALIFICS LIFEt 49 TE ARS
ASIt:3 Tir*tt 166 H3.lR$

LAYS 431NS itf1Pt ISO C
gg CI"II
ts N/A
OTOT1rt
TO ALL
(2115? TIS

B-15
REVISION 14
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PLMCMA$t LOCATION ------
ORCER PC0tL NLPSER OR tu!LOIAS ABN::eMAL cR ENVIF
f*?Ttt TYFf ce t?>f r"ENT paWJF3f f'.9f 9 IMNYf * f C Af f ?4 g "J PM TAS MMFD ACCf ??NT f w"f e?PetNT pavCn

19474 SWITCMBCASD WIRE ROCDEESTOS FIREhALL SIS VARIOUS fu-J9 Lt*A Cf*Of?I M LM A Ct*0t
I

TIPP: FS&W F G$t 6.2-7 fir.P t F I C'J
(267 F1 t $46 F ) |

FRESS: Ff f t FIGL5t 6.2-1 FRESS: FIa
144.7 FSIG l (115 FSIG1
EM: 100% FM 10C1
STRA11 2 NC'LTS STRAT 24
TIO: 6.4+7 #103 (4 res. ) TID 2 *s P
SL'09tF0tN01: NOTI 42 S'.I-E T " t NO

LAS ONE F
Jt;TlO TO

Sta!ESI TC
t'*LmTID2"3
TirP F Sr.R F IGLWE 6.2-54
0 $24 F )
FRESS: FSAR FIGt.St 6.2-4
647.1 FSIGl
BM2 100%

(TRa t : 2 HCURS
TIO 2.4e 7 R ADS ( 4 FCS. 9
SLTMIESENCE* NJTE 42

0280794 CONTROL CA88.2 ROCFEESTOS FIstWALL !!! vaRIcus IK-85 LtT A Cf*e f f f t*fS LOC A CC*C1

TFMP1 FSAR FIGUpt 6.2-7 TEMPI FIG
(267 F B t $*6 F 3 |
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6,2-1 FRESS: FId
144.7 PSIG) (115 PSIG
RMt 100X RH3 IggX

STRAft McLTS SFRAft 24
TIDt 6.4e7 RADS 14 FIDS.) TIO: 2+8 4
SLRit!RGZh0E I N3TE 42 SLTf'tRGER

WLS CNE F:
JtCTED TO
SERIIS? 11*

M*M CL*3f f f M

TEMP: FSAR FI".TI 6.2-SA*

I304 Fl
FRESS: FS t.R FIGLTE 6.2-4
4 47.1 FSIG I
FH 100%
STRAY: 2 HOLTS
TID: 2.4*7 N ACS 14 NOS. )
SU2"E RCE?:CE : N31E 42

6

,

10259 HEAT TRACING RATCNEN 10PTV1 AB8 EK-M1 LOC A CC*fifC*tS LOCA CCP?

H2 ANALTZER LINES WFC
Tir.P 200 F TEMP 1 FIAX

PRES $r ATMCSPHERIC FRtSS: AT
FH: 20 TO 90% RH: 20 TO
SF# aft WA STRAT: K'
T101 1.0+7 N ADS TID: Se7

(15 CAISI SL*.J*tRGEL
SUt:1tRCENCE: N/A

DIEff L CENERATOUP Am Diestt stNYea?ce CC*ftPot f ?JfMNT

NO DIf ?tt CENER ATCO 09 DIE?f t CivreaTcq CCNt99L f?>TP"tNJ IS ttTJECT T3 Na#?N ENyf tt*'"EW

4tNCC95

.

5

.

I
\
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WFNT TO Orf ortILITY CPtpAt!LITf #CCuptf f C# DE$rMt ACCL*ACT C2 FisrCutr
QaQUrL t '" P rf "' *1' S Ciert T r aHD ?!" t!*"!tg *T9 JE!_"_'T_9te * Tr 0 C81M('aYpf RF Pf ?*9f17

|
\

PN*) 4 FFJNTHS Pl TEAR t.3T Af PLICatit NOT ArFLICAtil TfM |
'

Ii 11 t! RCPT !.D: Ct'aLIFIC ATIC'8 0F F12tkiLL
| !!! CLA*$ It E Lt CTFIC L &!LIS.
kt Il C Af t3 7,7/F7

t'YY r3 : ftST
i Ct LIF!!3 LIf t: 49 ftAPSIVS AC !t 3 T!Pt * 1300 F3t.tS
F5 AGifG Tir.?: 3C2 F
F k1
pott.1 Ste- Co.02
LL f tSTS IN

173 4 PUNYNS D1 YEAR NOT APPLIC ASLt NOT APPLICABLE LINi g

I 31 ffFCWY I.Dt QUALIFICATION OF
FIRtidALL III

Pt 11 CL ASS It tLECT91C CABLES Daf t0
6-7-78
PETHOD1 TEST

CS GUALIFIED LIFE! 40 TI AES
US AGIN3 TIrtts 1333 Hes.
- 00 AGIN3 f tMPs 302 F
YO Y t Ft SLtt- CD-7*
LL TtSTS IN

'If3 15 DAYS IS DAYS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICAtLLE E151 M

strCRT !.D. TECmdIC AL
000 CUALIFICATION ptTTWT
,!ratIIC Fca Cht::CLig cIv!SION.
b O:( RATCPEM COPP. AUTO

TatCE FIC0ttTS TO tnt
'OS CUIDELINt3 0F !!!!
: * IVA 3:1-1974.

MIYh03: TEST
7JALIFIt3 LIf f t 40 IfA'S
ACIts T!rt: 170 EDUE5
AGIP,itPP: C60 F
CH-79

B-17
REVISION 14
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FL5iCHASE ...... LOCATICat ------
090ER t'OCEL DFJr'EER CW DUILDING AFPICff*AL 09 ENVID

tE** T R, , TYFE CF E73frMENT an*PJF ACTt*E9 10T NTIF IC a T ION g**) rC9 T8G NIMF# ACCITENT EHVJff*** TNT $9410n

10240 EMERGENCY FEECWATER TO Rostr'OLNT 115 3D A4 WPA I F T- 3! 61-E P MT A f0'elTJc"3 g&_[p2*-
STE AM GENERATOR FLO'a EPA IF T-35 71.EF T U;P 2 65 7 TJ 104 F T E.MP : FIE.

SEN50t$ EPA IFT-3581-EF FRESS: A f r3f f* E RIC PTES$1 F I"
RH: 20 TO #C:t RH: ICD %
SFR AT E N/A EFRAft "4

TIDr 1. 8 * 7 R ADS ( 3561 ) TID: 4.4*
I 36 HTJS t SLTMFGDP
1.3*6 RADS t 3571) WAS ONE F,

136 NctiSI JECTED TO
1.0*6 RA:S 83581) $; RIES? Tf

a 3. W.T S t
SLTMERGENCEr N/A
NOTE: 2

Mes Ct*otYICNS
1EMP: FIGL4E 26 (200 $ 1
FRES$2 FS&W FIGURE 3.6-2
14.0 FSIGIt 3561 B
PR E SS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-6
8 3.6 PSIGI 135714 35513
EM: 100%
!TR AT3 N/A
TID: 1.0* 7 R ADS 8 35618
( 36 MOURS B
1.0*6 RADS ( 3S$1 & 35715
t36 N0'R$1J
SUBMERGENCES N/A

10240 SERVICE WATER BOOSTER ROSEMOUNT 1153DA4 WPB ZFT-4446.Su LOC A CtweTTIONS LOC A Cf*@l

PUMP DISCHARGE FLOW
TEMP: 6S TO 104 F TEMP- FIctSENSCWIS PRESS: 1 AirOS. FRES$1 F IC
RH: 60 73 90% Rn 100%
SrRAff N/A Sp;&T 24
TIDs 2.6*4 RADS E2 HOURSI TID: 4.4*
SUE *tE R GENC E 1 NO SetngRGErr

WAS CNE F-
JECTED TO
SERIES? 11

.

10240 SERVICE WATER BOCSTER ROSENDLHT 1153D&4 WPA IFT-4496-SW LOC A CtETITIf**3 LOC 4 CCNC
PUMP DISCMARGE FLOW
SENSOR TEMPr 65 TO 104 TEMP 3 FIG

FRESS: 1 Afr105. PRES $1 F1,

EMI 60 TO 93% Rd 100%
SFRAf t N/A SFRATt 2C

* TID: 1.0 * 7 W ADS ( 2 HOL115 3 TIDs 4.4'
SUE"tE R GENC E I N/A SL%ERGEA

WAS ONE F
JECTED T3
SEaIES? Y

| 10240 REACTOR BUILDING SPRAT WOSEMOUNT 1153044 AB-7409 I F T-7364-SP LOCA Ct*e!TitWS teC4 Ctse
FUMP DISCHARGE FLOW AB-7409 IFT-7376-SP TEMP: FIG
SENSCWS TEMPT 65 F 70 104 F PRESSI FI

FRESS: ATMOSPHERIC RM1 100%
RH: 20 TO 93% SFRAft 2C
SPRAft N/A TID: 4.4c
TID 1 1.t*3 R ADS ( LOCA. SU MRGEN
2 IIOURS) WAS CNE F
SUE *:ERGENCES N/A JECTED TC
NOTE 8 2 SERIES! I

.

E

t

I

s
'

1
1
,
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*.NENT TO CPE 2 f S T LIT T Ort P A!! LI T T ACCL*4;CT C2 RE!"C'?,E ACCU"!C F C1 R E SPC'72E
gg g g _ S f "'_'I ri M *t? S a t r~ '* "' T f 9 ' ' ' $ ! " '! * ? "" 7 * ? 'o t'PN* t8 tTf a '"M L!F!? t Y!CN #LP*T Aan er tW

. !q.ig 36 HOUSS 69 HOLWS * /- S ': OF U PER */- 3. 7/ CF S PAN {ffff el

t It ( 353 F 1 R ANC! L IMI T D*. 21NS DL9It3 f xrCELvt To
EE Ist I:a;5IS D t > P3' S ? ?Q RACIATID4 DErC97 !.0: FOSENOL*4T RtFCUT 5703

D'SIATICN PElb!?: 1EST
i CL1iS 5 0.5% OF $ PAN GUILIFIl3 LIFE: 301( ARS
Rs:;5 */-C.5': CT SrA'4 CWI'4 VIteATION ACII.3 TIME : N'A
| r N/A CLGING blf R ATICP4 ACIf.3 lif'P: N/A

LIOT TFE SC- 6.95% CF t'FPER
ALL TESTS IN */- SX CF L|PT!R RDCE CGINg LCCA

3 FA'5E CLT!rG LCCA 09-49

110*e5 38 MIPEITES 64 HOURS */- $% OF UrPIB */- 3.7% OF SPAN [.[NER AL
| R AtSE LIMIT DU"ING DURING EXPOSURE 10

LE I4 ( 354 F D EAFCSUtt TO R AC I ATID'd REPoof I.D: DOSE 67 REPORT 1768
RAD I ATIC'4 METMCD: TESTpf E I44 IZCFSII)

*0.5% OF SPAN QUALIf!!D LIFT 1 30 TE ARSJ
kgJS */-0.5% OF SPAN DLTINS VIERATION AGING TIME: N/A

RAD.3 DURING VIBRATICN AGING TirP3 N/A
5 N/A 6.*$% OF UPFtB

OTOT)Pt SG- */*8% OF UPFER RAN35 CURING LOCA 09-49
".LL T E STS IN RANGE C'.91N3 LOCA

'Ico 30 MINT /ft3 64 NCURS */-5Z CF LPFIR */-1.7% OF SPAN g(NQAg
RAfG! LIMIT CURING DV#ING E FQSUPt TO

|_E IS ( 350 F IP EXPOSLME TO RADIATION REPCRT I.D: RCSEMOUNT REPCWT 3788
,UREItt I:073IG I RADIATION MtTh?3: TEST

$ 0.5% CF SF AN QUALIFIED LIFT 30 f t ARS
ZvJRS */-0.5% CF SPAN DURING V!fRATICN AGING IIPE: N/A
' PADS DLTIN3 VI!KATION AGING TEnP: N/A
']: N/A 6.952 0F UPF[R
ETOTTFE Sla- */-8% OF UPPER RANGE DURING LOCA 09-49
OLL TESTS IN RAPCI DL4IN3 LOCA
3

[ Lim i MCV'S 64 H0tPS */- 5Z CF UPFER */- 3.7% DF SPAN [ tnt 91L
pf 14 4350 73 RACE LIMIT DURING DLWIPS EkPOSLTE TD
fUpt I4(It0PSIG 3 thPC?t9E TO D A0! ATIC*4 DE PCWit I.D: ROSEMOLHT Rtr0RT 5788

| RACI AT10f4 METHC9: 1tST
HOURS 5 0.5% DF SPAN QUALIFIED LIFEt 30 1E ARS

i

f Rec 5 */-0.5% OF SPAN DURIPG %IERATION AGING TIrit: N/A
|t N/A DWING VICQATION AGING TEMP: N.'A
BTOT TPE stb- 4.95Z DF LTPER
OLL TESTS IN */-8% OF UPPER RAtCE DURING LOCA DR-49
5 RAN7! DURING LOCA
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PURCHASE LOC ATID1 -
CROER PTCEL kWER 09 EUILDIN3 Atter:*AL CR ENVIRC
MER TYPE OF E7JIT'"F6t? P'* ur aE1 f p r ue f fic a T! tut yg Tar,M Qso Attf enti fycypewt*tt LN g

10240 POTCR ORIVEN E<RGDCT E05EMOLUT 115 33A5 EPA IF T-3541 - E F Lef A CC'*1T?WS C A CC'*J17
FE EDWATER FVFP O!!CMARCE
HEACER F LCW SENSCR TEPPt 65 F TO 3C4 F TIPP! F IOU;

rRE S S: A fr00NE KIC FPE SS: F IC'.
rH2 OS TO 90% 11:3 PSIGB
STT A11 N<& RH: 100X
IID: 1.3*6 RCS 4 36 HCLSSI SF7 Aft E4 i
SLT*tts!, ENCL 3 WA Tilt 4.447
h3TE 2 EL'!MIRGENCE

MS CNE *,E

.'t:%Q 10 o
SERIES? YE!

FSB CCTITIFS

TEMPT FIG'#E *6 ( 220 F )
FRES$3 F SAR FIGURE 3.6-6
13.6 M133
$N1 103X
SrRAT WA
TIDI 1.0*6 RADS E 36 HOUR $5
SLME RGEhtt t WA

10240 EMERGENCT FEEDWATER TO ROSEMOUNT 1153DAS WPA F T 3561 A LOC A Co*.Tf f f 0Pf3 LOC A CONDI'
$/$ A FLOld SENSOR EPA FT3571A

EPA FT35414 TEMPT 65 F 70 106 F TEMPS FIGLra
FRESSt ATP3 SPHERIC PRESS: F IG'
RMt 20 TO 90X PSIG)
SFTATI N/A RH 100X
TIOT 1. 0 * 7 R ADS ( 3561 A l $FRATI 24 >
(36 NOLWS) TIDI 4.467
1.3*6 RA33 6 35714) SLTMERGENCI
I 36 MOL*JS ) WAS DNE FR'
1.0*6 SACS 13501 Al JECTED TD d
( 36 MOLTS I SERIES? TE1
SULMERGENCES WA

FFM COT f f f 3Pr5

TEMP FIGLTE 06 5220 F D
FRES$1 FSAR FIGLSE 3.6-2
14.0 PSIG) ( 35 ell
FSAR FIGUTE 3.6-6.

8 3.6 FSIGit 35714 35819
Rgt 100%
STR ATI WA
TID: 1.0* 7 R ADSt 3561 A l
1.0*6 RACSt 35814 4 3571 A B
t 36 MOURSI
SULME RGENCE I N/A

lette COMPONENT COOLING ROSEMOUNT 1152DP44 WPC ILT.7n92-CC LOCA CC*mITIONS CJ_[ph7171
WATER SURGE TANK Wrc I LT- 7094-CC TEMPT 45 P 10104 F TErP F IGL''<
LEVEL TRANSMITTER FRESS8 ATitSMIERIC FPE55: F ICL

RMt 20 TO 90X (93 FSIGl
SrR A T WA RHt 100'!
TIDt 1.0*4 RADS 17 0471* ST R A T I N/A
SUOMEE GENC E E N/A TIDt S*6
NOTE 2 ELOUERGUIE

W AS ONE FP"
SLTJECTED '
IN SERIE3?

['!* f??! TIM

TEPP! FIGWE 26 E220 F)
Fr!SSt FS AR FIS'SE 3.6-2
14.2 PSIGl
RHf 100X
SP2 Aft N/A
1108 1.9*1 R ADS E 7 CATSI
SU?rtERGEPCEi WA

|

i

I
t

1
5

.
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7 TO OrtrAe!LITY Cr tR ASILIT Y ACCurtCT c1 pt$rtar*E ACCLTECT CR RESrc.tt
tF rh pr e se-eNyg pe. e= =ye n.f re v t=F rea v*ere * NY S Y t=* mre =-* ?t AT U) e f at tric e?!rN remt a6*) P'T*89

% NCURS 64 N*JS */ M CF UPTtt */ 3.7% CF trAN G Y ':' M L
F A*:C1 LIr!T CLMIN3 Ct11?3 EXFC''Jtt To

h 1350 F8 ExrC3W! 10 010! Af!O4 E!FC1T f.Dt FCitr.3LNT REFCRT 3?tS
*4 R ADI A TIC *t UITFC3. TEST

CL'ALIFi!D LIFE t 301E Ae3
*/- 0.510F SPAN <0.lX C* SPAN A3!?3 T~tt WA

- CURIrG VIt?ATICN C'J1:4 VIOTATICH AS!h"", T!rPt WA

A */ 81 CF UrrtR 6.951 CF UFr:R CR-49

kPEM- ' PANSI DWD4 LOCA RANGE DWDG LOCA
utSTS IN

3 % NCL*$ 44 HOLSIS */- SX OF UrPER */ 3.7% OF SPAN 6thTRAL

[A (350 FI
RANGE LIMIT CL91NG OLWING Exr0SURE TO
thr3SLCt TO FADIATICM REFCRT 3.08 RostMcLNT Rtr0RT 3788

14 IIIe R432ATICH ME THC01 TEST
GUALIFIED LIFT 1 30 TE ARS

*/- 0.$X OF SPAN 40.$X CF SPAN AGINS TIMtt WA
CtRDG VIt9ATICN DURING VIERATION AG1h3 TERPt WA

A */- 6Z OF LTFER 6.95% OF LPFt2 09-49
Pt SLD- RANGE DURING LOCA RANGE DLRING LOCA

TESTS IN

)S t 379 F l
7 OATS TIME WITHOUT */- 3% */- 22 6tNtoAL

\ F AILLME U*Ctp REFCRT 101 ROSEMOUNT REPORT
16 MS3 NO. 117415. REVISION B

CC'E11TIONS P'E THC31 TEST
50 HCURS GUALIF!t3 LIFE t 30 TE ARS

AGING TIMt WA
AOIN" TIMP1 WA

A
FE C9-53

LL TESTS
.
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PURCHA$E ...... LCCATICN
FCE' Mi''OEL NL"ER C7 EU* LD IM3 AehWAL cv gwg-

M**E' TYFE C* E?>Tr"ENT Ma n* s tit 9 t R f a%TTF f e ttT9 pq cm vec, esfers ace ytyy !.yg 7-c y ,,7,

0247857 AIR CFEPATED VALVE = NANCD EA-740 18-3602 XVMO6SIA-MS M*9 CC*OIT!f"1 EACM1
LIMIT SWITCH XVM0$018-MS

X\MO S 01C-t'$ TEMP: FICLTE IS 8 285 F1 TEMP: FIO,

FRE S51 F F AR FIGURE 3.6-10 FRESS FI.
82.4 PS135 RH 100%
RM: 100% $rRavt 96

! FRAT: N/A TID: 2.0,

TID: <$*2 RADS 17 OA133 $LTPERG!h:
$LTNERGENCE: N/A WAS CNE F;

JECTED T5
$ERIES? 11

G247857 AIR CPERATED VALVI = NAMCO EA 180 R8-6301 XVG6056-HR g a LOW ITIONS LOC A CfHC

LIMIT SWITCM RB-6301 KVG6c66-FR
RS-1001 XYG066 B-IA TEMP: ISAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP: FIC'

4067 Fl FRESS FL'
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 4.2-1 t#0 F$IG[

(n.7 F$IGI RM: 100%
DH2 100% $ FRAT: 96
SFRATI 2 HOURS 1103 2.C4
TID: 2.7*7 RLDS 8 7 OAYS) SLTMERGEN

i2660B9 WAS ONE F

2.1*7 RA0517 DAIS) JECTED TO
ECTHERS) SERIES? 1
SUCMER3ENCE: 14)

DE CMITIC"S
TEMP: FSAR FISL9E 6.2-$4
t 304 F l
PRES $t FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4
147.1 PSIG)
RN: 1C0%
$ FRAY: 2 N01.9S
TID: 1.t*7 R&DS 4 7 DAYSI
(*66:59
3.0*6 R&DS ( 7 C AIS D
tOTHERS)
SLT.*'E R GE NCE : N3

0247857 AIR CPERATED YALVE = NAMCO EA-160 18-3602 XVS96274-CC P'*9 CMITIMS LOC A CC***

LIMIT Su!TCH XYGe6 79-CC
TEMP: FIGURE IS (283 F) TEFP: FI'
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-10 FRESS: F:
82.4 PSIG) (90 PSIG
RN 100Z R4: 100X
SrRAT: N/A STR AT: O
TID: <$*: R&DS (7 OAYS) TIO: 2. 0-
SLT'*E RSENCE : N/A SU?MRGE'

WAS ONE I
JECTED T
SERIES?

0247857 STEM MOUNTED. NAMCO EA-180 FB 4033-RC Lpta cce17!t*3 Lpea et*r

LIMIT $w!TCM FB 83 8-RC T Et.P : 19 TD 10+ F TEMP FI'
FB 7136-WL FRE$$: 1 A1MOS FRE$5: F
FB 7150-WL RH: 20 TO 90X RM: 100X

$ FRAY: His $ FRAT: c<
TIO: 1.4*6 RADS TID' 2.0

4 7 DAYSt SLt ERGE'
SUSMERCENCE: N/A WAS CNE I

JECTED T!
SERIES!

.

e

t

I

\.

.
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4

4,

3 PENT TO CrERASILITY 0,"! D ABI LI T F ACCUT ACT C't st$rMC ACCLT ACT C? RESPO*tSt
.gg #1T '"' ! *tT S *T m T7'TfD

_

T !"Q! ?Jp * "' t''S TfPt e'-~5Yr37!3 Ff * L*F tC # TTN F*FFT P=9 M! Tb?

S#$ 7 DAYS !$ C ATS NOT Af rLICASLE NOT AFPL!CAtti C!t!stL

F 39 ( 395 f t Af FCET I.Dt P:AMCO CCNTROLS. RIV . I
11 (93 PSIG B p.g ggg. gg gy

C'JALIFI!3 LIFE: 40 TEIDS kOTE 50
NI AOIP:3 T!? ! 000 tiCJS
ISADS AGING TLPP: 2:0 F
:: N/A
| t OT T Ft SL9- pp.$9
iLL TESTS IN
L

[lfN3 7 CATS 30 DAYS ?ti APPLICABLE NOT APPLIC ABLE GFDFFAL

t t 17 ( $49 F I ggreg7 I.D NAF*C0 CCNTSCLS, KEY.1
SE IS P*E Th03 I YtST

C'JALIFIf0 LIFE 1 40 TEARS NOTE SO
AGI 4 TIr*E: Oct MOLTS

CS ASING TE*:P: 233 F
t EADS
l1 N/A gg-S9
LT0f tTE SUS-
PLL TESTS IM
'.

gqu3 7 CATS 30 D ATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLIC ABLE GENTPat
I
pt 17 4 $4 8 F I 9tPCtf I.D2 NAP 1CO CONYWOLS. Ptv. I
G.E 13 P'L TPCD: TEST

GUALIFIED LIFT r 40 Tf ARS NOTE SO
AGINS TInti 100 MOURS

HCGS ASING TEMP 3 200 F
i

> 6 E ADS
,f t N/A DR-S9
10TCTTFE SG3-
KLL TESTS IM
)

Je=t} 7 DAYS 30 DAYS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE 6EN? eat
:t 17 t 344 F I
13 (90 PSIGl REFC#7 I.D.1 NANCO CONTROLS. DEV 1

f*E TMCO : TEST

iHoss QUALIFIED LIf t1 40 Tf ASS NOTE 50
IS PAOS AGING TIrt: 200 HOLMS
|t : N/A ASING TE"P; 200 F

CT0 Tire St3-
GLL TESTS IM 09-S9
3
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PURCHASE .. .. Lc;gTgow ......

CFCER PC E L N'fT E9 CR BUILDING Ar'.*'''' AL OR ENVIR

F**?#. TYPE OF FC'J!Pr*(T Po*S ACT'SYW Yr rNTI r!C a f frag e m r~ws Ts.s P.=eto stCynrNt twirtwweNT p yria

Q247857 AIR CFERATED YALVE - MANCO EA-160 WeS XVT!6 73 A-FW LCCA CC*:DITCNS 10! A CC*71'
LIMIT S'l!TCM EFS XVT uits-F M

EFS XYT14 7A-FW TEMP: 65 F YO 3C4 F TEMP: F IOL"
FRESS: ATFO'"PERIC F7E?S: FIO,

RH 00 TO 90% (90 F5ISI
SFREY: N,' A RH: ICCY
TID: 1.:*4 #10S(167$A17 CAT SFR AT : 96 1
1.0*3 BAD $t167E!!167tc) TID: 2.C4 I
7 C ATS fC*"tKOffC
Pra ra ?f ff ?'S WLS CN! DE:

JICTED To .
TENP: FIGLtt 27 E 3:0 Fl SERIES! it'
FRESS: FS AR F IG'.9E 3.4-2
(S.6 PSIGl (1678& D
FSAR FIG'5E 3.6-68 5.2 FSIGI
(16788 A 1678Cl
RM 100%
SFRAT: N/A
TIO: 2.1* 3 R ADS 4167e A
7 OAYSt.
*/41.0* 3 B AD$t 167eS11678C)
7 0115
SLYMERGENCE : N/A

G247857 LIPIT SWITCH Fthi REACTOR NAMCO E A-180 R$ XCP0110A-AM toce CP8DITff*] LOCA CONDI

BUILOING COOLINS LNIT RS XCP01105-AM

MEPA FILTER BYPASS RS XCP01114- AM TEftP FSAR FIGL7f 6.2-7 TEMP FIGL'

OAMPERS RS XDP01118-AM EZ67 F) FRE SS: FIC
FRESS: FSAR FIGLSE 6.t-1 RM 100X
E =4.7 PSIG) SFR AT ' 96 i
EM: IC0X TIO: 2.04+

SFRAT: 2 MOLTS SLT"tRGEL
TIO: */<t.S*7 R ADS WAS ONE FK

130 DAYS) JtCTED TO
SLSMERGENCE: NO SERIES? YL

4247857 AIR OPERAft0 VALVI - NAPS;0 EA-180 RB-6301 XVT3164-SW LOCA Ct*OITIONS LOC A COND11

LIMIT SWITCM XVT3165-SM
XVT3169-!W TEMP FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP: FIGv

(C67 F) FRESS: FIG
FRESS: FS AR FIGLME 6.2-1 RM: 100T
144.7 PSIG) SFRAY: 96 6
RH 100Z TIO: 2. C + + l

.
S FRAT: 2 HOURS SUEMEFGENCl
TIO: s/< t.S*7 R A0$t 30 O AYS) ba5 ON! FR:
SCMERGENC E : NO JECTEQ TO 4

SERIES? Yt1

P'9 CC*MITYrNS

TEMPS FSAR FIGURE 6.2-5A
(3:4F3
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-6
447.1 FSIG)
EM: 100%
SFRAY8 2 St0L73
T!0 3.4*6 RADS 4 30 CATS)
S'JE MERGENCE: NO

9047857 AIR OPERATE 0 VALVE - NAMCO EA-180 IB-3602 XVit843A-MS M*9 cc451Tf0NS L0ca c&mf1
LIMIT SWITCH XVT:8439-MS

XVTtS43C-MS TEMP: FIGtPI :5 (233 F1 TEMP 3 FIGL"
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-10 FRESS: FIG
(2.4 FSIGl EM: Ic0%
RM: 100% SPR AT: 96 t
SFRAT: N/A TIO: 2. 0 4 * !
TIO: < Set R ADS (7 01Y5 9 SLt"EFCENC!
SLTF".R$ t?CE : N/A WLS CN! FK:

JECTED TO 1
SERIEST TE

\

n
*
\
4
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o

RTNT TO OrtPABILiff Crtt ASILIT Y ACCLTACT 07 F!!r7i*t ACCLTACT CW WESrC*:5!
"Lf f f f G e r 7;?o na s:T g rg_* =:- te l'f 3 T !"f t ' 7 " ' T "' **'S T f ** r" ~.?" t T ? e e*f aq T* Traf f er F'r* *f AO Pi?M

_

* 7 DAt3 39 CATS DLT AFPLICAftt NOT ArrLICAttt fm13
17 l b9 F I str0RT I.Ds K*PCO CCNTROLS, SE/.1

't IS PETPr31 ?!ST
CJALIFIED LIFT t 40 TEARS #CTE 50
ACI?a TIME 20: NCGS

T"I A;IN3 TEMPI 2(0 F
$ RAOS
E N/A gg.gg
|3TTrt SLP-
LL 1[STS IN

123 7 CAT i 30 DAYS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLt Et*t'' At

i 17I MS Fl Stroef 1.0t NAMCO CCNTROLS. EtV. 1
la (90 PSIGS MITM03 t TEST

ErJALIFIED Lif ts 40 f t ARS NOTE 50
$ A31N3 T! *.Es 2C0 NCtWS

EADS ASING TEMPT 200 F
a R'A
OTTPt SUB* CR-59
L llSTS IN

7 DATS 30 DAYS DCT APPLICABLt NOT APPLICABLE SEWttalg
Rf rCRT 3.O! NAMCO C'.NTROLS. FiV. IF 17tMS F1
Mt fMTt itST18 140 PSIG S (PJALIFit0 LIFit 40 VE A93 DEOTE SO
AGit?, TIMit tes NouRS

NTS
AG hG TEMPS 200 F

2 ADS
N/A

OR-59ICTTPE SG-
LL TESTS IN

g 7 DAYS 30 CATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT AFPLICAELE C'**#AL

REr09T I.01 NA*TO CONT 8CLS. EEV. IL 17 ( St9 F 1 t*!TP;m TIST
16 t 90 PSIG B CJ9LIF110 LIFE t 40 TE ARS NOTE 50

AGIN3 TIMit 200 NOURSMSS AGItr Tif*Pt ICO F
Rt.DS
N/A CR-5910T1Pt SL83,

LL TESTS IN

B-25
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PUPCwASE ------ LCC AT ION ~ ~----
CPDER POCEL W.t?!R CR EUltCI!;G A*W3*tAL CR ENVIR6
M 7"* F # TT'F es traf7FM*NT P*Wr arTt"sf 9 Ia?'rf f FIC AT!cN as 7 r***1 T n". Mm'9 PCf faf wT E* tyler *PafMT WIch

Q:47057 A!N CPERATES O!1FMRAGPt hAFCO EA-133 F8-1001 XkD6 405-ND 107A (C*EITIONS if1A_CMQ
VALVE - LIMIT ! WITCH TI. iP - r.1N: 19 F T EP P: FIGL7

TEMP - PAV 104 F FRESS: FIG
TEMP - AVG (2 F RN: 100%
FRISS: 1 AT*TS. S7 AT : 86
RU 00 TO 90% TI3: 2.04*o
TIC: 1.9*6 213517 DAYS) SLT"! Fat *C
(LCCal LAS CNE FR$
NOTE: 46 J!CTED T3 A

SERIES? Yts

Q247657 AIR-MYDRAULIC VALVE NAMCO EA-le0 WrB XVG16111-rW teca CC*mITIm3 LCC A COWIY

LIMIT SWITCH EFS XVG1611B-FW
Ef4 XVG1611C-FW TEMP: 65FTO104F YtMP: FIG 1

PRE SS: ATPC5eHERIC FRESS: FIS
RH 20 TO 90% RH: 100%
SFRrf: N/A SFRAT: 46 N
TID: 1.2 *4 R A35 11611 A 1 TID: 2.04*8
7 OATS SUGtIR3ENCE;

1.1*3 WADS (16119 A1611C) WAS OME FRq
7 DAYS JECTED TO A
SLT?.EFGENCE: N/A SERIES? 115
N3TE: 2

M9 CCmf 71NS

T E P'P : FI:;URE 271520 FD
FRESS: FSaA FIGURE 3.6-2
iS.6 PSISI
(1611A1
FS AR FIGtTE 5.6-6
45.2 FSIst
(1611B 81611C)
R*ts 1c0%
TFR AT : N/A
TIDs 2.1*S RADS 8161113
7 OATS * <1.0 * 3 R ADS
116118 81611C) 7 CATS
SUBP'E RGE NC E : N/A

Q247657 AIR OPERATIO VALVE - NAMCO EA-180 RS-6 301 XYA9311A-SS LOCA CONDITIONS LOC A CC*EIl
LIMIT SWITCH XVA9312A-SS*

TEMP: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMPT FIGUE
t:67 FI FRiss: FIS
FRESS: FS89 FIGURE 6.2-1 RM 100%
144.7 FSIGI SFRAT: 96 i
RH: 100X TID: 2. De r
SFRAT: 2 FC'JRS SLT!*ERGENC:"
TID: 2.5*7 R ADS (10 D AYS 9 WAS 0*15 FR;

SUS" ERG!NCE: NO JECTED TO J
SERIES? TE!

e

Q247657 AIR OFERATfD VALVE NAMCO EA-ISO WDC XYA93119-SS LOC A CO*OTTI!*tS LOC A COWI1
LIMIT SWITCH kPC XVA93108-SS

TEFP: 65 F 70104 F TEMP: FIGtJ;

FFESS: 1 AT"OS. FCESS: FIG
RH: 20 TO 90% RM: 103%
SPRAY: N/A STRAY: 96
TID: 2.7*4 RADS E 7 D AYS B T!): 2.c,

SLT!*ErGE ETE : N/A E' t TR 0f r.C
N3?t: 2 EAS CN! FF

JECTE3 TO
!! RIES? TF

PEATERS

No pf ATERS a#E Peev1DED L*ar'EW PataWE OF PtaNT SCOPE.

l.A I

I
I
\
4

!
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PENT TO CPERABILITY CPEPASILITT ACCU?ACf C't E,tSPNE ACCLT Atf c2 RE$.PNETI-E c rrp ee rNT3 *:? r errmrP +eg q.gtte jt st ta't t!!Tei s'S >'Y'am""tTFfED #T 7?'f *ft9 _ DE";378Mf 7

n3 7 CATS 30 CAVS t 0T APPLIC ABLE PCT APPLICA3LE f;f t2 B

' I F i S49 F 1 str:7r I.Dr N*. MOO CCNTROLS. KEY. I,

P;* C TEST,8 ( 90 PS!OI

C'.11LIFIE3 LIFE: 40 TEt35 NOTE 53
TS AGI?:3 tit.: 003 H05$

E ADS AG:f;3 TE:t": Oto F

| N/A
f TIPt sG.
,L TESTS IN C2-59

7 CATS 33 OAYS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE UM!DAL

i' (M9 FI FEPORT 1.0: NAPCO CD'4TROLS. PEV. I
'
,3 493 PSIst PET PC3: TEST

CJALIFIED LIFT t to TEARS NOTE 50
pup 3 AGIN3 TIrt: 200 MC'3S

ASIN3 ftMPs 2C0 F
l N/A

CTYPE CS. 09-59
,L TESTS IN

7 CATS 30 CATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE SENE94L

REPORT 1.02 NAftCO CONTROLS. REY.117 8 349 FI r.ETNc3: TEST8 (90 PSI 6) CUALIFIED LIFit 40 YE ARS NOTE 50
ASIN3 TIME 8 2C0 H3UR5TS
AGINS TEMP: 200 FPA73

t N/A
09-59IOTIPE SLS-

'LL TESTS IN

@ 7 CATS 30 CATS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE MM
E E PCRT !.0 3 NAMCO CONTROLS. 9Ef.1E 17 (349 FI r,ITt 00: TEST

it 18190PSIGl GULLIFIED LIFEt 43 TE AFS NOTE $0
AGI?S TI'*E t 203 HOURS3 93 ASING TEMP 3 :C3 7j gacS

i tua CD-59ICT Y PE SLg.

LL TESTS IN
5
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F'SCMASE LCCATION
CetER PCDEL F".9T!P 09 PUILttw3 A?meMAL (7 ENvil
"Im e Tvrt ef ECUTF'-fiff Pt*PF Af ttare repr*Ir t e nf f cas t's R m Tac te**re artiqNT tw?*rwwt tage)'

10249 MISCELLAM!OUS CCre:!CTC't$ D.S.O'8RIEN C39P0001-631 VARIO;S EL-44AA LM A CN81TI(*!S { 004 f
C4:F50033-601

TEMPS FS&W FICURE 6.2-7 TEPPt FIS
I:67 7 h FRtfSt FI
FRtt$: FTA9 FIGURE 6.2-1 Rft: 1 * 0:'
444.7 PS!33 SrpaTs 2

RMt 1C0% 1:D2 2.t e
$7 Av! 2 EC'SS SLi*:t?"!?
TIDI 6.4*7 pars t e MO*4TMS) MAS C"if F
SG*'IFGIfCE E3 JECTED TO

S:RI!S? I

hP Cr*aITIC3
f tt'.P I F S AR FIGURE 6.2-S A
13*4 F I
FRES$t FSAR FIGL116.2-4
(47.1 PSIGI
RMs 100%
SFRAft 2 M%99
TI0t 2.4*7 NACS (4 M05. 3
SL':MERG!N(t! NO

flf tTRical PtHET987f tPf3

10249 ELECTRICAL PtHETWATION 0.E. 0*ta!EN LL*J VOLTAGE 'R8 XRF0007 Leca tr**Itit*tS teC A CM
PC'.;ER/CC': TROL XRF0010
Ctr#2*:!NTS WITH hPF0011 TtPPt FS AR FIGLTE 6.2-7 Ttr'Pt FI
Ex EFTICN OF >RF0014 t re ? F l FR ESSt Fi

C-3* FLU 3S MF0317 FRES$t FSAR FIGLTE 6.2-1 RH1 100%
XtF00 S (44.7 PSIGS fFRAVE 2
ARF 0030 RN 100% TID 1 2.0

SFRaft MCLTS S'':!**!RGE
T131 S.S*? Wats 400301119) Was ONE
6. *7 R ADS 4 0THER$ li t R I JtCTto Y
SLTMLROD: tt NO SIRitS?

C!LII**_IIE D
ItMP1 FS AR FIGJRE 6.2-SA

.
I304 F 3
FRESSI F10'St 6.2-4

8 f 47.1 PSIGl
SrRaT2 2 HCURS
RN 100%
TID: 1.4*7 R AD$t 0033 5t T9 9
7.106 R A05t 0THERS ll lR I
SL":MIR 31'Ci t K3

19249 VALVt CAWSTER 0.G. O'E91tN VALVE CONTAIMER. AB-9703 XF.F0100 A tert ta*7f 71M Lara CO*r1

FI'e]PENETR ATOR 1-18C R4 AS-9700N XRP01003
AS-970 S XRF0101A TIPP! FIU'St 6.2-71267 F I TEMP 3

AS 970:N W F01018 FRESS NrA KOTE 41 FRESS: FE
PHI N'A NOTE 43 RH2 1t0%
SFRAY N/A N3TE 43 SMATE 2
TID: 1.0*7 R ACS teS MIN) TIDE 2.2
TLOP.RGE!!Ct! K'A NOTE 43 S' T*'tRSE

kiS CN!
JECTED T
SERIES!

.

\
/

\
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.- rNT to cetrasillrr Crtuart!? r 4Cria scv es sisre :st 4CCL,rCr ce ptsrcy*r
e yggy 9 t #w s'yt:t s (' +::T o + 'r's ' F r r r r sic'eg?? Y t''' * Er"51# ATT.'1 P *1JUf A3rN P!,rNr p+ 9 P 'T*M

r5 4 r?tTNs 7 tote:s e r Arrt:tAtle tof sertICrett retenm
s ticar r.o to-res, aiv: sten A

Pt 70 0 340 f t l'E fh ^ 3 : CC'O!''ATITi 0F TIST Ar 3 #f 3 AL''IS
20 E 66 PSIG 6 C.'L1 !!3 L!f t s 40 l!' S

A3 '3 T!: ! 13 9 FMS
vs Ar. r.3 TU S 1:1 C
E't:

,I t /6 04-30
1Clif t 9L9-
LL ftSf3 IN

4 leiTMS >1 ItAR PCT APPLICABLE NOT AFFLICABLE E# ti
R;rC1T t.01 Ep-:68

t 201540 F B e. ItC3: CM*317:af1C's CF TE$f AfD ANALists
E0 400 PSIGD C" LIFIED LIf f t 40 TE3RS

ACIN3 Tirti 168 HrtrtS
9 asp.3 ffr.Pr 1:1 C

B iCS
1 tuk CD-1070Tirt $1.9
LL f t315 IN

I
L

UM 65 99fNUTr$ M5 t'INUit$ NOT APPLICABLt NOT ArPLICABLE f! A''94.1

strC2T 1.08 E9 *68, Riv!SION A
Et 28 4 340 71 t':TH331 CCMBINATIO 4 0F TEST RfD

20 166 F5183 ANAliS!$
Ctat!Fito LIFT 1 40 Vtt9$

13 A31#3 TI-E i le 6 t''iLTS
Rios AG17.3 TEf;P2 1*1 C

,ft N/O
rQ10f tf t $'M. 09-18
' OLL ltSTS IN
9

|

l

|

|
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e .,$naa ------ LOCATION
0"0ER fCJ!L NL"'*ER 09 EUILDIM7 t!Noe=LL C9 EPA
tP M? q TYPE pe (7Jf rw!MT Pn"FfCT19FW TPF N1 ? F ?! 4 T T**f r*9 FT| Y t" Myf g 3 et ya-ett [ t T T e c. =*fMT H

i

ELECTRICAL FINETRATICM 0.G. O'EPIEM TRI Ax CCT.!CTOR INSIOE LATER tras C IT!Ss
(VICYCrEEN PIGet R$
RUCEPC4! TOW)

I' TEMP: FS A9 FIC'JRE 6.2-7
! I:67 Fi

FRCES: FSit FIGU E 6.2-1
144.7 FSIG8
RII: 1c*.
! FRAY: : PC"JS
TIO: 6. *7 Fa:S El YRI
St.T'an3DCE: to

SPLICES

10146 FERITE SPLICE RERITE S-tNS-NUC INSIDE EM-149 g A {{a."If f CNS LOC A CC'
RS Ex-ISA

EK-ISA TEr*P: FSAR FIGLME 6. *7 TEMP: F['
EK I*C (26' F ) FRESS: F

FRESS: FS AR FIGL**E 6.2 1 RH: SEE I
(44.7 PSISD REFC9T
R4: 100g SFRAf 5
SeR4r: g p733 REFORT
TID: 6.2* 7 R *05 t yR ) TID: SEQ
5LCPERGENCE: h3 SLPER 3 E '

KERITE E

MB Ct'CITIONS

1EPP: FStB FIGLSE 6.2-SA
t 3*4 F e
FRESS: FS AR FIGLTE 6.2-4
147.1 PSI 3)
RH* 100%
SRRAY: 2 HCUPS
TID: 2.4*7 R ICS 14 FCS. 3
SUCP'E R 0 E NC E : N3

9296312 MOTOR TERMINATION RIT R ATCNEM N-MCX VARIOUS EKI-218 LC* A CCHCITTC**S ECCA CCtr
EKI-CIC

TEMP: FSAR FIGL9E 6.2-7 TEPP: fir
I:67 F) FIESS: F:
FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 (66 PSI 31
(44.7 FSIS) RH: 100%
R1: 100< SrRAva 3:
SFTAYi 2 HCLes TID: R*S

,

TID: 6.4*7 R ADS (4 P"JS. ) SLT!:E C 3 E'

SLT'1E RSE NC E : NJTE 42

P*9 CS'aITIS'S

TEMP: FSSR FIGURE 4.2-SA
i3*47)
PRESS: FS AR FIGLTE 6.2-4
4 47.1 FSIG 3
RH: 103X
STRA1 2HCJS
TIO: 2.4*7 R ADS t o NCS. 3
SL'E !tE R C-E NC E : N3TE 4*

10464 INSULATI'f3 TAFE CKONITE 19S CUTSIOE EKI-3A Pee CC*tITI&:S LOC A CC=r

RS

JACKETING TAFE Cw0 NITE T35 CUTSIDE ERI-38 TIFP: FIClit 27 (3!O F1 TEMP: FI-
F9 FRE SS: FS11 FIOL E 3.6-2 FESS: F:T

CEFENT CS ONITE 604-45-8104 CUTSICE EKI-3C l'.6 FSIGI 8113 Fels
F3 RN: 10 * '. 09: .E0"

! TRAY: 04 er2 4Y : M
TIC: 6.4*7 #ECS le PJS. B TID: *S
!W "EPOINCE: N/A ! JO*'E F 3 E

P:0TE: SO IJ M C';E i

.;fCTED T:

SERIES? ,

t

%

i

\
0

I
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CTftst!LITY CFE ra:ILIT T KCL"'C f C1 rt' ; ?[ Jr'*C f C1 C Estat;!t
e7., !,NT T,O P!''' Z M 9 fr ? ?iest a T I ? t e -{>p e - e-* t ,J y re**:everff9 _gf ret ty!w crm7 # * _)r*T m,;p gg

4 to4THS #4 P'CN35 MT AFPLICA!LE NOT AFPLICASLEgg g ewe e33

?f 42 BEr0pf I.D: C:?ALIF IC A TICN
2 7 ! 42 CCOWEN?ATIC's FC4 t !PITE
inITE o?3 VOLT h!% FR FCIE

CAfttS.
E ktRITE CLTES: 10/1/f1

PET *00: TEST 5 P':ttt?IS
2 FLITE REPCRT ggatip!ED LIFE: S 1ESTS
;E SEE

'OS I AGI% TIM: SEE BE#ITE FEMT
AGIAG TEMP: SEE D ERITE REPopf
09-45

4 MONTHS >1 TEAR N/A N/A $!NIPAL9 gg,.)

BEF09T I.D hvLE REFCET sis.42-3. eE 40 E 310 F 3
YtTHC : TESTr 3t 40
GUALIFIED LIF E 40 f f A45
A3D*. TIFE T 1500 F.CL75
AGIl 3 TEMP: 150 CDAYS
C2-40gg3

f: N/A

4 MCNTNS >l YE A9 NOT AFFLICACLE NOT APPLICABLE CP'!#ALm
#EFC9T I.0: ENGINEERIN3 GEPOR T h1.1=1.

h ' I"O E '
3.- E 36 D ATE 3 2/I*/7: FC:M G-3

CAT 23 t/16/73
rt TM3 : TEST
C'.' A LIF I! LIFE: 431EA25

P ' AU S
A0;'.3 TIIN: 16 5 t'CL.75

I ASI?.3 TI9 ** 7. 8 F
ri: N, &

' OTCTi rt SLS- 09-C5
ALL TESTS IN

f3
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PURCMASE ------ LOC ATIC*t
'

ORDEe tectL wnte CR t'JIt0!N3 AtlC* MAL 01 E NVIK* M '"* ' t TYPE OF E T? r**NT P e*P 'F i r''St * IP'* Tf f f f 4 tit's f **yf Tf't N'7T4 Fr ?a*NT F ** *!"~* TNT l'" rNJ

4299312 SPLICIN3 SLEEYf ratCNtn W:SF-N VAft|Yt3 tr!-TA lf* 4,fdf'" ?T !**r3 1Mf=9
13447 IEI- *A

EKI-01A TEMP: F Sir F10'J*! 6.2-7 f t'*!* * Fin
1067 FI f't?S: F1
FI!!Si Ff'.1 F 3'SE 6.t-1 fee FS*GI
144.7 FSISD 29: Iffi
FN 10 T{ f'F4Yt ?!G
Sr; Aft i MA'tS T:31 **6R
7101 6.4* 7 P'.?S E 4 773. 8 f t**'' P O~ t
SLTPff!!NCE: P:OTE 42 W?S C'1 F7

JI;f!3 TO

fit 1ES? TE)

Ot_B_.in91Yf M
ftrPt f S '1 F 13'.9E 6.*-SA
E 324 FI
FEESS FIPSE 6.t-4
4 47.1 FS*3 5
t'tr 1tel
Sryatt t Nat'R$

T101 2.4*7 # *ES I4 P03. 3
SLTM3 GthTE: N3fg 42

0298312 V STUS CCNNECTION RATCHEM 90 KV YARICUS fEI-tCS Lf'Ct fe@17YSf3 te!4 Ctm'Mf
SPLICE KIT Ekt-20C

t*670 FRESS Fif
Ftt$$f FSA9 FIME 6.2-1 166 FSIGl
144.7 FSIGl FHf 10CT
FM: 100% Strar: 720
STrafI 2 HOUt3 7102 * * 8 P'
T133 6.4*7 R tOS 8 4 F35.1 SLTf'ERGY
SLSMERCENCEt NOTE 42 WAS C"?! F

.'[CTt3 70 fr'5B fr%9fTTf'*tS ffRIES? TE>

ftrtPt F!a9 F10t'Et 6.2-S4
1304 Fl
F#ES$t F319 Fist 916.2-4
( 47.1 F313 3
EMt 100%
frR418 2 HOU'PS

T!Or 2.4*7 r133 (4res.3
. SL'3t'CE3!htts NOTE e:

-.

02*8332 Caett pat AROUT RATCHEM S021812-S2 vas!OUS Fui *S LOC A fa**1T!Q Le*4 COmg

tag.:ce
10467

Ek!-IfC itPP3 F?tJI F!O'St 4.2-7 T[MPt FIO
(267 F l 13c) F I
FEffS2 F3ag FI:t*;f 6.2-1 F?!!St FI
(44.7 FS133 166 FSIG)
PMI 19?% TMs 100T
Srpava i NMS Strays 700

1101 6.4*7 EROS 4 4 t"JS. ) T10: t*S S

StSMCth]2SLTMEP5tNCE I TOTE 4:
W'.S CN! F

,

JtCT10 TO
I SERIES! 11

| @ C'*3YTff*'S

TE'TP1 F!!W FIGt9f 6.2-SA
6 324 Fl
F#!!S: F SIT FIS'St 6.2-4
I47.1 PSIS)
EMt left
$FRATB * HC"SS
TIOt 2.4*7 #tSS 14 M23. 3

| SL!!itt0thCEI N3T! 4*

l

!

Tf t=1M4L EletFS
LT 4 ff**IT'f*f% (f'f 4 ff**

(18) TER'1!NAL BLOCKS STATES T4'1 OUTSIDE EM-4
ES tM.74

TEMP: 6S F TO 104 Ttt9: ISO'

| FEESS AT"0S"H!rIC F !SS: AT
FMT 03 TO *?' Mt * Tf

f r?ti t N/A ?*; aft N-

T10 6.4*7 R tDS 8 4 705. 9 7:3: 1.1*

SC?*!FGt%tt ?P. A St!"tF!tt

O'
i

i RP

1

I

\
f

.
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NENT TO crEfttIt!ff 0;;#;r I LIT v A;:r,? t y t v s ter. :g at,:L, yf t.e? c.,.i g gger*:!!O,"M'IF' c ryg ,re T e , , ; .. .. .; . , y p ,73F TLaT ;r=4 err-of ama ee n -ne -* , ; . t r a t.e _- ,.g7

' 7-.I 4 FONT.i$ >1 y{fD QT Are(Iti!ig 3,3y grp(g;,.pg g Qty

I *3 I *3 I 8 FET9T !.C: E07:C21 t F AiChErfl
Y 40 kt LE L A3 TFT ! ..-I

FITH03: 7:3T
CUALIFI!3 i!TE: 4 3 T!. r$

, , - , A71?.3 TI:I 15s 3 1.;U* S

'I ASIti3 TEPP: 15 3 C
''O ca-73
7Ci rFE s.T-
(L 11373 IN

1253 4 noi:THS >1 TEAR N/A N/A ffwf*AL

! 49 4 390 F ) ptrtgy g,g wy(g gggg;,g, g
''I 48 bfis:-: EC1-5253. ECT 0031'

METHC21 TEST
QUALFIES (IFE t 40 1E ATS

"? 73 AOING TIPE: 1530 NCens
'S AG!NG TEMP; !!O C
: N/ A 09-8 5
TOTIFE SUS-
LL TELTS IN

'[[1 4 NDhTNS *1 VEAR NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLIC ABLE GEN''AL
,

REFCRT I.0: EDE 50 0 IRafCNEM)r gg
WTLE L AS EPT 554*:-
MET /00: T!$f'iE 40 CUALITIE3 LIFE: 40 TEAK 5
ASIrr, tit E: 1500 NOJ45

AG2"iG TEMP: 150 Cgegeg
C1-81

95
: tD
T0f f rf SUS-
LL TE$TS IN

' [[[] 4 NDNTHS >1 TE AP N/A N/A CINI'#5

FE F-2T !.t : LTF?'.5 30 7-1
r:TF03: TE ST 1 t':1Li IS

.$ 7.;,91C C'JtLITIE3 LIFf : 43 TEAi$
A0!! 3 T t ! ..'A

r . 3 TEP.P; N/ A
A3 t' ,, ,y g
- -
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() NOTES TO TABLES ON PAGES B-1 THROUGH B-34

1. Deleted.

2. Equipment is not required to operate during abnormal temperature or pressure
conditions and failure in any mode during these conditions is not

detrimental to plant safety or accident mitigation. However, equipment may
.

be required to operate during radiation conditions caused by a LOCA or
accident located elsewhere in the plant. The Radiation exposure (TID) data
represents a conservative total of the integrated doses received under LOCA
and 40-year normal operating conditions.

,

3. Deleted.,

4. Deleted.

!

I 5. Deleted.

(D
\-'' 6. Qualified life not determined by equipment vendor. This item will be

addressed in the plant aging program.

!

7. Deleted.

8. Deleted.

9. Deleted.

10. Deleted. ,s

11. Deleted.

.

:

i 12. Operating time is insignificant compared to total response time of the
system.

13. Deleted.

O
,

B-35
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|||14. Deleted.

15. Cable tray, tray supports, and conduit supports are Seismic Category I and
have been structurally qualified as described in FSAR Paragraph 3.10.2.1.1.
Ilowever, they are not Class 1E, and therefore no specific environmental
qualification has been performed.

16. Deleted.

17. Deleted.

18. Deleted.

19. Equipment not required for design basis line breaks accidents but qualified
for environmental conditions of fuel cask drop accidents.

20. Deleted.

21. Deleted.

22. Deleted.

23. Deleted.

I 24. Deleted.
I

| 25. Deleted.

|

| 26. Deleted.
l

27. Deleted.

l 28. Deleted.i

|

29. Deleted.

|
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' 30. Deleted.
.

31. Deleted.

32. Deleted.

33. Deleted.

34. Deleted.

35. Deleted.

36. Deleted.

17. Deleted.

38. Deleted.

O 39. Deleted.

40. Deleted.

41. Deleted.

42. bome of this cable is located below the 418'-6" level of the reactor
building where there is potential flooding. The circuits required post LOCA
have been determined, and these cables have been relocated to above flood

level. s

43. The space inside each valve container guard pipe enclosure is sealed from
the containment atmosphere by a welded cover plate between the process pipe
and the guard pipe. Therefore; valvea 8811 A and B and 3004 A and B, along
with valve cannister penetrations, will not be submerged or subject to any
LOCA conditions, other than temperature and radiation, following an accident
inside containment. These valves and penetrations are not required to be

() qualified for these LOCA conditions other than temperature and radiation.

B-37
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|||44. Deleted.

45. Conduits for triaxial cable embedded in floor slabs are subject to standing

water.

46. Maximum temperature occurs on loss of non-Class 1E IIVAC system; other
conditions listed are for normal design conditions.

47. Deleted.

48. The sump level transmitters were qualified by a combination of analysis and
test. The analysis performed demonstrates that the Rosemount model
#1153-002-0001 is similar to the previously qualified Rosemount model
#1153DA4. A prototype 1153-0022-0001 transmitter was tested for leak
tightness and function during a seven-day simulated submergency test. At
the end of the reven days, no leakage was detected, and the transmitter

remained functional.

49. Deleted.

50. Qualified life is based on periodic replacement of equipment components.

51. Qualified life is based on material and component life test data.

52. The radiation exposure (TID) data represents a conservative total of the
integrated doses received under LOCA and 40-year normal operating

conditions.

53. Deleted.

54. Deleted.

55. Deleted.

56. Deleted.

O
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57. Deleted.

58. Deleted.

|

59. Deleted.

60. Deleted.
!

61. Deleted.

62. Deleted.

| 63. Deleted.
!

64. Currently on open item list, Table 1.6-2 of this report.

65. Deleted.

O 66. Deleted.

67. Deleted.

68. Deleted.

69. Deleted.

70. Deleted.

.'

|

,
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DETAILED REPORTS (DR-xx)

t
i

|O
i

!

i

|

|

|

t

NOTE: Reference to DR's may be found on the Balance of Plant table,
i Qualification Report and Method column.
,

!O
|

|
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() DETAILED REPORT (DR) INDEX

DR No. Title Page No.

01 Pyco RTD's - Outside ContainLent B-44

02 Rockbestos Switchboard Wire B-46

03 Deleted

04 Deleted

J05 Okonite Tapes B-50
,

06 Raychem Switchboard Wire B-52

07 Samuel Moore Instrument Cable (EPDM-3D) B-55

08 Valcor Solenoid Valves B-59

09 Valcor Solenoid Valves B-61

10 Deleted

11 Reliance Motor - RB Cooling Unit B-64

12 Deleted

- 13 Reliance Fan Motors - Auxiliary Building B-67

14 Deleted-
, f

'

15 Deleted

16 Limitorque Valve Operators - In Containment B-71
'

17 Field Fabricated Panels - XPN0040 B-72

18 7200 Volt Speed and Transfer Switch - XET2002C B-73

19 Isolation Fuses for Heat Trace B-75

20 Deleted'

21 Deleted

22 Raychem HVT-CBN B-77

23 Deleted -

24 Kerite 600 V Control Cable B-81,
,

25 Deleted

26 Deleted'

! 27 Deleted

28 Deleted

29 Deleted

30 D. G. O'Brien B-85

/~T'

V.
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DETAILED REPORT (DR) INDEX (Cont'd) g

DR No. Title Page No.

31 Rockbestos Twinax Cable B-89

32 8 kV Power Cable B-90

33 Triax Cable B-92

34 Motor Control Center - XMCIDA2Y B-93

35 Deleted

36 Deleted

37 Deleted

38 Deleted

39 Service Water Booster Pump Motors B-95

40 Emergency Feedwater Pump Motor B-96

41 Reactor Building Spray Pump Motors B-98

42 Deleted

43 600 Volt Power Cable B-102

44 Component Cooling Pump Motor B-106

45 Kerite S-2NS-NUC Splices and Terminations B-108

46 Pyco RTD's - Inside Containment B-112

47 Rosemount - CC Flow to RCP's B-115

48 Reactor Builidng Sump Level Transmitters B-116

49 Rosemount Transmitter Model 1153 B-119

50 Reliance Fan Motor, Auxiliary Building B-121

51 Deleted

52 Deleted

! 53 Deleted

| 54 Deleted

55 Limitorque Valve Operators - Outside Containment B-123

56 Deleted

57 Deleted

| 58 Rosemount Transmitter Model 1152 B-126

59 NAMCO Limit Switches B-128

60 ASCO Solenoid Valves B-130

0
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61 Deleted

62 Deleted

63 Deleted-

64 ASCO Solenoid Valves for FH Building B-134
Exhaust Fan Inlet Isolation Dampers

'
65 Deleted

-66 NAMCO Limit Switches, FH Building Exh. Fan B-136

Inlet Isolation Damper

67 Deleted

68 Atwood-Morrill 32" Air Operated Solenoid Valve B-138

69 Hydrogen Analyzer and Remote Control Panel B-139

70 Containment High Range Radiation Monitor B-140

71 Rotork Valve Operator 14NA1 (Inside Containment) -B-141

72 Rockbestos Control Cable B-143

() 73 Rotork Valve Operator 14NA2 (Outside Containment) B-147

74 D. G. O'Brien C-32 Plugs B-149

75 Okonite Special Instrument Cable B-151

76 Isolation Fuse Blocks (Phenolic type) for B-152
Heat Trace Panels

;

77 Brand Rex Twinax Cable B-153

78 Raychem WCSF-N B-154

79 Chemlex Heat Tracing B-157

80 Raychem Nuclear Motor Connection Kits B-158

81 Raychem Cable Breakout B-161

82 Samuel Moore Instrument Cable (EPDM-3J) B-164'
,

83 AMP Terminals and Splicing Sleeves B-167

84 Deleted

85 Raychem V-Stub Connection Splice Kits (END CAP) B-170

86 States Terminal Blocks (Durez Phenolic) B-172

|

|

' (
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() Pyco RTD's - Outside Containment

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the guidelines of
paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be followed. Pa ragraph
6.3.1.1 (7) requires that test equipment requirements, including accuracies,
be included in the qualification test plan. The Pyco test plan does not
identify test equipment accuracies. This omission is considered acceptable
since the qualification report (Appendix 5) identifies the test equipment
used by Isomedix Inc. , during the testing program. The equipment list
identifies span, calibration frequency, manufacturer, and Isomedix
identification number. The identification number can be traced to the
manufacturer's data.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the requirements
of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974, should be followed. Paragraph
6.3.2 (1) identifies that inspection may be performed to assure that a test
unit has not been damaged due to handling. The Pyco report does not
identify that this inspection was performed. This omission is acceptable
since pretest data taken before the thermal aging of the equipment
demonstrated that the equipment functioned properly.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the requirements
of paragraph 6.3 of ISEE Standard 323-1974, should be used as a guide.
Paragraph 6.3.7 requires that upon completion of type testing, the equipment
shall be dismantled and the condition of components recorded. The Pyco
report does not identify that dismantling was performed and conditions

(-) recorded. This omission is acceptable since post-test data demonstrates
that the equipment functioned as designed after completion of the accident
test.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equipment
is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be
defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the surface
of component being qualified. The location of the thermocouple used during
the test was not identified in the report. Due to the long periods of time
which were used to holding times, temperatures within the test chamber would
have reached steady-state conditions prior to each step drop in temperature.
Since the critical function is that the equipment be qualified to a

temperature which exceeds the expected accident temperature (which has been
demonstrated) and since the temperature reached a steady-state condition,
the omission of the thermocouple location is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that the expected
extremes of voltage and frequency in power supply should be applied during
testing. The characteristics of an RTD are not dependent on voltage or
frequency. Therefore, testing to voltage and frequency extremes is not
applicable. Electrical characteristic tests which included element
resistance and insulation resistance at 500 volts were conducted during the
qualification test.

(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging methods
other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can be

/~t} suppcrted by type tests.
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The degree of aging chosen was based on what is considered adequate for g
cable (IEEE 383-1974). It is to be realized the materials used in the
equipment are completely inorganic with the exception of the siliconc pot
seal and short lengths of insulating sleeving which are provided primarily
to improve handling characteristics of the assemblies. The parameters for
aging were selected on the basis of consistancy with the qualification of
electric cable (reference: IEEE 383-1974) as a means of ccmparison between
element components and not as a means of simulating an extended period of
time by accelerated aging techniques. The justification for this approach
is contained in the position statement to IEEE 323A-1974 as well as the
philosophy and intent of IEEE 381-1977 in that aging was considered as an
operational parameter and its ef fect on performance was determined not to
result in age-related failure mechanisms unlike vibratory motion which could
degrade the safety function performance of the assemblies. It is further to
be understood that routine in-service testing of elements may readily be

performed to detect performance outside the design range specification which
would allow replacement of degraded elements.

Application of the "10 C" rule for accelerated aging to the Thermal Aging
conditions performed during the qualification test, namely 7 days at 121 C
based on an ambient temperature environment of 50 C, results in an
estimation of installed life as being 2 1/2 years.

(7) The RTDs successfully performed their intended function throughout the
various phases of the test program, except as follows:

Short circuiting of element number IB following the LOCA simulation and ga.

intermittent shorting of element 5B also after the LOCA simulation. W
The cause for this is thought to be a result of moisture, either
condensate or spray solution, entering the unit head.

b. Evidence of performance of Units 1 and 5 outside the acceptable limits
of operation was recorded during the LOCA simulation prior to the
post-LOCA calibration.

c. Test Unit 3 was determined to have ceased operation during the LOCA
simulation and the subsequent calibration verified this observation.

The vendor recommendation to preclude the observed shorting is to seal the
threaded connections to prevent the ingress of condensate or spray
solutions.
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() Rockbestos Switchboard Wire

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits or
failure criteria should be established prior to testing. The Rockbestos

Company did not specifically establish failure criteria before performing
the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) simulation and the post LOCA simulation
tests. The results of these tests, however, indicate that the cable
insulation had maintained its functional integrity and that conductors
maintained their ability to carry rated load currents throughout the 30-day
duration of the LOCA test.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan which
provides an auditable link between the specifications and the test results
should be included in the qualification report. Although a test plan is not
incorporated into the report, most of the information required by
Section 6.3.1.1, items (1) through (12), is given in the body of the report.
Since the cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard
for Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," the procedure followed was the most
appropriate. Therefore, the intent of Section 6.3.1.1 has been satisfied.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;

. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the test plan
' include mounting and connection requirements. Similarly, Section 6.3.1.2

states that the equipment should be mounted in a manner and position that
simulates its expected installation. There is no data in the report that
explicitly gives the details of the mounting and connection of the. cable.
Ilowever, it can be implicitly determined from the report that the cables
were wrapped on a mandrel, installed in a pressure vessel, brought out
through pressure-sealing glands and electrically loaded during the LOCA
simulation. Since this is the method required by IEEE 383-1974, the
mounting requirements have been fulfilled.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (6), states that the performance and
environmental variables to be measured should be listed in a test plan. A
list of variables to be measured is not included,1n the report. The
variables that were measured were those usually measured during the type
testing of cable; that is, temperature, pressure, current, voltage, and
radiation level. Therefore, the failure of the report to address in a test
plan performance and environmental variables to be measured is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that the test
equipment requirements, including accuracies, should br included in a test
plan. Similarly, Section 6.3.1.4, states that enviroma-atal and electrical
variables should be monitored using test equipment whose calibration can be()
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traced to auditable calibration standards. In addition, NUREG 0588, |||
Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines for
documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable when
fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (4)(c), states that a
description of the test facility and instrumentation used, including
calibration records of reference, should be documented in the report. The
report does not include information on test equipment, accuracies, or
calibration; however, Rockbestos should maintain this information in their
quality assurance records. The omission of this data does not invalidate
the qualification, and therefore the report is acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The range
of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than 15% of
60 Hz. Since variations of this insignificant degree have no effect on
cable, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence used
should be justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No
justification, as such, exists in the qualification report; however, the
cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test sequence
given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe for cable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, item (6), Category I, states that the LOCA test ||g
temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practical to the surface of the equipment being qualified. The report does
not describe the method or location of temperature measurement. However,
there is sufficient margin between the test temperature and the required
temperature, so that the omission of this data from the report does not
detract from the acceptability of the qualification.

(9) KUREG 0588, Section 2.2, item (7), Category I, states that performance
characteristics should be monitored before, during and after testing.
Specific performance characteristics were not monaLored throughout the test
program; however, the report states that the cables were energized
throughout the LOCA test and that they passed a post LOCA mandrel bend test
and a water immersion / voltage withstand test.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (9), Category I, states that the
operability status of the equipment should be monitored during testing.
Although the qualification report makes no reference to monitoring the
operability of the equipment, the report does state that the cable was
energized with rated voltage and current throughout the test. It can
therefore be inferred that the conductors maintained their continuity and
that the insulation maintained its dielectric propertie:; throughout the
test.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program to ensure that no known changes occur within the extrapolatior
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limits. The Rockbestos Company knew of no phase changes or reactions
associated with the Firewall III switchboard wire when they performed the
dCCelerated aging tests and Constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore,
phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the qualification
report.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable when
fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (2), states that the
specific features to be demonstrated by the test should be identified. No
identification of such features appears in the report. The requirements of
any cable, however, are to maintain continuity of the conductors and
insulation resistance of the insulation. Since these requirements are
universal to cable, it was unnecessary to document them; therefore, the
report's failure to mention these is acceptable.

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (4), Category I, states that the profile
should envelope conditions produced by both a main steam line break (MSB)
and a LOCA. NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph (1) states that quantified
margins should be applied to test design parameters and paragraph (4) states
that the margin should be the 10 per cent margin identified in
Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974. The LvCA profile (page 8 of the
qualification report) envelopes all necessary parameters with sufficient

|
. margins for both a LOCA and a MSB, except for length of exposure to
pressures of between 0 and 5 psig. The LOCA test maintained pressure on the
cable for 4 days ranging between 28 psig and 113 psig. After the fourth day
pressure was reduced to 0 psig. After 4 days the expected pressure in the
reactor building due to a LOCA is less than 5 psig. This low pressure is
not expected to have any effect on the cable because of its ability to
withstand much greater pressures. Therefore, the margin requirements of
NUREG 0588 and IEEE 323-1974 are satisfied.

(14) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting frcm that accident. The
Rockbestos Switchboard Wire is required to operate for a period of 4 months
after an accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time
period of 30 days. However, the long term, lattermost portion of the test
profile has a temperature (212 F) which is significantly higher that the
actual long term post-accident temperature (124 F). The Arrhenius concept

has been used to calculate a time period at 1 ..F which is equivalent to
the time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this
methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its
original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible
using the information available. Application of this concept has produced a
calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of 30.6 years. This
qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time required af ter an;

! accident, with a very large margin.
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i

Okonite Tapes

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits or

.

failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Okonite did not

] specifically establish failure criteria before subjecting the cable and
! splice to the LOCA simulation, or before performing the insulation

resistance measurements or the high potential withstand test. The results
of these tests, however, indicate that the cable insulation and splicing
materials maintained their functional integrity without damage. Therefore,
the omission of establishing future criteria prior to testing is acceptable.

(2) NUREG-0588, Section 2, paragraph 12 states that Cobalt-60 is an acceptable
gamma radiation source for enviornmental testing. The Okonite test report
Form G-3 does not state whether Cobalt-60 was used to irradiate the test
specimens. Okonite has submitted letter dated 8/11/81 confirming that
Cobalt-60 was used.

5 (3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that the test
equipment requirements, including accuracies, should be included in a test
plan. Similarly, Section 6.3.1.4 states that environmental and electrical
variables should be monitored using test equipment whose calibration can be
traced to auditable calibration standards. In addition, NUREG 0588,
Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines for'

h- documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable when
fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (4), (c), states that a
description of the test facility and instrumentation used, including'

calibration records reference, should be documented in the report. The
report does not include information on test equipment, accuracies, or
calibration. However, Okonite has a quality assurance program meeting the

! requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, which requires that, " measures shall
be established to assure that tools, gages, instruments, and other measuring

|
and testing devices used in activities affecting quality are properly
controlled, calibrated and adjusted at. spr-cific periods to maintain accuracy
within necessary limits." Thus, omission of this data does not invalidatei

the qualification.

(4) NUREG-0588, Section 2.2 paragraph 10, Category I states that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. Thb Okonite 8KV cable and
splice materials are not expected to see a voltage range of greater than
10 percent of rated voltage. Also, the range of frequency the splice !

materials are expected to experience is not more than /5 of 60 Hz. Since
these variations of voltage and frequency are of insignificant degree in
regard to insulating tape or cement, testing at rated current and voltage at
60 Hz is adequate.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (4), Category I, identifies that in lieu of
the Arrhenius methodology, other m=thods, supported by type test can be
applied when addressing accelerated aging. The orginal Okonite report 141,
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dated 2/29/72, did not address accelerated aging from the standpoint that |||
the 168 hrs at 121 C criteria was equivalent to 40 years at 90 C. Upon
request, Okonite has forwarded Form G-3 entitled " Qualification of Okoguard
Ethylene-Propylene Rubber Insulation for Nuclear Power Plant Service"
Form G-3 has confirmed that splices were recently aged for 3 weeks
(504 hours) at 150 C, and that this is equivalant to 40 years at 90 C per
the Arrhenius plot supplied. Further information was received in Okonite
Company letter dated 7/11/81 which stated that "the material used in the
splice insulating tape is the same as that used in the cable insulation,"
Okoguard referred to in Form G-3. Form G-3 also shows that the cable was
subjected to a 100 day LOCA simulation after accelerated aging and passed
this simulation with no failures.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be ( fined for the accelerated aging
program, to ensure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Okonite knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the
terminal insulating materials when they performed the accelerated aging
tests. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by
the qualification report.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines for
documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable when
fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (1), states that the
qualification report should include the equipment performance specification
per Section 6.2 of IEEE 323-1974. There are no equipment performance
specifications given in the report. However, the performance requirements |||of terminal insulating materials are essentially those of cable insulation
which are to provide a nonconductive barrier between conductors and between
conductor and ground. Therefore, the failure of the report to provide
explicit performance specifications does not detract from the adequacy of
the qualification and therefore is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. Okonite splicing
materials are required to operate for period of 4 months af ter an accident
occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of 100 days.
However, the long term lattermost portion of the test profile has a
temperature 212 F which is significantly higher than the actual long term
post-accident temperature 100 F. The Arrhenius concept has been used to
calculate a time period at 100 F which is equivalent to the time / temperature
combination of the test profile. Although this methodology makes use of the
Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original pre-accident thermal
aging use, it is the best approach feasible using the information available.
Application of this concept has produced a calculated post-accident
operability time demonstrated of 52.2 years. This qualifies the operability

of the equipment for the time required after an accident, with a very large
margin.
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Raychem Switchboard Wire

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (1), Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits or failure

i criteria should be established prior to testing. The Franklin Institute
Research Laboratory (FIRL) did not specifically establish failure criteria

| before performing the insulation resistance measurements, the electrical
-loading tests, or the mandrel wrap and high-potential withstand _ tests. The;

results of these tests, however, indicate that the insulation had maintained
its functional integrity without apparent damage, and that the conductors
maintained their ability to carry load currents throughout the 30-day
duration of the LOCA test.

; (2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (10), Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be subjected to

; variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The range of frequency
this cable is expected to experience is not more than 15% of 60 Hz. Since
variations of this insignificant degree have no effect on cable, testing at
the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1, states that a test plan should be included in
the qualification program. The report does not include a test plan as
described by Section 6.3.1.1. Since the cable was qualified in accordance
with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables,
Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," the
test procedure given therein was followed. Therefore, the formulation of a
separate test plan was considered unnecessary. In addition, most of the

information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974 is given in the
body of the report.

(4) NUREG 0588 Section 2.2, para. (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the test plan
include mounting and connection requirements. There are no mounting and
connection requirements given in a test plan since the cable was qualified
in accordance with IEEE 383-1974 which does not address mounting and
connections for type testing. However, the report documents that the cable
was mounted and connected in the usual manner which consisted of winding the
specimens on two concentric mandrels and passing the ends through
pressure-sealing glands in the vessel head so thtt electrical connections
could be made to the cable during LOCA testing. ;

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that test equipment
requirements including accuracies should be included in a test plan. The
qualification report does not address test equipment requirements ;

and accuracies. However, the report does include a list of data acquisition
instruments which gives the range and features of the test equipment. A
review of this list indicates that the test instruments used were
appropriate for the testing that was done.
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(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974, g
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
Section 6.3.1.4 of IEEE 323-1974 states that the test equipment shall be
calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. Although the report does not
include any documentation of calibration, the list of data acquisition
instruments does give the date the equipment was calibrated. It is

reasonably safe to assume that the calibration was done to an acceptable
standard.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1 states that temperature, pressure, moisture
content, gas composition, vibration, and time should be measured variables.
These variables were measured, except vibration and gas composition, which
are not applicable to cable, and the moisture content of the environment in
the vessel during the LOCA simulation. If oweve r , the test vessel included an
open, heated reservoir of spray solution at the bottom to ensure a saturated
condition during the test; furthermore, in an independent test, the cable
was subjected to a water immersion test with a 600V DC potential applied
between the conductors and the water for 2-3/4 years. Based on this
testing, the report concludes that Raychem Flamtrol insulation is stable
during longtime water immersion at 75 C and maintains acceptable and
constant properties in this environment.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptabic guideline for establishing test procedures; g
Item (7) of Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974 states that the initial
environmental transient and dweli at peak temperature of the LOCA test
should be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test, only a single
transient was applied. However, the cable was qualified in accordance with
IEEE 383-1974 which states that "the post LOCA simulation test demonstrates
an adequate margin of safety by requiring mechanical durability (mandrel
bend) following the environmental simulation and is more severe than
exposure to two cycles of the environment." The cable successfully
completed the post LOCA 40x mandrel bend test; therefore, an adequate margin
of safety has been established.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para. (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence used should be
justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No justification
exists in the qualification report; however, the cable was qualified in
accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test sequence given therein was taken as
the most appropriate and severe for cable.
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(O (10) NUREG 0588, Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines for;

'# documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable when
fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (1), states that the
qualification report should include the equipment performance specification
per Section 6.2 of IEEE 323-1974. The qualification documentation
references the procurement documents which implicitly provide the equipment
performance specification. The failure to provide explicit performance
specifications does not detract from adequacy of the qualification and
therefore is acceptable.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragrpah 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The
Raychem Switchboard Wire is required to operate for a period of four months
af ter an accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time
period of 30 days. However, the long term, lattermost portion of the test
profile has a temperature (212 F) which is significantly higher than the
actual long term post-accident temperature 124 ,F. The Arrhenius concept
has been used to calculate a time period at 124 F which is equivalent to
the time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this
methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its
origianl pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible
using the information available. Application of this concept has produced a
calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of 12.4 years. This
qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time required af ter an

(J~'T
accident, with a very large margin.
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Samuel Moore Instrument Cable (EPDM-3D) g

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan should be included
in the qualification program. The qualification report does not include a
test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1. However, it is evident from a
review of the report that the test procedure followed is similar to
IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of Class IE Electrical Cables, Field
Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which is
the accepted standard for type test of cable. Therefore, the failure to
include a test plan in the qualification program is considered
inconsequential. In addition, most of the information required by
Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974 is given in the body of the report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 (3), requires that the test plan include
mounting and connection requirements. There are no mounting and connection
requirements given in the report since IEEE 383-1974 does not address
mounting and connections for type testing. However, the report documents
that the cable was mounted in a usual manner which consisted of placing it
on a perforated metal shelf which simulated a cable tray and passing the
ends through pressure sealing glands so that electrical connections could be
made to the cable during LOCA testing. Thus, the above omission from the
test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7) states that the test plan should
include test equipment requirements including accuracies. The report does
not address test equipment requirements and accuracies. However, the report
does include a list of data acquisition instruments which gives the range
and features of the test equipment. From a review of this list it is
evident that the instruments that were used were appropriate for the testing
that was done.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3. Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4, states that the test equipment shall be
calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. Although the report does not
include any documentation for calibration, the list of data acquisition
instruments does give the date the equipment was calibrated. It is

reasonably safe to assume that the calibration was done to an acceptable
standard.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Categot I, states that IEEE 323-1974,-

Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for es ablishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that tempe ra tu re , pressure, moisture
content, gas composition, vibration, and time shoulo be measured variables.
These variables were measured, except vibration and gas composition, which

~
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( ) are not applicable to cable, and the moisture content of the environment in
the vessel during the LOCA simulation. However, saturated conditions were'~

maintained throughout the test since each test temperature and associated
pressure correspond to a point on a saturation curve.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.5 item (5) state that the equipment should be subjected to
variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The range of frequency
this cable is expected to experience is not more than i 5% of 60 Hz. Since
variations of this insignificant degree have no effect on cable, it is
considered that testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, pargraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (7), states that the initial
environmental transient and dwell at peak temperature of the LOCA test
should be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test only a single
transient was applied. However, IEEE 383-1974 states that "the post LOCA
simulation test demonstrates an adequate margin of safety by requiring
mechanical durability (mandrel bend) following the environmental simulation
and is more severe than exposure to two cycles of the environment." The
cable successfully completed the post LOCA 40X mandrel bend test; therefore,
an adequate margin of safety has been established.

|

|
' (8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states the IEEE 323-1974,

Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
( ,} IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2 states that the test sequence used should be

- justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No justification,
as such, exists in the qualification report; however, the procedure that was
followed is similar to that outlined in the IEEE 383-1974. The principle
difference is that IEEE 383-1974 specifies that both normal and accident
radiation exposure be applied prior to the LOCA test; in the tests of
instrument cable, one-half of the total radiation exposure was applied after
the LOCA simulation but before the mandrel bend test. Since the bend test

was applied after radiation exposure was completed, this sequence is
considered equivalent to the IEEE 383-1974 sequence.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (3) states that the equipment should be
operated to the extremes of all electrical characteristics prior to the LOCA
simulation. The cable was not subjected to extrehes of voltage, current, or
frequency prior to the test. However, this is acceptable since the cable

was subjected to maximum voltage during the test and since frequency is not
expected to vary significantly.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines for
documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) when fully implemented

are acceptable. IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (H), states that the
qualification report should include an approval signature and date. The
report is dated November 1973; however, there is no signature of approval.

s_-
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The cover letter that submitted the report mentions the purchase order g
number; therefore, it is evident that the report applies to the cable that
was purchased, and the signature on the letter meets the intent of the
requirement.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reaction should be defined for the accelerated aging
program to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. The Franklin Institute Research Lab and Samuel Moore knew of no
phase changes or reactions associated with the instrument cable when they
performed the accelerated aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius
equation. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by
the qualification report.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although the
test temperatures were measured, their exact method and location of sensors
cannot be determined from the qualification report. However, more than
adequate margin exists between the test temperature and the expected
accident condition, and the vessel contained no internal restrictions.
Therefore, the failure of the report to detail the method of temperature
measurement does not detract from the validity of the qualification.

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (1), Category I states that "The
qualification documentation shall verify that each type of electrical
equipment is qualified for its application and meets its specified
performances requirements. Section 5 of the report concluded" that all of
the samples demonstrated satisfactory performances during the exposures
simulating conditions of normal service, LOCA and cooldown following LOCA".
However, it was also shown that two of the cables failed in one conductor
each during the high-potential withstand test applied after the LOCA
simulation. The failure of these 600 V rated cables occured at voltages of
1950 volts and 2000 volts, after 45 seconds. Based on the fact that these
cables were withstanding voltages of at least three times rated value, it
demonstrated that the cables retained a substantial margin of life following

the simulated LOCA condition.

(14) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The
Samuel Moore Instrument Cable is required to operate for a period of
four months af ter an accident occurs, but the LOCAL test profile only
covered a time period of 30 days. Howerver, the long term, lattermost
portion of the test profile has a temperature (200 F) which is
significatnly higher than the actual long term post-accident temperature
(124 F). The Arrhenius concept has been used to calculate a time period at
124 F which is equivalent to the time / temperature combination of the test
profile. Although this methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a
purpose other than its original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the
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gValcor Solenoid Valves

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (1&2) requires equipment descriptions and number of units
being tested to be included in the test plan. The Valcor test plan does not
include a description of the equipment to be tested and the test plan does
not identify the quantity of units to be tested. The Valcor test report is
a generic report which identifies the units tested and the quantity.
Therefore, omission of this data from the test plan is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection requirements to be
identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan does not address
mountings or connections of LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment is
critical for seismic qualification; however, since environmental conditions
will not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting during LOCA
testing will not affect equipment qualification. The Valcor test report
identifies that the LOCA test chamber set up was designed to prevent
moisture from entering through the conduit connection. When installed in
the plant, the valve conduit connection will be hermetically sealed using
D. G. O'Brien connectors to prevent moisture from entering the solenoid

Therefore, omission of this information from the test plan iscover.
acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan g
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) requires test equipment requirements including
accuracies to be identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan does not

identify test equipment accuracy requirements; however, the Valcor test
report does include this information. Therefore, the omission of this
information from the test plan is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that expected extremes
in power supply voltage range and f requency should be applied during
simulated event environmental testing. The Valcor valves were operated at
minimum voltage during the LOCA test. Omission of test data regarding

frequency is acceptable since the solenoids are designed for D. C. operation
and frequency considerations are not applicable.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, specifies that the margins indicated
in IEEE Std. 323-1974 Section 6.3.1.5 should be used as a guide. The Valcor
report does not address all margins used. Valcor qualification is based on

| generic testing rather than the specific Virgil C. Summer conditions. This
' generic testing included margin considerations as identified in Section 5.0

of Valcor Qualification Report #QR-526. The acceptance of the Valcor
qualification documentation is based on the review that the generic testing
conditions envelope the V. C. Summer conditions with sufficient margins for
the application's critical parameters.
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(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.3, Category I, specifies that the test sequence
should conform fully to the guidelines established in Section 6.3.2 of IEEE
Std. 323-1974. Section 6.3.2 (1) suggests a pretest inspection should be
performed. The Valcor report does not identify that a pretest inspection
was performed. The omission of a pretest inspection is acceptable since the
equipment tested was new and demonstrated to be functioning properly.

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category 1, specifies that when the equipment
is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be
defined by a thermocouple reading on or as close as practical to the surface i

of the component being qualified. The location of the thermocouples used
during the test was not identified in the report. This omission is
acceptable since the LOCA environment within the test chamber was monitored
by five thermocouples at various locations. The use of multiple
thermocouples ensures that the test chamber environmer t is homogeneous and
is an accurate representation of the environment being simulated.

(8) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging methods
other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can be
supported by type tests. The accelerated aging program utilized is based on
equations in draft IEEE Std.101A, Appendix B; which concludes that for
every 10?C rise in temperature above the normal operating temperature, the
test time duration is halved. This is consistent with state of the art
methods and, therefore, does not compromise the equipment qualification. In

addition however, age related failures will be monitored by the plant aging
program.

O (9) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (4), Category I, specifies that a single profile
that envelopes the environmental conditions resulting from a design basis
event should be used as the test profile. Both the main steam line break
and LOCA postulated profile have a quicker temperature rise than the tested
profile. This deviation from the test envelope is acceptable, since the
rate of temperature rise for the postulated profiles exceeds the test
profile only for a period of seconds, after which the test profile
temperatures during the test exceeded the postulated temperature.

O
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Valcor Solenoid Valves

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2(3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1(1&2) requires equipment descriptions and number of
units being tested to be included in the test plan. The Valcor test plan
does not include a description of the equipment to be tested and the test
plan does not identify the quantity of units to be tested. The Valcor
test report is a generic report which identifies the units tested and the
quantity. Therefore, omission of this data from the test plan is
acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2(3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1(3) requires mounting and connection requirements to be
identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan does not address
mountings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment is
critical for seismic qualification; however, since environmental
conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting

during LOCA testing will not affect equipment qualification. The Valcor
test report identifies that the L0CA test chamber setup was designed to
prevent moisture from entering through the conduit connection. Wher
installed in the plant, the valve conduit connection will be hermetically
scaled using D. G. O'Brien cornectors to prevent moisture from entering
the solenoid cover. Therefore, omission of this information from the

test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2(3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should couform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1(7) requires test equipment requirements including
accuracies to be identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan does
not identify test equipment accuracy requirements; however, the Valcor
test report does include this information. Therefore, the omission of
this information from the test plan is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2(10), Category 1, specifies that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Valcor valves were
operated at minimum voltage during the LOCA test. Omission of test data

regarding frequency is acceptable since the solenoids are designed for
D. C. operation and frequency considerations are not applicable.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.3, Category I, specifies that the test sequence
should conform fully to the guidelines established in Section 6.3.2 of
IEEE Std. 323-1974. Section 6.3.2(1) suggests a pretest inspection

should be performed. The Valcor report does not identify that a pretest
inspection was performed. The omission of a pretest inspectien is
acceptable since the equipment tested was new and demonstrated to be
functioning properly.
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(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the
equipment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the
temperature should be defined by a thermocouple reading on or as close as
practical to the surface of the component being qualified. The location
of the thermocouples used during the test was not identified in the
report. This omission is acceptable since the LOCA environment within
the test chamber was monitored by five thermocouples at various
locations. The use of multiple thermocouples ensures that the test
chamber environment is homogeneous and is an accurate representation of
the environment being simulated.

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging
methods other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can
be supported by type tests. The accelerated aging program utilized is
based on equations in draft IEEE Std. 101A, Appendix B; which concludes
that for every 10 C rise in temperature above the normal operating
temperature, the test time duration is halved. This is consistent with
state of the art methods and, therefore, does not compromise the
equipment qualification. In addition however, age related failures will
be monitored by the plant aging program.
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() Reliance Motor - RB Cooling Unit

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 8.3.4c requires a description of the test facility (test setup),
but since J0Y considers this information as proprietary, it was not
indicated in the J0Y qualification report (X-604). However, the test
facility was reviewed during a meeting at the test facility on May 14 and
15, 1979, as documented by Gilbert Associates, Inc. letter CGGS-18446, dated
May 21, 1979. Therefore ommision of this data from report X-604 is
acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2(1) Category I identifies that the expected
extremes and voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Testing of the insulation system was to voltage extremes only in accordance
with IEEE-117. The expected variation of 15% in frequency for the motors is
small and has an insignificant effect on testing (or dielectric failure).
For example, NEMA MG1-3.01 paragraph D allows a frequency range of 50 to
60 Hz for high potential testing of 50 or 60 Hz motors. The insulation
system was given a 1920 VAC, 60 HZ, test between conductors and ground and a
400 VAC, 60 HZ, test between conductros prior to simulated testing. During
simulated testing the insulation system was tested with 600 VAC, 60 HZ,
between conductor and ground and between windings plus 120 VAC, 60 HZ,
between conductors until the insulation system failed. This constitutes
extremes in voltage for a 460V, 60 HZ, motor.

(~} (3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.7 requires that the accuracy of the test equipment
requirements must be specified. The J0Y motor qualification report (X-604)
does not specify the accuracies for the equipment requirements, but since
the JOY report includes more than sufficient margin to allow for normal
instrument errors, the omission of test equipment requirement accuracies is
acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.4 requires that the test equipment shall be calibrated
against auditable calibration standards and shall have documentation to
support each calibration. The JOY motor qualification report (X-604) does
not specify the calibration data for the test equipment, but since the
reports includes more than sufficient margin to allow for normal instrument
errors, the ommission of test equipment calibration data is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test
procedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard
323-1974. Paragraphs 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3 require that equipment mountings
and cable connections be relevant to performance. The Reliance report does
not address the mountings or cable connections used for environmental
qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification;
however, environmental conditions will not include detrimental loading at
the equipment mounting location. The method used for electrical connections

/*G,
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to the motor leads is not significant, provided these connections are g
insulated to prevent short circuits. The installation in the Virgil C.
Summer Nuclear Plant utilizes suitably qualified splices to the motor leads.
The qualification of these splices is addressed elsewhere in this report.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although the
test temperatures were measured, their exact method and location of sensors
cannot be determined from the qualification report. However, more than
adequate margin exists between the test temperature and the expected
accident condition, and the vessel contained no internal restructions.
Therefore, the failure of the report to detail the method of temperature
measurement does not detract from the validity of the qualification.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (12) states that Cobalt-60 is an acceptable gamma
radiation source. The prototype tested as described in Report X604 was not
subjected to radiation because of the many tests conducted on the motor
components and other prototype motors which show that direct damage to any
mateiral and evaluation of radiation produced substances are negligible.
IEEE-334-1974, paragraph 5.1.2, note 2 allows this omission. Reliance
report NUC-9 pages 5-15 documents the tests which were performed to validate
this conclusion that radiation would have negligible effect including the
testing of a complete prototype motor with radiation from a C0-60 source.
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Reliance Fan Motors - Auxiliary Building g
(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 1.5 (1) Category I requires that equipment located

outside containment that could be subjected to high-energy pipe breaks
should be qualified to the conditions resulting from the accident for the
duration required. The Reliance qualification report (NUC-9) states that
the maximum continuous operating temperature allowed within the fan motor
specified is 174.8 C for a 40 year life. The rated temperature rise is
90 C. Maximum allowed ambient temperature for a 40 year life is then
84.8 C or 184.6 F. However, the maximum expected ambient temperature is
only 118 F. NUC-9 states that the fan motor specified is also qualified to

operate continuously ugder the following environmental conditions:
radiation up to 2 x 10 Rads (TID, 40 years); relative humidity of 100%; and
atmosgheric pgessure. Also, NUC-3 states that the rated ambient temperature
is 50 C (122 F). Since these conditions equal or in most cases exceed the
design basis accident environment, the environmental qualifications

| indicated in NUC-9 and NUC-3 are considered to be adequate.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (1), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes of voltage and frequency should be applied during testing. Testing
of the insulation system was to voltage extremes only in accordance with
IEEE-117. The expected variation of +5% in frequency for the motors is
small and has an insignificant effect on testing (or dielectric failure).
For example, NEMA MG1-3.01 paragraph D allows a frequency range of 50
to 60 Hz for high potential testing of 50 to 60 Hz motors. The insulation
system was given a 1920 VAC, 60 Hz, test between conductors and ground and a
400 VAC, 60 Hz, test between conductors prior to simulated testing. During g
simulated testing the insulation system was tested with 600 VAC, 60 Hz, W
between conductor and ground and between windings plus 120 VAC, 60 Hz,
between conductors until the insulation system failed. This constitutes
extremes in voltage for a 460V, 60 Hz, motor.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6) specifies that when the equipment is exposed
to the simulated (accident) environment, the temperature should b; defined
by thermocouple readiags on or as close as practical to the surface of the
component being qualified. The location of the temperature sensory device
(thermocouple not specified in Reliance report) used during the test was not
identified in the report. However, the insulation test.s were conducted in
accordance with IEEE-117 which is very specific about temperature accuracy.
This along with the Relianse Certificate of Compliance to the test envelope
is sufficient.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test procedure
|

should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
| Paragraphs 6.3.1.2 ard 6.3.1.3 require that equipment mountings and cable
' connections be relevant. to performance. The Reliance report does not

address the mountings or cable connections used for environmen ,1
qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification;
however, environmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the
equipment mounting location. The method used for electrical connections to
the motor leads is not significant, provided these connections are insulated
to prevent short circuits. The installation in the Virgil C. Eunner Nuclear
Plant utilizes Raychem heat shrinkable materials to insulate the splices to

|
the motor leads.'
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O' (5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 3 (2) Category I identifies that in lieu of other
proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested values-
indicated in IEEE Standard 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be used as a
guide. The Reliance qualification report NUC-9 and Supplement is based on
normal service outside of the containment and provides a margin over the

Virgil C. Summer conditions. The temperature-time-life of the motor'

insulation system exceeds the requirements of the installation and the total
temperature rating of the insulation exceeds the short temperature transient
conditions expected for the installation. The insulation system was tested
in accordance with IEEE-117 and margin existed in the testing voltages as
described in DR 50 (2) above. The insulation system has been tested with
radiation levels considerably above the expected environmental conditions
with no significant damage to any materials or the evolution of radiation
produced substances. IEEE 334-1974 Section 5.3 states that AFMBA-9 and
AFMBA-10 are based on tests and that they will serve as a basis for the
qualification of bearings in normal service and the establishment of a
bearing design and conservative bearing replacement and maintenance
schedules. A grease very similar to that used in the motors received
radiation tests con >iderably in excess of the environmental conditions and
retained 80% of its lubrication ability. The Normal Service Life
requirements of the motor exceed the conditions which will exist under
installation. No margin of pressure was used because a pressure transient
is not expected under environmental conditions.

(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.4 Category I specifies that the analysis or
operating experience should conform to the guidelines of IEEE Std. 323-1974.

kT Paragraph 8.5.2 indicates that the interface or boundary conditions of the/~
# equipment should be contained in the analysis. The Reliance qualification

report specifies the environmental conditions, including extremes of
temperature and humidity and the resulting failures. The most vulnerable
components are also specified, such as the insulation, bearings, lubricants,
seals. Since these components are encased in a frame, boundary conditions
other than environmental effects, temperature, and humidity are considered

I not to have a major effect on the equipment's operation.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.4 Category I identifies that analysis or operating
experience should follow the guidelines set by IEEE Standard 323-1974.
Paragraph 8.4 (3,5) indicates that the specifications and the comparisions
of previous and new specifications should be stated in the qualification
report. The Reliance report utilizes its operating experience to verify the
qualified life of specific components and/or prove that a limited life need
not be a consideration for these components. Consequently, the aging of
these components will not affect motor operation. Since these components
are standard with the motor, and the new motor is basically the same as the
one from which the operating experience was recorded, comparision of the
motors is not required.

(8) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.7 requires that the accuracy of the test equipment

' requirements must be specified. The Reliance motor qualification report
does not specify the accuracies for the equipment requireuents, but since

;

(~'g the Reliance report includes the equipment information, the omission of test
\/ equipment accuracies is acceptable.
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(9) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I identifies that the test procedure g
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974. W
paragraph 6.3.1.1.1 requires the test plan to include equipment
descriptions. The Reliance report identifies that test models (motorettes)
were used for much of the testing. IEEE Standard 117-1974 allows the
selection of a "motorette" test as the basis for thermal evaluation of
Class H, Type RH insulation systems. The Reliance report also indicates the
model number of the complete motor tested for radiation endurance.
Equipment descriptions for this model number can be found in the instruction
manual included with the report. Therefore, omission of the equipment
descriptions is acceptable.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (7), Category I, specifies that the
performance characteristics of equipment should be verified before, af ter
and periodically during testing throughout its range of required
operability. Reliance Summary Report NUC-9 and NUC-9 Supplement summarizes
the results of testing performed but does not include periodic test data.
However, IEEE 117 requires testing before and periodically during the test
until eventual failure. Therefore, it is considered reasonable to conclude
that equipment performance was monitored before, during, and af ter testing
throughout its range of testing.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE Std. 323-1974 when fuily implemented are
acceptable. The documentation should include sufficient information to
address tne reqaired information identified in NUREG 0588, Appendix E.
Reliance Summary Report NUC-9 and NUC-9 Supplement summarizes the results of g
testing performed but does not include actual test data. Reliance considers W
the actual qualification data proprietary and available for review only at
its offices in Cleveland, Ohio. The data was reviewed at Cleveland on
6/6/81 and it is now concluded that the qualification documents and data
meet the requirements of NUREG 0588 and IEEE-323-74, Section 8.3 and 8.5, as
applicable, except that some test data is available only at the Reliance
Cleveland office and is not contained in the report NUC-9 and NUC-9
Supplement.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I, states that a Certificate
of Conformance (COC) by itself is not acceptable unless it is accompanied by

| test data and information on the qualification program. A C0Q

| (Certification of Qualification) has been received from the vendor that
i certifies that the motor is qualified in accordance with the requirements of

! IEEE-323 y-1974 as delineated by NUC-9.

|

|

|
|
|
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Limitorque Vaive Operators - In Containment

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3) Category II specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1971.
Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy must be specified. The
Limi. torque qualification report 600456 does not specify the accuracy for the
test data, but it does specify that the test equipment has been calibrated
by standards which require periodical calibration. Therefore, since
adequate conservatism (margins) does exist in test results, the omission of
the test data accuraci:s is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Limitorque tested the valve operators to a voltage extreme only. Since this
equipment is not expected to see significant frequency changes in its
installed service, testing to a fixed frequency is acceptable.

(3) Deleted

(4) Special mounting configuration to prevent free ingress of chemical spray
into the actuator limit switch compartment has been considered. k'he re
necessary, drip loops and special drain / vent plugs have been installed.

O

|

O
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Field Fabricated Panels XPN0040

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(c), Category I states that equipment
that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure
in any mode in any accident environment is not determinental to plant safety
need only be qualified for its non-accident service environment. Although
actual........ acceptable. The basis should be provided for concluding that
such equipment is not required to function in order to mitigate any accident
and that its failure inany mode in any accident envirionment is not
detrimental to plant safety. Local Panel XPN0040, located in the Auxiliary
Building on the 388' level, is in this category of equipment. XPN 0040 and
XMCIDAZY are subject to the environmental effects which result from some
postulated small line breaks. None of the postulated line breaks will cause
a plant trip or result in protection system action for which these
components would be required to operate. Appendix B to branch technical
position APCSB 3-1 states that "a high energy line break which does not
result in a reactor trip or a safeguards system initiation may result in
loss of redundancy but not in loss of function. Since XPN 0040 is not
required to mitigate the consequences of any of the postulated line breaks,
and since no protective action will result the criteria given above permits
a loss of redundancy, so long as function is maintained. The system at
V. C. Summer Nuclear Station is set up such that loses of XET2002C, XPN0040
and XMCIDAZY will not result in loss of function because the train B
equipment is qualified to remain operable during such line breaks.
Therefore XPN0040 is not required to function in order to mitigate any of
the postulated line breaks to which it is exposed and as such can be
designated category C . Failure of this equipment in any mode, due to theO 2postulated line breaks is not detrimental to plant safety. Because XMCIDAZY
has been designated category C,,, the environmental qualification for this

letter will be covered in the V. C. Summer mild envronmental review.
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7200 Volt Speed and Trans'er Switch - XET2002C

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Sections 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3 require that the
test plan includes mounting of connection requirements. There is no
mounting and connection information in the Gould qualification report. The
qualification report identifies the industrial standard design tests to
which the equipment was subjected. These industry standards require that
proper and appropriate mounting and connection be utilized during testing.
Therefore, the lack of information on equipment mounting does not detract
from the acceptability of the qualification documentation.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test equipment
shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. The qualification report does
not identify the instrumentation used in the standard industrial design
tests, nor the calibration requirements of the instruments used. But the

qualification report does refer to each of the industrial design test
standards and the test report prepared for each performed test. Since
Gould-Brown Boveri has a quality assurance program which complies with
10CFR50, Appendix B, which requires that, " measures shall be established to
assure that tools, gages, instruments, and other measuring and testing
devices used in activities affecting qualified are properly controlled,
calibrated and adjusted at specific periods to maintain accuracy within g
necessary limits." Therefore, the lack of instrumentation data from the W
qualification documentation is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974
guidelines for documentation are fully acceptable when fully implemented.
Section 8.2 of IEEE 323-1974 requires that the user shall maintain a
qualification file that shall contain test results. Gould-Brown Boveri has
included references in their qualification report, which they retain in
their permanent file as proprietary information. Since Gould-Brown Boveri
has committed to maintain this information in their permanent file, this is
an acceptable alternate to maintenance of this information, by SCE&G.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3)(a), Category I, states that equipment
that must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability f or the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The transfer switch
must operate to mitigate a LOCA, but the only changes in environmental
conditions that would be experienced by the switch during a LOCA would be an

4
increase in radiation to less than 1 1 x 10 RADS. Switch components were

5
type tested and quglified for 1x 10 RADS and the switch was qualified by
analysis to 1x 10 RADS. Due to the low level of radiation actually seen
during a LOCA and the large margin between the expected exposure dose and
the test dose of radiation for which the components and, therefore, the
switch, are qualified, analysis and partial type testing are sufficient to
qualify the switch for a LOCA.
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (12), Category I, states that Cobalt-60O is an acceptable source of gamma radiation. The qualification report does
not specify what gamma radiation source was used for radiation testing.
However, there is such a large margin between the expected environmental
conditions and the radiation dose for which the report qualifies the
equipment, that the equipment is qualified even if Cobalt-60 was not the
gamma radiation source.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the
simulated accident temperature should be defined by thermocouples on or near
the surface of the component being qualified. Page 4.9 of the subject
report did not state that thermocouples were used; however, it was stated
that when the equipment was tested in reference to ANSI C37.20 temperatures
were measured within the equipment and were within the allowable limits.
Testing to accident environment temperature was not necessary because the
equipment is Category C2 and, therefore, needs to function only in a normal
nonaccident environment.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3)(c), Category I, states that equipment
that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure
in any mode in any accident environment is not detrimental to plant safety
need only be qualified for its non-accident service environment. Although
actual ....... acceptable. The basis should be provided for concluding that
such equipment is not required to function in order to mitigate any accident
and that its failure in any mode in any accident environment is not
detrimental to plant safety. Transfer switch XET2002C, located in the

O auxiliary building at the 388' level is in this category of equipment.
Transfer switch XET2002C, panel XPN0040 and motor control center XMCIDA2Y
are subject to the environmental effects which result from some postulated
small line breaks. None of the postulated line breaks will cause a plant
trip or result in protection system action for which these components would-

be required to operate. Appendix B to branch technical position APCSB 3-1
states that "a trip or a safeguards system initiation may result in a loss
of redundancy but not in loss of function." Since transfer switch XET2002C
is not required to mitigate the consequences of any of the postulated line
breaks and since no protective action will result, the criteria given above
permits a loss of redundancy as long as function is maintianed. The system
at V. C. Summer is set up such that losses of XET2002C, XPN0040 and
XMCIDA2Y will not result in loss of function because the train B equipment

is qualified to remain operable during such line breaks. Therefore
XET2002C is not required to function in order to mitigate any of the
postulated line breaks and loss of this equipment is acceptable because

| function is maintained by the train B equipment. Although XET2002C is not
required to function for any of the line breaks postulated above it may be

; required to operate in a high radiation environment caused by a Loss of
Coolant Accident. As such this equipment has been categorized a *. The'

3equipment has been reviwed for this radiation extreme and found acceptable.

O
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gIsolation Fuses for Heat Trace

(1) NUREG 0588, Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3, 4, and 5, Category I describe
the criteria for qualifying the isolation fuses in the heat tracing panels.
The qualification report does not fully comply with any of the above
sections. Ilowever, the fuses were manufactured to applicable industry
standards and are UL listed. Although there is no qualification data
available to demonstrate that the fuses will operate satisfactorily under
environmental extremes, it is evident from the characteristics of fuses that
during extremes of environmental conditions (maximum temperature, humidity,
radiation) the worst possibility is that fuses will prematurely open the
circuit thus class IE circuits will be isolated as required. Therefore,
absence of detailed information in the qualification report is acceptable.

O
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Raychem HVT-CBN

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that
IEEE 323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.1 requires that the test data include
the equipment specifications. The terminations are a manufacturer's
standard item and manufacturer's product name and catalog number (Thermofit
HVT-CBN) are referenced on the purchase order and bill-of-material. Since
the manufacturer's qualification report transmittal letter references the
catalog numbers, the intent of this requirement is satisfied.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that
IEEE 323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1971, items 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.4.5 state that the test
program outline and test results shall include accuracy of measured
variables. The qualification test report 71100 gives accuracy of aging
temperatures, but not other measured variables. However, the terminations
were qualified to a simulated LOCA environment giving margins far in excess
of those required by NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph 4, Category II for the
postulated MSB/SLB accident environment. Therefore, the omission of
accuracias for some of the measured variables is considered inconsequential.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE 323-1971,
Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.3.3 states that the test program outline shall
include the number, type, and location of test monitoring sensors for each
variable. The qualification test report 71100 does not include this gj
information. However, the terminations were qualified to a simulated LOCA W
environment giving margins far in excess of those required by NUREG 0588,
Section 3, paragraph 4, Category II for the postulated MSB/LSB accident
environment. Therefore, the precise number, type, and location of
monitoring sensors is considered inconsequential. This information should
be maintained an file by Raychem, if needed.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE 323-1971,
Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.3.4 states that the test program outline should
include the static and dynamic performance characteristics. This item is
not applicable to cable terminations which are passive in nature, and,
therefore, such information is not included in the qualification
documentation. It should be noted that this information is not required by
either IEEE 323-1974 or NUREG 0588 Appendix E.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE 323-1971,
Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1971 item 5.2.3.9 requires that the test program outline include
acceptance criteria. The qualification test report 71100 does not
separately list or state acceptance criteria. However, the discussion of
test results and summary conclude that the test results are acceptable and
that functional capability of terminations, af ter LOCA and aging, was
demonstrated. Therefore, it is considered the qualification documentation
satisfies the intent of this requirement.

O
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() (6) NUREG 0588, Zection 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE 323-1971,
Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
1EEE 323-1971, item 5.2.4.3 states that the test results shall include test
instruments and traceability records. While manufacturers are expected to
keep such information on file, it is not normally included with submitted
qualification documentation.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE 323-1971,
Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1971, items 5.2.4.7 and 5.2.6 require that the test data and test
report bear an approval signature; however, it has an identifying number and
revision, both of which are stated in the manufacturer's transmittal letter.
Since this lettet gives date of testing, bears the manufacturer's
letterhead, and is signed, the intent of this requirement is essentially
satisfied.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II, states that the LOCA test
temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practical to the surface of the equipment being qualified. The report 71100
does not describe the method or location of temperature measurement.
However, there is sufficient margin between the test temperature and the
required temperature, that the omission of this data from the report does
not detract from the acceptability of the qualification. The Franklin
Institute report, F-C4033-3, does use thermocouples.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category II, states that the

[^} equipment should be subjected to variations in the nominal frequency
testing. The range of frequency the terminations are expected to experiencex-

is not more than i 5% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this insignificant
degree have no effect on passive devices such as terminations, it is
considered that testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II states if there were no
thermocouples located near the equipment during the tests, heat transfer
analysis should be used to determine the temperature of the component. No
evidence is presented in the report that either thermocouple readings or
heat transfer analysis were used. The report does state however, that the
material was aged in a fotted air oven at 120 1 2 C for 168 hours. This
temperature 1 3 C was also used in the test sequence, thus indicating that
some type of temperature measurement was used.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 2, Category II states the qualification
programs should address aging only to the extent that equipment that is
composed, in part, of materials susceptible to aging effects should be
identified, and a schedule for periodically replacing the equipment and/or
materials should be established. The qualification report does not address
these items. Aging effects have been considered and a 40 year life has been
calculated for each of the 8 KV-High Voltage Terminations. These
calculations are on file in the Gilbert Associates Electrical Engineering

Department.
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(12) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph 1, Category II states that the test g
sequence selected should be justified. The test sequence in F-C4033-3 is W
justified because it followed the guidelines set forth for cables in
IEEE-383-1974 and IEEE-323-1974. While no justification for the test
sequence utilized for report. 71100 is included in the report, the test
sequence is more severe than that in the F-C4033-3 report and is therefore
justified.

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The
Raychem 8KV Cable Termination is required to operate for a pericd of
4 months af ter an accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a
time period of 30 days. However, the long term, lattermost portion of the
test profile has a temperature 212 F which is significantly higher than the
actual long term post-accident temperature 100 F. The Arrhenius concept has
been used to calculate a time period at 100 F which is equivalent to the
time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this methodology
makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original
pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible using the
information available. Application of this concept has produced a calculated
post-accident operability time demonstrated of 56.5 years. This qualifies
the operability of the equipment for the time required after an accident,
with a very large margin.

O
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Kerite 600V Control Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.1, Ites (9), state that performance limits or failure criteria
should be established prior to testing. Neither Ker te nor Franklin
Institute (Ref. 10 of qualification report) specifically established failure
criteria prior to testing; however, test procedures followed those outlined
in IEEE 383-1974 and IEEE 383, Section 2.4.3, implies that the inability to
maintain rated voltage and load constitutes failure and Section 2.4.4
implies that the inability to hold an 80 volt / mil potential for five minutes
constitutes failure.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence used shall be
justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No justification
exists in the qualification report. However, the test sequence followed the
one outlined in IEEE 383-1974 and is thus considered to be the most severe
test for cables.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 2, Category I, states that the test
results should demonstrate operability of the equipment under all service
conditions (with margin). The test results (Franklin Institute Report
Ref. 10 of qualification report) indicated that one of the aged cables
tested, failed, on the 29th day prior to the termination of the LOCA/MSB
simulation test on the 30th day. In addition, this cable along with the

other aged cable tested, failed to pass the high voltage potential test g
af ter the LOCA/MSB simulation and only one of the four cables was subjected W
to a sufficiently high voltage potential to satisfy the requirements in
IEEE 383-1974, Section 2.4.4. However, Kerite explains (see Ref. 7 of
qualification report) that the faults occurred at the penetration (a design
which is not recommended for use in nuclear power plants) or in the area of

splice. Kerite then subjected the cables to further testing and founda
that the samples, after enduring a test cycle approximately 10 times the
severity of the postulated V.C. Summer Nuclear Station cycle indicate
qualification of the control cables with margin well in excess of that
intended by the specific example within IEEE 383-1974.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 4, Category I, states that the simulated
environmental profile for qualifying equipment inside containment envelope
the environmental conditions resulting from any design basis event during
any mode of plant operation. The test envelope includes the pressure and
temperature boundaries of a LOCA and MSB except for the 40 sec. peak
temperature associated with the MSB as illustrated in Figure 6.2 - Sa of the
FSAR. The test temperature was 300 F and the short peak temperature of the
MSB rises from 300 F to 324 F and then decreases to 300 F in a forty sec.

period. The temperature and pressure test envelope specified for a LOCA in
the 10/31/75 letter from GAI to Kerite was intended to cover the worst case
accident. The NRC revised the acceptable calculation method in 1977-78 for
determining the temperature in containment following a MSB. For the

Virgil C. Summer Station qualification, this resulted in the maximum
temperature for the MSB exceeding the maximum LOCA temperature which was
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i

stated to be 277 F. Kerite has supplied test data showing that during a
,

| 40 second exposure to 324 F the cable insulation does not reach a
temperature of 300 F and since this is a more severe condition than exists

j during an MSB, the cable tests do envelope a LOCA and an MSB. (See Ref. 8
of qualification report.'

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
state that equipment should be subjected to variations in the nominal
electrical alternating current frequency during testing. The range of
frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than 15% of

,

60 Hz. Therefore, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.
;

i (6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Kerite knew of no known phase changes or reactions associated with
the 600 volt control cable when they performed the accelerated aging tests
and constructed the Arrhenius plots Therefore, phase changes and reactions
have not been addressed by the qualification report.

i (7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the test plan include

! mounting and connection requirements. There are no mounting and connection
requirements given in the test plan since the cable was qualified in
accordance with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of Class IE Electric

O.
Cables, Field Splice, and Connections.for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations", which does not address mounting and connections for type testing.4

However, the report documents that the cable was mounted and connected in
the usual manner which consisted of winding the specimens on a mandrel and
passing the ends through vessel head penetrations so that electrical
connections could be made to the cable during LOCA testing,

j (8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
'

Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;'

IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7) states that the test plan should
include test equipment requirements including accuracies. The report does
not address test equipment requirements and accuracies. However, the report
does include a list of data acquisition instruments which gives the range
and features of the test equipment. From a review of this list, it is
evident that the instruments used were appropriate for the testing done.

,

!
(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,

'
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6,3.1.5, item (7), states that the initial transient

;

and dwell at peak temperature of the LOCA test should be applied at least
twice. During the LOCA test, only a single transient was applied. However,,

! the test procedures follow those outlined in IEEE 383-1974, Section 2.4, and
' includes a high voltage withstand test in place of the two LOCA cycles.

Since it conforms to IEEE 383-1974, by NUREG 0588, introduction,
paragraph 2, it complies with IEEE 323-1974.
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(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 2, Category I, states that the choice of g
methods selected is largely a matter of technical judgement and availability
of information that supports the conculsions reached. In general, the staff
will not accept analysis in lieu of test data unless (a) testing of the
component is impractical due to size limitations and (b) partial type test
data is provided to support the analytical assumptions and conclusions
reached. NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (4), Category I, states that the
Arrhenius methodology is considered an acceptable method of addressing
accelerated aging. Arrhenius methodology is considered an analytical method
to determine proper thermal aging. It is therefore evident that the NRC
endorses analytical qualification, specifically in the area of Aging.
Kerite uses past operating history in conjunction with Arrhenius methodology
to determine proper aging times and temperature. Partial type test data is

provided. Based upon these findings, the aging qualification performed by
Kerite is acceptable.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (?), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; Section 6.3.1.4, of IEEE 323-1974 states that the test equipment
shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. In addition, NUREG 0588,
Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines for
documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable when
fully implemented. Similarly, IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item 4.e, states
that the qualification report should include test data and accuracy
(results). Although the report includes test data, it does not include
documentation of calibration or accuracies. The list of data acquisition g
instruments gives the date the equipment was calibrated, and it is W
reasonable to assume that the instruments provided reasonable accuracy and
that the calibration was done to an acceptable standard.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I, states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrata its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Kerite Control
Cable is required to operate for a period of four months af ter an accident
occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of 30 days.
However, the long term, lattermost portion of the test profile has a

temperature of 210 F which is significantly higher than the actual long term
post-accident temperature of 124 F. The Arrhenius concept has been used to
calculate a time period at 214 F which is equivalent to the time / temperature
combination of the test profile. Although this methodology makes use of the
Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original pre-accident thermal
aging use. it is the best approach feasibile using the information
available. Application of this concept has produced a calculated
post-accident operability time demonstrated of 1.2 years. This qualifies
the operability of the equipment for the time required after an accident,
with a very large margin.
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D. G. O'Brien

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974 Section 6.3.1.S, Item (5), state that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The range
of frequency the penetrations are expected to experience is not more than
+5% of 60 liz. Since variations of this insignificant degree have no effect
on the penetrations, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 llz is adequate.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974 Section 6.3.2 states that the test sequence used should be
justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No justification,
as such, exists in the qualification report; however, the penetrations were
qualified in accordance with the criteria as set forth in IEEE 317-1976.
The test sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe
for penetration testing. The qualification report has not followed the
exact test sequence as outlined; however, it is felt the report has
adequately demonstrated and met the intent of IEEE 317-1976.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974 Section 6.3.1.1 states that a test plan should be
included in the qualification report. The report does not include a test
plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974. The penetrations
were qualified by utilizing IEEE 317-1976 " Electrical Penetration Assemblies
in Containment Structures for Nuclear Power Generating Stations" as a g
guideline for the testing procedure. The failure of the report to include a W
separate test plan was considered inconsequential since it has met the
intent of the test procedures as outlined in IEEE 317 '4976.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category 1, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to insure that no changes occur within the extrapolation limits.
D. G. O'Brien, Inc. knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with
the penetrations when they performed the accelerated aging tests and
constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions
have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IFEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1 states that temperature,
pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration and time should be
measured variables. Section B, Sheet 7 of the report summarizes the setup
and operating requirements for the test. Included is a schematic which
references the temperature indicating thermocouples, pressure indicators and
associated instrumentation for measurement of moisture content and gas
composition. The time variable is accounted for in Fig. 1 of Sec. (A).
Vibration is not applicable to penetrations. The report does not include
step by step sequence measurements of the subject variables; however,
adequate measurement indications are referenced on applicable tables and
graphs.
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(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974 Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test equipment
should be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. This report does not include
formal test equipment calibration documentation; however, the date the
associated test equipment was calibrated or due date to be calibrated was
referenced in the report. In addition, D. G. O'Brien has a quality
assurance program meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, which
requires that " Measures shall be established to assure that tools, gages,
instruments, and other measuring and testing devices used in activities
affecting quality are properly controlled, calibrated and adjusted at
specific periods to maintain accuracy within necessary limits".

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.7 states that upon completion of type
testing, the equipment should be visually inspected. The equipment visual
inspection procedure is identified in Appendix A, steps 1.0 and 17.0 of the
report. The report is unclear on the extent or degree of inspection;
however, it can be inferred from the procedures outlined in the report that
appropriate inspections were performed.

(8) KUREG 0588, Section 2.2.1, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the choice
of qualification methods is a matter of technical judgment and availability
of test information to support the conclusions reached. The miscellaneous
connectors as purchased through the penetration vendor (D. G. O'Brien) areO . utilized for applications inside and outside containment. The report is
unclear with respect to applicable references or degree of qualification
regarding these connectors. Upon contacting D. G. O'brien for
clarification, it was stated that the miscellaneous connectors were
qualified by similarity analysis to other tested units. In a letter dated

7/9/81, document N-3333, from H. P. Hilberg of D. G. O'Brien the similarity
analysis is provided. The subject letter establishes the link between the
C39 series plug and receptacle used and the C42 plug /M09 module combination
covered in D. G. O'Brien Report ER 268.

(9) DELETED
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(10) NUREG 0588, Section 1.3, Category I, states that the concentration of g
caustics used for qualification should be equivalent to, or more severe than W
those used in the plant containment spray system. The necessary time
duratien and pH of the spray have been defined to be 65 minutes at pH=9.5
and 55 minutes at pH=8.7. Test Report ER 268 states that a spray
concentration consisting of 4000 ppm boron and 2000 ppm NaOH had been used
for a time duration of 20 minutes. D. G. C'Brien document N-3379 item 2
establishes that the pH of the caustic spray used in ER 268 testing is 8.8.
Review of the equipment qualification established a concern whether or not
the chemical spray test conditions were adequate to meet qualification
requirements. In response to this concern, D. G. O'Brien in document N-3379
stated that in Prototype Test Report ER 252 Appendix D, chemical spray
conditions were in excess of V. C. Summer Station requirements. Also it was
noted that C42 plug metal componenes are nickel coated for further
protection from caustic spray effects. In addition to the vendor response,
GAI Chemical Engineering at the request of Electrical Engineering has
reviewed the vendor LOCA simulation test and concluded that the test
conditions are similar to or more severe than recommendations of IEEE
Std. 323-1974 and will meet V. C. Summer Station environmental requirements.

This review is documented in GAI memos dated 9/22/81 and 10/1/81. The
vendor test temperature was higher than the V. C. Summer requirements. This
increased temperature compensates for the pH and duration differences such
that the actual suggested test conditions could be considered similar. The
minimum temperature marrf.n of 15 F required by IEEE 323-1974 is still
present and no other conlcusions based on temperature margins are affected
by the Chemical Department review. Therefore, based on the above
information, the qualification testing spray environment is considered
acceptable.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(c), Category I, states that equipment
that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure
in any mode in any accident environment is not detrimental to plant safety
need only be qualified for its non-accident service environment. The triax
connectors, M06 module, plug R19P1010G04, are in this category. The triax
connectors accommodate the triax cable passing through the reactor building

wall. As stated in FSAR Section 3.11.3.2, Item 5, the triaxal cable serves
the excore neutron detectors and is not required to function during a LOCA
or main steam line break (MSB) inside containment or during a MSB or small
line break (SLB) outside containment. Thus, the triaxal cabic and
associated connectors may fail when subjected to the extreme environmental
conditions resulting from these design basis events. Since the triax
connector is a Category "C" item, the environmental qualification will be

covered in the NUREG 0588 ' mild' environment review.

(12) The items which are installed at the site have no model number imposed on
the item and are, therefore, difficult to relate to the items in the test
report. However, the Virgil C. Summer Site Q/C Program and documents
labeled IMS-94B-653-1C and IMS-94B-610-1C have been used to positively
identify the module types in each specific penetration. In addition, a

letter dated 7/9/81, document N-3333, from H. P. Hilberg of D. G. O'Brien to
A. W. Tothero of GAI establishes the similarity of construction and

materials between the modules tested and those used at V. C. Summer.
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(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Catehory I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
envirionmental conditions resulting from that accident. The D. G. O'Brien
triax connectors are not required to function following an accident, the
valve cannister penetrators are required for 65 minutes, the instrumentation
penetrations, miscellaneous connectors, and the low voltage power and
control are required for four months, post accident time period. The test
profile of ER 268 covers only a 15-day post accident time period which
satisfies the post accident operability requirements for the triax
connectors and the valve cannister penetrators only. Consequently, the
Arrhenius concept has been used to calculate post accident time
qualifications, for the other equipment, which are equivalent to the
15-day /210 F time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although j

this methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than
its original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach,

feasible using the information available. Application of this concept has
produced calculated post accident operability times demonstrated of
3.80 years for the miscellaneous connectors, 16.6 years for the
instrumentation penetrations, and 1.14 years for the low voltage
power / control penetrations. These exceed the required times with margins
greater than 10%, as required by NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph (4).

(14) DELETED
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Rockbestos Twinax Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1 paragraph 3(c), Category I, states that equipment
that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose
failure in any mode in any accident environment is not detrimental to
plant safety, need only be qualified for its non-accident service
environment. The basis should be provided for concluding that such
equipment is not required to function in order to mitigate any accident
and that its failure in any made in any accident environment is not
detrimental to plant safety. The Rockbestos twinaxial cable is in this
equipment category. The cable is used only with those components of the
Acoustic Monitoring System which are not required to operate
post-accident. Any failure of the Rockbestos twinaxial cable will not
af fect that section of the Acoustic Monitoring System which must function

post-accident. Since the Rockbestos twinaxial cable is a category 'c'
item, the environmental qualification will be covered in the NUREG 0588
' mild' environment review.
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8Kv Power Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), state that performance limits or
failure criteria should be established prior to testing. The Okonite
Company did not specifically establish failure criteria before testing the
cable. The results of these tests, however, indicate that the insulation
maintained its functional integrity throughout the LOCA test and the 100 day
post accident simulation. Therefore, the lack of pre-established failure
criteria is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974 Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3) requires that the test
plan include mounting and connection requirements. There are no mounting
and connection requirements in the qualification report. Although the
qualification report doesn't include mounting and connection requirements,
the coiling and bending of the cables at various stages of the complete
testing cycle is described and is a more important element. of the test than
the mounting and connection of the cables. Therefore, failure to include
connection details is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 requires that a test plan be
prepared to provide an auditable link between the specifications and the
test results. A test plan is not included in the qualification report, butOb the results of the performed teste are included with the identification of
the respective test. Therefore, the failure to include a specific test plan

is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test equipment
shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. The only instrumentation
identified in the qualification report whose calibration are traceable to
the U.S. National Bureau of Standards are the radiation dosimetry meters
used for radiation exposure testing of the cables. Ilowever, Okonite has a
quality assurance program meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
which requires that, " measures shall be established to assure that tools,
gages, instruments, and other measuring and testing devices used in
activities affecting quality are properly controlled, calibrated, and
adjusted at specific periods to maintain accuracy within necessary limits."
Thus, omission of this data does not invalidate the qualification.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1 states that moisture content
an pressure should be measured variabler. It was not clear f rom the

qualification report what the environmental pressure and moisture content
were at the test temperatures illustrated in the test chamber temperature
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profile associated with the LOCA environment simulation. Gilbert / g
Commonwealth sent a letter to the Okonite Company on August 12, 1980,
requesting clarification on this subject. A response was received in a
letter from the Okonite Company dated August 18, 1980, which stated that the
pressures associated with the temperature profile are those of saturated
steam at the temperatures indicated and exceed the maximum anticipated LOCA
environment pressure. Therefore, the moisture content is also that of
saturated steam at the indicated temperatures, and the qualification report
is acceptable as supplemented by the Okonite letter.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be subjected to
variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The range of frequency
this cable is expected to experience is not more than +5% of 60 Hz. Since
variations of this insignificant degree have no ef fect on cable, testing at
the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. The
qualification report does not state whether thermocouples were used or where
they were located. However, the test chamger is not known to have any
internal restrictions and the peak temperatures during the LOCA simulation
are held for several hours. Consequently it is expected that the cables
being tested attained the peak test temperature for the duration of the peak
simulation. Therefore, the failure of the report to include specific
information on temperature measurement instrumentation is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated a;ing
program to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Phase changes and reactions have not been addressed in the
qualification report. Therefore, it is assumed that the Okonite Company
knew of none when they performed the accelerated aging tests and constructed
the Arrhenius plots.

(9) NUREG 0588, Secticn 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Okonite 8Kv
Power Cable is required to operate for a period of 4 months af ter an
accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of
100 days. However, the long terms, lattermost portion of the test profile
has a temperature (212 l') which is significantly higher than the actual long
term post-accident temperature (100 F). The Arrhenius concept has been used
to calculate a time period at 100 F which is equivalent to the
time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this methodology
makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original
pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible using the
information available. Application of this concept has produce,d a
calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of 549.5: years. This

qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time required after an
accident, with a very large margin.
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(} Triax Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3)(c), Category 1, states that equipment ,

that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure
in any mode in any accident environment is not detrimental to plant safety
need be qualified only for its non-accident service environment. The basis
should be provided for concluding that such egnipment is not required to
function in order to mitigate any accident and that its failure in any mode
in any accident environment is not detrimental to plant safety. The
triaxial cable is in this category of equipment. Qualification data for
LOCA conditions exists for this cable, however, as stated in FSAR
Section 3.11.3.2, Item 5. This cable serves the excore neutron detectors
and is not required to function during a LOCA or main steam line break (MSB)
inside containment or during a MSB or small line break (SLB) outside
containment. Therefore, the triaxial cable may fail when subjected to the
extreme environmental conditions resulting from these design basis
accidents. Since the triaxial cable is a category "c" item, the

environmental qualification will be covered in the NUREG 0588 ' mild' ,

environment review. ,
.
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gMotor Control Center - XMCIDA2Y

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2-1, paragraph 3(c), Category I, states that equipment
that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure
in any mode in any accident environment is not detrimental to plant saf ety
need only be qualified for its non-accident service environment. Although
actually..... acceptable. The basis should be provided for concluding that
such equipment is not required to function in order to mitigate any accident
and that its failure in any mode in any accident environment is not
detrimental to plant safety. Motor Control Center XMCIDA2Y, located at
elevation 412'-0" in the auxiliary building is in this category of
equipment. Motor Control Center XMCIDA2Y, is subject to the environmental
effects which result from some postulated small line breaks. None of the
postulated line breaks will cause a plant trip or result in protection
system action for which this component is required to operate. Appendix B
to branch technical position APCSB 3-1 states that "a high energy line break
which does not result in a reactor trip or a safeguards system initiation
may result in loss of redundancy but not loss of function. Since XMCIDA2Y
is not required to mitigate the consequences of any of the postulated line
breaks, and since no protective action will result the criteria given above
permits a loss of redundancy, so long as function is maintained. The system
at V. C. Summer is set up such that losses of XET2002C, XPN0040 and XMCIDA2Y
will not result in loss of function because the train B equipment is
qualified to remain operable during such line breaks. Therefore XMCIDA2Y is
not required to function in order to mitigate any of the postulated line
breaks to which it is exposed and as such can be designated category C
Failureofthisequipmentinanymode,duetothepostulatedlinebreaks. is

not detrimental to plant safety. Because XNCIDA2Y has been designated
category C,, the environmental qualification for this item will be covered
in the V. C. Summer mild environment review.
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Service Water Booster Pump Motors

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(c), Category I, states equipment that
need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose failure in any
mode in any accident environment is not detrimental to plant safety need
only be qualified f or its non-accident service condition. Service Water
Booster Pumps fall into this category in that the Design Basis Accidents to
which these components are exposed (Main Steam Line Breaks-outside
containment) are accidents which do not require operation of these motors,
with one exception. This exception is that a Small Line Break occurring
concurrently with a Loss of Offsite Power would still require Reactor Bldg.
Atmospheric Cooling in ordet to prevent the building temperature from
exceeding the equipment qualification limit. Although Reactor Building
Atmospheric Cooling is still neccessary and the normal means for providing
this cooling upon Loss of Offsite Power is by these pumps, the required
cooling can be obtained by energizing the XCI-1B-Cl Industrial Cooler from
the diesel generator "A" (Tag //XEG 0001A) via the XSWIDA-ES, XSWIDAl-ES and
XSWlBI-ES buses. The Service Water Booster Pump Motors environmental
qualification will be covered in the NUREG 0588 ' mild' environment review.
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Emergency Feedwater Pump Motor

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (2), Category I, states that
qualification by analysis is acceptable if (a) testing of the component is
impractical due to size limitations, and (b) partial type test. data is
provided to support the analytical assumptions and conclusion reached. The
qualification for the General Electric emergency feedwater pump motors meets
the criteria of (a) and (b) above and therefore is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, states that the
expected extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be
applied during simulated event environmental testing. General Electric did
not subject the prototype motors to the expected extremes of voltage and
frequency. However, the motors were specified and designed to be in
accordance with NEMA Standard MG1 which requires motors to be operational
within 10% of rated voltage and 15% of rated frequency. The emergency
feedwater pump motors are not expected to experience voltage and frequency
values beyond their design extremes, therefore, testing at nominal voltage
and frequency is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category I, states that qualification by analysis
or operating experience implemented as described in IEEE Standard 323-1974-
and other ancilliary standards, may be found acceptable. IEEE Standard
323 paragraph 6.4.3 states that, "for equipment whose operational history
becomes a basis for qualification, the operating environment must equal or
exceed the design environment in severity." Although test data is used on
operating experience to demonstrate qualification of the rotor, bearings,

- and shield, and general construction, no data is given in the Qualification
Documentation to the types of environments into which similar motors have
been installed. However, the documentation notes that a total of 15,106
such motors were shipped by General Electric from 1961 through 1966. Since
the service conditions for the Emergency Feed Water Pump Motors are mild
when compared with typical industrial conditions, it can be assumed that
some of the 15,106 motors identified in the report are intalled under more
severe conditions. Temperature and Pressure extremes are exceptions to the -
statement above, however, temperature is acceptable by analysis. The
pressure extreme is beyond the qualified level of continuing operation.
There is an increase from atmospheric pressure to 2.3 psig or 15%. Since
these motors have a totally enclosed fan cooled enclosure and a sealed
Class "F" insulation the windings will not experience any effects from as

15% ambient pressure increase. Therefore, the qualification is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2, Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE Std. 323-1974 when fully implemented are
acceptable; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (4), (h), Section 8.4, item
(8), and Section 8.3, item (7), states that the qualification report should
include an approval signature and date. The report does not include any
approval signature; however, the report was written specifically for the
motors on the Virgil C. Summer job and was forwarded to GAI from GE with a
signed transmittal letter. Therefore, the report's failure to include an
approval signature does not detract from the validity of the qualification.
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material g
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to insure than no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. General Electric knew of no phase changes or reactions associated
with the motor insulation system when they performed the accelerated aging
tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and
reactions have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (6), Category I, states that "The aging
acceleration rate used during qualification testing and the basis upon which
the rate was established should be described and justified." The tests were
conducted in accordance with AIEE #51 (the predecessor of IEEE #275) and the
data analyzed and reported in accordance with AIEE #1F (the predecessor of
IEEE (#101). Justification of the aging rate is based upon the fact that
the above-listed standards were the industry accepted standards for testing
and analyzation at the time the tests were performed.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the degraded
influences discussed in Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4, and ,.3.5 of IEEE Standard

323-1974 and the electrical and mechanical stresse; associated with cyclic

operation of equipment should be considered and included as part of the
aging program. All necessary influences with the exception of radiation
exposure were applied as part of the aging program. The qualification
documentation includes a review of the radiation tolerance of the materials
used in the motor. This review indicated no detectable damage to any of the

materia}s for radiation exposures several orders of magnitude higher than
the <10 rads to which these motors may be exposed. Therefore, g
qualification based on testing of a motor which was unirradiated is W
acceptable.

.
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Reactor Building Spray Pump Motors

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 1.4, Category I, states that the radiation environment
for qualification of equipment should be based on the normally expected
radiation environment over the equipment qualified life, plus that
associated with the most severe design basis accident (DBA) during which
that equipment must remain functional, and an additional 10% radiation
margin as per IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5. When the equipment was
ordered, it was believed 1 x 10 Rad Total integrated dose (TID)

qualificagionwassufficient;however, investigation shows that a TID of
9.12 x 10 Rads over the 40 year life followed by the DBA - LOCA is the most
severe design condition for which these motors must remain f""C'I " I'

6
Although the equipment qualification report gives 1.0 x 10 Rads TID as the
radiation qualification, a subsequent letter dated October 14, 1980, from

E.7 . Harrison of the motor manufacturer justified the use of 1.01 xF
10 Rads for the qualification value.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, states that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. General Electric did not
subject the prototype motors to the expected extremes of voltage and
frequency. However, the motors were specified and designed in accordance
with NEMA Std. MG-1 which requires that they be operational within i 10% of
rated voltage and i 5% of rated frequency. The spray pumps are not expected
to experience voltage and frequency variations beyond their design extremes;
therefore, testing at nominal voltage and frequency is acceptable.

[] (3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3 (c), Category I, states that equipment
k that need not function in order to mitigate any accident, and whose failure

in any mode, in any accident environment is not detrimental to plant safety,
need only be qualified for its non-accident service environment. Although
actual type testing is preferred, other methods when justified may be
acceptable. The basis should be provided for concluding that such equipment
is not required to function in order to mitigate any accident, and that its
failure in any mode or accident environment is not detrimental to plant
safety. Reactor Building Spray Pump Motors fall into the not required to
operate categcry, in that the Design Basis Accidents to which these
components are exposed (Small Line Breaks) do not require operation of these
motors. The accidents for which the operation of the motors is necessary
are the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and Main Steam Line Breaks (MSB)
inside containment. During a LOCA or MSB the temperature and pressure to
which the motors are subject does not vary significantly from the normal
environment.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category I, states that qualification by analysis
or operating experience implemented, as described in IEEE Std. 323-1974 and
other ancillary standards, may be found acceptable. IEEE Std. 323-1974,

paragraph 6.4.3 states that: for equipment whose operatienal history
becomes a basis for qualification, the operating environment must equal or
exceed the design environment in severity. Although test data is used for
the qualification of the insulation system, General Electric has relied on
operating experience to demonstrate qualification of the rotor, bearings,

O
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end shield, and general construction. No data is given in the Qualification gg
Documentation to the types of environments into which similar motors have
been installed. However, GE's operating experience documents that 15,106
such motors were shipped by G.E. from 1961 through 1966. Since the service
conditions for the reactor building spray pump motors are mild when compared
with typical industrial conditions, it can be assumed that some of the
15,106 motors identified in the report are installed ur. der more severe
conditions. Radiation exposure is an exception to the statement above and
qualification data has been obtained as stated in (1) above.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category I, states that qualification by analysis
or operating experience implemented, as described in IEEE Std. 323-1974 and
other ancillary standards may be found acceptable. IEEE Std. 323-1974
paragraph 6.4.3 states that for equipment to be qualified by operating
history, it should be noted that if design environment includes seismic
accelerations followed by a design basis event environment that is more
severe than the recorded in service environment, then the installed
equipment must, in general, be removed from service and subjected to a
partial type test to include the seismic and design basis event effects
bafore t e equipmant can be considered fully qualified. The Reactorh

Building Spray Pumps are qualified for operation after or during a seismic
event. Summary of this qualification is given in G. E. Report TIE-400
" Seismic-Stress Analysis of Horizontal Motor." Qualification to the Design
Basis Event is not necessary in that, as stated in (3) above, the Design
Basis Events to which these motors are exposed are events which do not
require their operation.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5) states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging program,
to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation limits.
General Electric knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the
motor insulation when they performed the accelerated aging tests and
constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions
have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the degraded
influences discussed in Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4, and 6.3.5 of IEEE

Std. 323-1974 and the electrical and mechanical stresses associated with
cyclic operation of equipment should be considered and included as part of
the aging program. All necessary influences with the exception of radiation
exposure were applied as part of the aging program. Radiation exposure
qualification was justified in the qualification report and GE letter dated

This an9 ysis shows all components of the1October 14, 1980, by analysis.
motor to be good for at least 1.01 x 10 RADS as stated in the subject
letter. This analysis is, therefore, acceptable in lieu of radiation
exposure aging.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (6), Category 1, states that the aging
acceleration rate used during qualification testing and the basis upon which
the rate was established should be described and justified. The tests were
conducted in accordance with AIEE #511 (the predecessor of IEEE #275) and
the data analyzed and reported in accordance with AIEE #1F (the predecessor
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1

of IEEE #101). Justification of the aging rate is based upon the fact that() the above-listed standards were the industry accepted standards for testing4

and analyzation at the time the tests were performed.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2 states that the guidelines for
documentation in IEEE Std. 323-1974 when fully implemented are accepted;
IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 8.3 Item (4) (h), Section 8.4, Item (8), and.

Section 8.5, Item (7) state that a qualification report should include an'

approved signature and date. The report does not include any approval
signatures or dates; however, this report was written specifically for the
qualification of the motors for the Virgil C. Summer plant and application.
The report was forwarded from G. E. with a signed transmittal letter. A
signed certificate of conformance is also on file. Therefore, the reports
failure to include an approval signature does not detract from the validity

;
'

of'this qualification.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the degraded
influences discussed in Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4, and 6.3.5 of IEEE
Standard 323-1974 and the electrical and mechanical stresses associated with
cyclic operation of equipment should be considered and included as part of

; the aging program. All necessary influences with the exception of radiation
exposure were applied as part of the aging' program. The qualification'

; . documentation and subsequent letter from E. F. Harrison of the motor
manufacturer, dated October 14, 1980, include a review and verification of

| the radiation tolerance of the materials used in the motor. This review
indicated no detectable damage to the critical motor components for
radiation exposure more than one order of magnitude higher than the

6() 9.12 x 10 Rads to which these motors may be exposed. Therefore,
qualification based on testing of a motor which was unirradiated is'

acceptable.'

,
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600 Volt Power Cable()
(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 1, Category I states that qualification

methods.should conform to the requirements defined in IEEE Std. 323-1974.
NUREG 0588, Introduction, page 2, paragraph 5 states that ". . . qualification
programs for specific equipment, such as cables, valves, motors, and
electrical penetrations, that are designed to conform with the requirements
of the daughter standards of IEEE Std. 323-1974 (as endorsed by NRC
Regulatory Guide) are acceptable for demonstrating compliance with the
objectives of IEEE Std. 323." The qualification methods used were based on
the IEEE-323-1974 daughter standard, for cables, splices and field
connections, IEEE 383-1974 and are therefore acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, Category I states that failure
criteria should be established prior to testing. Neither Kerite nor
Isomedix Inc. established failure criteria before electrically loading the
cable and subjecting it to the LOCA simulation, or before performing the
high potential withstand test. However, failure criteria was established on
IEEE 383-1974, Section 2.4.3 which implies that the inability to maintain
rated voltage and load constitutes failure and Section 2.4.4 implies that
the inability to hold an 80 VAC/ mil potential for five minutes constitu'.e
failure. Therefore, the intent of this regulation has been satisfied.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 2, Category I states that " test results
should demonstrate that the equipment car. perform its required function for

'

all service conditions postulated (with margin) during its installed life.
The test results indicated that at least some of cable tested was unable toO maintain its full rated voltage and current loads (600 volts and 50 Amperes)
during the LOCA simulation due to high leakage currents to ground.
Furthermore, two of the four cables tested failed to hold the high potential
voltage applied after the LOCA simulation for the duration of the test. The
failure to hold the high potential voltage occurred because of splice
failures. These splices were remade and then the cables were subjected to
further testing, without failure. The failure can be attributed to the
splice material, not the cable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Secton 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the
test plan include mounting and connection requirements. There are no
mounting and connection requirements given in the test plan since the cable
was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of
Class IE Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations," which does not address mounting and connections for
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type testing. However, the report documents that the cable was mounted and |||connected in the usual manner which consisted of winding the specimens on a
mandrel and passing the ends through vessel head penetrations so that
electrical connections could be made to the cable during LOCA testing.

(5) NOREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that test
equipment requirements including accuracies should be included in a test
plan. The qualificaton report does not address test equipment requirements
and accuracies. However, the report does include an instrumentation list
which gives the range and features of the test equipment. From a review of
this list, it is evident that the instruments used were appropriate for the
testing that was done.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4, states that the test equipment
shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. Although the report does not
include any documentation of calibration, the test equipment list gives the
frequency of calibration of the test equipment. It is reasonable to assume
that the calibration was done to an acceptable standard.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that temperature, gg
pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration and time should be
measured variables. These variables were measured except for vibration and
gas composition, which are not applicable to cable as per IEEE 383-1974.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be subjected to
variations in the nominal electrical alternating current frequency during
testing. The range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not
more than i 5% of 60 Hz. Therefore, testing at the nominal frequency of

60 Hz is adequate.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item 7 states that the initial transient and
dwell at peak temperature of the LOCA test should be applied at least twice.
IEEE 383-1974, Section 2.4.4, note states that the high potential withstand
test supplies a more severe margin test than the two cycles of peak
temperature exposure required by IEEE 323-1974. Because the NUREG
discussion states that equipment designed to daughter standards are
acceptable for demonstrating compliance with IEEE 323-1974, the intent of
this regulation has been satisfied.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2 states that the test sequence used shall be
justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No justification
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f~)' exists in the qualification report. The report follows the guidelines in
'- IEEE 383-1974 for type testing and is therefore considered to be the most

severe type of test for cable.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (3), states that the
equipment shall be operated to the extremes of all performance and
electrical characteristics prior to the LOCA simulation. The cable was not
subjected to extremes of voltage, current or frequency prior to the test.
However, this is acceptable since the unspliced cable was subjected to rated
voltage and current throughout the LOCA.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2,. paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although the
test temperatures were measured with a thermocouple, its exact location
cannot be determined from the qualification report. However, more than
adequate margin existed between the test temperature and the expected
accident condition, and the vessel did not contain compartments. Thus,
measured temperature is representative of the vessel's interior. Therefore,
the failure of the report to give the exact location of the thermocouple is
acceptable.

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging

(~''; program to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
- limits. Kerite knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the

600 volt power cable when they performed the accelerated aging tests and
constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions
have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(14) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 4, Category I, states that the simulated
environmental profile for qualifying equipment inside containment envelop
the environmental conditions resulting from any design basis event during
any mode of plant operation. FSAR Figures 6.2-1, 6.2-4, 6.2-Sa and 6.2-7
were not enveloped by Isomedix Report Figure 4 in that the test did not
approach the maximum conditions in the short time specified. The test
however did exceed the maximum conditions expected and held the higher
values for a greater period of time and therefore demonstrate the
acceptability.

(15) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 2, Category I, states that the choice of
methods selected is largely a matter of technical judgement and availability
of information that supports the conclusions reached. In general the staff

will not accept analysis in lieu of test data unless (a) testing of the
component is impractical due to size limitiations and (b) partial type test
data is provided to support the analytical assumptions and conclusions
reached. NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (4), Category I states that the
Arrhenius methodology is considered an acceptable method of addressing
accelerated aging. Arrhenius methodology is considered an analytical method
to determine proper thermal aging. It is therefore evident that the NRC
endorses analytical qualification, specifically in the area of Aging.
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Kerite uses past operating history in conjunction with Arrhenius methodology g
to determine proper aging times and temperature. Partial type test data is
provided. Based upon these findings, the aging qualification performed by
Kerite is acceptable.

(16) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditons resulting from that accident. The Kerite power
cable is required to operate for a period of four months after an accident
occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of 100 days.
However, the long term latternost portion of the test profile has a
temperature (202 F) which is significantly higher than the actual long term
post-accident temperature (124 F). The Arrhenius concept has been used to
calculate a time period at 124 F which is equivalent to the
time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this methodology
makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original
pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible using the
information available. Application of this concept has produced a
calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of 15.78 years. This
qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time required after an
accident, with a very large margin.

O
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f~) Component Cooling Pump Motor
v

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category II, states that the failure
criteria should be established prior to testing. The qualification report
for Westinghouse motors does not address the above item. However, all the
tests were performed per IEEE 112-1978, IEEE 275-1976 and NEMA MG-1, and the
motor maintained its functional integrity af ter the test. Therefore,
omission of establishing failure criteria before test does not detract from
the acceptability of the qualification report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II, states that the
temperature to which the equipment is qualified should be defined by
thermocouple readings or by heat transfer analysis. The qualification
report shows that temperature was measured by the resistance method.
However, IEEE 112-1978, Section 5.3.1.3, states that measurement of
temperature by resistance method is an acceptable method. Therefore,
measurement of the temperature by resistance method will not change the
functional integrity of the test and is judged acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category II, states that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The qualification does not
show that the motor was subjected to extremes of frequency. However, the
motors were specified and designed in accordance with NEMA Standard MG-1
which requires that they be operational within 15% of rated frequency.
Component cooling water pump motors are not expected to experience any

(~') frequency beyond the design extremes (15%). Therefore, testing of these
\/ motors at normal frequ"acy is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that Section 5.2
of IEEE 323-1971 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1971, Sections 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 state test data
shall contain equipment mounting and cable connection information. The
qualification report for component cooling water pump motors does not
address the above. However, the tests were performed per IEEE-275 and other
approved standards which require that proper and appropriate mounting and
connection be utilized during testing. Therefore, the lack of information
on equipment mounting and connection does not detract from the acceptability
of the qualification documentation.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that Section 5.2
of IEEE 323-1971 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. Section 5.2.4.3 of IEEE 323-1971 states the type test data shall
contain test facility and instrumentation with traceability records. The
qualification report does not identify the test facility and instrumentation
with traceability. Since Westinghouse has a quality assurance program in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, which requires that " Measures shall
be established to assure that tools, gages, instruments, and other measuring

and testing devices used in activities affecting quality are properly
controlled, calibrated, and adjusted at specific periods to maintain
accuracy within necessary limits". Therefore, the lack of information on

test facility and instrumentation traceability from the qualification report
is acceptable.
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g(6) NUREG 0588, Section 1.4, paragraph 1, Category II, specifies that radiation
qualification of equipment should be based on the normally expected
radiation environment over the equipment qualified life, plus that
associated with the most severe design basis accident. Also, Section 2.2,
paragraph 12, Category II, specifies that Cobalt 60 is an acceptable gamma
radiation source for environmental qualification. The Qualification report

does not address any radiation exposure on component cooling water pump
motor nor does it address the use of Cobalt 60 as a radiation source.
However, the radiation level in the component cooling motor area af ter
installation of shielding is only 600 Rads (LOCA + 40 yrs. TID). In a

letter from Mr. E. E. Hudgins to H. E. Yocom dated 11/18/80, it has been
stated that the component cooling water pump motors were designed and
manufactured to reactor coolant pump motor applicable standards. One of the
requirements in those standards, for RCP motors is 50 Rad / hour. This would
be 438,000 Rads / year. This radiation figure is much higher than the
radiation level to which the above motor will be subjected. Therefore, it

can be concluded that the above motor will be able to withstand a TID of
600 Rads and the omission of use of Cobalt 60 is acceptable.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph 1, Category II, states that ji stification
of the adequacy of the test sequence selected should be provided. The
qualification report does not justify the adequacy of the test sequence.
However, all the tests were performed per IEEE Standard 112-1978 and
IEEE 275 and found to be satisfactory. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the test sequence is adequate.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph 4, Category II, states that testing shall g
subject the same piece of equipment to radiation and the hostile steam w
environment sequentially. The qualification report does not indicate that
the equipment which was tested in the hostile steam environment was also
irradiated. However, because the equipment experiences no additional
radiation during accident conditions and the normal radiation exposure is
insignificant compared to the equipment qualification, sequential effects
testing is not deemed necessary in this case.

(9) In the process of performing maintenance on one of the motors, a polyester
based varnish has been applied to the stator windings. Documentation to
relate this varnish to the qualification of the motor has been supplied by
Westinghouse and filed by SCE&B in the central file.
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() Kerite S-2NS-NUC Splices and Terminations

(1) NUREG 0588, Secton 5, paragraph 1, Category I states that the staff endorses
the requirements stated in IEEE Std. 323-1974 that, "The qualification
documentation shall verify that each type of electrical equipment is
qualified for its application and meets its specified performance
requirements. The basis of qualification shall be explained to show the
relationship of all facets of proof needed to support adequacy of the
complete equipment. Data used to determine the qualification of the
equipment shall be pertinent to the application and organized in an
auditable form. The qualification report does not document a qualified life
for the splice. Therefore, an analysis of the information contained in the

Iqualification report and known characteristics of the splice materials was
perfo rmed. This information, documented and organized in an auditable form,
is on file at Gilbert Associates Inc.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which mist function in order to mitigate any accident should ue qualified by
test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Kerite S-2NS-NUC
splice is required to operate for a period of 4 months after an accident
occurrs. Through analysis of the construction of the splice the component
which must not fail during this time (4 mo. post-accident) is the Kerite
Type I insulating tape (which is Bishop W962 EPR high voltage tape). The
pre-aging time and temperature (approximate for the pre-aging of the cable
insulation) accelerated the age of the tape to only .74 years. (This value
is unlikely to simulate end of life). The long term, latter most portion of

# the test profile has a temperature of 201 F which is significantly higher
than the actual long term post-accident temperature 124 F. The Arrhenius
concept has been used to calculate a time period at 124 F which is
equivalent to the time / temperature combination of the test profile.
Although this methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose
other than its original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best

;

approach feasible using the information available. Application of thisI

concept has produced a calculted post-accident operability (past the
.74 years pre-aged time) of 5.28 years. Based upon these findings and
Engineering judgement a 5 year qualified life has been assessed to the
splice.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 1, Category I states that qualification
methods should conform to the requirements defined in IEEE Std. 323-1974.
NUREG 0588, Introduction, page 2, paragraph 5 states that " . qualification

programs for specific equipment, such as cables, valves, motors, and
electrical penetrations, that are designed to conform with the requires.ents
of the daughter standards of IEEE Std. 323-1974 (as endorsed by NRC
Regulatory Guide) are acceptable for demonstrating compliance with the
objectives of IEEE Std. 323." The qualification methods used were based on
the IEEE-323-1974 daughter standard, for cables, splices and field
connections, IEEE 383-1974 and are therefore acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, Category I states that failure
criteria should be established prior to testing. Neither Kerite nor
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Isomedix Inc. established failure criteria before electrically loading the g
spliced cable and subjecting it to the LOCA simulation, or before performing
the high potential withstand test. Iloweve r , failure criteria was

established on IEEE 383-1974, Section 2.4.3 which implies that the inability
to maintain rated voltage and load constitutes failure and Section 2.4.4
it.> plies that the inability to hold an 80 VAC/ mil potential for five minutes
constitute failure. Therefore, the intent of this regulation has been
satisfied.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 2, Category I states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan which provides an
auditable link between the specfications and the test results should be
included in the qualification report. Although a test plan is not
incorporated into the report, most of the information required by
Section 6.3.1.1, items (1) through (12), is given in the body of the report.
Since the cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard
for Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," the procedure followed was the most
appropriate. Therefore, the intent of Section 6.3.1.1 has been satisfied.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Secton 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the
test plan include mounting and connection requirements. There are no
mounting and connection requirements given in the test plan since the
spliced cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for g
Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which does not address mounting and
connections for type testing. Ilowever, the report documents that the
spliced cable was mounted and connected in the usual manner which consisted
of winding the specimens on a mandrel and passing the ends through vessel
head penetrations so that electrical connections could be made to the cable
during LOCA testing.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
p rocedu res . IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that test
equipment requirements including accuracies should be included in a test
plan. The qualificaton report does not address test equipment requirements
and accuracies. Ilowever, the report does include an instrumentation list
which gives the range and features of the test equipment. From a review of

| this list, it is evident that the instruments used were appropriate for the
i

testing that was done.

(8) NUREG 05P8 Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4, states that the test equipment
shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall have
documentation to support such calibration. Although the rep >rt does not.
include any documentation of calibration, the test equipment list gives the
frequency of calibration of the test equipment. It is reasonable to assume
that the calibration was done to an acceptable standard.
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() (9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that temperature,
pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration and time should be
measured variables. These variables were measured except for vibration and
gas composition, which are not applicable to cable as per IEEE 383-1974.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be subjected to
variations in the nominal electrical alternating current frequency during
testing. The range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not
more than 15% of 60 Hz. Therefore, testing at the nominal frequency of
60 Hz is adequate.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item 7 states that the initial transient and
dwell at peak temperature of the LOCA test should be applied at least twice.

, IEEE 383-1974, Section 2.4.4, note states that the high potential withstand
' test supplies a more severe margin test than the two cycles of peak

temperature exposure required by IEEE 323-1974. Because the NUREG
discussion states that equipment designed to daughter standards are
acceptable for demonstrating compliance with IEEE 323-1974, the intent of
this regulation has been satisfied.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
('') Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
\' ' IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2 states that the test sequence used shall be

justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No justification
exists in the qualification report. The report follows the guidelines in
IEEE 383-1974 for type testing and is therefore considered to be the most
severe type of test for the spliced cable.

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (3), states that the
equipment shall be operated to the extremes of all performance and
electrical characteristics prior to the LOCA simulation. The spliced cable
was not subjected to extremes of voltage, current or frequency prior to the
test. However, this is acceptable since the spliced cable was subjected to
rated voltage and current throughout the LOCA.

(14) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although the
test temperatures were measured with a thermocouple, its exact location
cannot be determined from the qualification report. However, more than
adequate margin existed between the test temperature and the expected
accident condition, and the vessel did not contain compartments. Thus,<

measured temperature is representative of the vessel's interior. Therefore,
the failure of the report to give the exact location of the thermocouple is
acceptable.
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(15) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material |||phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Kerite knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the
splice materials when they performed the accelerated aging tests Therefore,
phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the qualification
report.

(16) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 4, Category I, states that the simulated
environmental profile for qualifying equipment inside containment envelop
the environmental conditions resulting from any design basis event during

any mode of plant operation. FSAR Figures 6.2-1, 6.2-4, 6.2-5a and 6.2-7
were not enveloped by Isomedix Report Figure 3 (reference 12 of
qualification report) in that the test did not approach the maximum
conditions in the short time specified. ;he test however did exceed the

maximum conditions expected and held the higher values for a greater period
of time and therefore demonstrate the acceptability.

O

,
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() Pyco RTD's - Inside Containment

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the guidelines of
paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be followed. Paragraph
6.3.1.1 (7) requires that test equipment requirements including accuracies
be included in the qualification test plan. The Pyco test plan does not
identify test equipment accuracies. This omission is considered acceptable
since the qualification report (Appendix 5) identifies the test equipment
used by Isomedix, Inc. during the testing program. The equipment list
identifies span, calibration frequency, manufacturer, and Isomedix
identification number. The identification number can be traced to the
manufacturers data.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the requirements
of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be followed. Paragraph
6.3.2 (1) identifies that inspection may be performed to assure that a test
unit has not been damaged due to handling. The Pyco report does not
identify that this inspection was performed. This omission is acceptable
since pretest data taken before the thermal aging of the equipment
demonstrated that the equipment functioned properly.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the requ rements
of paragraph 6.3 cf IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be used as a guide.
Paragraph 6.3.7 requires that upon completion of type testing, the equipment
shall be dismantled and the condition of components recorded. The Pyco
report does not identify that dismantling was performed and conditions

O recorded. This omission is acceptable since post-test data demonstrates
that the equipment functioned as designed af ter completion of the accident
test.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equipment
is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be
defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the surface
of component being qualified. The location of the thermocouple used during
the test was not identified in the report. Due to the long periods of time
which were used as holding times, temperatures within the test chamber would
have reached steady-state conditions prior to each step drop in temperature.
Since the critical function is that the equipment be qualified to a

temperature which exceeds the expected accident temperature (which has been
demonstrated), and since the temperature reached steady-state conditions,
the omission of the thermocouple location is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that the expected
extremes of voltage and frequency in power supply should be applied during
testing. The characteristics of an RTD are not dependent on voltage or
frequency; therefore, testing to voltage and frequency extremes is not
applicable. Electrical characteristic tests which included element
resistance and insulation resistance at 500 volts were conducted during the

qualification test.

CE)
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(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging c.ethods g
other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can be

supported by type tests.

The degree of aging chosen was based on what is considered adequate for
cable (IEEE 383-1975). It is to be realized the materials used in the
equipment are completely inorganic with the exception of the silicone pot
seal and short lengths of insulating sleeving which are provided primarily
to improve handling characteristics of the assemblies. The parameters for
aging were selected on the basis of consistancy with the qualification of
electric cable (reference: IEEE 383-1975) as a means of comparison between
element components and not as a means of simulating an extended period of
time by accelerated aging techniques. The justification for this approach
is contained in the position statement to IEEE 323A-1975 as well as the
philosophy and intent of IEEE 381-1977 in that aging was considered as an
operational parameter and its effect on performance was determined not to
result in age-related failure mechanisms unlike vibratory motion which could
degrade the safety function performance of the assemblies. It is further to
be understood that routine in-service testing of elements may readily be

performed to detect performance outside the design range specification which
would allow replacement of degraded elements.

Application of the "10 C" rule for accelerated aging to the Thermal Aging
conditions performed during the qualification test, namely 7 days at 121 C
Based on an ambient temperature environment of 50 C, results in an
estimation of installed life at being 2-1/2 years.

(7) RUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (4), Category I, specifies that a single profile
that envelopes the environmental conditions resulting from a design basis
event should be used as the test profile. Both the main steam line break
and LOCA postulated profile have a quicker temperature rise than the tested
profile. The rate of temperature rise for the postulated profiles exceed
the test profile only for a period of seconds, af ter which the test profile
Temperatures during the test exceeded the postulated temperature. This
deviation from the test envelope is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, paragraph 3 (2), Category I, specifies that the margins
suggested in IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be used as a guide. Margins
were used during the test, but not consistently to the applicable values
identified in Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Standard 323-1974. Item number 7

|
describes where a temperature margin does not exist. In addition, a 10%

| factor for time was not used. The margins used for the test profile have
been evaluated for the application and are considered adequate.

(9) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (8), Category I, specifies that caustic spray
should be incorporated during simulated event testing. The spray pH range
for the Virgil C. Summer station is 8.7 to 10.7; however, the tested
equipment was subjected to a pH range of 9.5 to 10.5. The postulated spray

|

I solution pH is 10.7 maximum for a period of 65 minutes after which the pH
| will drop to 8.7 for a period of approximately 30 hours. These deviations
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(#) are considered acceptable since the Pyco test subjected the RTD's to
chemical spray throughout the LOCA simulation, whereas, the Virgil C. Summer
station spray is for two hours minimum.

(10) The RTDs successfully performed their intended function throughout the
various phases of the test program, except as follows:

Short circuiting of element number 1B following the LOCA simulation anda.
intermittent shorting of element SB also after the LOCA simulation.
The cause for this is thought to be a result of moisture, either
condensate or spray solution, entering the unit head.

b. Evidence of performance of Units 1 and 5 outside the acceptable limits
of operation was recorded during the LOCA simulation prior to the
post-LOCA calibration.

c. Test Unit 3 was determined to have ceased operation during the LOCA
simulation and the subsequent calibration verified this observation.

The vendor recommendation to preclude the observed shorting is tc seal the
threaded connections to prevent the ingress of condensate or spray
solutions.

(11) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2(3) identifies that IEEE Standard 323-1974 as
supplemented by the NUREG constitute acceptable guidelines for establishing
test procedures. IEEE Standard 323-1974, paragraphs 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3

(~) require that mountings and connections used for qualification simulate the
\~'~ expected installation or justification should be provided to demonstrate

that the equipment performance would not be altered by other means of
mounting or connection. The RTDs tested by PYC0 were tested with an RTD
head attached; whereas, when RTD's TE410/TE410A, TE420/TE420A, TE430/TE430A,
TE413/TE413A, TE423/TE423A, and TE433/TE433A are installed at the Virgil C.
Summer Station RTD heads will not be used. The basic function of the RTD
head is to provide a location for terminating the field, wires to the RTD
element. As installed during the PYC0 test; however, the head also provided
shielding of the connections from the chemical spray. This deviation is
acceptable since when installed in the plant, the R1D's will be comple,ely
shielded from chemical spray with a threaded, sealed, stainless steel
conduit connection terminated with a D. G. O'Brien hermetic connector.

I'T
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Rosemount - CC Flow to RCP's

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1 paragraph (3), Category II, subparagraph C states
that the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including steam line breaks, need not function for mitigation of said
accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental to
plant safety and need not be qualified for any accident environment. These
instruments (IFT-7263A,B-CC) could experience a steam break or LOCA
environment; however, the function of these instruments is not required to
mitigate the postulated steam break or LOCA. The safety function of this
instrumentation is to detect loss of component cooling water to the reactor
coolant pumps during normal conditions. Therefore, this equipment need not
function during a main steam line break or LOCA environment.

O
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(} Reactor Building Sump Level Transmitters

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 identify criteria to be used when
evaluating equipment qualification reports which demonstrate qualification
by testing. The sump level transmitters were qualified by a combination of
analysis and test. The analysis performed demonstrates that the Rosemount
model #1153-0022-0001 transmitter is similar to the previously qualified
Rosemount model #2253DA4. A prototype 1153-0022-0001 transmitter was tested
for leak tightness and function during a 7-day submergency test. For
details of the 1153DA4 transmitter qualification report see DR 49. The
following discussion is based on the submergence test,

a. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (1), Category II, specifies that the failure
criteria should be established prior to testing. Rosemount test
procedure #47824, revision A does not specifically identify a failure

,

criteria; however, the procedure doea require that the transmitter!

output be continuously recorded throughout the test. The procedure
also requires that the tested unit be inspected for leakage at the
conclusion of the test. Since th: test data demonstrates that leakage

j of significant transmitter drif t did not occur, the omission of a
failure criteria is acceptable.

b. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specified that the items
described in Section 5.2 of IEEE Standard 323-1971 should be considered
as guidelines. Section 5.2 requires equipment specifications to be
included in the test data. The Rosemount submergence report does not

O' identify equipment specifications. This omission is acceptable since
dwgs. 01153-0022, sheets 1 & 2 (attached to Rosemount Report #1794,

j dated 1/12/79) identify equipment specifications.

c. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the test
plan should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE
Standard 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.3.3 requires the number, type, and
location of test monitoring sensors be identified. The Rosemount
submergence test aoes not identify the location of ;he test monitoring
sensors. Rosemount report 5798C identifies water temperature and
pressure measurement in sufficient detail to deduce the location of the
sensors; therefore, the above omission is acceptable.

d. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the test
plan should conform to the guidelines in Secton 5.2 of IEEE
Standard 323-1971. Paragraphs 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 require equipment
mountings and cable connections to be identified. The Rosemount test
plan does not address the mounting or connections of the tested
equipment. The omission of mounting data is acceptable since the
environmental qualification test will not produce additional loads on
the equipment. The method used in connecting the cable to the
transmitter is not significant, provided all connections are sealed to
prevent in-leakage of the chemical / steam / water environment. The
Virgil C. Summer plant .tilizes sealed connections; therefore, the
above omissions are acceptable.
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NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the test ge.

program should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE
Standard 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.3.4 requires the test facility and
instrumentation with traceability records be identified in the
qualification report. The Rosemount submergence test report does not
identify the test facility which performed the test. Appendix A of
Rosemount report #47824 (Appendix A of submergence report #77812) is a
tooling and equipment list to which accuracy is traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards. The list identifies the autoclave as
manufactured by Rosemount which implies Roserount performed the test.
Therefore, the omission of this information is acceptable.

f. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, specifies that when the
equipment is exposed to the simulated environment, the temperature
should be defined by a thermocouple reading on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The location of the

,

thermocouples used during the submergency test was not identified in
the report. The omission of this information does not compromise the
results of the report since the transmitter was submerged during the
test and water temperature was monitored.

g. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (8), Category II, specifies that caustic
spray should be incorporated during simulated event testing. The
Rosemount submergence test does not include caustic spray. Since the
purpose of this test was to demonstrate the water tight integrity of
the transmitter, the omission of a caustic, solution is acceptable.
The Rosemount Model #1153DA4 was tested to spray conditons under test g
report #3788. w

h. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, specified that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated environmental testing. Since the purpose of this test
was to demonstrate the water tight integrity of the transmitter, the
onnission of testing to voltage and frequency extremes is acceptable,

i. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (12), Category II, identifies Cobalt 60 as an
acceptable gamma radiation source for environmental qualification. The
sample which was submerged was not subjected to radiation. This is

! acceptable since the Rosemount model #1153DA4 (qualified by test
report #3788) was subjected to Cobalt 60.

j. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.3 (4), Category II, specifies that hostile
enviromnent testing should be conducted in a manner that subjects the
same piece of equipment to radiation and hostile steam environment
sequentially. The Rosemount test is for submergence only. This is
acceptable since the Rosemount model #1153DA4 transmitter was qualified
to radiation, steam and spray in an acceptable manner documented in
Rosemount report #3788.

k. NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (4), Category II, identifies that a single
profile that envelopes the conditions produced by the main steam line
break and loss-of-coolant accidents be used for the simulated
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[) environmental profile. The environmental envelope used for the
submergence test was not as severe as the Virgil C. Summer LOCA/ Main''

steam break envelope. Testing to a less severe environmental envelope
for this applicaton is acceptable, since the values used during the
test exceed the predicted values of the sump (see FSAR Figure 6.2-6).

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.4, Category II, allows qualification methods other
than testing to be used where supporting detail is provided. Section 4.0 of
Rosemount report RMT 17931, revision A, provides a comparison of the
similarities and dif ferences between the model #1153-0022-0001 and 1153DA4
transmitters. Section 5.0 of Rosemount report RMT 17931, revision A
provides justification of performance in radiation, seismic, and steam
chemical environment. Therefore, the analysis is acceptable for the
application.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 3, Category II, specifies that margins are to be used
to assure that the postulated accident conditons have been enveloped during
testing. The margin in temperature and pressure for test can be seen in
FSAR figures 3.11-25, 6.2-4, and 6.2-Sa.

The main steam line break postulated profile has a quicker temperature rise
than the tested profile. The rate of temperature rise for the postulated
profiles exceeds the test profile for only a period of seconds, after which
the test profile temperatures exceed the postulated. The time chosen was an
arbitrary value and as such the margin is not applicable. Radiation is
discussed in paragraph 5. In conclusion, with the exception of radiation,

(~N the margins utilized have been evaluated as adequate for the application.
LJ

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (2), Category II, requires that effects of material
susceptible to aging be considered and a schedule for replacement developed.
Since this equipment was purchased to IEEE-323-1971, aging was not
considered at the time of qualification. An analysis of the materials used
in the transmitter was performed. Based on the evaluation, the life
limiting component of the transmitters is the solid state electronics and

Figurg 7-42 of EPRI Report NP-1558 predicts an expected life of 29.5 years
at 50 C. Ilowever , to accommodate the thermal stresses of design basis
events and in consideration of potential synergistic ef fects, a qualified
life of 20 years was selected for transmitters inside the reactor building.

,m,
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Rosemount Transmitter Model 1153 g

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (2), Category II, requires that the effects of
materials susceptible to aging be considered and a schedule for replacement
developed. Since this equipment was purchased to IEEE-323-1971, aging was
not considered at the time of qualification. An analysis of the materials
used in the transmitters was per formed. Based on the evaluation, the life

limiting component of the transmitters is the solid state electronics and
Figure 7-42 of EPRI Report NP-1558 predicts an expected life of 29.5 years
at 50 C. However, to accommodate the thermal stresses of design basis
events and in consideration of potential synergistic effects, a qualified
life of 20 years was selected for transmitters inside the reactor building.

For transmitters outside the reactor building, which experience a lower

ambient temperature (40 C), a qualified life of 30 years was selected based
on a calculated expected life of the electronics of 40 years.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test
procedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE
Std. 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.1 requires the test data to include equipment
specifications. The Rosemount qualification report does not include
equipment specifications. The Rosemount report identifies the model number
of the equipment qualified. Equipment specifications for these model
numbers can be found in the Rosemount catalog; therefore, omission of
equipment specifications is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test g
procedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE w
Std. 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 require equipment mountings
and cable connections be relevant to performance. The Rosemount report does
not address the mountings or cable connections used for environmental
qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification;
however, environmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the
equipment mounting location. The method used in connecting the cable to the
transmitter is not significant, provided all connections are sealed to
prevent in-leakage of the chemical / steam environment. The Virgil C. Summer
plant utilizes sealed connections, therefore, the above omissions are
acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Rosemount report
identifies that the liftoff voltage (i.e. voltage required to operate the
transmitter) was monitored for informational purposes. The report showed
that the liftoff voltage after testing had not deviated significantly from
baseline values established prior to testing. The power supplies installed
at Virgil C. Summer provide high precision regulation; therefore, voltage
variations are negligible. Based on the above, this omission is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, specifies that when the
equipment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to
the surface of component being qualified. The location of the thermocouple
used during the test was not identified in the report. Due to the long
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i periods of time which were used as holding times, temperatures within the
!

\ ' test chamber would have reached steady-state conditons prior to each step
down in temperature. Since the critical function is that the equipment be
qualified to a temperature which exceeds the expected accident temperature

; (which has been demonstrated) and since the temperature reached a
i steady-state condition, the omission of the thermocouple location is

acceptable.

(6) DELETED

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.3, Category II, specifies that justification of the
,
" adequacy of the test sequence selected should be provided. The Rosemount

report follows the guidelines af paragraph 6.3.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1974,
except for aging. The detection of age related failures is discussed in
paragraph 1.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), Category II, subparagraph C states
that the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of the design basis line break
accidents, including steam line breaks, need not function for mitigation of
said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental to
plant safety and need not be qualified for any accident environment.
Rosemount flow transmitters IFT-7273A-CC and IFT-7273B-CC are located in
areas subject to environmental changes as a re sult of either a small line
break or a main steam line break outside of th reactor building. The

,

function of transmitters IFT-7273A-CC and IFT .273B-CC is to monitor

O1
component cooling water flow to the thermal barriers for the reactor coolant
pumps when the reactor coolant pumps are operating. These transmitter:m

would be exposed to the environment resulting from a main steam line break
(MSLB) outside of the reactor building. The reactor coolant pumps are
non-electrical class IE and, therefore, not required to mitigate the
consequences of a main MSLB accident outside of the reactor building. If

the reactor coolant pumps are operated during the MSLB the primary means for
removing heat from the pumps is through the water supplied by the safety
injection / charging pumps. Based on the above, transmitters IFT-7273A-CC and
IFT-7273B-CC need not be qualified. It should be noted; however, the
transmitters are qualified to the conditions of the MSLB accident outside of
the reactor building to which they are exposed.;

.
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Reliance Fan Motor, Auxiliary Building

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (C), states that the
basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including SLB and MSB, through which it need not function for mitigation of
said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental to
plant safety, need not be qualified for a../ accident environment, but is
qualified for the nonaccident service environment. Fan motor XFN-0132 could
experience an SLB, but operation of the fan is not required to mitigate the
SLB's postulated for the auxiliary building, nor would the failure of this

| fan during an SLB be detrimental to plant safety, as it provides cooling air
for other C2 equipment as detailed in DR-34. However, the available
qualification data indicates these fan motors are qualified for the SLB
conditions they could experience, thereby providing additional margin.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (C), states that the
basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including SLB and MSB, through which it need not function for mitigation of
said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental to
plant safety, need not be qualified for any accident environment, but is
qualified for the nonaccident service environment. Fan motors XFN0081ASB
could experience an MSB, but operation of the fans is not required to
mitigate the MSB's postulated for the intermediate building, nor would the
failure of these fans during an MSB be detrimental to plant safety, as they
provide cooling air for other C equipment as detailed in DR-39. g2

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (C), states that the
basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including SLB and MSB, through which it need not function for mitigation of
said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental to
plant safety, need not be qualified for any accident environment, but is
qualified for the nonaccident service environment. Fan motors XFN0083A&B
could experience an MSB, but operation of the fans is not required to
mitigate the MSB postulated for the intermediate building, nor would the
failure of these fans during an MSB be detrimental to plant safety.

These fans supply cooling air to the emergency feedwater pump motors to
ensure long term performance of the motors under normal conditions.
However, the emergency feedwater pump motors are qualified to operate in the
steam line break (MSB) environment, and for one year post accident, without

the cooling provided by these fans. Therefore, the fans are not required
during or subsequent to the MSB environment to which they could be
subjected.
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Limitorque Valve Operators - Outside Containment g
(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the test

procedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE
Std. 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy must be
specified. The Limitorque qualification report B0003 does not specify the
accuracy for the test data, but it does specify that the test equipment has
been calibrated by standards which require periodical calibration.
Therefore, since adequate conservatism (margins) does exist in test results,
the omission of the test data accuracies is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Limitorque tested the valve operators to a voltage extreme only. Since this
equipment is not expected to see significant frequency changes in its
installed service, testing to a fixed frequency is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies t; 4t the test
procedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of
IEEE Std. 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2 requires equipment mountings be relevant
to performance. The Limitorque report does not address the mountings used
for environmental qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for
seismic qualification; however, environmental conditions will not induce
detrimental loading at the equipment mounting location. Therefore, the
omission of mounting information does not detract from the validity of the
qualification.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging program,
to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation limits.
Limitorque knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the valve
actuators when they performed the accelerated aging tests and constructed
the 10 half life plots of thermal regression. Therefore, phase changes and
reactions have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(5) NUREG-0588, Item 2.1 (3)(c) states that equipment need not function to
mitigate any accident and can fail in any mode without effecting plant
safety need only be qualified for its normal environment.

a. The motor operator for valve XVG-9600-CC is located in the east
penetration area at elevation 436' where it could be subject to the
effects of local high energy line breaks. The safety function of this
valve, which is located in the CCW supply line to the Reactor Building
(RB), is to isolate the RB on a phase B isolation signal following a
high energy line break in the RB. The valve is not required to
function to mitigate pipe breaks outside the RB. Also, should the
actuator fail under the effects of local environmental conditions, the
valve remains as-is (open) to continue to supply CCW to the RB. Under
these conditions, the failure of the actuator does not result in
adverse safety consequences; nor would the failure mislead plant
operators into performing actions contrary to safety.
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['') b. The motor operator for valve XVG6797-FS is located in the west
\' penetration area above elevation 436' where it could be subject to the-

effects of local high energy line breaks. The safety function of the
valve, which is located in the fire protection water system supply to
the RB, is to provide for'RB isolation following a Loss-of-Coolant

Accidents (LOCA) inside the RB. Valve XVG6797-FS is not subject to any
harsh environment conditions resulting from a LOCA. It is not required
to function to mitigate pipe breaks outside the RB. Also, should the
actuator fail under the effects of local environmental conditions, the
valve remains as-is (open) to continue to supply fire protection
services in the RB. Under these conditions, the failure of the
actuator does not result in adverse safety consequences; nor would the
failure mislead plant operators into performing actions contrary to
safety.

c. The motor operators for valves XVT1633A, B, and C-FW are located in the
piping penetration areas above elevation 436' where they could be
exposed to the effects of local Ligh energy line breaks. The safety
functions of these stop-check valves are to isolate emergency feedwater
flow paths to the steam generators from non-essential chemical feed
piping and to provide a RB isolation function in the emergency
feedwater lines. The safety function of the valve actuator is to
provide RB isolation. These valves automatically close on a phase B RB
isolation signal, however, the valves are normally closed during normal
operating conditions. The valves remain as-is on failure of the motor
operator.

In the event of a postulated piping system breaks in the RB, including
a steam generator tube rupture, the valves do not experience any harsh
environment conditions with the exception of valve XVT1633A-FW which is
subject to increased radiation doses following initiation of post-LOCA
recirculation. XVT1633A is qualified for these radiation doses. In

the event of piping system breaks in the penetration areas, the RB
isolation function is not required; and the motor operators can fail
without adversely affecting plant safety.

Failure of the motor actuators following pipe breaks in the penetration
areas would not mislead plant operators in a manner adverse to safety
because the operators would not rely on the actuators to perform any
function for these events. In addition, the actuators have an
installed handwheel to permit local-manual operation if necessary.

Based on the above discussion, the actuators for valves XVT1633B and
C-FW are exempt from qualification for harsh environment conditions.
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DR-58

(~\ Rosemount Transmitter Model 1152q )
(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (1), Category II, specifies that the failure

criteria should be established prior to testing. A Rosemount test plan is
not included with the qualification records. The omission of a test plan
identifying failure criteria is acceptable since paragraph 4.1 of
qualification report #117415, revision B, identifies that the transmitters
tested performed within acceptable limits.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3) Category II, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Standard 323-1971.
Paragraph 5.2.3.7 of IEEE Standard 323-1971 requires mounting and connection
requirements to be identified. The Rosemount test data does not address
mounting or connections of the equipment during the simulated accident test.
Mounting of the equipment is critical for seismic qualification; however,
since environmental conditions will not induce additional loads on the
equipment, mounting during LOCA testing will not affect equipment
qualification. This equipment will not see a steam break environment
simultaneously with its need to function; therefore, the method of
connection is not critical. Based on the above, the omission of this
information is acceptable.,

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (4), Category II, specifies that a single test
profile which envelopes the environmental conditions resulting from any
design basis event during any mode of plant operation is preferred. The

,

scope of the Rosemount report identifies that this report is intended to'

() qualify equipment for LOCA conditions; however, the steam temperature /
pressure curves do not envelope the Virgil C. Summer LOCA curves and the
equipment was not subjected to spray conditions. The transmitters which
were qualified by this report are located outside the reactor building and,
therefore, will not be subjected to the inside reactor building LOCA
environment. The test environment does envelope the outside of reactor
building steam break conditions. The report is therefore acceptable for thei

application of these transmitters.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, specifies that when the
equipment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by a thermocouple reading or as close as practical to the
surface of the component being qualified. The location of the thermocouple
is shown in Figure 5 of Rosemount report #117415, revision B. At this

location, the thermocouple is reading temperature in the electrical conduit
connected to the test chamber. The significant concern of the location of
the thermocouple is to assure that the readings are representative of the
environment being simulated. The location of the thermocouple is acceptable i

since the steam inlet to the chamber is remote from the thermocouple
location and the thermocouple is sufficiently removed from the chamber to
result in conservative temperature readings.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (8), Category II, specifies that caustic spray
should be incorparated during simulated event testing. The Rosemount
qualification prcgram did not include a caustic spray during the steam
pressure / temperature testing. The omission of a caustic spray during
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testing is acceptable since the transmitters qualified by this program are
located outr.ide of the reactor building and will not be subjected to a

caustic spray solution.

(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, specifies that extremes in
power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied during simulated
event environmental testing. The Rosemount report does not address the
values used for the qualification. Since the transmitters are powered from
a DC source frequency variations are not applicable. In addition, the power

source is electrical Class 1E and remote from the steam environment with a
maximum output variation of 12 volts. Therefore, the omission of test data
for voltage variations does not compromise the equipment qualification.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (2), Category II, requires that the ef fects of
materials susceptible to aging be considered and a schedule for replacement
developed. An analysis of the materials used in the transmitter was
performed. Based on the evaluation, and considering a recommended 10 year
replacement interval for the 0-rings based on material analysis, the
qualified life of the transmitters was determined to be 30-years for
ILT7092-cc and ILT7094-cc and 34 years for PT954A based on the expected life
of the transmitter electronics which are the life limiting components.

(8) NUREG 0588, paragraph 3 (4), Category II, specifies that margins are to be
used for qualifying equipment. Paragraph 3 further requires that for
post-accident monitoring equipment the 10 percent time margin, identified in
Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 be used. The steam
temperature / pressure test was conducte ' over a 50 hour period. This
equipment is located where the environmental extremes to which it may be h
subjected do not occur simultaneously with the plant conditions which the
equipment is intended to monitor; therefore, the equipment is acceptable for
its application.
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DR-59

[ ) NAMCO Limit Switches
%)

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (9), Category I, specifies that the qualified life of
the equipment and the basis for selection should be defined. The test
results do not identify a qualified life period. Correspondence with Namco
has provided data that the switches are qualified for 40 years with
replacement clastomeric components. Initial replacement will be after four

years and will include replacement of nitrile-butadiene rubber gaskets with
silicone rubber gaskets. Subsequent replacement will be every five years
due to the longer qualified life of the silicone rubber gaskets.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines described in Section 6.3 of IEEE
Standard 323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1 indicates that a test plan should be
included. The NAMCO test report is a generic report which documents a test
that had been conducted previous to the award of the Virgil C. Summer
purchase order. The acceptance of the NAMCo qualification documentation is
based on a review of the generic test data as it applies to the
Virgil C. Summer station application. Therefore, the omission of a test
plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing. NAMCO
tested the limit switches using a 100 V DC power supply. Since the limit
switches carry the voltage from a qualified Class IE power source and do not
have coils or other components which would require a minimum " pull-in"

() voltage or be susceptable to frequency variations, testing to a fir ed
voltage is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), specifies that when the equipment is exposed
to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be defined by
thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the surface of the
component being qualified. The location of the thermocouple used during the
test was not identified in the report. The small volume of the test chamber
(12" high by 8" in diameter) renders the exact location of the thermocouple
insignificant. Therefore, this omission is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, identifies that in lieu of other
proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested values
indicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be used as a guide,
the NAMCO LOCA envelope includes a margin over the Virgil C. Summer
conditions; however, all factors addressed by Section 6.3.1.5 were not used.
The NAMCO qualification is based on generic testing rather than the specific
Virgil C. Summer conditions. The acceptance of the NAMCO qualification
documentation is based on the generic testing conditions enveloping the
Virgil C. Summer conditions with sufficient margins for the application's
critical parameters.
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(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan g
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
paragraph 6.3.1.1 (30 required mounting and connection requirements to be
identified in the test plan. The NAMCO test plan does not address mountings
or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment is critical for
seismic qualification; however, since environmental conditions will not
induce a!ditional loads on the equipment, mounting during LOCA testing will
not affect equipment qualification. The NAMCO test report identifies that
the LOCA test chamber set-up was designed to prevent moisture from entering
through the conduit connection. Then installed in the plant, the limit
switch conduit connection will be hermetically sealed using D. G. O'Brien
connectors to prevent moisture from entering the limit switch cover.

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 5 indicated that "the qualification documentation shall
verify that each type of electrical equipment is qualified for its
application." The safety related application of the NAMCO limit switch
model #EA180 or #EA740 consists of a " seal-in" circuit which maintains
solenoids in a de-energized state after the circuit is interrupted by a
safety related signal. The power requirements for the solenoids which are
in the limit switch circuit vary approximately from 10 watts to 30 watts.
The limit switch contact is qualified such that it does not close or that
its resistance does not decrease below a value which would energize the
load. A minimum contrac'. resistance of 20k-0HM haa been selected
considering minimum pick-up voltage, power requirements and ample margin.

O
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() ASCO Solenoid Valves

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the quidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) indicates test equipment requirements should be
included in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not identify test
equipment requirements. Since ASCO report AQC 21678/TR includes test
equipment information the omission of requirements from the test plan is
acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing. Since
this equipment is designed for dc operation, testing to frequency extremes
is not applicable. It is not readily determined from the ASCO report that
the solenoid valves were tested to voltage extremes. The test plan
performance specifications identify limits of operation as 90 V de to 140 V
dc. The " summary of valve performance" table within the test report
identifies that the valves have passed the performance requirements.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the test for voltage extremes is
adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equipment
is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be
defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the surface
of the component being qualified. The ASCO report identifies that test
chamber temperature was measured during the qualification to the LOCA

() environment; however, the location of thermocouple used during the test was
not identified in the report. Due to the long periods of time which were
used as holding times, temperatures within the test chamber would have
reached steady-state conditions prior to each step drop in temperature.
Since the critical function is that the equipment be qualified to a minimum

temperature which exceeds the expected accident temperature (which has been
demonstrated), and since the temperature reached steady-state conditions,
the omission of the thermocouple location is acceptabic.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) required mounting and connection requirements to be
identified in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not address mountings
or cornections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment is critical for
seismic qualification however, since environmental conditions will not
induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting during LOCA testing will
not affect equipment qualification. The ASCO test report identifies
failures due to caustic spray entering through the conduit connection. When
installed in the plant, solenoid valves no. XVG-9627A & B, IFV-3531,
IFV-3536, IFV-3541, IFV-3546, IFV-3551, IFV-3556, XVT-2662B, XVT-2662A,
XVT-6384A & B, XVT-6385A & B, XVT-2660 will have their conduit conacctions
sealed to prevent spray or condensate from entering the solenoid enclosure.
Other ASCO solenoid valves will not be sealed to prevent entrance of
moisture since deenergized is the safe position. This will not compromise

I the equipment qualification.
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(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging methods |||other than Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can be supported by

type tests. The accelerated aging program utilizes the 10 C rule (i.e. for
every 10 C rise in temperature above the normal operating temperature, the
test time duration is halved). The 10 C rule is based on the Arrhenius
methodology in IEEE Standard 101A, Appendix B. This is consistent with
state of the art methods and, therefore, does not compromise the equipment

qualification.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, identifies that in lieu of other
proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested values
indicated in IEEE Standard 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be used as a
guide. The ASCO LOCA envelope includes a margin over the Virgil C. Summer
conditions; however, all factors addressed by Section 6.3.1.5 were not used.
The ASCO qualification is based on generic testing rather than the specific
Virgil C. Summer station conditions. Both the main steam line break and
LOCA postulated profile have a quicker temperature rise than the tested
profile. The rate of temperature rise for the postulated profiles exceeds
the test profile only for a period of seconds, after which the test profile
temperatures during the test exceeded the postulated temperature. This
deviation from the test envelope is acceptable.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (8), Category I, specifies that caustic spray
should be incorporated during simulated event testing. The spray pH range
for the Virgil C. Summer station is 8.7 to 10.7; however. the tested
equipment was subjected to a pH range of 9.5 to 10.5. The postulated spray
solution pH is 10.7 maximum for a period of 65 minutes after which the pH g
will drop to 8.7 for a period of approximately 30 hours. These deviations
are considered acceptable since the ASCO test subjected the solenoid valves
to chemical spray throughout the LOCA simulation, whereas, the Virgil C.
Summer station spray is for two hours minimum.

(8) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency sheuld be applied during testing. Since

this equipment is designed for dc operation, testing to frequency extremes
is not applicable. It is not readily determined from the Wyle report that
the solenoid valves were tested to voltage extremes. The test plan

performance specifications identify limits of operation as 90 V de to
140 V dc. The " summary of valve performance" table within the test report
identifies that the valves have passed the performance requirements.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the test for voltage extremes is
adequate.

(9) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equipment
is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be
defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the surface
of the component being qualified. The Wyle report identifies that test
chamber temperature was measured during the qualification to the LOCA
environment; however, the location of thermocouple used during the test was
not identified in the report. Due to the long periods of time which were
used as holding times, temperatures within the test chamber would have
reached steady-state conditions prior to each step drop in temperature.
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O Since the critical function is that the equipment be qualified to a minimum
temperature which exceeds the expected accident temperature (which has been
demontrated), and since the temperature reached steady-state conditions, the
omission of the thermocouple location is acceptable.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.l(3)(c) states that equipment that need not function
to mitigate any accident and can fail in any mode without affecting plant
safety need only be qualified to its normal (non-accident) environment. The
solenoids for valves XVC 1009A, B, and C, in the emergency feedwater system
discharge lines, are located in the piping penetration areas outside the
reactor building (RB) where they are subject to postulated local high energy
line break conditions. The valves are air-assisted check valves whose
function is RB isolation. The solenoids for these valves are designed to
fail in a manner to assist the valve in closing to isolate the RB, During
normal plant operation, the valves are closed and are maintained closed by
steam generator pressure.

In the event of a postulated piping system break in the RB, including a
steam generator tube rupture, the valves do not experience any harsh
environment conditions and perform their required function in a normal
environment. In the event of postulated piping system breaks in the
penetration areas, the air-assisted check valves are not required to perform
their safety function to isolate the RB. If the_ postulated line breaks in

the penetration areas require the addition of emergency feedwater to the
steam generators, the air-assisted valve design does not prevent the flow of
water through the valve to the steam generator regardless of the failure

O mode of the air-assist solenoid. Because they are not required to perform a
RB isolation function, the valves may fail in any mode fellowing postulated
events that result in harsh environment conditions at the valve locations.

In addition, failure of the air-assist solenoids following pipe breaks in
the penetration areas would not adversely affect safety or mislead the plant
operators in a manner adverse to safety because the safety function of the
valves is not required for these events and the plant operators do not rely
on the air-assist function for these events.
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(m) ASCO Solenoid Valves for Fil Bldg. Exh. Fan Inlet Isolation Dampers

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (c), states that the
basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including SLB and MSB, through which it need not function for mitigation
of said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not
detrimental to plant safety, need not be qualified for any accident
environment, but is qualified for the non-accident service environment.
These solenoid valves could experience an SLB, but their operation of the
Fuel llandling Building Exhaust Fan Inlet Isolation Dampers is required
for the conditions of a fuel cask drop accident, not mitigation of SLB
postulated, nor would the failure of these solenoid valves during an SLB
be detrimental to plant safety. Therefore, these solenoid valves need
not be qualified to operate during an SLB. Furthermore, it should be
noted that the vendor qualification data indicated these solenoid valves
are qualified for an SLB.
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() NAMCO Limit Switches, Fl! Building Exh. Fan Inlet Isolation Damper

(1) NUREG 0588, Section L.1 paragraph (3), Category I, subparagraph (C) states
that the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including (SLB) and (MSB), need not function for mitigation of said
accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental to
plant safety and need not be qualified for any accident environment. This
equipment could experience a SLB, however, its operation is not required to
mitigate the SLB postulated for its location (auxiliary building) nor would
the failure of this equ;pment during an SLB be detrimental to plant safety.
The equipment safety function is required during a postulated fuel cask
drop. Therefore, this equipment need not be qualified to operate during an
SLB; however, the available qualification data indicates that this equipment
is qualified for the SLB as well as the conditions (radiation) associated
with a fuel cask drop accident.
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(s) Atwood-Morrill 32" Air Operated Solenoid Valve

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the guidelines of
paragtaph 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974 should be followed.
Pcragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) requires that test equipment requirements, including
accuracies, be included in the qualification test plan. The Atwood and
Morrill Co. test report does not identify test equipment accuracies. This
omission is considered acceptable as the qualification report (Appendix A)
identifies the test equipment used during the testing program. The equipment
list identifies manufacturer, model, serial number, and calibration
frequency, all of which allows traceability to the manufacturer's data.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test
procedure should conform to the guidelines of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE
Std. 323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.2 requires that equipment mounting simulates
expected installation. Mounting during environmental testing did not
exactly simulate expected installation. Mounting of equipment is critical
for seismic qualification, however, environmental conditions will not induce
detrimental loadings on the equipment. Hence, this variance is judged
acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that extremes in power
supply voltage range and frequency should be applied during simulated event
environmental testing. The Atwood and Morrill report does not address the
values used for the qualification. However, as initiation of this equipment
is in the de-energized to actuate mode, omission of this data from the test

( ) data does not compromise the equipment qualification.
N./

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the requirements
of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974 should be used as a guide.
Paragraph 6.3.2 (1) identifies that inspection may be performed to assure
that a test unit has not been damaged due to handling since manufacture.
The Atwood and Morrill test report does not identify that this inspection
was performed. This omission is acceptable as mechanical testing was
performed before thermal. aging of the equipment, and demonstrated
satisfack(ry performance of the equipment.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4. (5), Category I, states that known phase changes
and reactions should be defined to insure that no known changes occur within
the extrapolation limits. Atwood and Morrill knew of no phase changes or
reactions associated with this equipment when they performed aging tests.
Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the
qualification report.
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\

Comiip Hydrogen Analyzer and Remote Control Panel |||
(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), Category II, subparagraph C states

that the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including steam line breaks, need not function for mitigation of said
accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detrimental to !
plant safety and need not be qualified for any accident environment. The
hydrogen analyzer remote control panels (XPN7258A, XPN7258B) and the
hydrogen analyzer panel (XPN7215A) are located in an area subject to an |

environmental change as a result of a small line break. The function of the
analyzer; however, is to monitor hydrogen concentration of the reactor
building atmosphere following a LOCA or main steam line break inside the
reactor building. Since the reactor building atmosphere will not change as
a result of a small line break outside of the building, the analyzer need

not be qualified to the line break environment. It should be noted that in
addition to the hydrogen analyzer, provisions are provided at the
Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station to manually sample the reactor building
atmosphere for hydrogen concentration. This equipment does not see recire.

Iradiation conditions in the auxiliary building.
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() Containment High Range Radiation Monitor

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines of IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 requires that connection requirements be identified in
the test plan. Due to several failures during testing, the connection
requirements originally specified in the test plan were modified to
provide for a sealed conduit system from the detector to the outside of
the LOCA environment. This sealed conduit system will be duplicated in
the V. C. Summer installation using flexible stainless steel conduit,
rigid stainless steel con?"it, sealed stainless steel pull boxes, and

1

hermetically sealed electrical connectors. The materials used are either
purchased from Victorcen, Inc. or similar to that which Victorcen, Inc.
used. Although the connections originally specified in the test plan
were not the same as those used to complete qualification, the deviation
is acceptable since a suitable means for protecting the cable was
developed and the same type installation will be used at V. C. Summer.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4.0 (1), Category I specifies that aging effects
should be considered and included in the qualification program. The
detector was not subjected to simulated aging, however the components
which make up the detector are stainless steel, nickel, aluminum, and
ceramics which have a qualified life much in excess of 40 years.
Therefore, this omission is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the
() equipment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the

temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practical to the surface of component being qualified. The location of
the thermocouple used during the test was not identified in the report.
Due to the long periods of time which were used to holding times,

: temperatures within the test chamber would have reached steady-state
conditions prior to each step drop in temperature. Since the critical
function is that the equipment be qualified to a temperature which
exceeds the expected accident temperature (which has been demonstrated)
and since the temperature reached a steady-state condition, the omission

(. of the thermocouple location is acceptable.
|

|

|

|

i
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ROTORK VALVE OPERATOR 14NA1 (Inside Containment)

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that the test
report should meet the requirements of section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.2 requires that equipment be mounted in a manner and
position relevant to is performance. The Wyle Laboratories report does not
address the mountings used for environmental qualification. Mounting of the
equipment is critical for seismic qualification; however, environmental
conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the equipment mounting.
Therefore, the omission of mounting information does not detract from the
validity of the qualification report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that the test
report should meet the requirements of section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 states that the first step in the test procedure is the
preparation of the test plan. The Wyle Laboratories report does not provide
a test plan; however, the results of the test performed are included with
the identification of the respective tests. Therefore, the lack of test
plan does not detract from the acceptability of the qualification.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category I, states that the
temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practicable to the surface of the component being qualified. The Wyle
Laboratories report addresses the use of thermocouple probes to define
temperature readings in the test chamber but does not quantify proximity to
the component being tested. The information provided is adequate to assure
comprehensive temperature measurement and does not invalidate the g
qualification test report. w

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that the test
report should meet the requirements of section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 states that the test plan should contain test equipment
requirements including accuracies. The Wyle Laboratories report does not
provide equipment requirements or accuracies necessary; however, the test
report does specify that the test equipment has been calibrated by standards
which require periodic calibration and does give the accuracies of the
equipment used. The information provided is adequate to assure accurate
data and since adequate conservatism (margins) does exist, the omission of
test data accuracies is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that the test
report should meet the requirements of section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 states that the test plan should include measurement
sequence in step by step detail. Test report 43979-1 does not supply
measurement sequence in step by step detail; however, the nature of the
supplied data allows omission of step by step detail without invalidating
the test report.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, states that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Rotork motors were
designed in accordance with NEMA Std. MG-1 which requires that they be
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f~%, operational within 110% of the rated voltage and 5% of the rated frequency.
v Because the valve operators are not expected to experience voltage and

frequency values beyond the NEMA Std. extremes, design to this standard is
acceptable.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, states that the failure criteria
should be established prior to testing. The test report does not
specifically address failure criteria. IEEE Std. 323-1974 paragraph 6.7
states in the evaluation of the qualification test results, any sample
equipment is considered to have failed when the equipment does not perform
the Class I-E functions required by the equipment specifications. Since the
functional integrity of the valve operator was maintained and the insulation
resistances between all three motor phases and ground and of all control
circuits was required to be greater than 1.5 megohms, in all phases of
testing, the omission of failure criteria establishment is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, states that known material phase changes
and reactions should be defined to insure that no known changes occur within

|

the extrapolation limits. TR 43979-1 does not define known material phase
changes. Rotork Inc. knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with
the motor insulation aging tests so this was not addressed.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 8, Category I, requires that caustic
spray of the proper concentration be employed at the proper time and
duration during the test. The Rotork 14NA1 Valve Actuator was exposed to a
chemical spray of a lower pH than that required by the Virgil C. Summer FSAR
table 3.11-3 " Postulated Environmental Conditions". The required pH is 9.5,O the spray consisting of borie acid and sodium hydroxide to be app ied forl

65 minutes. The test spray consisted of boric acid and sodium hydroxide to*

a pH of 9.1, applied for 200 hours. Although the tested pH value is lower
than the requirement for Reactor Building postulated conditions, in review
of the actuator qualification package it was determined that the lower value
will not affect the validity of the qualification effort since the spray
used was composed of the proper chemicals, the time duration extended well
past the required time and the actuator successfully passed the LOCA
simulation test.
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Rockbestos Control Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, Item (9), states that performance limits
or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. The
Rockbestos Report does not show that failure criteria was established
before performing the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) simulation and the
post LOCA simulation tests. The results of these tests; however,
indicate that the cable insulation maintained its functional integrity
and that conductors maintained their ability to carry rated load currents
throughout the 30-day duration of the LOCA test. Therefore, omission of
failure criteria in the report prior to performing the qualification
tests is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (3), Category I states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
which provides an auditable link between the specifications and the test
results, should be included in the qualification report. Although a test
plan is not incorporated into the report, most of the information
required by Section 6.3.1.1 items (1) through (12), is given in the body
of the report. Since the cable was qualified in accordance with
IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Types Test of Class 1E Electrical Cables,
Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
the procedure followed was appropriate. Therefore, the intent of
Section 6.3.1.1 has been satisfied.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3) Category II, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 item (3), requires that
the test plan include mounting and connection requirements. Similarly,
Section 6.3.1.2 states that the equipment should be mounted in a manner
and position that simulates its expected installation. There is no data
in the report that explicitly gives the details of the mounting and
connection of the cable. Iloweve r , it can be implicitly determined from
the report that the cables were wrapped on a mandrel, installed in a
pressure vessel, brought out through pressure sealing glands and
electrically loaded during the LOCA simulation. Since this is the method
required by IEEE 383-1974, the mounting requirements have been fulfilled.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (6), states that
the performance and enviromental variables to be measured should be
listed in a test plan. A list of variables to be measured is not
included in the report. The variables that were measured were those
usually measured during the type testing of cable; that is, temperature,
pressure, current, voltage, and radiation level. Therefore, the intent
of Section 6.3.1.1. has been satisfied.
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states thatO IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 item (7), states that the
test equipment requirements, including accuracies, should be included in
a test plan. Similarly, Section 6.3.1.4, states that environmental and
electrical variables should be monitored using test equipment whose
calibration can be traced to auditable calibration standards. In
addition, NUREG 0588, Sections, Item (2), Category I, states that the
guidelines for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are
acceptable when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3,
item (4)(c), states that a description of the test facility and
instrumentation used, including calibration records of reference, should
be documented in the report. The report does not include information on
test equipment, accuracies, or calibration; however, Rockbestos should
maintain this information in their quality assurance records. The
omission of this data does not invalidate the qualification, and
therefore the report is acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5 item (5), states that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than
+5% of 60Hz. Since variations of this insignificant degree have no
effect on cable, testing at the nominal frequency of 60Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishingO test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2 states that the test
sequence used should be justified as the most severe for the item being
tested. No justification, as such, exists in the qualification report;
however, the cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The
test sequence given therin can be taken as the most severe for and
applicable to the subject cable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as
close as practical to the surface of the equipment being qualified. The
report does not describe the method or locattar of temperature
measurement. However, there is sufficient macgin between the test
temperature and the required temperature, so that the omission of this
data from the report does not detract from the acceptability of the
qualification.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (7), Category I, states that
performance characteristics should be monitored before, during and after
testing. Specific performance characteristics were not monitored
throughout the test program. The report states that the cables were
energized throughout the LOCA test and that they passed a mandrel bend
test and a water immersion / voltage withstand test after LOCA simulation.
Therefore absence of the performance characteristics observed during LOCA
simulation is acceptable.

C:)
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(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (9), Category I, states that the g
operability status of the equipment should be monitored during testing.
Although the qualification report makes no reference to monitoring the
operability of the equipment, the report does state that their cable was
energized with rated voltage and current throughout the test. It can
therefore be inferred that the conductors maintained their continuity and
that the insulation maintained its dielectric properties throughout the
test.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reactions should be defined for the
accelerated aging program to ensure that known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. The Rockbestos Company knew of no phase changes or
rr etions associated with Firewall III Control Cable when they performed
t. accelerated aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots.
Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the
qualification report.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the
guidelines for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are
acceptable when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (2),
states that the specific features to be demonstrated by the test should
be identified. No identification of such features appears in the report.
The requirements of any cable, however, are to maintain continuity of the
conductors and insulation resistance of the insulation. Since these
requirements are universal to cable, it was unnecessary to document them;
therefore, the failure of the report to mention these requirements is
acceptable.

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 4, Category I, states that the profile
should envelope conditions produced by both a main steam line break,
(MSB) and a LOCA. NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph 1, Category I, states
that quantified margins should be applied to test design parameters, and
paragraph 4, Category I states that the - gin should be the 10 percent
margin identified in Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974. The LOCA profile
(page 8 of the qualification report) envelopes all necessary parameters
with sufficient margins for both a LOCA and a MSB, except for length of
exposure to pressures of between 0 and 5 psig. The LOCA test maintained
pressure on the cable for 4 days ranging between 28 psig and 113 psig.

| After the fourth day pressure was reduced to O psig. After 4 days, the
expected pressure in the reactor building due to LOCA is less thani

1 5 psig. This low pressure is not expected to have any effect on the

|
cable because of its ability to withstand much greater pressures.

| Therefore, the deviation from this margin requirement is acceptable.

(14) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment;
' which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified

by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the

i environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Rockbestos
Control Cable is required to operate for a period of four months af ter an

| accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of
30 days. However, the long term, lattermost portion of the test profile
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j hasatemperature212Fwhichissigniffcantlyhigherthantheactual
been used to calculate a time period at'124,The Arrhenius concept has
long term post-accident temperature 124 F.j

F which is equivalent to the
time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this
methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its
original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible,

| using the information available. Application of this concept has
i produced a calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of
! 8.7 years. This qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time
4 required af ter an accident, with a very large margin.
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ROTORK_VAINE OPERATOR 14NA2 (Outside Containment)

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, states that known material phase changes
and reactions should be defined to insure that no known changes occur within
the extrapolation limits. The NA2 qualification does not define known
material phase changes or reactions. Rotork knew of no phase changes or
reactions associated with the motor insulation aging tests and discovered
none in the testing. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been
addressed by the qualification report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category 1, states that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Rotork motors were not
subjected to such variations during environmental testing. They were;
however, designed in accordance with NEMA Std. MG-1 which requires that they
be operational within 110% of the rated voltage and 5% of the rated
frequency. Because the valve operators are not expected to experience
voltage and frequency values beyond the NEMA Std. extremes, design to this
standard is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category I, states that the
temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or close as
practicable to the surface of the component being qualified. Test
Report 116 addresses the use of thermocouple probes to define temperature
readings in the test chamber but does not quantify proximity to the
component being tested. However, the information provided is adequate to

gassure comprehensive temperature measurement and does not invalidate the
test report.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that the test
report should meet the requirements of section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
paragraph 6.3.1.1 states that the test plan should include measurement
sequence in step by step detail. The NA2 nuclear qualification does not
supply measurement sequence in step by step detail; however, the nature of
the supplied data allows omission of measurement detail without invalidating
the test report.

| (5) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2, states that the guidelines for
j documentation in IEEE Std. 323-1974 when fully implemented are acceptable.

IEEE Std. 323-1974 Section 8.3 states that the type test data shall contain

a test plan. The NA2 nuclear qualification does not include a test plan;
however, the results of the test performed are included with the
identification of the respective tests. Therefore, the lack of a test plan

| does not detract from the acceptability of the qualification.

( (6) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2, states that the guidelines for
| documentation in IEEE Std. 323-1974 when fully implemented are acceptable.
| IEEE Std. 323-1974 Section 8.3 as well as IEEE Std. 382-1974 Section 5.2
|

require that the type test documentation contain a report of test results
| with test data and accuracy. The NA2 nuclear qualification does not provide

test data accuracy; however, the report does give the accuracies of the
equipment used. The information is adequate to assure that the data
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provided is valid and since adequate conservatism (margins) does exist,
the omission of test data accuracies is acceptable.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 7, states that performance
characteristics of equipment should be verified before, during, after and
peridocally during its range of required operability. Review of the NA2
nuclear qualification applicable test reports does not indicate that
performance characteristics were consistently verified before, during, after
or periodically in the qualification testing. However, the functional
integrety of each actuator was checked in the process of qualification
testing to determine that the equipment would operate to satisfy its
performance requirements for outside containment use. The information
provided is adequate to assure compliance with IEEE Std.'s 323-1974 and
382-1972, and does not invalidate the NA2 nuclear qualification report.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, states that the items described in
Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974 constitute acceptable guidelines for
establishing test procedures. Section 6.3 requires that equipment be
mounted in a manner and position simulating expected installation. The NA2
nuclear qualification does not completely address the equipment mounting.
Equipment mounting is critical for seismic qualification; however,
environmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the

equipment mounting location. Therefore, the omission of mounting
information does not detract from the validity of the qualification.

O

.
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DG O'Brien C-32 plugs

(1) Review of the DG O'Brien C-32 plugs to NUREG 0588 requires that the
vendor supply a certificate of compliance which verifies the qualificaton
report versus the equipment model numbers. The vendor has produced
document N-3379 in answer to requests for a clear cut link between the
plugs tested in ER 252 and those used at V. C. Summer Station. Item 4
states there is a direct relationship between the C-32 plugs tested in ER
252 and those used in V. C. Summer. The similarities in size and
construction presented are sufficient to verify that the report presented
is applicable to the equipment. installed at the site.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category 11 states that equipment
should be subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during
testing. The range of f requency the penetrations are expected to
experience ia not more than 15% of 60 liz. Since variations of this
degree have no effect on the penetrations, testing at the nominal
frequency of 60 llz is adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified
by test to demonstrate its ope; ability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The C-32 plug is
required to operate for a period of up to four months af ter an accident
occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of 16 days.
Ilowever, the long term, lattermost portion of the test profile has a

temperature 228 F which is significantly higher than the actual long term g
post-accident temperature 100 F. The Arrhenius concept has been used to W
calculate a time period at 228 F shich is equivalent to the
time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this
methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its
original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible
using the information available. Application of this concept has
produced a calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of
1.61 years. This qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time
required .sf ter an accident, with a very large margin.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph 3 requires that the test procedures
conform to the guidelines described in section 5 of IEEE Std. 323-1971.
Section 5.2.4.5 requires that the type test data contain test data
accuracy. Report ER-252 does not address test data accuracy. However,
the report does include a 1ist of test equipment including calibration
frequency. Review of the list indicates that the data acquisition
employed the use of recently calibrated equipment and thus the data
obtained is assumed to be accurate

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 item 3, Category Il requires that the test
procedure conform to the guidelines described in section 5.2 of
IEEE Std. 323-1971. Section 5.2.1 requires the test data to include

equipment specifications. The DG O'Brien prototype report ER-252 does
not provide C-32 plug specifications. Ilowever, equipment specifications
for the electrical penetrations and plugn are covered by GAI
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) specifications on file; therefore, the omission of equipment
specifications in the test report is acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588, section 4, paragraph (5) states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
p rog ram , to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. DG O'Brien, Inc. knew of no phase changes or reactions
associated with the C-32 plugs when they performed the accelerated aging
tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and
reactions have not been addressed by the qualification report.

/'
U)
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gOKONITE SPECIAL INSTRUMENT CABLE

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified

by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Okonite
Special Instrument Cable is required to operate for a period of 4 months
af ter an accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time
period of 130 days. However, the long term, lattermost portion of the
test profile has a temperature 212 F which is significantly higher than
the actual long term post-accident temperature 124 F. The Arrhenius
concept has been used to calculate a time period at 124 F which is
equivalent to the time / temperature combination of the test profile.
Although this methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose
other than its original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best
approach feasble using the information available. Application of this
concept has produced a calculated post-accident operability time
demonstrated of 164.69 years. This qualifies the operability of the
equipment for the time required af ter an accident, with a very large
margin.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, states that equipment should be subjected to variations in
the nominal electrical alternating current frequency during testing. The
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than
15% of 60 Hz. Therefore, testing at variable frequencies is not
required.

,

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2, Category I states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is section 8) when fully
implemented are acceptable. IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3 item (H), states
that the qualification report should include an approval signature and
date. The repport is dated August 12, 1981; however, there is no
signature of approval. From the cover letter that submitted the report,
it is evident that the report applies to the cable that was purchased,
and the signature on the letter meets the intent of the requirement.

(4) NUREG 0588, section 4, paragraph (5) states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
p rog ram , to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. The Okonite Report mentions no phase changes or reactions
associated with the Special Instrument Cable when they performed the
qualification tests. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not
been addressed by the qualification report and the failure of the report
to do this is acceptable since all samples passed the tests.
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Isolation Fuse Blocks'(Phenolic type) for Heat Trace

(1) NUREG 0588, Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3, 4, and 5, Category I describe
the criteria for qualifying the isolation fuse block in heat tracing
panels. The qualification report does not fully comply with any of the
above sections. However,.the fuse blocks were manufactured to applicable
industry standards. Extremes in temperature and radiation are the only
parameters that would appear to cause the fuse blocks to fail. Phenolic
type fuse blocks, muufactured by Marathon, are documented to be
qualified for continuous service (40 year qualified life) at 150 C.
Also, testing of Marathon's phenolic type terminal blocks has shown the
phenolgematerialtowfthstandatotalirradiateddosefromCcbalt60of
2 x 10 Rads. Therefore, the fuse blocks exceed, with a great margin,
the specified performance for its normal and design basis event
environments and absence of detailed information in the qualification
report is acceptable.

O
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Brand-Rex Twinax Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (10), Category I, states expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. No frequency extremes as
suggested in IEEE 323-1974 paragraph 6.3.1.5 (5) were applied. It has

been evaluated that the subject cable can operate within the limits
listed in IEEE Std. 323-1974 paragraph 6.3.1.5 (5), and is considered
adequate.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5) states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Brand-Rex knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with
the Twinax cable when they performed the accelerated aging tests and
constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions
have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3 (a), Category I states that
equipment which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be
qualified by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in
the environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Brand-Rex
Twinax Cable is required to operate for a period of 4 months after an
accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of
30 days. However, the long term, lattermost portion of the test profile
has a temperature 110 C which is significantly higher than the actual
long term post-accident temperature 51.1 C. The Arrhenius concept has
been used to calculate a time period at 51.1 C which is equivalent to
the time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this
methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its
original preaccident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible
using the information available. Application of this concept has
produced a calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of 62.5
years. This qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time
required a f ter an accident, with a very large margin.
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[s) Raychem WCSF-N
u

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category 1, as well as IEEE
323-1974,- Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), state that performance limits or
failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Failure
criteria were not established before performing the insulation resistance
measurements, the electrical loading tests, or the mandrel wrap and'

high-potential withstand tests. The results of these tests, however,
1 indicate that the splicing sleeves maintained their functional integrity

without apparent damage'throughout the 30-day duration of the LOCA test.
Therefore, the omission of establishing failure criteria prior to testing
is acceptable,

f

(2) NUREG 0588, Section-2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan

i should be included in the qualification program. The report does not
include a test plan as described by Section_6.3.1.1. Since the splicing
sleeves were qualified to applicable portions of IEEE 383-1974, the test
procedure given therein was followed. Therefore, the formulation of a
separate test plan was considered unnecessary. In addition, most of the
information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974 is given in the
body of the report.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
|

IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishng
() test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that

temperature, pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration, and
time should be measured variables. These variables were measured except
vibration and gas composition, which are not applicable to cable, and the
moisture content of the environment'in the vessel during the LOCA
simulation. However, the test vessel included an open, heated reservoir'

of spray solution at the bottom, to ensure a saturated condition during
the test. Thus, measurement of moisture content was unnecessary as'

saturated conditions were maintained.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; item (7) of Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974, states
that the initial environmental transient and dwell at ' peak temperature of

the LOCA test should be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test,
, only a single transient was applied. However, the splicing sleeves were
j qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974 which states that "the post

LOCA simulation test demonstrated an adequate margin of safety by!

requiring mechanical durability (mandrel bend) following the
environmental simulation, and is more severe than exposure to two cycles
of the environment." The splicing sleeves successfully' completed the
post LOCA 40x mandrel bend test. Therefore, an adequate margin of safety
has been established.

,

I

! (5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
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procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence hused should be justified as the most severe for the item being tested.
No justification exists in the qualification report; however, the
splicing sleeves were qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The
test sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe
for splicing sleeves. -

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5) state that the expected extremes
in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied during
simulated event environmental testing. The equipment is not expected to
have frequency variations greater than 15% of 60 Hz or 110 percent of
rated voltage. These variations will have no effect on the insulation
sleeves; testing at rated voltage and 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragrpah 1, and IEEE Std. 323-1974 state that the
qualification documentation shall verify that each type of electrical
equipment is qualified for its application, and meets its specified
performance requirements. The basis of qualification shall be explained
to show the relationship of all facets of proof needed to support
adequacy of the complete equipment. The test report covered the testing
of Raychem WCSF-N Splicing Sleeves. It did not, however, give any
information pertaining to the -N (nuclear) 1024 and S-1119 adhesive
utilized in the products. The methodology for preparing an Arrhenius
plot for the adhesive, in order to determine a qualified life, has not
yet been developed. Raychem has LOCA tested the -N adhesive on many
different products in which it is used. As of today, Raychem has no
knowledge of ever having a seal failure due to the adhesive not
functioning as a scalant. Therefore, the failure of the report to
address the adhesive is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified
by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Raychem
Insulating Sleeves (utilizing the WCSF compound) is required to operate
for a period of four months af ter an accident occurs, but the LOCA test
profile only covered a time period of 30 days. However, the long term,
lattermost portion of the test profile has a tempe-ature of 210 which is
significantly higher than the actual long term post-accident temperature
of 1240 F. The Arrhenius concept has been used to calculate a time
period at 1240 F which is equivalent to the time / temperature combination
of the test profile. Although this methodology makes use of the
Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original pre-accident thermal
aging use, it is the best approach feasible using the information
available. Application of this concept has produced a calculated
post-accident operability time demonstrated of 3.3 years. This qualifies
the operability of the equipmer.t for the time required after an accident,
with a very large margin.

(9) NUREG ('388, Section 2.2, paragraph (6) states that the temperature to
which he equipment is qualified, when exposed to the simulated accident
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environment, should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although no
thermocouples were used, it is evident from the list of data acquisition
instruments in the test report that the equipment used was appropriate
for the test that was done.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging program
to ensure that no known changes occurred within the extrapolation limits. |
Raychem knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the i

polyolefins when they performed the qualification test. Therefore, for

this reason, phase changes and reactions were not addressed by the
qualification report.

O
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Chemelex Heat Tracing

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (7) requires that performance
characteristics of equipment should be verified before, af ter and
periodically during testing. The test procedures used to irradiate the
heat tracing did not permit the testing of samples during the exposure to
this condition. The heat tracing was tested before and after exposure
and the data tabulated. The data are considered adequate to demonstrate
the performance of the heat tracing.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (10), Category I, states expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. No frequency extremes as
suggested in IEEE 323-1974 paragraph 6.3.1.5 (5) were applied. It has

been evaluated that the subject cable can operate within the limits
listed in IEEE Std. 323-1974 paragraph 6.3.1.5 (5), and is considered
adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5) states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Chemelex knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with
the heat tracing cable when they performed the accelerated aging tests
and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and
reactions have not been addressed by the Qualification Report.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2. , paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA g
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as
close as practical to the surface of the component being qualified.
Although the test temperatures were measured, their exact method and
location of sensors cannot be determined f rom the qualification report.
However, more than adequate margin exists between the test temperature
and the expected accident condition, and the vessel contained no internal
restrictions. Therefore, the failure of the report to detail the method
of temperature measurement does not detract from the validity of the
qualification.
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() Raychem Nuclear Motor Connection Kits

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states.that performance limits
or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Failure
criteria were not established before performing the insulation resistance
measurements, the electrical loading tests, or the mandrel wrap and
high potential withstand tests. The results of these tests. however,
indicate that the Nuclear Motor Connection Kits mainteined their
functional integrity without apparent damage throughout the 30-day
duration of the LOCA test. Therefore, the omission of establishing
failure criteria prior to testing is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
should be included in the qualification program. The report does not
include a test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1. Since the Nuclear
Motor Connection Kits were qualified to applicable portions of
IEEE 383-1974, the test procedure given therein was followed. Therefore,-
the formulation of a separate test plan was considered unnecessary. In

addition, most of the information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of
IEEE 323-1974 is given in the body of the report.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, states that the temperature to
which the equipment is qualified when exposed to the simulated accident() environment should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practicable to the surface of the component being qualified. In the
Nuclear Motor Connection Kit qualification, it is not stated that
thermocouple probes were used. The list of data acquisition instruments
references Digital thermometers. T5e temperatures recorded were well
above the VC Summer postulated temperatures. There is sufficient margin
between the test temperature and the required temperature, that the
omission of thermocouple probes does not detract from the validity of the
qualification.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I, states that
equipment which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be
qualified by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in
the environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Nuclear
Motor Connection Kit is required to operate for a period of four months
af ter an accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only covered a time

period of 30 days. However, the long term, lattermost portion of the
test profile has a temperature (210 F) which is significantly higher than
the actual long term post-accident temperature 124 F. The Arrhenius
concept has been used to calculate a time period at 124 F which is
equivalent to the time / temperature combination of the test profile.
Although this methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose
other than its original preaccident thermal aging use, it is the best
approach feasible using the information trailable. Application of this
concept has produced a calculated post-accident operability time
demonstrated of 3.3 years. This qualifies the operability of the

() equipment for the time required af ter an accident, with a very large
margin.
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that gg
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that
temperature, pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration, and
time should be measured variables. These variables were measured except
vibration and gas composition, which are not applicable to cable, and the
moisture content of the environment in the vessel during the LOCA
simulation. However, the test vessel included an open, heated reservoir
of spray solution at the bottom to ensure a saturated condition during
the test. Thus, measurement of moisture content was unnecessary as
saturated conditions were maintained.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; item (7) of Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974, states
that the initial environmental transient and dwell at peak t'mperature of
the LOCA test should be applied at least twice. During the LuCA test,
only a single transient was applied. However, the Nuclear Motor
Connection Kits were qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974 which
states that "the post LOCA simulation test demonstrates an adequate
margin of safety by requiring mechanical durability (mandrel bend)
following the environmental simulation, and is more severe than exposure
to two cycles of the environment" The NMCK successfully completed the
post LOCA simulation submerged mandrel bend test. Therefore, an adequate

margin of safety has been established.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that g
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test
sequence used should be justif Ld as the most severe for the item being
tested. No justi fication exists in the qualification report; however,
the NMCK were qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test
sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe for
Motor Connection Kits.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, states that the known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to ensure that no known changes occurred within the
extrapolation limits. Raychem knew of no phase changes or reactions
associated with the polyolefins when they performed the qualification
test. Therefore, for this reason, phase changes and reactions were not
addressed by the qualification report.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), require that the expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency be applied during
simulated event environmental testing. Raychem did not subject the
equipment (NMCK) to voltage or frequency variations. However, the
equipment is not expected to experience frequency variations greater than
15% of 60 Hz or variatioes greater than + 10% of rated voltage.
Variations of this degree will have little or no effect on the splice
connection, therefore, testing at rated voltage and frequency is
adequate
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(10) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 1, and IEEE Std. 323-1974 state that the
qualification documentation shall verify that each type of electrical
equipment is qualified for its application, and meets its specified
performance requirements. The basis of qualification shall be explained
to show the relationship of all facets of proof needed to support
adequacy of the complete equipment. The test report covered the testing
of Raychem Nuclear Motor Connection Kits. It did not, however, give any
information pertaining to the -N (nuclear) 102A and S-1119 adhesives
utilized in the products. The methodology for preparing an Arrhenius
plot for the adhesive in order to determine a qualified life has not yet
been developed. Raychem has LOCA tested the -N adhesive on many
different products in which it is used. As of today, Raychem has no
knowledge of ever having a seal failure due to the adhesive not
functioning as a sealant. Therefore, the failure of the report to
address the adhesive is acceptable.

O
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Raychem Cable Breakouts

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category 7, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits
or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Failure
criteria were not established oefore performing the insulation resistance
measurements, the electrical loading tests, or the mandrel wrap and
high potential withstand tests. The results of these tests, however,
indicate that the equipment maintained their functional integrity without
apparent damage throughout the 30-day duration of the LOCA test.
Therefore, the omission of establishing failure criteria prior to testing
is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (d) states that the temperature to
which the equipment is qualified, when exposed to the simulated accident
environment, should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although no
thermocouples were used, it is evident from che list of data acquisition
instruments in the test report, that the equipment used was appropriate
for obtaining the data necessary for qualification.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (H), Category I as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5) state that the expected extremes
in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied during
simulated event environmental testing. The equipment is not expected to
have frequency variations greater than 15% of 60 Hertz or 110 percent of
rated voltage. These variations will have no ef fect on the breakouts; g
testing at rated voltage and 60 Hertz is adequate.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; item (7) of Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974, states
that the initial environmental transient and dwell at peak temperature of
the LOCA test should be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test,
only a single transient was applied. However, the equipment was
qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974 which states that "the post
LOCA simulation test demonstrated an adequate margin of safety by
requiring mec;.anical durability (mandrel bend) following the
environmental simulation, and is more severe than exposure to two cycles
of the environment." The equipment success fully completed the post LOCA
40x mandrel bend test. Therefore, an adequate margin of safety has been
established.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified
by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The equipment is
required to operate for a period of 1 year after an accident occurs, but
the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of 30 days. However,
the long term, lattermost portion of the test profile hr.a a temperature
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C) of 2100F which is significantly higher than the actual long term

post-accident temperature of 1250F. The Arrhenius concept has been used''
to calculate a time period at 1250F which is equivalent to the time /
temperature combination of the test profile. Although this methodology
makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original
preaccident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible using the
information available. Application of this concept has produced a
calculated post-accident operability time demonctrated of 3.5 years.
This qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time required
after an accident, with a very large margin.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that
temperature, pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration, and
time should be measured variables. These variables were measured except
vibration and gas composition, which are not applicable to this
equipment, and the moisture content of the environment in the vessel
during the LOCA simulation. However, the test vessel included an open,
heated reservoir of spray aolution at the bottom to ensure a saturated
condition during the test. Thus, measurement of moisture content was
unnecessary as saturated conditions were maintained.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IE"E 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test

( ) sequence used should be justified as the most severe for the item being
'' tested. No justification exists in the qualification report; however,

the equipment was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test
sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe for
the cable breakouts.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
should be included in the qualification program. The report does not
include a test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1. Since the equipment
was qualified to applicable portions of IEEE 383-1914, the test procedure
given therein was followed. Therefore, the formulation of a separate
test plan was considered unnecessary. In addition, most of the
information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974 is given in the
body of the report.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (1), and IEEE 323-1974 state that the
qualification documentation shall verify that each type of electrical
equipment is qualified for its application, and meets is specified
performance requirements. The basis of qualification shall be explained
to show the relationship of all facets of proof needed to support
adequacy of the complete equipment. The test report covered the testing
of Raychem Cable breakouts. It did not however, give any information
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pertaining to the -N (nucicc.i) S-1024 and S-1119 adhesive utilized in the
products. The methodology for preparing an Arrhenius plot for the
adhesive, in order to determine a qualified life has not yet been
developed. Raychem has LOCA tested the -N adhesive on many different
products in which it is used. As of today, Raychem has no knowledge of
ever having a seal failure due to the adhesive not functioning as a
sealant. Therefore, the failure of the report to address the adhesive is
acceptable.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), states that the known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to ensure that no known changes occurred within the
extrapolation limits. Raychem knew of no phase changes on reactions
associated with the polyolefins when they performed the qualification
test. Therefore, for this reason, phase changes and reactions were not
addressed by the qualification report.

O
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/~') Samuel Moore Instrument Cable (EPDM-3J)\~/
(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that

IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
should be included in the qualification program. The qualification
report does not include a test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1.
However, it is evident from a review of the report that the test
procedure followed is similar to IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test
of Class 1E Electrical Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations," which is the accepted standard for type test
of cable. Therefore, the failure to include a test plan in the
qualification program is considered inconsequential. In addition, most

of the information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974 is given
in the body of the report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures. IEEE 323-1974 Section 6.3.1.l(3) requires that the test

plan include mounting and connection requirements. There are no mounting
and connection requirements given in the report since IEEE 383-1974 does
not address mountings and connections for type testing. However, the
report documents that the cable was mounted in a usual manner which
consisted of mounting the cable on holding rods positioned between two
end flanges of two vertically held metal mandrels, approximately 20 and
14 inches in diameter. The wraps were used to secure the cables in

(~'/
position relative to the verticle rods of each mandrel. Approximatelys

four feet of each cable end was brought up through head penetrations inN-

the pressure vessel and sealed so that electrical connections could be
made to the cable during LOCA testing. Thus, the above omission from the
test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7) states that the
test plan should include test equipment requirements including
accuracies. The report does not address test equipment requirements and
accuracies. However, the report does include a list of data acquisition
astruments which gives the range and features of the test equipment.4

From a review of this list, it is evident that the instruments that were
used were appropriate for the testing that was done.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4, states that the test
equipment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and
shall have documentation to support such calibration. Although the
report does not include any documentation for calibration, the list of
data acquisition instruments does indicate the frequency at which
equipment was calibrated. It is reasonably safe to assume that the
calibration was done to an acceptable standard.

O
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that g
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing W
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that temperature,
pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration, and time should
be measured variables. All variables were measured, with the exception
of vibration and gas composition, which are not applicable to cable.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5) state that the equipment should
be subjected to variations in the nominal f requency during testing. The
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than
+ 5% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this insignificant degree have no
effect on cable, it is considered that testing at the nominal frequency
of 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2 states that the test
sequence used should be justified as most severe for the item being ,

tested. No justification, as such, exists in the qualification report:
however, the sequence that was followed is similar to that outlined in
IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of Class 1E Electrical Cables,
Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
which is the accepted standard for type test of cable. Therefore, the
omission of the test sequence justification is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that g
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing W
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (3) states that the
equipment should be operated to the extremes of all electrical
characteristics prior to the LOCA simulation. The cable was not
subjected to extremes of voltages, current, or frequency prior to the
test. However, this is acceptable since the cable was subjected to
maximum voltage during the test and since frequency is not expected to
vary significantly.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as
close as practical to the surface of the component being qualified.
Although the test temperatures were measured, their exact method and
location of sensors cannot be determined from the qualification report.
However, more than adequate margin exists between the test temperature
and the expected accident condition; and the vessel contained no internal
restrictions. Therefore, the failure of the report to detail the method
of temperature measurement does not. detract from the validity of the
qualification.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 1, Category I, states that the
qualification documentation shall verify that each type of electrical
equipment is qualified for its application and meets its specified
performance requirements. Section 5 of the test report states that all
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C')
of the twelve cables tested, passed. Also, six of the twelve cables were

/ subjected to further tests of a 70 day extension of the steam / chemical
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) environmental exposure and-post-LOCA high
voltage withstand tests. As stated on page 3 of the September 19, 1978
addendum to the test report (70 day extension), all six cable samples
.successfully completed the 70 day LOCA extension. However, two cables
failed during the 30 day test and two cables subjected to'the 70 day
extension also failed. The failures occured due to the shorting of cable

conductors. Since the dielectric withstand test results were
satisfactory on these cables, it can be concluded that the difficulties
experienced during the test periods can be attributed to the termination
procedures for lead wires penetrating the pressure vessel openings rather
than the conductors inside the vessel.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I, states that
equipment which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be
qualified by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in
the environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The Samuel
Moore EPDM (3J) Instrument Cable is required to operate for a period of 4
months after an accident occurs, but the LOCA test only demonstrated a
post-accident time period of 70 days. However, the time period
demonstrated was at a temperature of 200 F which is significantly higher
than the actual long term post-accident temperature 124 F. The
Arrhenius concept has been used to calculate a time period at 124 .F
which is equivalent to the time / temperature combination of the
post-accident time period demonstrated. Although this methodology makes

("] use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its original
\/ preaccident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible using the

information available. Application of this concept has produced a
calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of 48 years. This
qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time required af ter an
accident, with a very large margin.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reaction should be defined for the accelerated
aging program to insure that no known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. Isomedix and Samuel Moore knew of no phase changes
or reactions associated with the instrument cable when they performed the
accelerated aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius equation.
Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the
qualification report.
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AMP Terminals and Splicing Sleeves

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I, states that
equipment which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be
qualified by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in
the environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The AMP
Terminals and Splicing Sleeves are required to operate for a period of
four months after an accident occurs, but the LOCA test profile only
covered a time period of 16 days. However, the long term, lattermost
portion of the test profile has a temperature 240 F which is
significantly higher than the actual long term post-accident temperature
124 F. The Arrhenius concept has been used to calculate a time period
at 124 F which is equivalent to the time / temperature combination of the
test profile. Although this methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data
for a purpose other than its original preaccident thermal aging use, it
is the best approach feasible using the information available.
Application of this concept has produced a calculated post-accident
operability time demonstrated of 7.72 years. This qualifies the
operability of the equipment for the time required af ter an accident,
with a very large margin.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states the
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; Section 6.3.1.4 of IEEE 323-1974 states that the test
equipment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and
shall have documentation to support such calibration. Although report
110-11516 does not contain documentation in support of the test equipment
calibration, a list of data acquisition instruments is included. It is

stated above the list that calibration records are arailable on request

and that all standards are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; Item (7) of Section 6.^ .1.5, IEEE 323-1974, states that
the initial transient and the dwell at peak temperature shall be applied

at least twice. During the vendor LOCA test a single transient was
applied. However, the applicable daughter standard, IEEE 383-1974,
states in paragraph 1.3.5.3 that margin shall be demonstrated by
application of multiple transients, increased level or . . justifiable

The vendor LOCA/SLB temperature / pressure / time profile wasmeans.
intended to simulate the DBE environmental conditions for a Pressurized
Water Reactor with the inclusion of a simulated steam line break to 370*
F; 30 higher than the IEEE 323 peak transient. Also, post-LOCA tensile
strength data indicates that the terminals retained mechanical durability
follow 1ng environmental simulation. This review indicates that the
omission of exposure to two transients does not detract from the validity
of the report.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category 1, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing

O
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() test procedures and IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test
- sequence used should be justified as the most severe for--the item being

tested. No justification is provided with the qualification report other
-than the intent to comply with the guidelines set forth in IEEE
Standards'323 and 383-1974. The sequence used is in conformance uith
IEEE 323 and is taken as most severe for terminals.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), state that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The
range of frequencies this equipment is expected to experience is not more
than +5% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this degree have no effect on
terminals, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, states that known material phase
changes and' reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Amp Special-Industries knew of no phase changes or reactions
associated with the PIDG terminals when they performed the accelerated
aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase
changes and reactions have not been addressed by the qualification
report.
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t Raychem V - Stub Connection Splice Kit (End Cap)

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), state that performance limits
or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Failure
criteria were not established before performing the insulation resistance *

measurements, the electrical loading tests, or the mandrel wrap and
high potential withstand tests. The results of these tests, however,
indicate that the equipment maintained its functional integrity without
apparent damage throughout the 30-day duration of the LOCA test. The
failure of one End Cap during post LOCA/MSLB inspection was due to
repeated over-voltage testing, which was beyond equipment design.
Therefore, the omission of establishing failure criteria prior to testing
is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (d) states that the temperature to
which the equipment is qualified, when exposed to the simulated accident
environment, should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as
practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although no
thermocouples were used, it is evident from the list of data acquisition
instruments in the test report that the equipment used was appropriate
for obtaining the data necessary for qualification.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (H), Category 1 as well as
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5) state that the expected extremes
in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied during

O. simulated event environmental testing. The equipment is not expected to
have frequency variations greater than 15% of 60 Hz or 110 percent of
rated voltage. These variations will have no effect on the insulation
sleeves; testing at rated voltage and 60 Hz is adequate.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; item (7) of Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974, states
that the initial environmental transient and dwell at peak temperature of
the LOCA test should be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test,
only a single transient was applied. However, the equipment was
qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974 which states that "the post
LOCA simulation test demonstrated an adequate margin of safety by
requiring mechanical durability (mandrel bend) following the
environmental simulation, and is more severe than exposure to two cycles
of the environment." The equipment successfully completed the post LOCA
40x mandrel bend test. Therefore, an adequate margin of safety has been
established.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(a), Category I states that equipment
which must function in order to mitigate any accident should be qualified
by test to demonstrate its operability for the time required in the
environmental conditions resulting from that accident. The equipment is
required to operate for a period of four months after an accident occurs,

O
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but the LOCA test profile only covered a time period of 30 days. h
However, the long term, lattermost portion of the test profile has a
temperature of 2100 F which is significantly higher than the actual long
term post-accident temperature of 1250 F. The Arrhenius concept has been
used to calculate a time period at 1250 F which is equivalent to the
time / temperature combination of the test profile. Although this
methodology makes use of the Arrhenius data for a purpose other than its
original pre-accident thermal aging use, it is the best approach feasible
using the information available. Application of this concept has
produced a calculated post-accident operability time demonstrated of 3.5
years. This qualifies the operability of the equipment for the time
required after an accident, with a very large margin.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, stetes that
temperature, pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration, and
time should be measured variables. These variables were measured except
vibration and gas composition, which are not applicable to this
equipment, and the moisture content of the environment in the vessel
during the LOCA simulation. Ilowever, the test vessel included an open,
heated reservoir of spray solution at the bottom to ensure a saturated
condition during the test. Thus, measurement of moisture content was
unnecessary as saturated conditions were maintained.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test
sequence used should be justified as the most severe for the item being
tested. No justification exists in the qualification report; however,
the equipment was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test
sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe for
the cable end caps.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-
' 1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
should be included in the qualification program. The report does not
include a test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1. Since the equipment
was qualified to applicable portions of IEEE 383-1974, the test procedure
given therein was followed. Therefore, the formulation of a separate
test plan was considered unnecessary. In addition, most of the
information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974 is given in the
body of the report.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to ensure that no known changes occurred within the
extrapolation limits. Raychem knew of no phase changes or reactions
associated with the polyolefins when they performed the qualification
test. Therefore, for this reason, phase changes and reactions were not
addressed by the qualification report.
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~T States Terminal Blocks (Durez Phenolic)
(%)

(1) NUREG 0588, Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3, 4 and 5, Category I,
describes the criteria for qualifying the States Terminal Blocks used in
safety related equipment. A detailed qualification test complying with
the above sections was not performed, however extremes in temperature and.
radiation are the only parameters that would appear to cause the terminal
blocks to fail. Phenolic type material manufactured by DUREZ and similar
to that used in the construction of the terminal blocks was tested to
determine the effects of gamma radiation on performance in Engineering

Report LTR #15027-1. This test report documents that the ghenolic
material can withstand a total Integrated Flux of 1.3 x 10 RADS.
Phenolic type material manufactured by DUREZ has also been documented to>

be qualified for continuous service (40 year qualified life) at 150 C.
Therefore the terminal blocks exceed the performance specified for its
normal and design basis event environments and the absence of a detailed
qualification test report from Multi Amp Corporation is acceptable.
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I LIST OF FIGURESb

Figure No. Description

1 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - A~CO

2 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Limitorque

3 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Limitorque

4 MSB Simulation Qualification Envelope - Limitorque

5 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - ASCO

6 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Valcor

7 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Kerite Control Cable &
Splice Tapes

8 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Kerite Power Cable

9 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Samual Moore

10 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Okonite

11 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Rockbestos

12 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Raychem

13 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - PYC0

14 Saturated Steam Test Qualification Envelope - Rosemount

( 15 Temperature Profile for Steam Pressure Test - Rosemount

16 Pressure Profile for Steam Pressure Test - Rosemount

17 Temperature Profile for LOCA Test - NAMCO

18 Pressure Profile for LOCA Test - NAMCO

19 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Reliance

20 SLB and LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - D.G. O'Brien

21a SLB Simulation Qualification Envelope (PWR) - Okonite

21b SLB Simulation Qualification Envelope (BWR) - Okonite

22 Deleted (See Figure 12)

23 Deleted

24 Temp / Time Following MSLB-I.B. 412'-436'

25 Temp / Time Following MSLB-I.B. Above 436'

26 Temp / Time Following MSLB-Penet. Access Area Above or Below 436'

27 Temp / Time Following MSLB-Penet. Access Area at 436'

28 Temp / Time Folloing a 4" Aux. Steam Line Rupture in the Auxiliary
Building

29 Temp / Time Following a 3" CVCS Line Rupture in the Auxiliary Building

30 LOCA Test, Temp / Time Qualification - NAMCO EA740 Limit Switch-~

v)
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gLIST OF FIGURES
(Continued)

Figure No. Description

31 LOCA Test, Press / Time Qualification - NAMCO EA 740 Limit Switch

32 MSIV Abnormal Temp. Curve - Atwood & Morrill

33 Deleted

34 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Rockbestos Twinax Cable

35 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Rotork Controls

36 Qualification Test Profile for Life & LOCA Conditions - Okonite
Tapes

37 Cable Qualification Test Profile - Okonite Special Instrument
Cable

38 LOCA Profile - D. J'Brien

39 SLB/LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Brand Rex

40 LOCA/MSLB Simulation Qualification Envelope - Raychem

41 LOCA Simulation Qualification Envelope - Samuel Moore,

EPDM-HYPALON (3J)

42 Kerite Splice - S-2NS-NUC |||
43 LOCA/SLB Simulation - AMP Connectors
44 Victoreen LOCA - Temperature Profile

45 Victoreen LOCA - Pressure Profile
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() 1.0 PURPOSE-

The purpose of this plan is to provide ~a method to conduct an
independent review of environmental qualification programs to the
-requirements of NUREG 0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment".

.

2.0 SCOPE

This plan is to be conducted in accordance with the provisions for
preparation of licensing documents provided.in the Nuclear Licensing
Procedures Manual.

This document describes the tasks to be performed to fulfill the
purpose of the plan and' identifies the or6anizations responsible for

; conducting the tasks. At this time, only Class 1E equipment in harsh
! environments is being evaluated.

30 REFERENCES4

f 31 NUREG 0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety Related Electrical Equipment"

3.2 SCE&G /Q A - Plans

(:) -

33 SCE&G Nuclear Licensing Procedure NE-101
.

34 GAI Project Management Manual

35 SCE&G QA Procedure QAP-6, 17, 19, 20, 21 and 23

I 36 SCE&G Nuclear Operations Procedures Manual
.

3.7 SCE&G QC Procedures Manual

4.0 RESPONSIBILITY

Figure 1 identifies the organizations responsible for performing the
tasks required by this plan.

()<

.

4

-1-
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APPEMDIX I

50 GENERAL

To assure the adequacy of qualification programs to the requirements
of NUREG 0588, an independent review of qualification data for class
1E equipment was planned. The review consists of five major efforts:
(1) documentation of environmental qualification program scope, (2)
verification of qualification program status, (3) collation of
qualification data, (4) establishment of provisions to maintain
qualifications, and (5) identify shortcomings in qualifications
programs and initiate corrective actions.

The scope of the environmental qualification program is documented by
means of a NUREG 0588 review report submitted to the NRC.

An initial verification of the status of environmental qualification
programs is performed by SCE&G for equipment under NSSS scope of
supply and by Gilbert Associates, Inc. (GAI, the A/E) for BOP
equipment. A final verification is then performed by SCE&G for all
Class 1E equipment. If the review of qualification programs reveals
the existence of deficiencies, they will be identified; and
corrective action will be initiated and documented. A
Checklist / Summary Sheet, wi'h entries based on NUREG 0588
requirements (Attachment 1/, provides a consistent and adequate means
to assess the qualification program against the NUREG requirements.
In addition, a field inspection of all Class 1E equipment to
document the link between tested and installed equipment is necessary
to complete the Checklist / Summary Sheet.

h'

Collation of qualification data will be effected through
establishment of environmental qualification documentation p&ckets to
be placed in the Central File at VCSNS.

Provisions to maintain qualification of equipment throughout the life
of the plant will be incorporated into the VCSNS maintenance
procedures.

Completion of the tasks identified in this plan will establish the
adequacy of qualification programs, identify the need for additional
qualification effort, and provide the means to maintain equipment
qualified for its intended purpos.e for the life of the facility.

6.0 PROCEDURE

The procedural steps to conduct the independent review are organized
by major tasks in the following sections. Figure 1 presents an
overview of the review process.

|

dl>|

-2-
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<

()- 6.1 Development and Submittal of NUREG 0588 Report

GAI has the responsibility to complete a document for submittal
to the NRC using input from (1) SCE&G (Operations) describing
the maintenance program as it applies to environmental
qualification and (2) SCE&G (Nuclear Engineering and QA)
describing the NUREG 0588 independent review effort. The
submittal will provide an overview of the qualification program
for both NSSS and B0P Class 1E equipment and will address
specific issues raised by the NRC during the March 6,1981,
audit.

The submittal will be reviewed by SCE&G and comments resolved
prior to transmitting it to the NRC. Transmittal of the
submittal will be in accordance with the Nuclear Licensing
Procedures Manual after completion of verification of equipment
status and establishment of an auditable document file.

6.2 Verification of Qualification Program Status and Establishment
of a Document File

|

A review of qualification programs against the requirements of
NUREG 0588 will be conducted by SCE&G (Nuclear Engineering) for
NSSS equipment and GAI for BOP equipment. During the review
process an index of the documents necessary to demonstrate
qualification will be generated. To maintain an adequate depth

() of review and consistency, a Checklist / Summary Sheet
(Attachment I) is to be used to document the review. The
reviewers shall be familiar with the provisions of NUREG-0588
and applicable IEEE Standards and have ready access to copies of
these documents during the review. In all cases, SCE&G must
complete the checklists because certain checklist items apply to
the inspection of installed Class 1E equipment which will be
performed by SCE&G Quality Control personnel, and SCE&G
personnel must review and approve the checklist.

The inspection of installed Class 1E equipment will be performed
by SCE&G Quality Control personnel using a Field Inspection
Checklist (Attachment II). The field inspection will~ establish
(1) a traceable link between the equipment installed at the
plant and the equipment that was qualified, (2) a direct
verification that any special installation requirements
identified in the qualification program were applied, and (3) a
verification that gaskets, seals, protective covers, etc. have
been installed.

Finally, using the index of qualification documentation
generated during the qualification program reviews, a master
file of qualification documentation will be established in the
Central File by SCE&G (QC) at VCSNS.

(

,

-3-
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APPE. DIX I

6.3 Maintenance of Equipment Qualification ggg
To establish requirements for periodic maintenance and
replacement of Class 1E equipment to maintain environmental
qualifications, SCE&G (Operations) shall develop / modify existing
maintenance procedures to incorporate the information provided
by GAI identifying life-limiting components to be replaced and
periodic maintenance to be performed to maintain equipment
qualifications. GAI is to provide the necessary information to
SCE&G by letter. Operations' procedures will address the means
by which modifications to qualified equipment will be reviewed
for impact on the parent components' qualification status. This
information will be fed into the qualification documentation.

-

7.0 DOCUMENTATION

The following Environmental Qualification Documentation documents
shall be maintained in the Central File at the VCSNS.

'

7.1 A copy of this plan

7.2 A copy of each of the SCE&G UUREG-0588 submittals to the NRC

73 Qualification Documents for Class 1E equipment

6

O
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APPENDIX ISample Format
Attachment I

ErfjIF Oir VIRIFICATION/INSMCTION FD.210
-

g
I

5O DQGTP:Sr 922:

0538 T-dX GROUP O2TIEIE OC CC:?IZrE

1. Equiprent: :tdel # 1. QC Varified: :tdel #

Tag # Tag #

2. I/acation: Building 2. CC Verified Locaticn At:

Elev. 3uilding _

Colt:rn Line Elev.__
or Rcan

Coltra Line
or Rocm

3. Eces test report identify any special 3, For specific listed regairerents, is

i _sta11ation or orientation require- equiprent installed to reet these

cents? requtrenents?

n.- O ves O :d O res 0 :b O N/A
%

If yes, give specific orientation Pearks:

regaired or applicable dra.ving: _

_.

_

C: 7' 3 t .-3 *i./ : C rn.leted By:
.

+s.

Si;natz e -'a te Si p.a t Je ate.
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VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION
CHECK / SUMMARY SHEET FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR NUREG-0588

- Original P.O. #

Equipment Description:

System: Tag Number:

Location of Equipment: Equipment Elev.:

Flood Level Elev.: Above Flood Level: Yes No

Manufacturer: Tested Model/ Serial #:

Test Qualification Report #: Spec:

Function: FSAR Category:
(from FSAR Tables 3.11.0 & 3.11.0a)

Accident Environment at Equipment Location:

Temperature Pressure Relative Humidity

Chemical Spray

Radiation

Environment for which Equipment is Qualified:

Temperature Pressure Relative Humidity __

Chemical Spray

Radiation

Qualified Life:

Operating Time: Specified Accuracy: Spe cified

(Post Accident)
Qualified Demonstrated

Harsh: Non-Harsh:

Equipment is exempt from qualification, for details see page

Equipment is qualified: Yes No (See Notes)

Equipment Qualification documentation available (NSSS Vendor ___, Central File __)

Notes:

O

_
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3
(s / Notes (Cont'd.)

The enclosed information has been. summarized from qualification reports, letters,

memorandums, etc. and has been reviewed for completeness, adequacy and accuracy

using approved procedures. The signatures below certify participation in the

gathering of this information, the review of its accuracy and completeness, and

approval for placement in the equipment qualification file.

i

O PREPARED BY: DATE: ORGANIZATION:

CHECKED BY: DATE: ORGANIZATION:
,

APPROVED BY: DATE: ORGANIZATION:

SCE&G

REVIEWED BY: DATE:
,

i APPROVED BY: DATE:
,

|

,

O
,

!

._, . - - - _ , , . - - _ ., ,
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(SAMPLE FORMAT)

VIRGIL C. SCO'IR NCCLEAR STATIC:t
CHECK /SU' !ARY SiiEET FOR E :7IRO::ME::TAL QUALIFICATION OF

ELECTRICAL EQUIPI:E::T FOR Z:UREC-05c8

.

M;0!E: Ite: antvered "I o" must be justified.

!! 0!E: 5;::ific page, seccion, paragraph, etc. to be entered if available.
REPORT # TEST

EVALUATION REPORT REMARKS OR
:UREG-0538 YES *:;0 REFERE:CE JUSTIFICATIO :S

2.0 QUALIFICATION METHODS
.

2.1 Selection of Methods

c. Do qualification methods conform
to IEEE-323-1971?

b. Do qualification methods conform
to IEEE-323-747

c. If analysis was performed in liet
of te' sting, was justification
provided? O

d. If analysis was performed in liet ;

of testing, was partial type test
data provided to support analy-
tical assumptions and conclu-
sions?

o. If testing was performed, did the
|

test demonstrate the operability

| of the equipment for the time
required in the environmental!

conditions resulting from the

accident?

f. For equipment (safety related or
non-safety related) that need
not to function in order to miti--
gate any accident, but that must
not fail in a manner detrimental
to plant safety, was it demon-
strated that it is capable of
withstanding any accident envi-
rencent for the time during

which it must not fail?

g. For equipncnt that need not fune"
tion to mitigate any accident,
was it deconstrated that the
equipnent would not fail in a
-anner detrimental to plant
safety?
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O -

VIRGIL C. SUIDER NUCLEAR STATION
CilECK/SU:':!ARY SIIEET FOR ENVIRCN:E!!TAL QUALIFICATI0:10F.

. ELECTRICAL EQUIP E:iT FOR NUREG-0588

.

* NOTE: I:cc ansJered "No" must be justified.
f:iOTE: Specific page, section, paragraph, etc. to be entered if available.

REPORT # TEST

EVALUATION REPORT REMARKS OR
, NUREG-0588 YES *NO REFERENCE JUSTIFICATIONS

2.2 Qualification by Test

a. Wa5' failure criteria established
before the test?

b. For qualification inside contain-
ment did test profile envelop a
composite LOCA/MSLB profile?

.

c. If equipment could become submer-
ged due to flooding, has the

~ ability or necessity for submer-
god operation been demonstrated?

O. d. Was simulated accident temperature
defined by thermo'ouples on orc
near the equipment or heat analy-
sis used?

Were performance characteristicse.
demonstrated before, during and
after the test?

f. Was the operability status of
equipment monitored continuously
during test or for long term test
monitoring jusification provided?

| g. Was caustic spray of the proper
concentration employed at the pro -

;

I per time and duration during the
| test?

h. Were expected extremes in power
| supply voltage range and frequen-
|

cy applied during simulated event
environmental testing?

I

| 1. Was Cobalt-60 employed for the
gamma irradiation of the equip-t

ment?,

l
i

.

e,- - - - - - - <r-,,,n- - r,--- , . , - - , . - - , - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - -
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O
VIRGII. C. SU::J.R NUCLEAR STATICN

Cl!ECK/SU:01ARY S11ECT FOR E::VIRON ENTAL QUALIFICATION OF
ELECTRICAL EQUIP:E::T FOR UUREG-0533

' NOTE: Iten answered "No" must be justified.
ISOTE: Specific page, section, paragraph, etc. to be entered if available.

REPORT # TEST

EVALUATION REPORT REMARKS OR
NUREG-0588 YES *NO REFERENCE JUSTIFICATIONS

.

2.3 Test Sequence

c. Was the adequacy of the test
sequence selected, justified?

b. Did the test simulate as closely

as practicable the postulated
environment?

c. Did the test procedure conform to
the guidelines of Section 5 of
IEEE-3237

.

d. Were sequential effects tests
used as the qualification method? ||g.

.

3.0 MARGINS

kJere quantified margins appliedc.

to design parameters to assure
enveloping of accident conditions?

| b. For equipment which performs its
safety function within a short
time period (seconds or minutes)

;

l was equipment demonstrated to re-
main functional in accident envi- .

renment for at least 1 hour in
excess of the time assumed in the
accident?

c. For all other equipment function
within a long time period was
equipment demonstrated to remain
functional in accident environ-
ment within a 10% time margin?

4.0 AGING

hc. Does the qualification program
conform to requirements of IEEE-
383-1972 for valve operators and
IEEE-334-1971 for motors?



- - . - -
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0 .

VIRGIL C. SU:::!ER NUCLEAR STATION
CHECK / SUM 1ARY SilEET FOR E:;VIRON: ENTAL QUALIFICATION OF

ELECTRICAL EQUIP!ENT FOR ;UREG-0588

.

6:;0IE: Item answered "No" must be juncified.<

#:;0TE: Specific page, section, parsgraph, etc. to be entered if available.
REPORI # TEST

EVALUATION REPORT REMARKS OR
NUREG-0588 YES *NO REFERENCE JUSTIFICATIONS

,

b. For motors and valve operators
were aging effects considered as
per IEEE-323-74?

c .. For other equipment, does qualifi -
-

cation address aging effects?

d. If susceptible to aging how does
*

this effect schedule of replac-

ing?

5.0 QUALIFICATION DOCUMENTATION

Does the qualification documenta-a.
tion verify that the equipment is
qualified for its application anc
meets its speicified performance
requirements?

b. Is qualification data used to
demonstrate equipment qualifica-
tion organized in an auditable
form?

Does qualification documentationc.'

meet the guidelines of IEEE-3237 ,

6.0 EQUIP ENT INTERFACE

a. Are there any special qualifica-
tion configurations such as
mounting, wiring, seals, etc.?
If any, identify or reference in
the remarks column.

7.0 EQUIPMENT APPLICABILITY

O'
.

a. Is there a certifieste of con-;

pliance from vendor which veri-
fics the qualification report
versus the equipment model num-

,

bers?
;

!,
-

- , , - -- - -, ,,,-m,.- , - , , - . - , a.,,, -.,,--.--.,----r - - - - - - - - , , - , , . - - - - , - - , - - , e- - - - --.c,- - , , --
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ViitCTI. C. SU::MER fiUCf. CAR STATION
CIIECK/SU:0!ARY SilEET FOR E: VIRON;2: ITAL QUALIFICATION OF

ELECTRICAL EQUIP:ENT FOR ::UREC-0588

' NOTE: Iten nsacred "No" must be justified.
' NOTE: 5;ccific page, section, paragraph, etc. to be entered if available.

REPORT # TEST

EVALUATION REPORT RDIAP.KS OR
NUREG-0558 YES s *No REFERENCE JUSTIFICATIONS

b. 'Jere there any failures during
qualification testing? If so,
identify and is evidence provid-
cd justifying acceptance?

8.0 ITEMS TO BE COMPLETED BY SCEEG

Is the test report applicable toc.
as-installed equipment?

b. Have the special qualification
configuration identified in item g
6a. been met for equipment as w
installed, if applicable?

1

.

O
.
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APPENDIX II

1. PURPOSE

The purpose of this procedure is to provide guidelines for the
initiation, preparation, review and processing of the required
materials necessary for the preparation of reports on equipment
qualifications to satisfy the intent of V. C. Summer D.C.P. 4.7.1
Processing of Safety Analysis Reports and the V. C. Summer Project
.fanagement Manual.

2. SCOPE

The scope of this procedure is the review of Class lE electrical
equipment for compliance with NUREG 0588, " Interim Staff Position on
Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment".

3. DEFINITIONS

3.1 WORK PACKAGE - A work package is a compilation of information and

contains the following:

, O
'

A. Completed NUREG 0588 Work Sheet.

B. Marked-up copy of IEEE Std. 323-1974 Section 6.3 or 323-1971

Section 5.2.

C. Detail Report (if required).
,

i

| D. Form " Guideline for Technical Review of the Discussions of

I Compliance With NUREG 0588 for Equipment Qualified to

! IEEE 323-1971" or " Guideline ---- IEEE 323-1974".

3.2 DETAIL REPORT - Detail Report is defined as a report which is

completed utilizing the instructions provided by the Project Engineer
t when the information required for column 14 of NUREG 0588 Work Sheet

is not available.

i

?O
1
| Revision 3

Page 3 of 21!
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APPENDIX II

4. RESPONSIBILITY

4.1 The Project Engineer, or designee, is responsible for appointing:

A. A technically qualified individual as the Originator.

B. Technically qualified reviewer for review of the work package
for completeness and technical content.

4.2 The Originator is responsible for completing the NUREG 0588 Work
Sheet form, signing the " Guideline for Technical Review of the
Discussions of Compliance With NUREG 0588 for Equipment Qualified

to IEEE 323-1974" form, preparing a Detail Report as directed
by the Project Engineer and completing the " Check / Summary Sheet for
Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment for NUREG 0588," form.

4.3 The Electrical Department, I&C Department, and Project Management

are responsible for review of the work package.

5. PROCEDURE

5.1 INITIATION

|

The Originator obtains a NUREG 0588 Work Sheet form (Attachment I)

from the Project Engineer and prepares the form in accordance with
Paragraph 5.2.

O
Revision 3

Page 4 of 21
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5.2 PREPARATION OF THE NUREG 0588 WORK SHEET

5.2.1 The Originator utilizes the following reference information to
complete the NUREG 0588 Work Sheet form (Attachment I):

A. Columns 1 through 7 are completed utilizing Table 3.ll-0a of the
Final Sais*y Analysis Report.

B. Column 8 is completed utilizing applicable information provided
by the Applied Engineering Analysis cad Building Services
Project Engineer.

C. Columns 9, 11 and 13 are ccmpleted utilizing the information
obtained from the appropriate vendor's qualification report.

D. Columns 10 and 12 are completed utilizing the Originator's
knowledge of the system and available technical information.r3

U
E. Column 14 is completed utilizing the vendor's qualification

report. If the required information is not available, the
Originator prepares a Detail Report in accordance with the
instructions of the Project Engineer. In addition, the

Originator marks up a copy of IEEE Standard 323-1971 Section

5.2 or IEEE Standard 323-1974 Seccion 6.3.

5.2.2 ffter the NUREG 0588 Work Sheet form (Attachment I) is completed,

the Originator compiles the work package for review.

5.2.3 When the work package has been compiled, the Originator signs the
" Guideline for Technical Review of the Discussions of Compliance

With NUREG 0588 for Equipment Qualified to IEEE 323-1971 or 1974"

form and submits the work package to the Preject Engineer for review.

5.2.4 For equipment reviewed subsequent to April 1,1981, preparation of a
work package (Attachments I and II) is not required. The procedure

/~N 1

(,,/ outlined by Section 5.5 is suf ficient , based upon changes in the
review methodology resulting from discussions with the NRC.

Revision 3

-3- Rev. 1: 4-15-81
Page 5 of 21
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APPENDIX II

5.3 REVIEW

5.3.1 The Project Engineer, or designee, appoints a technically qualified
individual to review the work package.

5.3.2 The appointed reviewer reviews the work package in accordance with
the instructions provided on the " Guidelines for Technical Review of
the Discussion of Compliance With NLTEG 0588 for Equipment Qualified

to IEEE 323-1971 or 1974" form (Attachment II).

5.3.3 Af ter the review is completed, the appointed reviewer completes and

signs the " Guidelines for Technical Review of the Discussion of
Compliance With NUREG 0588 for Equipment Qualified to IEEE 323-1971

or 1974" form.

5.3.4 After the appointed reviewer has reviewed the work package, the
following is accomplished:

O
A. If the appointed reviewer has no comments, the work package is

forwarded to the Electrical Department, I&C Department and the

Project Management for review.

B. If the appointed reviewer has comments, the work package is
returned to the Originator for comment resolution. After the

comments have been resolved the work package is returned to the

appointed reviewer and if there are no further comments the
work package is forwarded to the Electrical Department, I&C
Department and the Project Management for review.

O
Revision 3

Page 6 of 21
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,

O
5.3.5 After Electrical Department, I&C Department and Project Management

have reviewed the work package the following is accomplished:

|
1

A. If the Electrical Department, I&C Department and Project
Management have no comments, the work package is forwarded to

Project Office for processing.

,

B. If the Electrical Department, I&C Department, and/or Project
,

I Management have comments the work package is returned to the

Originator for resolution of comments. After the comments have.

,} been resolved, the work package is returned to the applicable
department (s) and if there are no further comments the work,

package is forwarded to Project Office for processing.

5.4 PROCESSING

5.4.1 Project Office, utilizing the information on the NUREG 0588 Work
,

Sheet, extracts the information required to satisfy the requirements+

! of NRC letter dated February 22, 1980 and forwards this information to
!

) typing. This information is typed in a form as shown on Attachment III.

5.4.2 The typed form, along with the work package, is returned to the
Originator.

! 5.4.3 The Originator reviews the typed form for completeness, filer. the
work package, and returns the typed form to Project Office.

5.4.4 Project Office distributes the typed form to the client and
applicable members of the project team.

l

!
i
1

O.

Revision 3
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APPENDIX II

O
5.5 PREPARATION OF CHECK / SUMMARY SHEET

5.5.1 The originator obtains the " Check / Summary Sheet for Environmental

Qualification of Electrical Equipment for NUREG-0588" form
(Attachment IV) from the Project Engineer.

5.5.2 The originator completes (Attachment IV - Sheet 1) utilizing the

information from the NUREG 0588 Work Sheet (Attachment I),if applicable,
1

(used for reviews prior to April 1, 1981) with the following numbered

exceptions:

A. Number 1 - Equipment elevation is to be supplied by the client.

B. Number 2 - Tested Model/ Serial No. is obtained from the vendor's
qualification report.

C. Number 3 - Function is obtained from the Originator's knowledge

of the system and available technicsl information.

5.5.3 The originator completes (Attachment V) utilizing the information in

Column 14 of Attachment I,if applicable, (dsed for reviews prior to

April 1,1981) and the vendor qualification report.

5.5.4 The Originator revises the Detail Report and the final typed form
(Attachment III), if required.

5.5.5 The Originator signs the PREPARED BY section of Attachment IV -
Sheet 2 after Attachment IV - Sheet 1 and Attachment V have been completed.

~

5.5.6 The Originator forwards the " Check / Summary for Environmental

Qualification of Electrical Equipment for NUREG 0588" forms
(Attachments IV and V), Detailed Reports and, if changed, 1

Attachment III to the Project Engineer for review.
.

5.5.7 Af ter the review is completed, the Project Engineer makes distribution

of the " Check / Summary for Environmental Qualification of Electrical
Equipment for NUREG 0588" forms, (Attachments IV and V), Detailed Reports |

and. if changed, Attachment III to the appropriate disciplines for y

review. Revision 3
Page 8 of 21

Rev. 1: 4-15-81
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APPENDIX II

5.5.8 The appropriate discipline project engineers appoint technically
qualified individuals to review the " Check / Summary for Environmental
Qualification of Electrical Equipment for NUREG 0588" forms,
(Attachments IV and V), Detailed Reports and, if changed, Attachment III

1
|

for technical content: and accuracy.

|

5.5.9 Upon completion of the review, the appointed reviewer, who may be
the project engineer, signs the CHECKED BY portion of Attachment IV -
Sheet 2 and forw rds the " Check / Summary for Environmental Qualification

of Electrical Equipment for NUREG 0588" forms, (Attachments IV and V),

Detailed Reports and, if changed, Attachment III to the Project 1

Engineer.

5.5.10 The Project Engineer signs the APPROVED BY portion of Attachment IV -
Sheet 2 and submits the package to the Project Office for distribution.

6. REFERENCES

O
6.1 NUREG 0588 " Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of

Safety Related Electrical Equipment".

6.2 GAI Project Management Manual.

6.3 IEEE Standard 323-1971 and 1974.

O
Revision 3
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APPENDIX IIGUIDE:II:E FOR TE. ::;ICAL RE'JICL' CF T:IE

DISCUSSIO:iS CF COMPLIA:;CE *.JITH : UREG 0538-

FOR EQL'IPME:T QUALIFIED TO IEEE 323 - 1971

Cept. Sh. ;o.

Originator

Revie'er

YES [;0

Feilure Criteria Addressed?

Every ite= in Section 5.2 of 323 addressea for testing?

Especially: Test program outline?

Test Monitoring Sensors?

Special Conditions Applied?

Instrument Traceabili ord e de % nesgde euf~a of TC 6 -

Adaquacy of Test Sequence add sed

Every item in Section 5 f3 dressed for operating

cxperience?

Every ites in Section 5.4 of 323 addressed for analysis?

Adequacy of =argins addressed?

Ssetion 4. (Aging) of NUREG 0588 addressed for motors and valve
operators?

Component replace =ent schedule addressed for all other equipment?

Categorization of cl and c2 equipment justified?
|

Wns PH of spray addressed?
1 -

Comments:

. . . _ __ _

Revision 3
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__ ._ ... . . . _ . . ,

GUIDELINE FOR TECliNICAL REVIEW OF THE APPENDIX II.

DISCUSSIONS OF C0!!?LIAUCE WITH NUREG 0588-

*
.

FOR EQUIPMENT QUALIFIED TO IEEE 323 - 1974-

Dept. sh. No.

Originator

*

. - Reviewer

YES NO,

Failure Criteria Addressed?

Every item'in Section 6.3 of 323 addressed for testing?
.

Especially: Test Plan? .

Test Equipment Require =ents?
'

Instrument Calibration Documentation?

Applied Frequency Variations?
9

Two Environmental Trans' ?
.

Most Severe Test S quen

Electrical eme ore LOCA?
(

Post LOCA Ope on?
g,ocal,% of' f sectors eMIM%A \ Q.

Every item in Section 6.4 of 323 addressed for operating experience?

.Every item in Section 6.5 of 323 addressed for analysis?

Adequacy of margins addressed?

Arrhenius method used or alternate method justified?

Phase Changes . tad Reactions addressed?
.

Qualified life justification addressed?

Every ites in Section 8 of 323 addressed?*

Categorizacion of c1 and c2 equipment justified?
,

Lack of synergistic effects testing justified?

Was PH of spray addressed?
.

.

C0!t!ENTS:

O)w

i

-_ . _ _ -Revision 3
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ATTACHMENT IV SHEET 1'

,

*

0>

VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION
QIECK/SLTfARY SHEET FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR NUREC-0588
.

.

Original P.O. f

Equipment Description:

System: Tag Number:

Location of Equipment: Equipment Elev.:

Flood Level Elev.: Above Flood Level: Yes No'

hTestedModel/Se 1 #:Manufacturer:

Test Qualification Report #: Spec: A4

v

Function: ory:

|
- om AR Tables 3.11.0 & 3.ll.0a)

'

Accident Environment at Equipment *

| Temperature Press Relative Humidity*

Chemical Spray v

Radiation

Environment for which Equipment is Qualified:

Temperature Pressure Relative Humidity

diemical Spray

Radiation
i

'

; Qualified Life:
^

| Operating Time: Specified Accuracy: Specified

(Post Accident)
Qualified Demonstrated

Harsh: Non-Harsh:
~

Equipment is exempt from qualification, for details see page

|
Equipment is qualified: Tes No (See Notes)'

Equipment Qualification documentat.on available (NSSS Vendor _ , Central File _)f

Notes:
i

|

_.. _ .- -.

| Revision 3
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APPENDIX YI

ATTACIDfE .T IV SHEET 2

-

Notes (Cont'd.)

_

The enclosed information has been su=marized from qualification reports, letters,

memorandues, etc. and has been reviewed for complete , adequacy and accuracy~

using approved procedures. The signatures belo erti participation in the

gathering of this information, the. review b es ccuracy and completeness, and
i

approval for placement in the equ qua fication file.

DATE: ORGANIZATION:
PREPARED BY:

DATE: ORGANIZATION:
CHECKED BY:

APPROVED BY: DATE: ORGANIZATION:

SCE&G
.

DX2:REVIEWED BY:

DATE:APPROVED BY:

Revisien 3

. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
._

...Page 16 of 21
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ATTACHMENT V APPENDIX II

O
VIRGIL C. SCOT t ::UCLEAR STATIO:t

CIIECK/SE:::A?.Y SH ET FOR E:;7120 ::2!:TAL QUALITICATIO:I 0F
ELECTRICAL EQUI?:2::T TOR Z:UKEG-0538

.

t:0 E: Ite: s rvared ": o" c:ust be justified.
4:0TE: 5;:cific page, section, paragrsph, etc. to be ente' red if available.

REPORT GTEST

EVALUATIO!! REPORT RIMARXS OR
NUREG-0538 YES =:;0 RITIRE::CE JUSTIFICATIO::S,

2;0 QUALIFICATI0:t }ETHODS
'

..

2:1. Selection of Methods
.

Do qualificatien =ethods conforma.

to IEEE-323-19717

b. Do qualification methods conform , >

$)to IEEE-323-74?
-

c. If analysis was perfor=ed in liet
of te' sting, was jur'.ification .,,

provided?

d. If analysis was perfo'emed in -- -

of testing, was partial type e
data provided to support analy
tical assu=ptions and conclu-
sions. ?

e. If testing was performed, did tho
,

test demonstrate the operability

of the equipment for the time .'

,
*

required in the environmental
conditions resulting from the

accident? .

f. For equipment (safety related or
non-safety related) that need
not to function in order to mici"
gate any accident, but that must
not fail in a =anner detri= ental
to plant safety, was it demon-
strated that it is capable of

,

withstanding any accident envi-
roncent for the time during

which it must not fail?

. g. For equip cnc that need not func~
(}) tion to mitigste any accident,

'

vas it deconstrated that the -

equipr. cat would not fail in a
usance detrimental to pisnt Revision 3

'

safety? Page 17 cf 21
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APPENDIX II

*

.

VIRGIL C. SU:CER NUCLEAR STATIC:t
C11CCK/SU:'".ARY S!!EET FOR C :VIRC::: ENTAL QUALIFICATI0:: OF

. ELECTRICAL EQUI?:2::T FOR ::UREG-0538

.

.

YOTZs Itec ans.cred "No" must be justified.
1.1CTI: Specific pag:, section, paragraph, etc. to be entered if available.

REFORT WTEST

EVALUATICN REFORT REMARKS OR*

NURIG-0588 "" YES | aNO REFERENCZ JUSTIFICATIONS
.

8 2 qualification by Test

Was* failure criteria establishedc.
before the test?

b." For qualification inside contain-
ment did test profile envelop a

'

co=posite LCCA/MSL3 profile?

If equi; cent could become submer-
, c.

ged due to flooding, has the q *

* cbility or necessity for subcer-
ged operation been de=enstrated?

\
dw Was cinulated accident te=p re

defined by thermo' ouples on oc
near the equipment or heat an
sis used?

'

c. Vere performance characteristics
demonstrated before, during and ,

after the test?

f. Was the operability status of
equipment monitored continuously
during test or for long term test
monitoring jusificatien provided?

g. Was caustic spray of the proper
concentration employed at the pro -

per eine and duration during the -

test?

h, Vere expected extremes in power
supply voltage range and frequen-
cy applied during simulated event .

environmental testing?
.

i. Was Cobalt-60 employed for the
gamma irradiation of the equip-
r.ent? .

4-

Revision 3
~~ ~ ~ Page 18 of 21
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lAPPENDIX II
ATTACHMENT V (CONT'D)

r~'s 1
\#'

.

-

VIRGIL C. SU::T.R NUCLEAR STATIC:(
CHECX/SU:CIARY SHEET FCR E:: VIRO:::E::TAL QUALIFICATI0:I 0F

ELECTRICAL EQUI?:E::T FOR tiUREC-0533

t;0TE: Iten answered ":'o" must be justified.
t*0TE: Specific page, section, paragraph, etc. to be entered if available.

REPORT FTEST

EVALUATIO:( Fi? ORT REMARKS OR

NUREC-05o3 YES | "No REFIRE::CE JUSTIFICATIC::S
,

2 3 Test Sequence

a. Was the adequacy of the test
sequence selected, justified?

<
b. Did the test simulate as closely

-as practicable the postulated
environment?

'

c. Did the test procedure conform te
-

the guidelines of Section 5 of h
IEEE-323?

..
,

(-) d. Were sequential effects test ih
,

used as the qualificacica t' .ed? ,

.

3.0 $ARCINS

Were qusatified margins applieda.
to design para =eters to assure
enveloping of accident conditicas?

b. For equipment which performs its
safety function within a short
time period (seconds or minutes)
was equipment demonstrated to re-
r.ain functional in accident envi- .

ron=ent for at least I hour in
excess of the ti=e assumed in tho
accident?

.

c. For all other equipment function
within a long time period was
equipment demonstrated to remain
functional in accident environ-
ment within a 10% time margin?

4.0 ACINGg

a. Does the qualification program
conform to requirements of IEEE-
3S3-1972 for valve operators and Revision 3-

. - - - - - - - Page 19 of 21IEEE-334-1971 for motors?
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APPENDIX II
ATTAC11MD;T V (CONT'D)

O
-

.
.,
'

VI*tCIL C. SU:::'ER ::UCLEAR STAT!0:i
C11ECK/SU: nRY SIIE2T FOR C:."JIRC:!.2:!TAL QUALIFICATION OF

ELECTRICAL EQUIP :E::7 FOR : UREC-0523

.

T0!Et Item cnsucred ":;o'' =ust be justified.
MOI:: Specific page, section, paragraph, etc. to be entered if available.

REPORI ETEST
EVALUATICN ?2 PORT PIMARKS OR'

NUREG-0583 YES | *SO |REFERCICE JUSTIFICATICNS
,

,

b. For motors and valve operators
were aging effects considered as

I
per IEEE-323-74?

c.. For other equipment, does qualifj -

cation address aging effects? g
d. If susceptible to aging hev does $ *

this effect schedule of replac- %
ing? y y

\
5.0 QUALIFICATION DOCU}ENTATION

.

l Does the' qualification documenta-c.
tion verify that the equipment is
qualified for its applicatica anc

l meets its speicified performance
requirements?

b. Is qualification data used to
demonstrate equipment qualifica-
tion organi:ed in an auditable
form?

c. Does qualificatien docu=entation
meet the guidelines of IEEE-3237 ,

6.'0 EQUIP!ENT INTERFACE

c. Are there any special qualifica-
tion configurations such as
mounting, viring, seals, etc.?,

If any, Identify or reference in
the remarks coluen.

7.0 EQUIP!IENT APPLICABILITY

c, Is there a certificate of con-
pliance from vendor which veri- .____

__ Revision 3fics the qualification report
Page 20 of 21versus the equipment model num-

bers?

. _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _



APPENDIX II
ATTAC!! MENT V (CONT'D)

. . . .

. .,
VIltCTI. C. SU:':!ER : UCf.*.All STATION

CilECK/SU:0!ARY SilE;T FOR E::VIRC:::E:1TAL QUALIFICATI0:t OF
ELECTRICAL EQUIP:: CIT FOR ::URIG-0583

.

*:;0 E: Ite ans;eted ".4o" must be justified.
TOTE: . Specific page, section, paragraph, etc. to be entered if availa' ale.

REPORT # TEST

EVALUATICi REPORT RE:fARKS OR

YES | a:io RI?IRO CE JUSTIFICATIO:iSHUREC-0538 ':

b, t~ere there any failures during
qualification testing? If so,
identify and is evidence provid- b

ed justifying acceptance?

'

0.0 ITE':S TO BE CO:!?LETED BY SCE&G
b' .

Is the test report applicable toa. .

as-installed equipment?

b. Have the special qualification
| (,^-) configuration identified in item g *-

6a. been met for equipment O
installed, if applicablef

|

.
O

e

e

e

.

e

gs
.

Revision 3.
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